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zusammenfassung

Die gleichungsbasierte, objektorientierte Modellierungssprache Modelica
ist standardisiert und hat viele verschiedene Anwendungsgebiete und Im-
plementierungen. Die meisten dieser Implementierungen folgen einem
gemeinsamen Schema: Modelle werden erst kombiniert, dann zu einem
Gleichungssystem reduziert, analysiert und schließlich in effizienten Si-
mulationscode übersetzt. Analyse und Übersetzung sind nicht Teil der
Sprachspezifikation. Die Details ihrer Umsetzung sind der Implementie-
rung überlassen. Dieser Ablauf hat einen Entscheidenden Einfluss auf die
Beziehung zwischen Modellen und ihrer Simulation. Nach der Erzeugung
des Simulationscodes kann ein Modell seine Struktur, d.h. seine Gleichun-
gen, nicht mehr ändern.

Diese Dissertation untersucht einen alternativen Ansatz, in dem je-
des Modell getrennt betrachtet wird und so eine intrinsische, kontext-
unabhängige Bedeutung hat. Aus dieser Perspektive ist die Simulation
kein von der Modellierungssprache unabhängiger Schritt, sondern wird in
dieser selbst ausgedrückt. So kann jedes Modell separat in Maschinencode
übersetzt werden. Daraus folgt die Möglichkeit, den Simulationsverlauf aus
den Modellen heraus zu steuern und eine mächtige Variante strukturdyna-
mischer Systeme zu implementieren.

Die Übersetzung von Modellen beruht auf einer rigorosen Definition
einzelner Aspekte der Semantik von Modelica in Form einer Kernsprache,
Mcl. Diese Kernsprache konzentriert sich auf die wesentlichsten Aspekte
von Modelica: Die hierarchische Organisation von Modellen und ihre Re-
duktion zu Gleichungssystemen. Die Formalisierung der Reduktion erfolgt
mit Continuations und ermöglicht so die Implementierung von Struktur-
dynamik. Der so implementierte Compiler kann mit vielen Sprachmittel
von Modelica umgehen. Darüberhinaus unterstützt er eine unkomplizierte
Form zur Modellierung strukturdynamischer Systeme mit vielen Modi.

Weil Modelle in Mcl Objekte erster Klasse sind, kann ihre symbolische
und numerische Verarbeitung in der Sprache selbst implementiert werden.
Eine Kernel Bibliothek stellt die Mittel zur Erzeugung, Transformation und
Simulation von kontinuierlichen Gleichungen diskreten Signalen bereit.
Dieser Ansatz reduziert die Komplexität der Sprachsemantik erheblich und
erleichtert die Änderung oder Erweiterung der Algorithmen die Modelle
verarbeiten.





abstract

The equation-based object-oriented modeling language Modelica is an
openly accessible standard with many implementations and applications.
Most, if not all, tools that execute a Modelica simulation follow a common
scheme: Models are loaded, composed, analyzed, and transformed into
a system of equations. This system is then further simplified, translated
into efficient code, and simulated. The latter steps are executed by the
tool at hand and not specified by the modeling language’s semantics. This
architecture has profound impact on the relationship between models and
their simulation. After the simulation code has been generated, a model
cannot change its structure, i.e. its equations, during simulation.

This thesis investigates an alternative approach: Here, each model is
considered separately and has an intrinsic context-independent meaning.
In this view, simulation is not a tool-specific step, disconnected from the
language semantics but expressed in the modeling language itself and each
model can be translated separately into executable code. Consequently, a
model can then control the course of the simulation, enabling a powerful
variant of variable-structure systems.

The translation of models builds upon a partial but rigorous definition
of the modeling language’s semantics in the form of a core language, Mcl.
The core language focuses on the most important aspects of Modelica: the
organization of models in hierarchies and their reduction to systems of
equations. The formalization of the reduction in a continuation-passing
style permits the definition of variable-structure models. The compiler,
although only a prototype, is capable of translating several important fea-
tures of Modelica. As an extension to the language, it has a straightforward
support for variable-structure systems with many modes.

With the help of first-class models it becomes possible to implement
the symbolical and numerical treatment of models in Mcl itself. A kernel
library provides the means for the description of equations, discrete sig-
nals, symbolic manipulation, and simulation. This architecture reduces the
complexity of the modeling language to a manageable magnitude and also
makes it rather simple to extend or change the features of that library.
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1 introduction

Modeling and simulation have become indispensable tools for modern
engineering. Modeling languages convey methods, tools, and techniques
from the domain of software development into the world of modeling
and engineering and especially into young industries that cannot rely on
centuries of experience.

In 2010, an engineer who was working on the modeling & simulation
of offshore wind farms asked the author of this thesis the seemingly inno-
cent question, whether it could be possible to compile Modelica libraries
separately on a file-by-file basis. Separate compilation is a common feature
of compilers for programming languages like C or Java. Its motivation is
quite pragmatic: Successive compilation only considers changed input and
minimizes the time necessary to translate and test a change. This, in turn,
increases the productivity of the programmer and enables the distribution
and deployment of pre-compiled libraries or packages. The demand for
such a feature was natural, as the modeling of wind-turbines and their en-
vironmental conditions had lead to the development of rather large model
libraries at that point [Strobel et al., 2011]. Separate compilation of Model-
ica models was not possible at that time, though and at least one author
addressed the question as a topic of research [Zimmer, 2009]. The reason
for this apparent difficulty lies in a particularity of Modelica’s semantic
domain: Systems of differential equations need to be pre-processed before
they can be compiled into an efficient, low-level language (see Section 1.1 for
a discussion of this process). These transformations are the sine-qua-non of
any practically relevant implementation, but they require a holistic repre-
sentation of the simulated model. Separate Compilation, on the other hand,
is achieved by splitting the input of the source language along a certain
axis of composition (e.g. files or classes) and transforming the fragments
into independent units (e.g. object files, libraries or modules) of the target
language.

When asked this question, the author of this thesis had just begun an
investigation of Mosilab, a research implementation and dialect of Modelica
[Nytsch-Geusen and Ernst, 2005]. Mosilab supports a limited form of
structural variability, a feature that allows a model to change its underlying
set of equations, called the mode of the model, at simulation-time. The
existing implementation of Mosilab had grown old and did not support
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modern features of Modelica. In particular, it did not support much of the
transformations mentioned above, as it was limited to so-called index-1
systems. Also, Mosilab suffered from of a combinatorial explosion of modes,
caused by the need to prepare every possible mode: Composing two models
with two modes each yielded a model with four modes, composing three
such models already yielded eight modes, four yielded sixteen, and so on.

Despite these constraints, Mosilab had successfully demonstrated the
practicality of structurally variable models and their simulation. The goal of
the investigation was to determine, whether it would be possible develop a
successor for Mosilab that adds support for higher-index systems, modern
language features, and a more general form of structural variability, with
many or even infinitely many different modes. Again, the holistic view of
the model transformations was a severe problem: While it was straight-
forward to apply the transformations once per mode, this was not possible
for many or even for an infinite amount of modes.

Apparently, both questions share a common problem. Could it be that
both questions that came up together by pure chance share the same answer?
Would the design of a compiler quasi automatically lead to the support
of unbounded structural variability? This thesis answers this question
positively. Its main hypothesis can be stated as follows:

The specification of Modelica in the form of an operational se-
mantics and its separate translation enable the integration of
structural variability into the language in a way that works well
with model composition and many potential modes.

1.1 differential algebraic equations
For a modeling language, the most fundamental aspect of the semantics is
that of the modeling domain. Before we can even consider the language
itself, we have to investigate the requirements that originate from the typical
treatment of its models. Models written in Modelica describe (vector-valued)
differential algebraic equations (short: DAE) in an interval 𝕀 ⊆ ℝ.

𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�, 𝑦) = 0

𝐹 relates the independent variable 𝑡 ∈ 𝕀, 𝑛 variables 𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑛 (called the
states), their first-order derivatives �̇� ∈ ℝ𝑛 and 𝑚 algebraic variables 𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑚.

In the literature [Kunkel et al., 2001, Cellier, 1996] the definition some-
times also contains external inputs, e.g., in the case of a control problem
or during optimization. Such extensions are omitted here. Similarly, the
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eponymous presence of algebraic variables plays a vital role during effi-
cient simulation (as they are never subject to integration) but is of little
importance throughout this work. Instead, we view these unknowns as
derivatives with non-observed state and combine them with the original
states to a new vector 𝑧:

𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�, 𝑦) = 𝐺(𝑡, 𝑧, �̇�), such that 𝑧 = (𝑢, 𝑥), �̇� = (𝑦, �̇�), �̇� = 𝑦

The introduction of the unobserved states 𝑢 enlarges the system, but
it clearly does not change its solutions when no element of 𝑢 appears in
𝐺. The solution of such an equation is the implicitly defined continuous
function 𝜉 ∶ 𝕀 → ℝ𝑛+𝑚, such that ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝕀 ∶ 𝐺(𝑡, 𝜉(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)) = 0.

The goal of the simulation is to find that solution, and one can apply
several well-established methods can in its search. For the task of this thesis,
it is essential to gain an understanding of the interface of these methods, as
they impose requirements on the implementation of the modeling language.
To that end, this section gives a cursory overview of the numerical and
symbolical treatment of differential algebraic equations.

1.1.1 Numerical Integration

Since most DAEs cannot be solved analytically, 𝜉 is usually approximated
by a numerical method. At discrete points in time 𝑡𝑜… 𝑡𝑘, the solution is
approximated as 𝑧𝑖 ≈ 𝜉(𝑡𝑖). Therefore, the variables 𝑧 in 𝐺 represent the
values of a continuous function.

As an example, consider the simple model of a pendulum (as explained
e.g. by Tiller [2001])

�̈� = −𝑔 sin𝜙

With 𝑧 = (𝜙, �̇�) this model can be expressed as a DAE as follows:

𝑧 = (𝑧1, 𝑧2) 𝐺(𝑡, 𝑧, �̇�) = (�̇�1 − 𝑧2, �̇�2 + 𝑔 sin 𝑧1𝑔)

The simplest numerical solver is the explicit linear Euler method, i.e. the
linear approximation of 𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1) from its derivative and a suitable small step
size ℎ ∈ ℝ:

𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1) ≈ 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) + ℎ�̇�(𝑡𝑖) = 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) + ℎ𝑓(𝑡𝑖, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖))

The solution depends on the explicit computation of �̇�(𝑡𝑖) in terms of
the already existing solution 𝑓(𝑡𝑖, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖). The function 𝑓 is called the state-
space-form of 𝐺, a function that explicitly computes the derivatives of the
model from the current value of the states. It has to be computed prior to
the simulation. In the case of the pendulum, 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑧1, 𝑧2) = (𝑧2, −𝑔 sin 𝑧1).
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While this method is both easy to understand and to implement (cor-
rectly), it faces a major deficiency when it comes to precision: The computa-
tional effort to solve a system in an interval [𝑡0, 𝑡𝑚] depends on the number
of steps 𝑚 which is inversely proportional to the step size, i.e. ℎ = 𝑡𝑚−𝑡0

𝑚 . A
larger step size increases performance and yields a reduced accuracy. But
even the smallest step size can yield simulation errors that build up given
a long enough simulation: This might lead not only to quantitative but
qualitative errors (i.e., a completely wrong behavior of the model).

In the case of the simple pendulum, for instance, it is reasonable to
expect that the system does not build up (or lose) momentum over time,
i.e., 𝜙 should periodically return to 𝜙0. Simulating the pendulum with the
explicit Euler violates this invariance (Figure 1.1a): No matter how small one
chooses the step size, eventually the pendulum will start rotating around
its pivot. Since this is a qualitative change, the solver is said to be unstable.
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Figure 1.1: Simulating a pendulum with different numerical methods.
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In order to retain stability for the given model, two general variations of
the solver are possible. First, we can switch to the implicit Euler method.

𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1) ≈ 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) + ℎ�̇�(𝑡𝑖+1) = 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) + ℎ𝑓(𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1))

Here, the approximation of 𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1) depends on �̇�(𝑡𝑖+1), which is again
defined in terms of the state-space form 𝑓 applied to 𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1). Since the
solution at point 𝑡𝑖+1 is not yet known, a (nonlinear) algebraic system of
equations must be solved (e.g. using Newton’s method) in every time step.
The gain for this additional effort is an increased stability: Unstable behavior
is observed for fewer cases.

Despite this improvement, the simulated result of our example is still
not satisfactory: Instead of divergence, we now observe a damping behavior
(Figure 1.1b). The fact that the error is limited (i.e., the solver is stable) does
not suffice for an accurate simulation: It is also necessary to improve the
quantitative accuracy of the behavior.

To achieve this improvement, it is necessary to increase the quality of the
approximation of the derivative. Instead of evaluating only �̇�(𝑡𝑖) or �̇�(𝑡𝑖+1),
a solver might use several intermediate steps in order to obtain a more
accurate result. These intermediate points define a polynomial �̇�, which
approximates the derivative �̇�. The quality of the approximation rises with
the degree of �̇�. The Euler methods can be interpreted as borderline cases
with polynomials of degree 0, i.e., they approximate the derivative as a
constant.

One notable example of this principle is the family of Runge-Kutta meth-
ods. These methods directly calculate the integral of the polynomial �̇� as
a linear weighted sum of several intermediate points 𝑘𝑖. These 𝑘𝑖 can be
computed either forward from 𝑡𝑖 (in explicit variants) or backwards from
𝑡𝑖+1 (in implicit members of the family). For example, the famous fourth
order explicit Runge-Kutta method is defined as:

𝜉(𝑡𝑖+1)
∧= 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) +

ℎ
6(𝑘1 + 2(𝑘2 + 𝑘3) + 𝑘4)

where 𝑘𝑖
∧= 𝑓(𝑡1, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖))

𝑘2
∧= 𝑓(𝑡𝑖 +

ℎ
2, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) +

ℎ
2𝑘1)

𝑘3
∧= 𝑓(𝑡𝑖 +

ℎ
2, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) +

ℎ
2𝑘2)

𝑘4
∧= 𝑓(𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖) + ℎ𝑘3)

Here, 𝑘1 is the increment used in the explicit Euler-method, 𝑘2 is the
increment obtained from the midpoint of the slope achieved by 𝑘1, 𝑘3 is a
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consecutive improvement (again from the midpoint), and 𝑘4 is the increment
obtained from the slope at the end of this approximation. This method is
not only stable but yields accurate results even in long-term simulations of
our example (Figure 1.1c).

This overview only scratches the surface of the topic of solving differen-
tial equations. There are many more techniques with interesting properties:
e.g., multi-step methods, adaptive solvers, and even the discretization of
state instead of time[Bergero et al., 2012], to name only a few. Notably, no
method can reliably solve all DAEs. Therefore, the choice of a solver is
always a trade-off between computational effort and precision, restricted
by the requirements of the model at hand.

The impact on the language semantics is rather severe. When the wrong
numerical method is applied, the outcome of a simulation could as well be
completely random, but the adequacy of a particular method depends on
the model. A precise description of the results of a simulation is therefore
practically unachievable. Any description of the semantics must either
ignore the simulation entirely or somehow incorporate this uncertainty.

As we have seen, the integrator attempts to compute the derivatives of
a solution. This computation either uses an explicit function 𝑓(𝑡𝑖, 𝜉(𝑡𝑖)) or
relies on the (numerical) solution of an implicit system of equations. Because
the concrete implementation depends on the choice of the integrator, the
modeling language must be able to support both the necessary reordering
into state-space-form and an iterative evaluation of the equations. The
latter point implies that equations can be evaluated in what appears to be a
random order. It is thus advisable that their evaluation is free of side-effects.

1.1.2 Regularization

Aside from the issues that come with the application of numerical methods,
modeling a DAE has its intrinsic difficulties: Systems of equations described
by such a model can easily deviate from their ideal formulation. They are
often larger than necessary, may contain redundant information, or have
an opaque structure. This deviation is a natural consequence of the higher
level of abstractions, and it motivates the need for symbolic methods that
transform a model into a format that is suitable for the numerical simulation.
Like an integrator, the symbolical treatment imposes requirements on the
implementation of the modeling language.

As an example, consider the pendulum in its Cartesian formulation
as a first-order DAE. Such a formulation might occur more naturally in
a modeling language than the concise variant from above. (In fact, the
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systems of equations that arise from the usage of a library for mechanical
modeling are even more extensive.)

�̇� = 𝑣𝑥
�̇� = 𝑣𝑦
�̇�𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥
�̇�𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦 − 𝑔

𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 1

The solution of such nonlinear equations is usually achieved by an
iterative process like Newton’s method. Here, the zeros of the implicit
definition 𝐺 are found. Usually, the iteration makes use of the inverse of
the Jacobian 𝐽𝐺−1. The components of this matrix are the partial derivatives
of 𝐺 with respect to the differential variables �̇�. For the example above, the
solver needs to determine �̇�, �̇�, �̇�𝑥, �̇�𝑦 and 𝐹.

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

�̇�𝑥 �̇�𝑦 �̇� �̇� 𝐹

�̇� − 𝑣𝑥 0 0 1 0 0
�̇� − 𝑣𝑦 0 0 0 1 0
�̇�𝑥 − 𝐹𝑥 1 0 0 0 −𝑥

�̇�𝑦 − 𝐹𝑦 + 𝑔 0 1 0 0 −𝑦
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 − 1 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The last row contains only zero elements. Therefore the Jacobian cannot
be inverted, and hence the system cannot (easily) be solved. The cause of
this problem lies in the fact that the last row describes an algebraic constraint,
i.e., an equation that only relates states. These constraints do not directly
contribute to the solution of the derivatives. Unfortunately, they occur
naturally from the composition of models.

The solution to this problem stems from the observation that the vari-
ables in this system of equations are not truly independent. Recall that each
variable represents the value of a continuous function. A constraint can
then be interpreted as a constant univariate function ℎ(𝑡) = 0. Hence if ℎ
is differentiable, then its total derivative ℎ̇(𝑡) also equals zero. Adding the
derivative of an equation does therefore not change the solution of a model.
In the example, we can add the first and second derivatives of the last row
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to the system:

�̇�𝑥 + �̇�𝑦 = 0
�̇�𝑥𝑥 + 𝑣2𝑥 + �̇�𝑦𝑦 + 𝑣2𝑦 = 0

Adding these equations yields an overdetermined system. In order to
solve it, one can eliminate either 𝑥 or 𝑦 and their respective derivatives by
substitution. When 𝑦 is eliminated the resulting system is:

�̇� = 𝑣𝑥
�̇�𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥

𝑥�̇�𝑥 + 𝑣2𝑥 +
(𝑥𝑣𝑥)

2

1 − 𝑥2 + 𝑔√1 − 𝑥
2 = 𝐹(1 − 𝑥2)

If the choice falls on 𝑥, the resulting system of equations is:

�̇� = 𝑣𝑦
�̇�𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦 − 𝑔

𝑦�̇�𝑦 + 𝑣2𝑦 +
(𝑦𝑣𝑦)

2

1 − 𝑦2 = 𝐹(1 − 𝑦
2)

Both systems are solvable in principle and describe the desired behavior.
Both, however, are singular in a specific point (either 𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 1 or 𝑥 = 1,
𝑦 = 0) due to a division by zero. This choice is called state selection1 (see
e.g. [Mattsson et al., 2000]).

The transformation of a differential algebraic equation into such a solu-
ble form is called regularization or index reduction (where the index of an
equation is some measure of the difficulty of solving it). There are several
different definitions of the index of an equation [Mehrmann, 2015] as well as
methods of regularization. The index Σ-method developed by Pryce[Pryce,
2001], differs from the more common method of Pantelides [Pantelides,
1988] mostly in its concise description of the algorithm and its immedi-
ate support for higher-order differentials. While the latter describes the
solution finding in detail (and complexity), the former resorts to a Linear
Programming (LP) description of the problem that is somewhat simpler
to implement. Hence we focus on the Σ-method. Both methods impose
similar constraints on the modeling language, though.

In the example above the differentiation of the last equation was nec-
essary because the Jacobian was rank-deficient. In a graph-theoretical in-
terpretation this means that it was impossible to match each state to an

1although “state-deselection” would be more appropriate
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equation that depends on the derivative of that state. The solution was to
match the last equation to a state instead and differentiate it as needed. In a
certain sense the requirement for the Jacobian to be of full rank has been
relaxed. This relaxation can be expressed graphically by the search for a
highest-value perfect matching where the cost of matching an equation to
a state is the highest derivation degree of the state in the equation (as it is
always preferable to match to a derivative). Using this idea, the Σ-method
can be summarized as follows:

1. Construct a Matrix Σ = (𝜎𝑖𝑗) ∈ ℕ𝑛,𝑛 of the model, where every 𝜎𝑖𝑗
indicates the highest derivative of unknown 𝑗 in equation 𝑖

2. Interpret Σ as the weighted biadjacence matrix of a bipartite graph
with 2𝑛 nodes and find a maximum-value perfect matching 𝑇 in that
graph.

3. Given that matching, find the smallest optimal dual solution 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ ℕ𝑛.
Then 𝑐𝑖 is the number of times, equation 𝑖 needs to be differentiated.

The search for a maximal matching can be defined as a classical Integer
Linear Programming Problem where the discrete variables 𝛼𝑖𝑗 indicate a
perfect matching on the complete bipartite graph induced by Σ = (𝜎𝑖𝑗).

Maximize: 𝑧 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝛼𝑖𝑗

Subject to: 
𝑖∈1…𝑛

𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 1 for each 𝑗


𝑗∈1…𝑛

𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 1 for each 𝑖

𝛼𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0

There are many algorithms available to solve the problem: Particu-
larly interesting are the classical primal-dual methods, like the Hungarian
Method [Kuhn, 1955] or advanced algorithms using sophisticated initializa-
tion heuristics like the Jonker-Volgenant algorithm [Jonker and Volgenant,
1987]. The dual solution of the LP has a surprisingly elegant interpretation.
When 𝑐 = (𝑐𝑖) is the vector that describes how often the 𝑖-th equation has to
be differentiated, and 𝑑 = (𝑑𝑗) is the vector containing the maximum degree
of the derivatives of unknown 𝑗 in the system, then each equation imposes
a lower limit of the degree of its unknowns:

𝑑𝑗 ≥ 𝜎𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 1…𝑛
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The above relation reads as follows: The degree of each variable is
high enough to fulfill the requirements of all necessary derivations of each
equation it occurs in. A second requirement is that index reduction stops
early: If an unknown 𝑗 is computed by equation 𝑖 (i.e. the tuple (𝑖, 𝑗) is
contained in the matching 𝑇), then equation 𝑖 is differentiated exactly as
often as necessary:

𝑑𝑗 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖 ∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑇

These conditions describe the dual feasible solution (in the linear program-
ming sense) for the highest-value perfect matching. Any dual solution (as,
e.g., calculated by the Hungarian algorithm) fulfills the above requirements
and thus also solves the problem of regularization. There are infinitely many
feasible solutions. To find the smallest, the second part of the Σ-method
employs a simple fixed-point iteration. This iterative process is guaranteed
to terminate as long as 𝑇 is a highest value perfect matching of Σ.

There are two important consequences of the regularization for the mod-
eling language semantics: First, it is necessary to provide a certain structural
interface to the equations. In case of the Σ-method, this interface has to
yield the highest derivative of each unknown in each equation. Second, un-
knowns and equations are subject to transformation after the equations are
collected and before simulation starts. Hence it is impossible to decide how
they will influence the simulation state without knowledge of the complete
model.

1.1.3 Solver-side State Selection and Quasilinear Equations

Even after regularization, the solution of a system might reach a point of
singularity. If the pendulum is simulated with 𝑥 eliminated, it approaches
an invalid point when closing in on (𝑥, 𝑦) = (0, −1). The only possible
solution to this kind of problems is to switch to a different state selection,
i.e., to eliminate 𝑦. This change requires a reliable, dynamic detection of the
singularity, i.e., the computation of the eigenvalues of the system’s Jacobian
up to a reasonable precision. The most sensible place for such a computation
is the numerical solver itself, as it (usually) already maintains a (numerically
approximated) Jacobian, error approximations and controls the integration
step size.

Qualidaes [Steinbrecher, 2006] is an adaption of the Radau II-a method
that implements this detection. Furthermore, Qualidaes not only detects the
problematic situation but is also capable of selecting the new states without
further intervention from the modeling language. To do so, however, it
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requires the system of equations to be available in a specific form:

𝐸(𝑡, 𝑧)�̇� = 𝑘(𝑡, 𝑧)
0 = ℎ(𝑡, 𝑧)

In this form, 𝐸 together with 𝑘 is called the quasilinear representation
of 𝐺 (i.e. 𝐸(𝑡, 𝑥)�̇� = 𝑘(𝑡, 𝑧) ⟺ 𝐺(𝑡, �̇�, 𝑧) = 0), while ℎ depicts its hidden
constraints. These constraints are the results of regularization: They can be
obtained by eliminating all derivatives from the differentiated equations
using the original equations of the system. In our example, there are two
hidden constraints:

𝑥𝑣𝑥 + 𝑦𝑣𝑦 = 0
𝐹𝑥2 + 𝑣2𝑥 + 𝑦(𝐹𝑦 − 𝑔) + 𝑣2𝑦 = 0

Since the original equations 𝐺 of the cartesian pendulum are already
in quasilinear form, Qualidaes can solve the whole system directly. A sim-
ulation over 50s with an initial angle of 𝜙0 = 0.4 repeatedly encounters a
possible singularity when 𝜙 = 0 and (𝑥, 𝑦) = (1, 0). Nevertheless, Quali-
daes reliably provides a solution over the whole interval without further
configuration(Figure 1.1d).

This particular solver demonstrates another challenge to the specification
of a modeling language: Some integrators might require a specific format
of the equations. Transformation into this form requires a careful analysis
of its effects on the regularization (and vice versa) and might constrain the
semantics of the language.

1.1.4 Hybrid and Structurally Variable Systems

Up until now, we have only considered systems with one solution 𝜉 over an
interval 𝕀 ⊆ ℝ. But models derived from a natural description of real-world
phenomena are often best described by multiple solutions 𝜉1…𝜉𝑠 called
modes.

As a simple example, consider the case of a breaking pendulum. After
some time, the connection between the center of mass and the joint might
tear apart. The resulting model cannot be described as a pendulum anymore,
but rather as a free fall. The length-constraint and the variable 𝐹 vanish.

𝑣𝑥 = �̇�
𝑣𝑦 = �̇�
�̇�𝑥 = 0
�̇�𝑦 = −𝑔
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A widely accepted framework for such models is the theory of Hybrid
Automata [Henzinger, 2000], developed by Henzinger. He describes a
hybrid model as a multigraph (i.e., a graph where more than one edge
might connect two nodes) that consists of control modes 𝑉 (the vertices)
and switches 𝐸 (the edges). Each control mode consists of a (different)
set of equations. The state of a hybrid automaton is an element of the set
𝑄 ⊆ 𝑉 × ℝ𝑛, consisting of the current control mode and the current values
of the continuous variables. A transition relation 𝑞1 → 𝑞2 between the states
defines the semantics of the automaton. A transition might either denote
a successful integration step (called a flow) or a discrete change (called a
jump). In the former case, the control mode remains unchanged. In the
latter case, a new mode is reached by a switch.

While the semantics of hybrid automata are secondary to this thesis
(Modelica is not directly built upon them), the question of when to make a
jump is of interest. A predicate over the model’s variables guards a switch.
Such a predicate takes the form of logical (i.e. boolean) combinations of one
or more equality relations, e.g. 𝑡 > 0 ∧ 𝜙 = 0.35. These propositions only
change their values at the zero-crossings of the contained equalities. There-
fore, each flow-transition may only jump to the next such zero crossing. For
the modeling language, this somewhat complicates the distinction between
the description of a model and other parts of the language. Depending on
its context, a simple comparison like the one above might introduce a new
guard, effectively becoming part of the model’s description.

1.2 modelica
The Modelica Association, the non-profit organization that owns and main-
tains the Modelica specification defines its eponymous modeling language
as follows:

Modelica is a language for modeling of physical systems, designed
to support effective library development and model exchange.
It is a modern language built on acausal modeling with mathemat-
ical equations and object-oriented constructs to facilitate reuse of
modeling knowledge. (The Modelica Association [Modelica,
2012], italics added)

This statement is notable as it explicitly chooses a rather broad domain
of modeling. This extended scope implies that there is no preference for
solvers (e.g., even the simple explicit Euler method has a valid use in some
real-time contexts [Otter et al., 1997]) and contains very different kinds of
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models (e.g. Bondgraphs [Cellier and Nebot, 2005] or planar mechanical
systems[Zimmer, 2012]). This generality only emphasizes the challenges
that come with numerical simulation: Any particular technique for the
solution of differential algebraic equations is sooner or later prone to be
necessary for the simulation of some Modelica models.

1.2.1 Evaluation vs. Elaboration

The semantics of Modelica is divided into three parts: Instantiation of a
model from its hierarchic context, construction of a system of equations from
such an instance, and finally the simulation of these equations. The first
part, called model evaluation, deals with certain features that allow for higher-
order Modeling: These are inheritance, modifications, replaceable classes,
and redeclarations. In this context, classes are abstractions on (collections
of) pyhsical models, capable of creating new versions by redefining constants,
adding new equations or even replacing parts of a model-library.

The second aspect is sometimes called flattening (in the Modelica specifi-
cation) or elaboration (in the literature, see e.g. [Broman, 2010]) and specified
in a process-oriented manner. Throughout this thesis, the latter terminus
will be preferred. Here, evaluated models are abstractions of systems of
equations, i.e., they can be used as recipes to generate such systems through
some dynamic computational process. During elaboration, models can
interact by instantiation, i.e., they can add the result of elaborating another
evaluated model into the system of equations, and references, i.e., they can
use parts of another model and its instances.

The final part deals with the equations themselves and the language
features concerned with their symbolical pre-processing (e.g., the regular-
ization) and numerical simulation. In that sense, equations are abstractions
of numerical problems, i.e., they can be translated into (efficient) programs
that compute a solution for the mathematical problem they represent. This
third aspect is often described as compilation or code generation. To not con-
fuse it with the overall compilation, we will refer to it as transformation
throughout this thesis.

Since all three parts belong to the dynamic semantics of the modeling
language, it is tempting to subsume them under the term evaluation. We
will see later, however, that it is useful to distinguish between the first and
the second part. It will also turn out that the distinction between the second
and the third is somewhat artificial. Hence will mostly distinguish between
evaluation and elaboration. Consequently, elaboration becomes a part of
evaluation and transformation a part of elaboration.
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Definition (Evaluation, Elaboration, Transformation). Evaluation is the re-
duction of terms to values. Elaboration is that part of the evaluation, that deals with
the construction, inspection, and modification of models. Transformation is that
part of elaboration that applies symbolical manipulations or numerical methods to
models.

1.2.2 Acausal Equations

The foundation of Modelica (as well as its primary means of modeling)
is its support for acausal equations. The terminus acausal refers to the
fact that equations do not represent an explicit computation of a value for
an unknown — instead, they imply a relation between several simulation
variables that might be reordered to such a computation just as needed. As
an example, consider Ohm’s law as a Modelica equation:

parameter Real R = 10.0;
equation
u = R * i;

The equation, can be read as an assignment to compute the voltage, u,
directly. But it could as well be reordered to compute the current, i:

u / R = i;

Both forms are equivalent, and there is no preference for one above the
other. Choosing one particular form is called causalization and performed
automatically, alongside other optimizations and reformulations, by most
implementations.

A second particularity affects the evaluation of the terms that form a
literal equation. In the example above, only the variable2 R has a value in
the corresponding3 parameter declaration. Variables u and i are defined
without a value and represent unknowns of the model. In consequence,
evaluation of the (reordered) term requires the evaluation (or rather lookup)
of the corresponding solution 𝜉𝑖(𝑡).

This requirement has a significant implication for the composition of
equations. The meaning of an unknown depends on the mapping of some
variables to indices in 𝜉. An equation can only be added to the system after
such an index exists for all its unknowns. The process of assigning a unique
index to each unknown is called the allocation of the unknown. It must be

2During this thesis, placeholders for values inside a term are called variables, elements
of the solution 𝜉𝑖 are called unknowns.

3How exactly this correspondence works is a topic of a later chapter
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possible to express the ordering between the allocation of unknowns and
the elaboration of an equation.

The elaboration of equations is not limited to allocations of unknowns
and the collection of literal equations. Modelica offers two sorts of non-
literal equations. The first consists of what might best be described as
factual statements. Such statements are written in the syntax of a function
application instead of an equation.

equation
u = R*i;
assert(u < 10e6);

Here, the assert-statement prevents the solution from assuming a too
large (and potentially unphysical) value. While the statement resembles an
assertion known from other languages, its meaning lies in the domain of
numerical simulation (since only then a value can be found for u). Informally,
one can consider the model to consist of one “unobserved” equation that
terminates the simulation in case of a violated invariance. In a similar
fashion, a connect statement can contribute to the construction of implicitly
defined equations (see Section 3.4.9).

Control statements form the second kind of non-literal equations. Loops
allow generating an arbitrary amount of equations (determined, for instance,
by some user input). An if-equation yields different (or no) equations de-
pending on the evaluation of a conditional expression. Again, the outcome
might depend on some user input. The elaboration of non-literal equations
is a computational process that depends on the evaluation semantics.

constant Boolean dbg = true;
equation
u = R*i;
if dbg then

assert(u < 10e6);
end if;

In the above example, an assertion depends on the value of a debug flag.
Only if the flag evaluates to true, the assertion becomes an element of the
model. Note, that even if dbg is declared as constant, it may be altered by a
modification. Consequently, that decision must be part of the elaboration
and cannot be preponed.

1.2.3 Object-Oriented Constructs

Modelica differs from classical object-oriented languages like Smalltalk or
Java in the representation of state: The latter describe objects as entities that
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encapsulate state as well as functionality (either in the form of methods or
by reacting to incoming messages). The state of a simulation is a discrete
solution 𝜉(𝑡). Each instantiated model corresponds to a slice of that solution,
but it hardly encapsulates it: In fact, the only entity that changes this state is
the integrator (and the event handler in case of hybrid systems). While it
is certainly possible to somehow reconcile these two views, in the case of
Modelica, the terminus “Object-oriented” is more a metaphor to explain
some concepts of the language than an axiom of its semantics. In order not
to take this metaphor too far, it is important to acknowledge its limits.

What Modelica does share with more common languages is the way
in which it builds classes. As in Java, Modelica Classes are constructed
with composition, inheritance, and overriding and deconstructed by an
invocation mechanism that implements open recursion. As a simple example,
reconsider the pendulum from above. It can be rewritten into a tiny library
as follows:

package PendulumLibrary
model Constants
constant Real g = 9.81;

end Constants;

model SecondOrderAngular
Real phi;
Real dphi;

end SecondOrderAngular;

model LunarPendulum = AngularPendulum(c.g = 1.62);

model AngularPendulum
Constants c;
extends SecondOrderAngular;

equation
der(phi) = dphi;
der(dphi) + c.g*sin(phi) = 0;

end AngularPendulum;

end PendulumLibrary;

The first notable difference is the nesting of the occurring classes. The
literal models Constants, SecondOrderAngular, and AngularPendulum are
all children of the package PendulumLibrary. The short class definition of
as well LunarPendulum is also a named element of the package. Hierarchical
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composition is the principal way of organizing model- libraries in Mod-
elica. Hierarchies can be arbitrarily deep, and each level can contain an
arbitrary amount of members. All the members of one level can freely
reference each other as well as all members “upwards” the hierarchy. There
is no particular requirement on their ordering (e.g., LunarPendulum refers
to AngularPendulum although the former appears before the latter).

Models can also be composed by instantiation: The model Constants is
instantiated to a component called c. In the equations, the compositional
name (c.g) then accesses the gravitational constant. Instantiation forms a
tree where nodes correspond to model instances. The root is the instance
of the model that describes the simulation experiment, and the leaves are
primitive components (i.e., the unknowns).

The third form of composition is inheritance: AngularPendulum does not
contain a declaration of its components phi and dphi. Instead, they are
found in the base class SecondOrderAngular. An intuitive (but in general too
simplistic) definition of inheritance is to view an extends-declaration as a
shortcut for a copy of all declarations and equations of the base class. The
derived class thus inherits appearance as well as behavior.

Finally, the LunarPendulum demonstrates Modelica’s version of overrid-
ing: It is declared as a modified variant of AngularPendulum. This relation
resembles that of inheritance (and can be expressed similarly), but it al-
lows to overwrite an inherited field selectively. Here, the component c is
modified to contain a different gravitational constant (that of the moon).

All these features are reasonably simple to grasp and form a powerful
toolset for the design and implementation of reusable models. Their combi-
nation leads to rather complex semantics, though. Consider for instance the
inheritance of a declaration that has a value. Some scope contains the term
that represents this value. But which one? Since the deriving class might
modify inherited components, it cannot be the scope of the base class. But
at the same time, it might access elements that are only present in that scope
(e.g., a constant element of the hierarchical parent). We postpone an answer
to this question until Section 2.3, but conclude that interaction of Modelica’s
classes is a complicated matter that demands a precise treatment.

1.2.4 Implementation Strategies

Any implementation of Modelica has to cover model evaluation, elaboration
and transformation equally well. There are at least two different strategies
to deal with it:

First, there is the pragmatic strategy, which dominates among industrial-
strength implementations (e.g. OpenModelica[Fritzson et al., 2005], JMod-
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elica [Åkesson et al., 2010], Dymola [Brück et al., 2002]). These imple-
mentations focus on the third aspect of Modelica’s semantics and are built
around the process of translating a set of equations into very efficient code.
They treat the dynamics of the first aspects (especially the parts concerned
with model evaluation) like a meta-programming language by running an
embedded interpreter before the translation. This pragmatic strategy is
so common that it has even influenced the Modelica specification: Some
features (like checking the bounds of arrays depending on user input) are
hard if not practically impossible to realize in alternatively designed im-
plementations, while use cases like variable-structure systems are hard to
define in this way.

A different approach to the unification of all aspects is to view Mod-
elica as a particular form of a staged language: The first stage deals with
evaluation and elaboration and computes a program that (as the second
stage) implements the simulation parts. This approach works well with
a formally defined meta-language that is capable of staging (as Broman
showed with Modelyze [Broman and Siek, 2012]). It is also possible to
embed the second stage semantics as a domain-specific-language (DSL) into
some existing language that features higher-order functions (as Giorgidze
did with Haskell [Giorgidze and Nilsson, 2008]). A staged implementation
allows to catch modeling errors during development (if the host language
is statically typed) and enforces a clear separation between simulation-time
and modeling- time inputs . Giorgidze and Broman both demonstrated
the viability of such a rigorous strategy for the elaboration, translation, and
simulation of an equation based language. However, both focus on embed-
ded languages that do not possess hierarchical classes. So far, no rigorous
strategy has been designed for the evaluation of Modelica-style models.

Compilation vs. Interpretation

Implementations can also be characterized by the evaluation time of a model.
Most, if not all, existing implementations do not hesitate to evaluate expres-
sions before generating simulation code. In that regard, they are actually
interpreters of the modeling language. This point might confuse a reader that
is familiar with the usual connotation of existing implementations as com-
pilers (e.g. the “Open Modelica Compiler”). While it is true that these tools
in some sense translate their input models to the efficient simulation code
and one might call any such program a compiler, we reject this definition
as too broad. Futamura [1999] makes an essential claim for the definition of
a (correct) compiler: Namely that the object program must be capable of
yielding the same output as an interpreter for all input data. Most Modelica
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implementations violate this property:
model Fixed
parameter Integer n = fun(1);
Real x;
equation
if n > 0 then
x = 0.0;

else
x = time;

end if;
end Fixed;

When elaborating the model above, they will yield either a constant or
a linear signal for x, depending on the result of evaluating the function fun.
After that step, a user cannot change the value of n, although parameter
declarations are considered user input. It is implicitly fixed and called a
structural parameter. There is also no guarantee that the evaluation of fun
will ever terminate because Modelica’s algorithms are Turing-complete. All
assertions about the result of such a translation remain under the reservation
of potential divergence – a less than satisfying situation. For these reasons,
we consider a compiler a computable function, i.e., a terminating algorithm,
which retains the semantics of the source program. The second condition
will be defined more precisely throughout this thesis.

1.2.5 Structural Variability

A rigorous implementation treats the process of elaboration as a form of
evaluation. The dynamic semantics of the second stage (e.g the integrator)
are not fundamentally different from the first. This observation leads to
an intriguing question: When there is no fundamental difference between
the elaboration of a model and its simulation, then why should the former
always precede the latter? Without this restriction, it becomes trivial to
describe implicit hybrid automata, i.e., models that compute their next mode
during simulation. Such automata do not depend on the existence of a
(predefined) finite set of control modes. Therefore they represent a potent
form of variable structure systems.

This paradigm has recently attained a lot of interest[Nytsch-Geusen
and Ernst, 2005, Zimmer, 2008, Elmqvist et al., 2014], but the pragmatic
implementations do not support it. The main reason is of course that
Modelica has not yet specified any means to change a model’s system of
equation during simulation. Currently, it is only possible to change the
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value of discrete variables. But even this limited change is often problematic
for the structural analysis that relies on the symbolic approximation of the
Jacobian.

Many Modes

But even non-standard implementations face a significant problem: While
it is possible to implement structural variable models within a pragmatic
implementation[Mehlhase, 2012], the necessity to generate code for each
mode ahead of the simulation limits this approach to models with few
modes. If a model has 𝑛 possible modes, it is immediately clear that the
composition of 𝑘 such models has 𝑛𝑘 possible modes. This combinatorial
explosion makes even moderate levels of composition unfeasible with that
approach.

As an example, consider a continuous-time model of a Nand gate. Like
any logical function, it has two output modes: It is either active (yielding a
high voltage) or inactive (yielding a low voltage). The circuit can be modeled
easily as a discrete system. In that case, all signals would pass through it in
no time. But a simple RLC circuit can delay the output with its continuous-
time behavior. Although this is a simplified model of the actual electrical
behavior of a logical component, more realistic modeling of logical circuits
uses the same principle [Bhushan and Ketchen, 2015].

Raising o

−+

Falling o

High o

−+

Low o

fall raise

stable

stable

fall raise

Figure 1.2: Modes of the delayed Nand gate
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The delayed Nand gate has four modes of operation (Figure 1.2): When
the output is about to change from a low to a high voltage, the model
consists of a charging RLC circuit. Similarly, it uses a discharging RLC in
the opposite case. Whenever an RLC circuit has stabilized, it is not necessary
to simulate it (it remains in a steady state). A constant voltage can replace
such a stable component. The gate enters an unstable state when there is a
change in its logical output.

Although it is trivially possible to implement each mode as a Modelica
model, the combinatorial explosion prevents its usage as a structurally
variable model: Even simple logical functions consist of dozens, or even
hundreds, of such gates and the number of their combined possible modes
is for all practical purposes infinite. Hence we search for an extension to
Modelica that allows the model to compute its next mode on demand.

1.3 detailed research questions
The analysis of Modelica and its modeling domain allows to break down
the hypothesis into four separate questions. This section gives a detailed
overview of each question and its scope within this thesis.

1.3.1 Operational Semantics of Modelica

The premise of this thesis is the feasibility of the definition of an operational
semantics of Modelica. As we have seen, this requires both the coverage of
(hierarchical) evaluation and elaboration. That raises the following question:

Question 1 What are the operational semantics of Modelica’s hierarchical
classes and its elaboration process?

This question naturally includes the search for a suitable abstract syntax.
To focus the discussion on the most interesting elements, this thesis does not
consider a complete specification of Modelica. Instead, it aims at a minimal
description of hierarchies and elaboration.

1.3.2 Practical Implementation of the Modeling Domain

As we have seen, the preparation and simulation of differential algebraic
equations is a vast field. Even the simulation of relatively simple models
requires a large machinery. Its size conflicts with the scope of this work.
Hence we face an important question regarding the integration of this
machinery:
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Question 2 Where lies the distinction between Modelica’s operational se-
mantics and its symbolical and numerical treatment of equa-
tions and how can the latter be isolated from the former?

Again, this thesis does not give a complete answer, but one that is practi-
cal in its context. It only explains these parts of the numerical and symbolical
treatment of DAEs that it requires. In particular, this dissertation does not
examine the computation of initial values or any symbolic optimizations of
the system of equations.

1.3.3 Translation to a Simpler Calculus

Correct compilation needs to retain the source languages semantics. Both
the translation and its correctness are nontrivial.

Question 3 How can the aforementioned abstract syntax of hierarchical
classes and elaboration be translated to a simpler calculus with-
out changing its meaning?

This question is technically the core of this thesis and shall be answered
thoroughly. While it is not necessary to repeat the details of the translation
of standard language elements, that of elaboration and hierarchies and its
correctness shall be covered in depth. The described compiler might not be
complete with respect to Modelica, but it rests on a solid foundation.

1.3.4 Integration of Structural Variability

Once it is clear, how a Modelica compiler might be implemented, it remains
an open question how it enables the modeling of unbounded structurally
variable models. This matter has two aspects: The abstract operational
semantics must somehow support such models, and the concrete syntax of
Modelica must somehow reflect that capability.

Question 4 Which extensions to Modelica and its operational semantics are
necessary to express structurally variable models, i.e., models
that can declare many different modes, transition between
them, and be used in the same way as models that have only a
single mode?

The scope of this final question is limited to the fundamental means of
modeling. We leave the development of more complex applications to the
respective domain experts. This work refrains from any quantitative assess-
ments of the performance of simulations or the quality of the simulation
results.
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1.4 contributions and outline
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: This introductory chapter con-
cludes with a discussion of its fundamental methodology and a summary
of the notational conventions used throughout this work. The following
chapters address the research questions from above in detail.

• The abstract syntax and dynamic semantics of the core language,
the model composition language (Mcl), are defined in Chapter 2. This
provides an abstraction of Modelica’s hierarchical classes and the
dynamic semantics of model elaboration.

• The simulation domain is implemented in a kernel library (Chapter 3).
The library contains tools for the definition, transformation, and simu-
lation of hybrid differential algebraic equations. This implementation
of a Modelica-style simulation environment makes a distinction be-
tween the language and its domain and makes it much simpler to
change the latter and formalize the former.

• Chapter 4 describes the compilation of Mcl. The front consists of an
encoding of a subset of Modelica into the core language. Starting with
the full-fledged Mcl, the core of the transformation removes all the
features regarding elaboration and hierarchic evaluation. This second
phase is proven correct with respect to the residual language. The
resulting language resembles a simple functional language, for which
further compilation is a standard matter. The chapter concludes with
a short discussion of the technicalities of that final translation step.

• The prototypical front end discussed in Chapter 4 contains an exten-
sion to Modelica that enables the declaration of structurally dynamic
models. Instead of directly modeling each mode, the extension gives
the modeler some control over the flow of elaboration and simulation.
This method is powerful yet simple: Only a handful of new operators
and classes allow the declaration of variable-structure models with
arbitrarily many modes.

• Chapter 5 contains some illustrative examples to demonstrate the
application of Mcl to variable-structure modeling. We show that the
selected approach supports models with many modes and can even
be used to implement a parameter optimization problem directly in
the extended subset of Modelica.

The thesis closes with a discussion of its achievements and related as
well as possible future work.
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Earlier Publications

This thesis is the apex of year-long research. Naturally, some of the ideas
laid out in this work have already been published earlier or are extensions
of such earlier publications. Our venture into the compilation of Modelica
started with an investigation of some relevant aspects of the language[Höger
et al., 2010]. Later we regarded the feasibility of symbolical manipulations
in a compiled setting [Höger, 2013, 2015, Höger and Steinbrecher, 2015].
Monadic modeling routines[Höger, 2016] and the formalization of the hier-
archical semantics [Höger, 2017] also have their roots in earlier works.

1.5 research method

In their report of the Task Force on the Core of Computer Science, Denning
et al. [1989] identify three major paradigms of the discipline: abstraction,
theory, and design. They also immediately conclude that

[…] the three processes are so intricately intertwined that it is
irrational to say that any one is fundamental. Instances of theory
appear at every stage of abstraction and design, instances of
modeling at every stage of theory and design, and instances of
design at every stage of theory and abstraction.

This work is an example of the fundamental truth of that statement.
The definition of an operational semantics can be seen as an application
of abstraction. When following that paradigm, the scientist formulates a
hypothesis, turns it into a prediction and tests it with an experiment. In our
case, the fundamental hypothesis is that the hierarchical elements of the
Modelica, as well as its elaboration, can be compiled into a simple calculus.
Mcl (i.e. the whole Chapter 2) plays the role of the model and the prediction
is made by the formal definition of the translation in Chapter 4.

At that point, our paradigm shifts seamlessly to theory, where according
to Denning et al. the objects of study are in a possible relationship that is
expressed as a theorem and shown to be true by proof. We use this approach
to demonstrate that our model indeed predicts correct compilation. To that
end, we define not only the abstract syntax and operational semantics of
the source and target language but also the inductive relation that allows a
precise formulation of a “correct” translation.

The experiment is the implementation of the compiler in Chapter 4. It
faces a significant practical challenge due to the symbolical transformations
and numerical methods that the simulation of even simple Modelica models
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requires. We design the kernel library as a solution to that problem. The
specification stems not only from the modeling language but also from
the architecture laid out in this thesis: The central question is how a small,
verified core language can support the vast feature set of Modelica and
ideally decouple the language semantics from the implementation of said
transformations and algorithms. This question is answered in Chapter 3.

Design is also applied to verify our original claim that variable structure
modeling in such a setting is natural. The extension proposed in Chapter 4
is simple and can be implemented directly in the kernel library. Its incorpo-
ration into the front end is a mere relaxation of some semantic restrictions
and requires no additional processing.

The final verification of the results is necessarily reduced to some selected
example applications. Although a quantitative study of this approach is in
principle possible, it is insurmountable (at least in a reasonable amount of
time) in practice. The reasons for this are laid out in Chapter 5. Therefore,
we resort to some prototypical examples that require only a small, but
relevant, subset of the language and each demonstrates an application of
structural dynamics. In that way, the experiment might not be broad, but it
covers the hypothesis in full depth.

1.6 notational conventions
Languages are defined in a simple BNF-form. Nonterminals (e.g. 𝑡, 𝑣
are expressed with the same small italic letters as meta-variables of the
corresponding syntactic sort (e.g. we will use 𝑡 to denote both the set of
terms and a variable from that set). Productions (e.g. 𝑡 ⩴ λ𝑥.𝑡 | 𝑥) map
a nonterminal to clauses consisting of nonterminal and terminal symbols.
Clauses are separated by a | . Each clause is one possible derivation of
the left hand side. Terminal symbols (e.g. λ, true, if are written in a non-
proportional font. Sequences are abbreviated in the style of a vector or
written as comma-separated list of elements e.g. 𝑡 denotes a sequence of
terms 𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛. We write 𝑡 ∷ 𝑠 for the sequence formed by prepending 𝑡 to 𝑠,
i.e. 𝑡, 𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑛, and 𝑠 ∷ 𝑡 for the inverse, i.e. 𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑛, 𝑡. The empty sequence
is written ♦.

The signatures of functions are written using × for Cartesian products
and → to distinguish domain and co-domain. The domain of a partial func-
tion 𝑝 is written dom(𝑝), the image img(𝑝). Partial functions are indicated
by a ↪. For instance, the successor function on natural numbers and its
(partially defined) inverse are declared as follows:

succ ∶ ℕ → ℕ pred ∶ ℕ ↪ ℕ
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We consider partial functions as univalent relations {𝑥 ↦ 𝑦}. These rela-
tions can be augmented using the relational override operator ⊕, borrowed
from the specification language Z [Brien et al., 1992]:

𝑝 ⊕ 𝑞 ∧= {𝑥 ↦ 𝑦 | 𝑥 ↦ 𝑦 ∈ 𝑝 and 𝑥 ∉ dom(𝑞)} ∪ 𝑞

Semantic functions are defined using a freely adapted denotational style:
⟦𝑡⟧Δ denotes the function Δ applied to 𝑡. In order to enhance readability,
these (recursive) functions are defined using pattern matching on their
arguments: ⟦𝑡1𝑡2⟧Δ means the application of Δ to one term formed by the
juxtaposition of two (possible distinct) terms (i.e. the term representing
the application of 𝑡1 to 𝑡2). If multiple arguments are passed to a semantic
function, they are separated by commas. Meta-variables are bound in the
patterns or corresponding where-clauses. When necessary, we consider
each function as overloaded on different syntactic sorts, i.e. the function Δ
can be applied to terms 𝑡 as well as top-level definitions 𝑇, where neither is
a subset of the other.

The operator ∗ maps a semantic function on a sequence, e.g. Δ ∗ 𝑡 yields
a sequence where every element is the result of applying Δ to the corre-
sponding element in 𝑡.

∧= denotes meta-level equality (e.g. syntactic equality of terms), to avoid
confusion with object-level equality (e.g. in an equation). We consider terms
equal modulo 𝛼-equivalence, i.e., two terms that only differ in their bound
variables are considered equal. The same notation defines functions or
operators, but both contexts are easy to distinguish. We write 𝑎

∧
≠ 𝑏 to

indicate meta-level inequality.
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This chapter introduces the Model Composition Language, Mcl. Mcl is an
abstraction or intermediate representation of Modelica and retains only
those features of Modelica that are necessary to express the compositional
aspects of model evaluation and elaboration. Despite this reduction, its
syntax and semantics are still rather large. Therefore, this chapter will
present the different mechanisms incrementally one after the other, in style
comparable to Pierce [2002]. New language elements will be highlighted .
The complete language definition can be found in Appendix B.

2.1 base language definition
Niklaus Wirth is credited with the statement: “The most important decision
in language design concerns what is to be left out.” According to this
principle, it seems wise to start with a clean table and only add what is
necessary. In the case of programming language design, that clean table
is represented by Church’s 𝜆-calculus that is capable of describing any
computable function. The core of Mcl is a (somewhat verbose) variant of
the 𝜆-calculus extended with fundamental primitives and data structures.
These extensions are not chosen arbitrarily, but reflect their counterparts
in Modelica and represent one possible encoding of Modelica’s values in a
functional setting.

2.1.1 Syntax

The syntax is shown in Figure 2.1. Terms 𝑡 or alternatively 𝑠 consist of the
standard elements of the 𝜆-calculus extended with non-strict conditional
if and an explicit fixed-point operator fix (which ranges over multiple,
mutually recursive functions in ℱ). The expression fix 𝑥 in ℱ denotes
the function 𝑥 from the group of mutually recursive functions ℱ. Values
𝑣 ⊆ 𝑡 (alternativly 𝑤) are the evaluated normal forms.

Built-in primitives 𝑏 are booleans, rational numbers, integers, and strings.
The corresponding binary operators are summarized in ∘ (all operators
used throughout this thesis have their usual arithmetic meaning). Mcl
distinguishes between operators on integers and rational numbers. The
latter ones are suffixed with a dot.
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Core Terms:

𝑡, 𝑠 ⩴ 𝑥 | 𝑣 | 𝑡 𝑡 | 𝑡 ∘ 𝑡
| if 𝑡 then 𝑡 else 𝑡
| let 𝑥 = 𝑡 in 𝑡
| [𝑡] | 𝑡.[𝑡] | |𝑡|
| [𝑡 with 𝑡 = 𝑡]
| {𝑓} | 𝑡.𝑙
| {𝑡 with 𝑙 = 𝑡}

𝑓 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑡

Values:

𝑣, 𝑤 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡 | fix 𝑥 in ℱ
| [𝑣] | {fv}

fv ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣
ℱ ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡

Primitives:

∘ ⩴ + | * | < | = | <+
| +. | *. | …

𝑏 ⩴ 𝑖 | 𝑞 | true | false

Figure 2.1: The core syntax of Mcl

There are also (non-recursive) bindings (introduced via let), functional
arrays [𝑡∗] and records {𝑓∗} of fields 𝑙 = 𝑡 over a (finite) set of labels 𝑙. A
subset of the labels is reserved for transformations and thus considered
special, i.e., they are only allowed as the result of semantic functions but not
part of the concrete syntax. These labels are underlined.

Records and arrays can both be projected (𝑡.[𝑡] and 𝑡.𝑙) as well as func-
tionally updated ([𝑡 with 𝑡 = 𝑡] and {𝑡 with 𝑙 = 𝑡}). The operator |… |
computes the length of an array. The built-in operator <+ appends one array
to another.

We write ⟦𝑡⟧fv to denote the set of free variables in a term. Variables are
bound by abstraction, let-expressions and the mutually recursive functions
(plus their arguments) of a fixed-point (Appendix C.1). Capture-avoiding
substitution [𝑥 ↦ 𝑠]𝑡 of a variable 𝑥 with a term 𝑠 in a term 𝑡 is defined as
usual (Appendix C.2). As a shortcut, multiple variables can be replaced at
once by a partial function 𝑝 ∶ 𝑥 ↪ 𝑡, written as [𝑝]𝑡. The usual conditions for
freshness of bound variables have to apply to the codomain of the partial
function.

A context is a term with a “hole”, a special variable written as �. Plugging
a term 𝑡 into a context 𝑠 is defined by substitution: [� ↦ 𝑡]𝑠. If necessary,
multiple holes �1, … , �𝑛 can be distinguished by their subscript. By conven-
tion, no term binds a special variable (e.g., as the variable of an abstraction).
We use ∈ for syntactical inclusion, i.e., 𝑡 ∈ 𝑠 if and only if 𝑡⋆ ∧= [�↦ 𝑡]𝑠⋆ for
some 𝑠⋆.
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Definition (Syntactical Context). A context is a term with a free hole:

𝑠 is a context ⟺ � ∈ ⟦𝑠⟧fv

Concrete Syntax

To enhance readability, we use a slightly extended concrete syntax for exam-
ples of Mcl. A distinctive form of binding, the common let rec, introduces
recursive groups. Multiple arguments of functions can be written sequen-
tially (i.e., λ𝑥 𝑦.𝑡 instead of λ𝑥.λ𝑦.𝑡). Functions can also be introduced
directly via let (omitting the 𝜆). As a special form of records, tuples are
introduced via parenthesis and commas, e.g., (1,42.0). Fields of tuples are
accessed with labels formed of natural numbers, e.g., x.2.

2.1.2 Dynamic Semantics

Evaluation is defined in big-step (also called natural [Kahn, 1987]) style: A
term 𝑡 evaluates (or reduces) to a value 𝑣, iff both are related by a reduction
relation 𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣. Erroneous terms are identified by not being related to some
value. They are also called “stuck”, although this terminus is more com-
mon in small-step semantics. All elements of ⇓ are defined inductively by
inference rules.

This style is considerably shorter and somewhat easier to read than a
definition in small-step style while maintaining all the useful aspects of
inductive definitions. It also makes it relatively simple to implement the
language semantics in an interpreter (by defining a partial function that
selects the appropriate rule depending on the form of the evaluated term
and recursively applies itself to sub-terms). It is, however, impossible to
express divergent behavior. (In big-step style a diverging term cannot be
distinguished from a stuck term without further provisions since both are
not related to some value.)

Figure 2.2 depicts the basic rules of the dynamic semantics of Mcl. Val-
ues are already in normal form (rule Val). Op implements binary operators
on built-in primitives. It is a (large) family of rules with one element for
each built-in operator. We abbreviate this large family by assuming that
all operators either have their usual arithmetic meaning or are introduced
before they are used.

Rules If-False and If-True implement non-strict conditionals, while rule
Let allows for convenient binding of names to values. Rule App is the
standard application via substitution.
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Each sequence of fields, terms, or recursive functions can be seen as a
partial function that maps its left-hand side (or its position) to the corre-
sponding right-hand side (or the element). The function Π implements this
useful conversion:

⟦♦⟧Π
∧= ∅

⟦𝑓 ∷ 𝑙 = 𝑡⟧Π
∧= ⟦𝑓⟧Π ⊕ { 𝑙 ↦ 𝑡 }

⟦ℱ ∷ 𝑥 = 𝑡⟧Π
∧= ⟦ℱ⟧Π ⊕ { 𝑥 ↦ 𝑡 }

⟦[𝑣0, … , 𝑣𝑛−1]⟧Π
∧= { 0 ↦ 𝑣0 } ⊕ … ⊕ { 𝑛 − 1 ↦ 𝑣𝑛−1 }

The application of one of several mutually recursive functions is imple-
mented with the substitution of all recursive functions. This substitution is
build with 𝜇:

⟦ℱ⟧𝜇
∧= { 𝑥𝑖 ↦ fix 𝑥𝑖 in ℱ | 𝑥𝑖 ∈ dom(⟦ℱ⟧Π) }

First the argument has to be evaluated (similar to rule App). This ar-
gument is then substituted into the body of the function, followed by a
substitution of the group itself (rule FixApp). The latter steps enables the
actual recursion.

Mcl contains two kinds of data structures: Functional arrays are con-
structed with brackets [… ] (rule Array). Array elements can be accessed
by an integer index starting with 0 for the first element (rule ArrayIdx).
An array update yields a new array with one element set to a new value
(rule ArrayUpd). The length of an array is the number of its elements (rule
ArrayLen). As already mentioned, an element can be appended to an array
with the builtin operator <+.

Records are constructed with curly braces {… } (rule Record). Values
bound to a label 𝑙 can be accessed via projection (rule Project). As with
arrays, records may be constructed as updated versions of existing records
(rule Update). In such a case, all existing fields but the updated one are
copied. There is no way to add a new label to a record.

2.1.3 Static Semantics

Usually, the specification of a language contains an investigation of its static
semantics, i.e. a specification of the properties that can be deduced without
resorting to evaluation. The most common example is a decidable, sound
type system, i.e. the generation of a mechanical proof about the absence of
certain errors in a closed expression. This is without doubt a useful tool
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Val

𝑣 ⇓ 𝑣

Op
𝑣1 ∘ 𝑣2 results in 𝑣3
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑣1 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣2

𝑡1 ∘ 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣3

If-True
𝑡1 ⇓ true 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣

if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3 ⇓ 𝑣

If-False
𝑡1 ⇓ false 𝑡3 ⇓ 𝑣

if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3 ⇓ 𝑣

Let
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑣1 [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣1]𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣2
let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣2

App
𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣 𝑡1 ⇓ λ𝑥.𝑠
[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤
𝑡1 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑤

FixApp
𝑡1 ⇓ fix 𝑥 in ℱ 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣

𝑥 ↦ λ𝑦.𝑠 ∈ ⟦ℱ⟧Π [⟦ℱ⟧𝜇 ⊕ { 𝑦 ↦ 𝑣 }]𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤
𝑡1 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑤

Array
∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ⇓ 𝑣𝑖

[𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛] ⇓ [𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑛]

ArrayIdx
𝑡1 ⇓ [𝑣] 𝑛 ↦ 𝑤 ∈ ⟦𝑣⟧Π 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑛

𝑡1.[𝑡2] ⇓ 𝑤

ArrayLen
𝑡 ⇓ [𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑛]

|𝑡| ⇓ 𝑛

ArrayUpd
𝑡1 ⇓ [𝑣] 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑛 𝑡3 ⇓ 𝑣𝑛

𝑖 ∈ dom(⟦𝑣⟧Π) ⟦[𝑤]⟧Π
∧= ⟦[𝑣]⟧Π ⊕ {𝑖 ↦ 𝑣𝑛}

[𝑡1 with 𝑡2 = 𝑡3] ⇓ [𝑤]

Record
∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ⇓ 𝑣𝑖

{𝑙1 = 𝑡1, … , 𝑙𝑛 = 𝑡𝑛} ⇓ {𝑙1 = 𝑣1, … , 𝑙𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛}

Project
𝑡 ⇓ {fv} 𝑙 ↦ 𝑣 ∈ ⟦fv⟧Π

𝑡.𝑙 ⇓ 𝑣

Update
⟦gv⟧Π

∧= ⟦fv⟧Π ⊕ { 𝑙 ↦ 𝑤 }
𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑤 𝑡1 ⇓ {fv} 𝑙 ∈ dom(⟦fv⟧Π)

{𝑡1 with 𝑙 = 𝑡2} ⇓ {gv}

Figure 2.2: Evaluation semantics of core Mcl
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in the hands of modelers and programmers alike, as it excludes a whole
category of errors already at compile time. Of course it comes with a price:
The expressiveness of the language in question is limited by the power of
the proof generator. Some language features (e.g. reflection or runtime
metaprogramming) might either not be allowed or (more often) exempt
from the guarantees of type-safety.

Although Mcl does not contain any features that a priori prevent the
existence of such a type system, we leave it undefined for the following
reasons: The presence of arrays and records demand a somewhat elaborate
type system even for the basic elements of the language. Discussing the
peculiarities of such a system would not only stray from the topic of this
thesis. It would also take a lot of space without adding any novel aspects that
cannot already be found in the literature. Assigning types to the language
elements that go beyond the basics of Mcl almost certainly does provide an
interesting topic of investigation. This, however, would be a thesis on its
own right.

Therefore, during the course of this work, Mcl is considered a type-
agnostic language: A sound, decidable type system may exist or not, but this
work neither depends on its existence or deliberately denies it. Section 6.3
contains a sketch on how types may be assigned to at least some elements.

2.1.4 Example

As a simple demonstration of the functional aspects of Mcl, consider a pair
of recursive functions, even and odd that determine whether a given natural
number is even or not. Such an operation can be trivially implemented
by a modulus operator. However, a recursive implementation is a better
showcase for the core language.
let rec even = λ n . if n = 0 then true else odd (n - 1)

and odd = λ n . if n = 0 then false else even (n - 1)
in even 42

The example uses the concrete syntax of Mcl, exchanging the somewhat
cumbersome fixed-point notation with the more common recursive let.
The definition is equivalent to the application (fix even in ℱ) 42 when
ℱ is defined as follows:

ℱ ∧= even = λn.if n = 0 then true else odd (n - 1) ∷
odd = if n = 0 then false else even (n - 1) ∷ ♦

For this definition, it follows by rules FixApp, Op, and If-True that

(fix even in ℱ) 0 ⇓ true
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and
(fix odd in ℱ) 1 ⇓ true

A straightforward inductive argument expands these statements to all even
natural numbers 2𝑛 and all odd numbers 2𝑛 + 1, respectively. Hence, we
can conclude that the example evaluates to true as expected.

2.2 modeling routines

Elaboration is the first aspect that Mcl inherits from Modelica. This process
can be understood as the generalization of two fundamental modes of
model-composition: A model can instantiate another model and bind the
result as a component of itself. It might also inherit the behavior of another
model, in which case it reflects the shape of the class it extends. In both
cases, there is an inclusion relation between the behavior of both models
(one contains the other).

2.2.1 Abstract Elaboration

To gain an understanding of the abstract interface of these interactions
between models, let us conceptually view elaboration as a function 𝜖 on a
set 𝕄 containing all models that can be elaborated. The definition of this
function in Mcl will then motivate the necessary extensions to syntax and
semantics. Consider a simple Modelica model:

model M
Real x;

end M;

Elaboration of this model is equivalent to the allocation of a single
unknown, 𝜉𝑖 and binding of that unknown to the variable x. The former
is the elaboration’s behavior, while the latter describes its observable result.
Implementation of the behavior requires some context:

• Just by looking at M, it is impossible to tell the fully qualified name of
the unknown (which is necessary for the analysis of the simulation
results).

• It is as well unclear which part of the solution (i.e., the 𝜉𝑖) x represents
since an arbitrary amount of other unknowns might be part of the
model.
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• Finally, it is impossible to decide how to deal with x during the sym-
bolic transformation.

It is clear, however, that M is perfectly legal and thus might be instantiated
in several different contexts, which may provide different answers to these
questions. Thus, the elaboration of a model 𝑀 ∈ 𝕄 needs —as a first
approximation— a second argument Γ that contains the required context.

𝜖 ∶ 𝕄 → Γ → …

This context has to provide answers to several very different questions,
so it seems natural to encode it as a (partial) function itself. That way, each
such question can be labeled with a label 𝑙, and the answer can be encoded
as a value 𝑣.

Γ ∶ 𝑙 ↪ 𝑣

The question remains how to define the image of the function 𝜖. Elab-
oration of a component may yield more observable results than just an
index 𝑖 for some unknown. Instead, it gives access to the component’s inner
structure (called an instance). It is possible to access unknowns, parameters
and constants after a model has been instantiated and use them, e.g., in
the elaboration of the next model. Assuming that any such instance can be
encoded as a value 𝑣, the “signature” of 𝜖 might look like this:

𝜖 ∶ 𝕄 → Γ → 𝑣

There is, however, also a side effect during elaboration. We know that x
is a new variable and thus it requires a position in the vector of unknowns.
This position must not yet be occupied and should not be occupied by any
subsequent elaborations of other models. This requires that elaboration yields
an updated context Γ2

∧= Γ1 ⊕ {𝑙 ↦ 𝑛+1}, where 𝑙 ↦ 𝑛 ∈ Γ1 is the old number
of allocated positions. The new context appears on the right-hand side of
the signature:

𝜖 ∶ 𝕄 → Γ → Γ × 𝑣

In functional programming, such functions, i.e., functions that take a
(hidden) state and yield a value and a new state, can be comfortably imple-
mented with the State Monad (called State Transformer in [Wadler, 1990])
pattern. Its main benefit is the simple composition of monadic operations
with the bind operator that avoids the exposure of the internal state. The
modeling primitives in Mcl are closely related to a comfortable notion of
such state monads.
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2.2.2 Composition of Submodels

It remains to see how this metamodel of elaboration fits modeling in the
style of Modelica. Model instantiation is the simplest form of composition.
As already mentioned, a model M can be instantiated by other models in
different contexts:

model N
M m1, m2;
equation
m1.x = m2.x;

end N;

In the example above, model M is instantiated as components m1 and m2.
Elaboration of the composite model N proceeds as follows:

𝜖⟦N, Γ⟧ ∧= ⟨Γ3, {m1 = 𝑣1; m2 = 𝑣2}⟩
where ⟨Γ3, _⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦𝑣1.x = 𝑣2.x, Γ2⟧
⟨Γ2, 𝑣2⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦M, Γ1⟧
⟨Γ1, 𝑣1⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦M, Γ⟧

Elaboration of M is executed first with the original context Γ and then
with the updated context Γ1. The returned values 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 are first used to
construct and elaborate an equation (leaving out the details of that particular
process for now). Afterwards, they constitute the instance {m1 = 𝑣1; m2 = 𝑣2}.
This instance and the new context Γ3 are the final results of elaboration.
The value obtained from elaborating the equation is not used here since
equations are not first class citizens in Modelica. It would, however, be
trivial to add them as an observable value in this process.

The semantics of elaborating an inherited class can be expressed in a
similar way:

model N
extends M;
M m2;
equation
x = m2.x;

end N;

The model above replaces one component with an extends-clause. This
clause declares a M as a base class of N. The model has the same behavior as
before but exposes a different observable result.
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𝜖⟦N, Γ⟧ ∧= ⟨Γ3, {x = 𝑣1.x; m2 = 𝑣2}⟩
where ⟨Γ3, _⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦𝑥 = 𝑣2.x, Γ2⟧
⟨Γ2, 𝑣2⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦M, Γ1⟧
⟨Γ1, 𝑣1⟩

∧= 𝜖⟦M, Γ⟧

As in the case of instantiation, M is elaborated twice with different con-
texts. The observable result 𝑥 of elaborating the base class is now directly
inserted into the result value of the base class.

Values:

𝑣, 𝑤 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡 | fix 𝑥 in ℱ
| [𝑣] | {fv} | 𝑚

fv ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣
ℱ ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡
𝑘 ⩴ � | 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘

Modeling Routines:

𝑚 ⩴ 𝑙•get | 𝑙•put 𝑡
| 𝑥 ← 𝑡; 𝑡 | return 𝑡

Figure 2.3: Mcl Elaboration Syntax

2.2.3 Elaboration Syntax

To implement elaboration, Mcl contains a small set of operators for the
computation of modeling routines 𝑚 (Figure 2.3). The primitive return
lifts a value into an observable result, 𝑙•get observes the elaboration aspect
associated with label 𝑙 in the current state and 𝑙•put 𝑡 sets that aspect to
𝑡. The operator 𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2 represents the monadic bind that allows for the
composition of routines. The variable 𝑥 captures the observable result of
𝑡1 in the context of 𝑡2. All these new variants are values. The inductive
definition of the language of terms 𝑡 remains unchanged by this extension.
Routines are first-class entities (i.e., they can be passed to and returned by
functions).

The dynamic semantics of elaboration is defined in a way inspired by the
continuation passing style [Appel, 1992]. For this purpose, a continuation
𝑘 is either empty (�) or a combination of a variable 𝑥 and a term 𝑡 with
a follow-up continuation 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘. Continuations can be seen as a list of
abstractions. Informally, this list stores all future steps of elaboration.
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⟦𝑙•get⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦𝑙•put 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦return 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ (⟦𝑡2⟧fv ⧵ {𝑥})

Figure 2.4: Calculating the free variables on routines

The calculation of free variables (and thus the definition of lexical scopes)
is shown in Figure 2.4. The routine get can not contain any variables. return
and put do not introduce a new scopes to their respective enclosed term.
The bind operator introduces a new lexical scope for its second argument.

2.2.4 Model Elaboration

As already mentioned, elaboration is specified in a continuation-passing
style to enable fine-grained control over the elaboration. This deviation
from the classical encoding of a state monad is justified by the fact that
there is a certain equivalence between CPS and monadic notation as Wadler
[1992] points out. The model-elaboration semantics (Figure 2.5) consists
of two mutually recursive relations: A continuation 𝑘 can progress under
an environment Γ with an input value 𝑣, yielding an output value 𝑤. This
is written ⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤. Execution of a routine 𝑚 to an observable value
𝑣 under an environment Γ with the next continuation 𝑘 is expressed as
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣.

Two rules define progression: Rule Stop describes the end of elaboration.
When the current continuation is empty, the result is the input value. Rule
Cont describes how elaboration proceeds. When the next continuation eval-
uates to a routine, this routine is executed with the remaining continuation
𝑘 and the current environment.

Rules MPut and MGet allow interaction with parts of the global state.
Querying an aspect of the state is achieved by passing the resulting value
to the current continuation. Setting an aspect requires the evaluation of an
argument term. The resulting value is used to update the environment and
the current continuation proceeds with the empty record (indicating no
observable value). Rule MRet describes how the results of “normal” evalu-
ation can be used during elaboration by lifting them via a return-statement.
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Stop

⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ � ⇓k 𝑣

Cont
[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑡 ⇓ 𝑚 ⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑤

⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤

MPut
𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣 𝑙 ∈ dom(Γ)

⟨Γ ⊕ {𝑙 ↦ 𝑣}, {}⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑙•put 𝑡 ⇓m 𝑤

MGet
𝑙 ↦ 𝑣 ∈ Γ ⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑙•get ⇓m 𝑤

MRet
𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣

⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ return 𝑡 ⇓m 𝑤

MBind
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑚 ⟨Γ, 𝑥.𝑡2 ∶∶ 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2 ⇓m 𝑣

Figure 2.5: Elaboration semantics: Routines

The result of evaluating the first argument is passed to the current continu-
ation for further progression. Rule MBind deals with the composition of
monads — it is an adaption of the monadic bind-operator (sometimes also
called flatmap) to the meta-level: To elaborate two composed model-routines,
the first routine has to be elaborated with the second routine becoming the
next continuation. Thus, changes in the state during the elaboration of the
first routine as well as the resulting value are passed to the second routine
via rule Cont.

2.2.5 Executing Modeling Routines

As already mentioned, Modelica does not offer any language elements to
perform a simulation directly. Instead, the setup of parameters, solver set-
tings, simulation output, etc. is left to the implementation (with the notable
exception of the standardized experiment-annotation, which provides an
optional entry point).

Since Mcl shall not rely on an external setup, it is necessary to add these
features as well. Naturally, this takes the form of additional elaboration
primitives. Following the design of the elaboration primitives introduced
above, the language elements for this task are as general as possible. Since
simulation, transformation, and elaboration are all expressible as modeling
routines, the start of a simulation can be achieved by the execution of a
modeling routine with an initial state. Such an initial state can be defined
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Values:

𝑣, 𝑤 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡 | fix 𝑥 in ℱ

| [𝑣] | {fv} | 𝑚 | <fv>
fv ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣
ℱ ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡
𝑘 ⩴ � | 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘

Core Terms:

𝑡, 𝑠 ⩴ 𝑥 | 𝑣 | 𝑡 𝑡 | 𝑡 ∘ 𝑡
| …
| <𝑓>
| exec 𝑡 with 𝑡

Figure 2.6: Mcl with execution

in a way similar to a record (Figure 2.6), using angular brackets to mark the
distinction. The primitive operator exec 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 executes the modeling
routine obtained from the evaluation of 𝑡1. 𝑡2 yields the necessary initial
elaboration context. Since this provides an entry point for the simulation of
a model, the operator is itself a term. Hence, the evaluation and elaboration
are mutually recursive processes.

State
∀𝑙𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 ∈ fv ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ⇓ 𝑣𝑖

<𝑓> ⇓ <𝑙𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖>

Run
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑚 𝑡2 ⇓ <fv> ⟨⟦fv⟧Π,�⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣

exec 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣

Figure 2.7: Elaboration Semantics, Execution

Evaluation of a state expression (rule State) proceeds similarly to a
record. If the right-hand side of every field 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 evaluates to a value 𝑣𝑖, the
state expression evaluates to a state value. Rule Run combines evaluation
and elaboration. The premise consists of three parts: The first argument
𝑡1 needs to evaluate to a model routine 𝑚. The second argument 𝑡2 shall
evaluate to a state <fv>. This state is then turned into an elaboration environ-
ment obtained by constructing a partial function as the union of all fields.
If the execution of 𝑚 succeeds under this new environment and the empty
continuation, then the term exec 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 evaluates to the observable
value of that elaboration. This is the only way to “escape” from the monadic
routines.
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2.2.6 Example

Although elaboration is intended to construct a system of equations, its
implementation in Mcl is quite flexible. There are no constraints on the
structure of the elaboration context, and it can be (ab-)used for arbitrary
computations. As an example, consider again the distinction between even
and odd numbers, this time in an imperative variant:
let rec even = do n ← number • get ;
if n = 0 then return true
else do
number • put (n - 1) ;
odd

and odd = do n ← number • get ;
if n = 0 then return false
else do

number • put (n - 1) ;
even

in exec even with number = 42

This example again uses a more concrete syntax. The keyword do in-
troduces composite routines, and we omit the variable in bindings when
it is unused. The result of the elaboration is a state with only one aspect,
number. Its final value is 0. The observable value is true. This can be shown
similarly to Section 2.1.4.

2.3 classes and object-oriented modeling

One of the most important benefits of Modelica is arguably its flexibility:
Libraries can cover very different modeling domains (e.g., electrical or me-
chanical engineering), support different applications of simulation results
(e.g., optimization or real-time control), and build upon different levels of
abstraction (e.g., lumped or distributed elements). Models from different
libraries can be combined to meet many potential requirements.

This flexibility results from the adoption of features usually associated
with object-oriented languages. Syntactically, Modelica’s classes are com-
posed in hierarchies. Each class (except for the unnamed top-level class) is a
member of, and has access to, its parent. A parent can also access elements
defined inside its children, using the notation of compound names sepa-
rated by a dot. Classes and models can also extend each other via inheritance.
In addition classes can modify or redeclare elements of other classes to create
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Listing 2.1: Hierarchical Lookup
class C

constant Integer y = B.z;
class B

class A
constant Integer x = y + z;

end A;

constant Integer z = 21;
end B;

end C;

C.B.A.x

z

B.z y

a new version of an existing model. This section defines these important
aspects as the object-oriented parts of Mcl.

Modelica is not a classical object-oriented language, however. Its classes
share a lot (and even surpass some) of the features found in common lan-
guages like Java or C++, but the similarities end when it comes to objects. In
Section 2.2.1 it was assumed that Modelica’s objects can be represented by
Mcl’s values, in particular its records. The reason for this is that Modelica’s
objects do not encapsulate behavior, as “normal” objects do. Instead, a class
contributes to a global model via elaboration while the resulting object
merely structures the resulting values. Modelica’s objects are immutable.
There is no way to change an instance or equation after elaboration. For
this reason, Mcl does not require any notion of objects in the classical sense.
Instead, it solely deals with the composition of classes.

2.3.1 Scoping and Hierarchies

In its simplest form, a Modelica class serves as a container for a sequence
of declarations. These may introduce constants, parameters, unknowns or
declare components that are instances of other classes which then serve as
sub-containers. Some declarations —like equations— are unnamed. The
elaboration semantics of such a sequence is already covered quite well by
Mcl’s monadic routines. What is not covered is the relation between these
declarations and the syntactical variables used on their right-hand side.
Mcl uses a relatively straight-forward lexical scoping. Modelica, on the
other hand, features a somewhat more complicated binding of names as
the example in Listing 2.1 shows.

Here, the declaration of the constant x in class A refers to two free vari-
ables, y and z. Both are not declared inside the class A itself but outside of it.
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Class A is a child of class B, which is in turn a child of C in the class hierarchy.
Hence it “sees” all declarations1 of its parent classes. In the classical sense, B
is part of A’s lexical scope. Therefore, z is found directly in the surrounding
scope. Note that the definition of constant z (the literal 21) is syntactically
placed after A. The scope of a binding is independent of declaration order.
It covers its whole surrounding class.

Variable y is not defined inside B. The next candidate is C. There, it
is found, defined as B.z. Such composite names, separated by dots, give
access to elements downwards the hierarchy. In a first step, B is found as
before in the scope of C. The result of this search is then used to search for
z, which is defined as 21. Hence the result of evaluating C.B.A.x yields 42.

2.3.2 Inheritance and Modifications

This scoping might seem pretty standard (after all similar rules exist in most
languages with classes). However, there is a subtle difficulty embedded in
this seemingly simple principle: Modelica does not differentiate between
looking up a class (e.g., B) and its fields (e.g., z). This design decision might
seem like an elegant unification, but it turns out to be a source of significant
complication in combination with inheritance because base classes need to
be looked up to determine the set of visible names in a class. This ambiguity
can make it somewhat challenging to find the source of a definition.
class D
extends C.B(z=2);
constant Integer x = A.x;

end D;

class C … end C;

In the class D above, with C left unchanged from Listing 2.1, what is the
value of D.x? Since A is inherited in D from C.B, it is tempting to assume
the answer is, again, 42. This is not the case2: The returned value is 23.
Unfortunately, at the time of writing this thesis, the Modelica Specification
makes the reason for this somewhat hard to understand:

The found base class is flattened with a new environment and
the partially flattened enclosing class of the extends-clause.[…]
The elements of the flattened base class become elements of
the flattened enclosing class, and are added at the place of the
extends-clause. (Modelica Specification Chapter 7, Section 1)

1At least the ones with the proper variability
2as discussed in https://trac.modelica.org/Modelica/ticket/2013
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Listing 2.2: Hierarchical lookup with inheritance
class D

extends C.B(z=2);
constant Integer x = A.x;

end D;
class C

constant Integer y = B.z;
class B

class A
constant Integer x = y + z;

end A;

constant Integer z = 21;
end B;

end C;

D.x

A.xz

B.z y

It is easy to see that the “found base class” is C.B, and the enclosing class
of the extends-clause is naturally D, but the keywords here are “partially flat-
tened enclosing class” and “flattened base class”. The specification does not
give a precise definition of what a (partially) flattened class looks like, but it
is not just a literal copy of the class’ definition since the original definitions
retain their lexical scope. It is also not just an aggregation since modifica-
tions and redeclarations in the extending class might effect definitions in
the base class.

Before we investigate a more precise definition, let us have a look at how
lookup actually proceeds (Listing 2.2, according to the consent of different
implementations and discussions in the Modelica Design Group). In the
first step, A is found, inherited from the base class C.B. Hence, A.x is resolved
by looking for x in C.B.A. This class contains the same definition of x as
before. Accordingly, the same variables need to be looked up. Variable z is
again looked up in its immediately enclosing class. This time, however, this
class is not A, but by the sub-class D (as determined by the specification).
Therefore the resulting value is 2. In an interesting twist, y is not subject to
this modification. Its lookup passes through C and only then returns to the
definition of z. The inheritance is discarded. The value 21 is found in the
lexical scope of A. The overall evaluation yields 23.

This example demonstrates an important fact about classes in Modelica:
The site of the definition of a free variable is not a syntactic property of the
class. Instead, it depends on the context in which this class is used. For a
separate compilation, it is thus necessary to express this dependency in the
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abstract syntax in such a way that the compilation preserves its meaning in
all possible contexts.

2.3.3 The Principle of Open Recursion

This context is the result of evaluating all relevant base classes. Therefore,
the definition of lookup has to be part of the evaluation of classes and vice
versa. In Modelica, there is no explicit ordering between declarations. Due
to the existence of inheritance and because classes are looked up in the
same way as other declarations, such an ordering cannot be found without
knowledge of the context of the class. Both the construction of the context
and the evaluation of class references are recursively linked.

In classical object-oriented languages, this principle is called open re-
cursion [Aldrich and Donnelly, 2004]: Each method has access to a special
variable (often called this or self). Methods are always invoked from a
concrete object (sometimes called the receiver of a message). This object
then becomes the definition of the special variable during evaluation of
the method’s body (the special variable is late bound). Free variables in
the method are usually interpreted as the invocation of a method on the
special variable. This principle yields an implementation of recursion since
the method itself is an element of the receiving object. It is open because
the method might be part of different concrete objects (and invoke different
siblings on each). It is possible to change the behavior of all methods of an
object by exchanging only one method. The same concept can be used to
explain the lookup inside Modelica’s classes when it is applied not only to
one but possibly many special objects (Listing 2.3).

In a certain sense, the variables y and z are dynamically bound, and
their value depends on their hierarchical context. In the above listing,
the references to that context have been codified by two kinds of special
variables. this denotes a reference to the immediately enclosing class, while
up(i) expresses access to the 𝑖-th enclosing class (hence up(0) is the same
as this, but less readable). Such a form eliminates all free variables, and
once it is found by a static analysis (which will be sketched in Section 4.1),
it can be used in all contexts.

We also moved the modification into the scope of the extending class.
Modifications are resolved in the scope of the modifying class. Hence, this
merely clarifies the lexical position of the definition of z. It also illustrates the
relationship between the modification of an extends-clause in Modelica and
the overriding of methods in more conventional object-oriented languages
like Java.
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Listing 2.3: Hierarchical lookup with special variables
class D
constant Integer z = 2; //conceptual modification
extends up(1).C.B;
constant Integer x = this.A.x;

end D;

class C
constant Integer y = this.B.z;
class B

class A
constant Integer x = up(2).y + up(1).z;

end A;

constant Integer z = 21;
end B;

end C;

2.3.4 The Hierarchical Environment

The example in Listing 2.2 demonstrates that the property of being an
enclosing class is not transitive: The enclosing class of D.A’s immediate
parent D — the unnamed root class— is different from D.A’s next ancestor, C.
To understand this complication, we resort again to an informal denotational
investigation of the matter. For reasons that will become clear in a moment,
we call an evaluated class a node of the syntactic sort 𝜈 and denote the sort
of environments with ℰ. Then the operations can be given the (informal)
signatures:

ℰ ⊆ ℕ ↪ 𝜈
node ∶ 𝐶 × ℰ → 𝜈
env ∶ 𝜈 → ℰ

class ∶ 𝜈 → 𝐶

Nodes 𝜈 are created by the combination of a literal class 𝐶 with an
environment (function node). Environments map natural numbers to nodes.
A node is created by the function node. Its class is accessible with class . It
is possible to obtain the environment inside a node (i.e., the environment
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that is valid for its fields).

⟦⟦𝐶,ℰ⟧node⟧class
∧= 𝐶

⟦⟦𝐶,ℰ⟧node⟧env
∧= { 0 ↦ ⟦𝐶,ℰ⟧node } ∪ { 𝑛 + 1 ↦ 𝜈 | 𝑛 ↦ 𝜈 ∈ ℰ }

The environment of a node is the captured environment with one additional
entry, mapping 0 to the node itself. All other entries link back to the original
environment (just one level higher). In a certain sense, this definition forms
an inverted view of the syntax tree, as each node gives access to an ordered
set of children (which may be its parents in the syntax tree). Environments
are forests of such trees, and literal classes are node-labels. Hence the name
node for the elements of this structure.

In that denotational view, the evaluation of hierarchical terms can be de-
fined by the resolution of special variables and the three mutually recursive
operations, select, search and eval. During evaluation, a special variable 𝑖 is
resolved in a given environment ℰ to the 𝑖-th entry of the environment.

⟦ℰ, up(𝑛)⟧eval
∧= ℰ(𝑛)

The evaluation of a literal class with a given environment yields a context.
It is created by appending that literal class to the current environment. We
ignore the evaluation of proper terms for now.

⟦ℰ, 𝐶⟧eval
∧= ⟦𝐶,ℰ⟧node

⟦ℰ, 𝑡⟧eval
∧= …

A reference consists of a hierarchical term ℎ and a label 𝐿 — we will
define these syntactical sorts precisely later. Such a reference (e.g. up(2).z)
are evaluated from left to right by selecting the label:

⟦ℰ, ℎ.𝐿⟧eval
∧= ⟦⟦ℰ, ℎ⟧eval , 𝐿⟧select

The definition of a field has to be found in the class or a base class,
to select it. The found term is then evaluated under a new environment,
obtained via env from 𝜈′. Setting the 0-th environment entry to the receiver
of the selection gives the special variable this a new meaning.

⟦𝜈, 𝐿⟧select
∧= ⟦⟦𝜈′⟧env ⊕ {0 ↦ 𝜈}, ℎ⟧eval

when ⟦𝜈, 𝐿⟧search
∧= 𝜈′, ℎ
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Note, that the result of searching the label is evaluated after it is found
in the environment. In a certain sense, hierarchical terms are evaluated
with a non-strict call-by-name evaluation strategy, contrary to core terms
that follow a strict call-by-value approach. This distinction will become
important in Chapter 4, when the former are translated into the latter.

A definition is searched recursively: If the field is a literal child, its right-
hand side is searched. If it is forwarded to a base class, the base class is
evaluated and the search continues there.

⟦𝜈, 𝐿⟧search
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝜈, ℎ if 𝐿 = ℎ ∈ ⟦𝜈⟧class

𝜈′, ℎ′ if in ⟦𝜈⟧class , 𝐿 forwards to base class ℎ𝑆
⟦ℎ𝑆, ⟦𝜈⟧env⟧eval

∧= 𝜈𝑆
⟦𝜈𝑆, 𝐿⟧search

∧= 𝜈′, ℎ′

Graphical Interpretation

As an example, consider the classes C and D from above and the evaluation
of D.x. Since all classes in that example have a unique name, this name is
used in abbreviations as a subscript, i.e., 𝜈𝐷 is the obtained from evaluating
class D, ℰ𝐷 is its environment and 𝐶𝐷 denotes its literal class.

Each node can be interpreted as a directed graph with edge labels to
indicate the ordering of its enclosing classes. A node label indicates the
literal class. Graphs with two kinds of vertices display environments. The
number of each entry is shown in a circular node that is labeled with a
natural number and has exactly one outgoing edge to the corresponding
element of the environment. The top-level environment has only one entry,
pointing to the unnamed root class:

(1) ℰ𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡
∧= . 0

Creating new nodes from a literal classes inside an environment is achieved
by adding a new node, replacing the special nodes with edges from that
node to their respective target and increasing their label by one:

(2) ⦃𝐶𝐷 in ℰ𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡⦄
∧= 𝜈𝐷

∧= D .1

A node provides the environment for its children (function env ). This
environment is obtained by mapping the node itself to 0 and adding an
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entry for each outgoing edge:

(3) ⟦𝜈𝐷⟧env
∧= ℰ𝐷

∧= D .

0 1

1

Classes C and B are evaluated in a similar style to D in (2):

(4) 𝜈𝐶
∧= ⦃𝐶𝐶 in ℰ𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡⦄

∧= C .1

(5)
𝜈𝐵

∧= ⦃𝐶𝐵 in ℰ𝐶⦄
∧= B C .1

2

1

Using these classes, a simple evaluation can be processed as follows:

⟦𝜈𝐶, y⟧select
∧= ⟦ℰ𝐶, up(0).B.z⟧eval
∧= ⟦⟦𝜈𝐶, B⟧select , z⟧select
∧= ⟦𝜈𝐵, z⟧select

∧= ⟦ℰ𝐵, 21⟧eval
∧= 21

(6)

Similarly, the base class of D can be evaluated:

⟦ℰ𝐷, up(1).C.B⟧eval
∧= ⟦⟦𝜈𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡, C⟧select , B⟧select
∧= ⟦𝜈𝐶, B⟧select

∧= 𝜈𝐵

(7)

With these observations it is now possible to understand the evaluation
of D.x. In a first step, the field is found in the node itself:

⟦𝜈𝐷, x⟧search
∧= 𝜈𝐷, up(0).A.x(8)

There is no field A in 𝐶𝐷. The search continues in the base class, 𝜈𝐵. Here,
the field is found:

(9)
⟦𝜈𝐷, A⟧search

∧= ⟦𝜈𝐵, A⟧search by (7)
∧= 𝜈𝐵, 𝐶𝐴

𝐶𝐴 is found in the base class 𝜈𝐵. The evaluation environment is con-
structed from both the base class as well as the extending class:

(10)
ℰ𝑆

∧= ⟦𝜈𝐵⟧env ⊕ {0 ↦ 𝜈𝐷}
∧= D

0

C

1

.

2

1

1
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Evaluation of the literal class then appends 𝐶𝐴 to the nodes of the environ-
ment. This node, in turn, has its environment as usual:

(11)

ℰ𝐴𝑆
∧= ⟦𝜈𝐴𝑆⟧env

∧= A

0

D

1

C

2

.

3

1

2

3

1

1

Resolving up(2) and up(1)in ℰ𝐴𝑆 yields 𝜈𝐶 and 𝜈𝐷, respectively. Hence,
y and z can be selected:

⟦ℰ𝐴𝑆, up(2).y⟧eval
∧= ⟦𝜈𝐶, y⟧select by (11)
∧= 21 by (6)

(12)

⟦ℰ𝐴𝑆, up(1).z⟧eval
∧= ⟦𝜈𝐷, z⟧select by (11)
∧= ⟦ℰ𝐷, 2⟧eval

∧= 2
(13)

The modification in 𝐶𝐷 has affected the evaluation as intended. The in-
heritance is “forgotten” when the lookup passes the corresponding lexical
scope. The evaluation of y takes place in 𝜈𝐶 without further changes. In
conclusion, the result is 23, as expected:

⟦𝜈𝐷, x⟧select
∧= ⟦ℰ𝐷, this.A.x⟧eval by (8)
∧= ⟦⟦𝜈𝐷, A⟧select , x⟧select by (3)
∧= ⟦⟦ℰ𝑆, 𝐶𝐴⟧eval , x⟧select by (9)
∧= ⟦ℰ𝐴𝑆, up(2).y + up(1).z⟧eval by 𝐶𝐴
∧= ⟦ℰ𝐴𝑆, 21 + 2⟧eval

∧= 23 by (12,13)

2.3.5 Syntax

It remains to define a syntactic representation of the environment and its
contents as well as an operational view of the functions used above. To
this end, we introduce a new syntactic sort, called hierarchical term, ℎ
(Figure 2.8).

There are five variants of hierarchical terms. The special variables up(𝑖)
refer to the 𝑖-th enclosing class. Literal classes𝐶 are a list of fields 𝐹 bracketed
in special curly braces: ⦃𝐹⦄. A class field can either contain a hierarchical
class (e.g. a child class) (𝐿 = ℎ) or a value (𝑙 = 𝑡). We presume that class labels
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Core Terms:

𝑡, 𝑠 ⩴ 𝑥 | 𝑣 | 𝑡 𝑡 | 𝑡 ∘ 𝑡
| …
| 𝑟

𝑓 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑡
𝑟 ⩴ ℎ.super(ℎ).𝑙
rv ⩴ 𝜈.super(𝜈).𝑙

Hierarchical Terms:

ℎ, 𝑔 ⩴ up(𝑖) | 𝐶 | 𝜈 | 𝑅
| ℎ with 𝐹

𝑅 ⩴ ℎ.super(ℎ).𝐿

𝜈, 𝜋 ⩴ ⦃𝐹 in 𝜈⦄
𝐶 ⩴ ⦃𝐹⦄
𝐹 ⩴ 𝐿 = ℎ | 𝑙 = 𝑡

Figure 2.8: Mcl classes and hierarchical terms

can be distinguished from value labels (i.e. 𝐿 ∩ 𝑙 ∧= ∅). A hierarchical node
𝑣 (or 𝜋) denotes a class containing the fields 𝐹 as a hierarchical child of the
enclosing class denoted by 𝜋, written ⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄ (the environment is thus
encoded as a list of nodes and each node contains its own environment).
Explicit Modifications ℎ with 𝐹 override the fields defined in the class
described by ℎ with the fields in 𝐹. This mechanism essentially generalizes
the overriding of fields by decoupling it from open recursion.

Access to the field 𝐿 of a class requires an explicit notion of the corre-
sponding base class (often also called the “super” class, a term which is
used for historical reasons in Mcl). In a reference like ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿, ℎ1
refers to some class that extends ℎ2 which in turn contains the declaration
labeled with 𝐿. The access reads as: “Get the field labeled with 𝐿 in the class
ℎ2 extended by ℎ1”. Instead of one extend-statement that pulls all fields
of the base class into the current class, Mcl requires one explicit forward-
reference for each inherited element. This style makes the interface of a
class immediately visible (since all inherited fields have to be defined lo-
cally as forward-references), a necessary precondition for a syntax-directed
semantics.

As an example, consider the class D from Listing 2.2. Just by looking at
its definition, only the fields x and z are visible. This changes in its Mcl
encoding, where also the inherited class A is explicitly mentioned:

⦃A = up(0).super(up(1).C.B).A, z = 2, x = up(0).A.x⦄

Often, no base class shall be referenced directly, and both hierarchical
terms are equal. Since this is a common case, we introduce the abbreviation
ℎ.𝐿 ∧= ℎ.super(ℎ).𝐿 to enhance the readability of the examples.
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Because classes are not first-class citizens, they do not contain free vari-
ables. Neither substitution nor free variables need to be extended to reflect
the existence of hierarchical terms. Special variables are bound implicitly
by the hierarchical environment. Hence all special variables in a term are
“free”. They are collected by the function FSV (Appendix C.1).

Besides the introduction of ℎ, an extension to the proper terms 𝑡 is neces-
sary to actually access values bound in classes (highlighted in Figure 2.8). A
value field can be accessed from a term 𝑡 with a notation similar to the class
selection. A reference 𝑟 ∧= ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙 refers to the field labeled with
𝑙 in class ℎ2 extended by ℎ1. Again we allow the convenient abbreviation
ℎ.𝑙 ∧= ℎ.super(ℎ).𝑙 for references that do not explicitly refer to a base class.
Although hierarchical references are not first-class citizens, it will become
useful later to distinguish references with fully evaluated hierarchical parts.
These references “values” are abbreviated as rv. A reference has no free
variables and is never subject to substitution.

2.3.6 Semantics

Evaluation of a hierarchical term ℎ to a node 𝜈 ∧= ⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄ with parents
𝜋1…𝜋𝑛 is written ℎ ⇓h 𝜈. This relation is again given in a big-step style
(Figure 2.9). Rule Select augments the evaluation-relation ⇓.

Hierarchical nodes are already in normal form (rule Node). Root classes
are wrapped into an empty environment (Root). Selection of a child class
via HSelect or a field via Select relies on the search of the corresponding
definition in the fully evaluated context. We abbreviate this operation
with the relation

𝜙
−→ and Φ−→. Notably, these relations do not depend on the

(hierarchical) evaluation. Hence they correspond to a single step of the
search operation. Searching through multiple levels of inheritance relies on
the encoding of inherited fields as references from this to the corresponding
base class and is reflected by multiple applications of either HSelect or
Select.

Folding the Environment

In order to adhere to the principle of open recursion between fields of a
class, the special variables in a selected (hierarchical) term are resolved
using the ternary fold-operators Φ ∶ ℎ × 𝜈 × ℎ → ℎ and 𝜙 ∶ ℎ × 𝜈 × 𝑡 → 𝑡
after a successful search and before evaluation continues. These mutually
recursive functions (Figure 2.10) take three arguments: An evaluated class
𝜈 represents the tip of the environment (i.e. the self-instance). The second
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Lifting classes:

⟦♦⟧Π
∧= ∅

⟦𝐹 ∷ 𝑙 = 𝑡⟧Π
∧= ⟦𝐹⟧Π ⊕ {𝑙 ↦ 𝑡}

⟦𝐿 = ℎ ∷ 𝐹⟧Π
∧= ⟦𝐹⟧Π ⊕ {𝐿 ↦ ℎ}

Lookup of fields:

𝜈.super(⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄).𝑙
𝜙
−→ ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙 ⟺ 𝑙↦ 𝑡 ∈ ⟦𝐹⟧Π

𝜈.super(⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄).𝐿 Φ−→ ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ⟧Φ ⟺ 𝐿↦ ℎ ∈ ⟦𝐹⟧Π

Rules of Evaluation:

HSelect
ℎ1 ⇓h 𝜈1 ℎ2 ⇓h 𝜈2 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜋

𝜈1.super(𝜈2).𝐿
Φ−→ 𝑔

ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿 ⇓h 𝜋

Select
ℎ1 ⇓h 𝜈1 ℎ2 ⇓h 𝜈2 𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣

𝜈1.super(𝜈2).𝑙
𝜙
−→ 𝑡

ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙 ⇓ 𝑣

Node

𝜈 ⇓h 𝜈

Mod
ℎ ⇓h ⦃𝐹1 in 𝜋⦄ ⟦𝐹2⟧FSV

∧= ∅
dom(𝐹2) ⊆ dom(𝐹1)
⟦𝐹3⟧Π

∧= ⟦𝐹1⟧Π ⊕ ⟦𝐹2⟧Π
ℎ with 𝐹2 ⇓h ⦃𝐹3 in 𝜋⦄

Root

⦃𝐹⦄ ⇓h ⦃𝐹 in ♦⦄

Figure 2.9: Hierarchical Evaluation Semantics

argument 𝜋 is the list of hierarchical parents of the base class containing
the definition of the current term. The third argument is the input that is
being folded: Φ expects and returns an hierarchical term ℎ while 𝜙 works
on plain terms 𝑡. In the case of plain terms, the result of folding is simple.
Except hierarchical value-references, 𝜙 applies itself on the sub-terms or
returns its input unchanged if the argument is primitive. Value-references
are processed by folding the hierarchical sub-terms with Φ.

Folding hierarchical terms is somewhat more involved. Special vari-
ables up(𝑖) are resolved via substitution: The special variable up(0) (the
this-variable) is replaced with the self -instance (the first entry of the envi-
ronment). Other special variables are folded recursively: If the environment
is empty, the result is left unresolved. Otherwise, the first entry is returned
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⟦𝜈, 𝜋, up(0)⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈

⟦_, (𝜈 ∷ 𝜋), up(1)⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈

⟦𝜈, (_ ∷ 𝜋), up(𝑛 + 2)⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, up(𝑛 + 1)⟧Φ

⟦_,♦, up(𝑛 + 1)⟧Φ
∧= up(𝑛 + 1)

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1⟧Φ.super(⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ2⟧Φ).𝐿

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ with 𝐹⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ⟧Φ with 𝑓 ∗ 𝐹

where 𝑓⟦𝐿 = ℎ⋆⟧ ∧= 𝐿 = ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ⋆⟧Φ
𝑓⟦𝑙 = 𝑡⋆⟧ ∧= 𝑙 = ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙

⟦_, _, 𝜈⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ⦃𝐹⦄⟧Φ
∧= ⦃𝐹 in 𝜈 ∷ 𝜋⦄

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑥⟧𝜙
∧= 𝑥

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, λ𝑥.𝑡⟧𝜙
∧= λ𝑥.⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡1 𝑡2⟧𝜙
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡1⟧𝜙 ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡2⟧𝜙

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙⟧𝜙
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1⟧Φ.super(⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ2⟧Φ).𝑙

… (See Appendix C.2.3)

Figure 2.10: Resolution of open recursion with hierarchical folding

(in case of an upward reference of level 1) or recursively resolved with the
remaining environment (in case of higher references). The result of folding
hierarchical references and modified classes is the result of folding their
corresponding sub-terms: In the case of modifications, this ensures that a
modification is evaluated in the context of the modification site (and not in
the context of the modified class). Literal classes are turned into nodes by
storing the environment alongside their fields. Contrary to modifications,
the fields are not subject to folding in this case. This exception ensures that
child-classes retain their context: All special variables remain unresolved
until a field is selected from the child-class. Nodes are left unchanged by
the fold-function.
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Modifications

Modifications in Modelica differ from classical overriding in their scope. In
classical object-oriented languages (and in Mcl) the field of an extending
class might change a field of the base class from the inside by overriding it
(a mechanism that exists in Modelica only via explicit redeclarations). A
modification, in contrast, lives outside of the modified class. Function 𝜙
implements this difference. A second specialty that distinguishes modi-
fications from classical inheritance is the fact that it is not possible to add
a field via a modification. Each modified field must already exist in the
modified class. For these reasons, modifications require special treatment
in the syntax and semantics of Mcl.

The modification of a class ℎwith a sequence of fields 𝐹 results in a class
containing the modified fields merged with the result of the evaluation
(rule Mod in Figure 2.9). Merging is implemented by lifting the fields into
partial functions, augmenting the original function with the new fields, and
using the result as a new sequence of fields. The modifying declarations
must not contain any special variables. This provision ensures that they
retain their original scope, similar to modifications in Modelica.

2.3.7 Example

Open recursion can replace classical recursion. Our pair of example func-
tions, even and odd can be written in a hierarchical style as follows. The
concrete syntax deviates again from the abstract definition: By a syntactical
convention, all classes are hierarchical, i.e., each literal class in the source
code is always implicitly surrounded by the root operator.
{| val even = λ n . if n = 0 then true else this.odd (n - 1) ;

val odd = λ n . if n = 0 then false else this.even (n - 1)
|}.even 42

The evaluation proceeds similary to Section 2.1.4, but requires rules
Select and App instead of FixApp.

2.4 variable-structure modeling

Modelica is a hybrid language and capable of changing the simulation
behavior depending on the occurrence of events during the simulation
itself. Their effects are limited, however. In Modelica, it is only possible to
affect the current value of a state variable (using the reinit-operator) and
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discrete variables (with a discrete-time equation). Neither equations nor
components can be removed or added during simulation.

The current state of research is considerably more advanced than that.
Several researchers have put much effort into the modeling and simulation
of so-called variable-structure systems [Mattsson et al., 2015, Pepper et al.,
2011, Mehlhase, 2012, Nytsch-Geusen and Ernst, 2005]. Although all these
works differ in the details of their semantics, there is a consensus on the
intuition of viewing a variable-structure model as a hybrid automaton. Each
of its modes corresponds to a classical static-structure model and events
control the transitions. Usually, the number of modes is considered to
be finite and small in practice. Such finite-state automata can readily be
implemented with Mcl by giving each mode a number (e.g., by storing
them in an array) and switching between them when an event requires it
(the aspects of event handling are explained in Chapter 3).

There are experimental languages[Giorgidze and Nilsson, 2009, Zim-
mer, 2010] that allow for automata with many modes, but it remains an
open question how Modelica could support such models. In a first step,
a small extension to Mcl enables the dynamic computation and execution
of a new mode during simulation. With this addition and a little support
from the kernel library highly dynamic systems can be modeled and simu-
lated easily in the core language. This brings them one step closer to their
implementation in Modelica itself.

2.4.1 Explicit Control for Structural Changes

Computing a new mode is, in principle, a simple matter. A component can
be designed to implement different behavior, depending on its input; e.g., a
switch might be open when a boolean parameter is true and closed if it is
false. The subtle problem arises due to the questions of when to attempt
this change, how to send the new input value and how to implement the
actual switch between old and new mode.

The last question is the simplest to answer. Assume, a new model
receives a new input value; then elaboration can compute the new mode
as usual when the elaboration state is reset to the value it had just before
the last instantiation of the component. In a brute-force approach, it even
suffices to restart elaboration from scratch with an initial state. A routine
must hence be capable of setting the elaboration state to some captured value.
Since the value of a state is already part of a language, this requires only
two new primitives: One for obtaining the current state as a whole and one
for setting it.
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The first and second questions have a common, slightly more complex
answer. Usually, the simulation engine will answer the question for the
when of a structural change, e.g., by the iterative solution of a guarding equa-
tion. Since this happens after the model instance is completely elaborated,
sending the new input in a sense requires sending a message back in time.
To make this possible, Mcl borrows a feature from Lisp and its dialects:
These languages offer the operator call − with − current − continuation
or short call/cc. With this operator, a program gains access to continu-
ations as first-class values. In turn, sophisticated control structures (e.g.,
co-routines [Haynes et al., 1984]) can be generalized. Not quite incidentally,
the elaboration semantics is already defined in a continuation-passing style,
and continuations are already syntactically specified. Therefore, it remains
to implement primitives to obtain the current continuation and pass control
to it again.

2.4.2 Syntax

The management of the control flow requires three, management of state
needs two additional elements (highlighted in Figure 2.11): Continuations
𝑘 become first-class citizens (i.e., they are proper values). The primitive
routine continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 returns the control flow to the continuation
denoted by 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 as input. Invocation of call/cc 𝑡 passes the current
continuation to 𝑡 and continues elaboration with the result. The routine get
returns the current elaboration state, while put 𝑡 sets it to the state obtained
from evaluating 𝑡.

Values:

𝑣, 𝑤 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡 | fix 𝑥 in ℱ
| [𝑣] | {fv} | 𝑚 | <fv> | 𝑘

fv ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣
ℱ ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡
𝑘 ⩴ � | 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘

Modeling Routines:

𝑚 ⩴ 𝑙•get | 𝑙•put 𝑡
| 𝑥 ← 𝑡; 𝑡 | return 𝑡
| get | put 𝑡
| continue 𝑡 with 𝑡
| call/cc 𝑡

Figure 2.11: Syntax for control flow and state management

Scoping of the new elements is shown in Figure 2.12. Most of the new
constructs do not bind variables. Only continuations bind their input vari-
able to their body, but not their follow-up continuation.
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⟦put 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦get⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦call/cc 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦�⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧fv
∧= (⟦𝑡⟧fv ⧵ {𝑥}) ∪ ⟦𝑘⟧fv

Figure 2.12: Free variables of routines that handle control flow

2.4.3 Semantics

The syntactic extensions are joined by four new rules for the elaboration
relation (Figure 2.13). Rules MPutGlobal and MGetGlobal are straightfor-
ward. In a way similar to MPut and MGet, they alter the global state or pass
it to the current continuation. The new state is created from or interpreted
as a state value with the function Π.

MPutGlobal
𝑡 ⇓ <fv> Γ ∧= ⟦fv⟧Π ⟨Γ, {}⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑣

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ put 𝑡 ⇓m 𝑣

MGetGlobal
Γ ∧= ⟦fv⟧Π ⟨Γ, <fv>⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑣

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ get ⇓m 𝑣

MCall/CC
𝑡 𝑘 ⇓ 𝑚 ⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ call/cc 𝑡 ⇓m 𝑣

MContinue
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑘1 𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑤 ⟨Γ, 𝑤⟩ ⊢ 𝑘1 ⇓k 𝑣
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 ⇓m 𝑣

Figure 2.13: Extended Elaboration semantics

Continuation handling is somewhat more intricate than these simple
rules. The current continuation is accessed via call/cc 𝑡 (rule MCall/CC).
Since a continuation is a first-class citizen, it can be passed as an argument
to the function denoted by 𝑡. When this application yields a routine, elab-
oration continues with this routine and the current continuation. In that
way, it becomes possible to save the current point of elaboration. In order
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to return to such a saved point, the routine continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 passes the
result of evaluating 𝑡2 to the continuation obtained via 𝑡1 and discards the
old continuation 𝑘.

2.4.4 Example

Our now familiar example of determining whether a natural number is
even or odd can be implemented as a trivial loop. The features that enable
structural dynamics are a generalization of such a loop. As we have already
seen in Section 2.2.6, elaboration is a special form of general computation.
Hence, it is possible to compute this loop as a model routine:

let even = do
loop ← call/cc ( λ k. return k) ;
n ← n • get ;
if n <= 0 then return true else
if n = 1 then return false else
do

put n = n - 2;
continue loop with loop

in
exec even with {n = 42}

The derivation tree that determines the semantics of the above example
is akin to a unrolling of the loop: In every iteration, the current continuation
(i.e., the variable loop and the term starting with x ← get) is captured by a
combination of rules MCall/CC and MRet. MGetGlobal and MPutGlobal
ensure that the loop variable is updated at every step. The loop repeats
via MContinue. Recursion is replaced with the explicit capture of the
continuation in its own body.

While the example is small enough to demonstrate the concept of first-
class continuations, it takes some fantasy to relate it to a variable-structure
model. Later examples will demonstrate this relationship but depend on
some higher-level abstractions. Nevertheless, a variable-structure simu-
lation is implemented in a similar pattern: A multi-mode model creates
a checkpoint (loop) during elaboration and enters the simulation phase
(x ← get). Depending on the results of the simulation, it can return to the
elaboration after modifying the global state (put, continue). The implemen-
tation of the different modes is the sole responsibility of the model.
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2.5 top-level entities: packages and modules

Separate compilation obviously depends on the definition of “separate”
entities. Usually, these entities are both represented in the source language,
e.g., as modules or top-level declarations, and easy to distinguish from each
other by the user and external tools, e.g., as separate files or directories.
Modelica packages can be mapped to a hierarchical file system according
to the specification [see Modelica, 2012, chapter 13].

The application of this mapping is, however, somewhat arbitrary. Mod-
elica does not distinguish between classes residing in a file and classes that
are nested inside other classes. A user might as well merge a complete
hierarchy into one file, map each class into a single file, or do anything
in between these extremes. Because of this and the lookup semantics, it
is impossible to order source files by their dependencies without actually
processing them. Therefore, in Mcl we consider only top-level classes as
units of compilation. For them, the user or an external tool give the order. In
the Modelica ecosystem, this corresponds to different libraries, which have
explicit dependency annotations. Dependency analysis for these libraries is
the task of a package manager (e.g. impact[Tiller and Winkler, 2015]).

Alongside top-level classes, Mcl supports simple modules. These en-
tities do not have a correspondence in Modelica. Their addition to the
language is justified by the fact that the compilation target shall be a subset
of Mcl. They also serve as an entry-point that triggers the evaluation of a
class. Contrary to classes, modules are evaluated eagerly. Hence, each defi-
nition can trigger the hierarchical evaluation, elaboration, and simulation
of a class.

2.5.1 Syntax

A top-level term𝑇 (Figure 2.14) consists of a sequence of top-level definitions
𝐷. Each such definition binds either a module term 𝑀 or a class term 𝐶
to a top-level identifier 𝑋. We presume 𝑥 ∩ 𝑋 ∧= ∅. Classes are defined
as before, with the additional variant of using only the name of a top-
level class. Modules are simple ML-like structures[MacQueen, 1984]. They
consist of a series of module-level definitions d . Each of these definitions
binds an identifier 𝑥 to a term 𝑡. Analogous to simple terms, top-level terms
have normal forms. Module terms evaluate to structures MV, consisting
of evaluated definitions dv , each binding an identifier to a value. Classes
are already in normal form. Top-level definitions evaluate to a binding of
top-level identifiers to either a structure or a class. Top-level values are
sequences of such evaluated definitions.
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Core Terms:

𝑡, 𝑠 ⩴ 𝑋:𝑥 | 𝑥 | 𝑣 | 𝑡 𝑡 | 𝑡 ∘ 𝑡
| …

Hierarchical Terms:

ℎ, 𝑔 ⩴ up(𝑖) | 𝐶 | 𝜈 | 𝑅
| ℎ with 𝐹

𝑅 ⩴ ℎ.super(ℎ).𝐿

𝜈, 𝜋 ⩴ ⦃𝐹 in 𝜈⦄
𝐶 ⩴ 𝑋 | ⦃𝐹⦄
𝐹 ⩴ 𝐿 = ℎ | 𝑙 = 𝑡

Top-level Terms:

𝑇 ⩴ 𝐷
𝐷 ⩴ 𝑋 =𝑀

| 𝑋 =𝐶
𝑀 ⩴ 𝑋 | struct d end

d ⩴ 𝑥 = 𝑡

Top-level Values:

MV ⩴ struct dv end

DV ⩴ 𝑋 = (MV | 𝐶)
𝑉,𝑊 ⩴ DV

dv ⩴ 𝑥 = 𝑣

Figure 2.14: Mcl top-level entities

As already mentioned, hierarchical terms can use top-level classes by
name instead of literal classes. Terms are augmented by a new kind of
variable 𝑋:𝑥, called long. Such a long variable refers to the definition of 𝑥
inside the structure referred to by𝑋. Unlike normal variables, long variables
can be substituted even in hierarchical terms. The procedure is trivial as
new long variables can only be introduced at the top-level. The substitu-
tion of a partial function 𝑃 containing top-level identifiers, written [𝑃] is a
straightforward matter (Appendix C.2). Free long variables are determined
by FLV (Appendix C.1).

Concrete Syntax

The necessary lexical distinction between top-level and term-level variables
is made by their first letter. Capital variables belong to the former category,
lower case variables to the latter. The same strategy applies to class labels
and value labels. The library consists of several modules. These modules
consist of sequences of definitions. Each definition takes the form of a let
or let rec binding.
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2.5.2 Semantics

⟦♦⟧Π
∧= ∅

⟦DV ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶⟧Π
∧= ⟦DV ⟧Π ⊕ {𝑋 ↦ 𝐶}

⟦dv ∷ 𝑥 = 𝑣⟧Π
∧= ⟦dv⟧Π ⊕ {𝑥 ↦ 𝑣}

⟦DV ∷ 𝑋 =MV⟧Π
∧= ⟦DV ⟧Π ⊕ {𝑋 ↦ MV}

TopEmpty

♦ ⇓T ♦

TopModule
𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟦𝑀⟧FLV ⊆ dom(⟦𝑉⟧Π)

[⟦𝑉⟧Π]𝑀 ⇓M MV
𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀 ⇓T 𝑉 ∷ 𝑋 =MV

TopClass
𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟦𝐶⟧FLV ⊆ dom(⟦𝑉⟧Π)
𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 ⇓T 𝑉 ∷ 𝑋 = [⟦𝑉⟧Π]𝐶

StructEmpty

struct ♦ end ⇓M struct ♦ end

Struct
struct d end ⇓M struct dv end [⟦dv⟧Π]𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣
struct d ∷ 𝑥 = 𝑡 end ⇓M struct dv ∷ 𝑥 = 𝑣 end

Figure 2.15: Mcl top-level evaluation

Evaluation of top-level terms follows the design of a simple module
language. The big-step relation 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 in Figure 2.15 describes this process.
An empty sequence of top-level declarations evaluates to an empty sequence
(rule TopEmpty). Non-empty sequences are processed from right to left: If
the last element of a non-empty sequence is a module declaration 𝑋 =𝑀
and the prefix 𝑇 of the sequence evaluates to a top-level value 𝑉, then the
module𝑀 is subject to substitution by the so obtained structures and classes.
If the result of this substitution evaluates to a structure, the corresponding
binding is appended to the top-level value. Note that the interpretation of
𝑉 as a partial function via Π ensures shadowing. If a top-level variable is
bound twice, the later binding dominates the earlier one in all declarations
that come afterward.

Evaluation of classes is simpler than that of modules. Since a class does
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not evaluate further, a class-declaration evaluates by appending its right-
hand side to the result of evaluating the prefix (rule TopClass). Evaluation
of modules is defined via 𝑀 ⇓M MV. Only literal modules evaluate; free
top-level variables remain stuck. An empty structure is already in normal
form (rule StructEmpty). Definitions proceed from the right to the left,
similar to top-level declarations. If the prefix evaluates to a structure, it is
used to substitute free variables in the bound term. If the result evaluates,
its value is appended to the structure. Definitions have a straightforward
lexical scope.

2.5.3 Example

Classes and modules can be defined separately at the top level. Open
recursion can replace classical recursion. Our pair of example functions,
even and odd forms a simple class called Example. Since they are both
members of the same class, they can refer to each other with the special
variable this.
(* Example.mcl.class *)
even = λ n . if n = 0 then true else this.odd (n - 1) ;
odd = λ n . if n = 0 then false else this.even (n - 1)

On its own, a class is meaningless because its members do not evaluate.
A module that serves as the necessary entry point can refer to Example as
follows. The class that replaces the top-level automatically becomes a root
node.
(* Test.mcl.module *)
let test = Example.even 42

When a top-level term consists of the declarations of Example and Test
(in that order), it can be evaluated. The derivation requires an application
of TopModule and TopClass and otherwise follows the pattern laid out in
Section 2.3.7. It yields a top-level value consisting of the class and a module
value. The latter binds the field test to true, as expected.
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Up to this point, Mcl does not provide any means for numerical model-
ing and simulation (aside from basic arithmetic operations). As already
mentioned, the reason for this is the complexity and diversity of Modelica’s
transformation and simulation semantics. This problem is well known and
has been recognized by different authors:

The definition of semantics is in contrast far more problem-
atic. From Dymola to Modelica, semantics have always been
described in an informal manner.[…] This is because a formal
definition of semantics requires a commonly abstracted and
well defined computational framework. […] For equation-based
languages, such a common computational framework does not
exist in general. (Zimmer [2010])

[…]what is actually the transformation process? What is the
expected result of the execution? We would argue that the
answer to these questions would differ depending on who you
ask because the current specification is open for interpretation.
(Broman [2010])

As already noted in the outline of this thesis, we attempt to solve this
issue by implementing the aspects of Modelica that regard transformation
and simulation in a kernel-library. In this way, our interpretation of the
specification is codified as an individual computational framework. This
decision is no silver bullet, the semantics of models and their simulation
still require a considerable effort. It is however considerably simpler to
maintain and extend a library in a programming language than to do the
same with the informally specified semantics of a modeling language. In a
certain sense, the kernel library is a middle ground between a full-fledged
formal specification and a prosaic description.

3.1 outline
The final purpose of modeling is a numerical simulation. In the end, every
part of the kernel library exists solely for this reason. Therefore, its imple-
mentation is the most significant aspect of the library. Hence, to motivate
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the other parts, we prepone its discussion to this section; later sections will
discuss its requirements.

3.1.1 The Simulation Loop

As already mentioned, simulation consists of a repetitive invocation of the
integrator in what is often called the simulation loop. At each step of this
loop, the simulation state (Table 3.1) is updated accordingly. The simulation
state consists of the current simulation time, the current solution (reals,
discrete) and some meta data (layout). It can link to an older state, if nec-
essary (pre). The solver can indicate found roots, and (discrete) equations
might cause discrete-time effects, e.g., mode changes.

Aspect Description Initial

time Current simulation time []

layout Map of unique identifiers to indices of unknowns []

reals Current values of the unknowns []

pre Former Simulation State O:none

roots Zero-crossing indicator []

discrete Current discrete simulation state see Table 3.7
effects Current discrete effects see Table 3.8

Table 3.1: Simulation State

In a functional language like Mcl, a loop takes the form of a tail-recursive
function. It expects the prepared model prep (i.e., the system of equations
after symbolical processing), a description of the experiment’s parame-
ters exp (containing the start and stop time), a list of the model’s events,
the integrator callbacks rout and fout (see Section 3.3.2), and the current
simulation state s. The loop terminates, when the stop time of the given
experiment is reached, or termination is explicitly required by an equation.
If a transition is required, it is directly executed (effectively leaving the loop
by a continuation). In any other case, the solver updates the simulation
state (Prim:qualidaes). The result of the loop is the final simulation state.
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let rec loop prep exp events root_detect fout s =
if s.time >= exp.stop then

(* Normal end of simulation *)
let _ = Printf:printf "Simulation finished at: %f\n" s.time in
return {s with pre = O:none}

else if s.effects.terminate <> O:none then
(* Simulation stopped *)
let _ = Printf:printf "Simulation terminated at: %f\n'%s'\n"
s.time (O:grab s.effects.terminate) in
return {s with pre = O:none}

else if s.effects.transition >= 0 then
(* Transition requested *)
let _ = fout s in
let _ = Printf:printf "OUT:\n" in
Struct:switch s

else
(* Continue integration *)
let s = {s with pre = O:none} in
loop prep exp events root_detect fout
(Prim:qualidaes s exp.stop [] events

prep.dynamics prep.constraints
root_detect fout exp.interval )

The simulation state depends on some support from the kernel library:
Obviously, it depends on the definition of the integrator, qualidaes. Its
input prep consists of the quasilinear description of the model in the form
of the dynamic equations and hidden constraints. These terms need to
be encoded in a format suitable for the integrator and transformed from
their Modelica representation. Similar requirements hold for the discrete
parts of the model, encoded in the solver output function root_detect.
Structural variability is expected in the form of explicit transitions. All these
prerequisites are dealt with by the kernel library and will be discussed in
the following sections.

3.1.2 Structure of the Library

The foundation of the kernel library is a small set of ubiquitous data struc-
tures. The actual modeling tools are implemented on top of it in three
distinct parts: Numerical and symbolical primitives are exposed as built-in
functions in the first part. The second part contains data structures and
algorithms for the construction and transformation of equations, signals,
and events. Basic modeling routines are defined in the third part which
concludes with the invocation of the simulation loop.
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3.2 fundamental data structures
Two ubiquitous data structures provide the foundation of the kernel library:
optional values and a generic map implemented as a binary tree. While they
have nothing to do with modeling per se, the following implementations
would be much more complicated without their support. Less common,
but particularly important for the composition of Modelica models are
equivalence relations. A third data structure supports them.

3.2.1 Optionals

One of the most important aspects of functional programming is the ability
to express the absence of the result of a computation. An empty array can
encode an absent value. Present values can be wrapped as one-element
arrays:
let none = []
let some x = [x]
let grab o = o.[0]

The constructor none yields the absent value, some wraps its argument,
and grab unwraps a present value. Application of grab to none results in
a run-time error. The module is available in the kernel library under the
top-level name O. It also contains the standard functions map and flatmap
and is shown in Appendix F.1.

3.2.2 Sets and Maps

A second important class of values deals with the collection of data. Both
sets and maps, i.e., collections of values allowing for reasonably efficient
lookup and insertion, are used throughout the kernel library and are essen-
tial for many symbolical algorithms and methods. Sets and maps share the
same implementation —balanced binary trees— since sets can be seen as
maps to the unit value. The absent node represents the empty tree:
(** Create an empty tree *)
let empty = O:none

Nodes contain two subtrees, a key, a value, and the height of the largest
subtree. A tree containing a single node can be created with singleton.
Insertion of a new value for a given key with insert creates a new tree.
This operation maintains the desired ordering of elements and balance of
subtrees. cardinal counts the nodes of a tree, find searches the value for
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a given key, and delete removes it. first and last yield the smallest and
largest elements, respectively. pop removes the first element. Transforma-
tions are supported with map and fold. All operations that use comparisons
require the ordering of elements in the form of the additional argument
ops. The implementation can be found in Appendix F.1.

3.2.3 Equivalence Relations

Implicit equations (Section 3.4.9) require the construction of equivalence
relations between connectors. The kernel library implements the classical
disjoint set [Tarjan, 1975] data structure on top of an immutable map. Each
key in that map points to a record with a set of references to children and an
optional reference to a parent. An update to that map emulates mutation.

The representative of a key is either the representative of the parent
or the key itself if no parent is set for that key. Two keys are equivalent
if their representatives are equal (function equiv). The function add joins
the equivalence classes of its arguments. All equivalence classes can be
enumerated by first finding all nodes that are their own representative and
then collecting their (disjoint) sets of children (function classes). The full
implementation of the module can be found in Appendix F.1.

3.3 quasi-primitive operations

The transformation and the simulation of differential equations depend
on symbolical and numerical algorithms. It is an essential design decision,
how to embed these operations within a modeling language. It might seem
natural to define them as primitive operations, provide special syntax, and
define evaluation or elaboration rules in the core language. We do not
follow this route, though, for the following reasons.

Numerical simulation is, by definition, an approximation. Contrary to
the precise definitions of discrete mathematics used so far, any implemen-
tation will divert more or less from an ideal semantics. The analysis of this
deviation and its specification and their implications for the correctness
properties are simply beyond the scope of this thesis, which focuses on the
compositional and operational aspects of modeling.

The structural analysis of differential algebraic equations on the other
hand is a problem within the domain of discrete mathematics, and undoubt-
edly could be specified precisely. However, these operations are not well
posed for the kernel library, either. Not only is their implementation rather
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complex and writing or reading it in pure Mcl would be tedious. It is also
not the topic of this thesis.

For these practical considerations, the integrator and the structural analy-
sis are linked into the kernel library with an ad-hoc foreign function interface
(see Section 4.8 for a short explanation). Thus, for practical purposes, they
can be considered primitives of the language. But, from a rigorous point of
view, they are part of the kernel library. In the following sections, we shall
discuss the interface of these quasi-primitive operations.

3.3.1 Regularization

The first quasi-primitive is the structural analysis of ordinary differential
equations. The function sigma_method expects an array of maps from in-
teger values to integer values, the sparse rows of the Σ-matrix. It yields
a function that maps a row index to its dual in the solution vector. Each
application of the resulting function maps an equation index to the number
of differentiations that is necessary for regularization. See [Höger, 2014] for
a detailed description of the implementation.

As an example consider the index-reduction of the cartesian pendulum
from Section 1.1. The unknowns 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝐹 are represented by the indices,
0, 1, and 2. Each equation has an entry in the array of rows of Σ. The result
contains for each equation the number of total derivations that need to be ap-
plied to regularize the system: The first equation needs to be differentiated
twice and the second and third equations remain unmodified:

let x = 0
let y = 1
let f = 2

(* Create the Σ-matrix: *)
let sigma_pend = [
(* 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 1 *)
T:insert T:int_map x 0 (T:insert T:int_map y 0 T:empty) ;
(* �̈� = 𝐹𝑥 *)
T:insert T:int_map x 2 (T:insert T:int_map f 0 T:empty) ;
(* �̈� = 𝐹𝑦 − 𝑔 *)
T:insert T:int_map y 2 (T:insert T:int_map f 0 T:empty) ]

(* Perform regularization *)
let result = Prim:sigma_method sigma_pend
let sol = [ result 0; result 1; result 2 ] (* == [2;0;0] *)
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This example shows that the regularization imposes two requirements
on the encoding of ordinary differential equations: An equation needs to
provide the necessary information to calculate its row in Σ and it must
support an arbitrary number of differentiations.

3.3.2 Integration

The second quasi-primitive gives access to the integrator Qualidaes [Stein-
brecher, 2006]. Invocations of qualidaes require several arguments (Ta-
ble 3.2). As shown in Section 1.1.3, the model is passed to the solver in
three parts: The first is the quasilinear representation of the system of equa-
tions. qls contains quasilinear terms (see Section 3.4.4), constrs the hidden
constraints in the form of algebraic coefficients (Section 3.4.3).

Argument Description

start Initial simulation state
t1 End time of simulation as a floating point number
initial Initial equations as array of algebraic coefficients
roots Zero-crossings of events as array of algebraic coefficients
qls Quasilinear dynamics 𝐸(𝑡, 𝑥)�̇� = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) as array of quasilinear

equations
constrs (Hidden) constraints 𝐻(𝑡, 𝑥) = 0 as array of algebraic con-

straints
rout Event combinator as a transformer of the simulation state
fout Output combinator as a transformer of the simulation state
interval Maximum size of desired output steps as floating-point num-

ber

Table 3.2: Qualidaes arguments

Qualidaes attempts to find a consistent initial solution before each sim-
ulation. The second part of the input consists of additional initial equations
initial for this task. The third part, roots, contains events in the form of
zero-crossing functions. Both arguments are arrays of algebraic coefficients.
The solution interval 𝕀 is encoded as the time of the initial simulation state
and an additional explicit stop time t1.

Naturally, the simulated solution needs to be fed back to the user some-
how: Since the ideal definition of Mcl’s evaluation semantics does not allow
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for side effects, this has to happen in a functional style: Qualidaes expects
two operators fout and rout. The solver acts like a catamorphism (a fold
function) over the sequence of time steps. It maintains an internal simula-
tion state, initialized to start. Whenever a root is found, the operator rout
is applied to the current simulation state (containing the current time and
solution). The result of this application replaces the internal simulation state
(thus, changes of the discrete state can take effect). If no root is found in an
interval specified via interval, the solver applies fout in a similar manner.
Since the integrator relies on the encoding of equations, we postpone an
example until Section 3.4.4.

3.4 embedding equations

As shown in Section 1.1, equations in Modelica are general nonlinear first-
order ordinary differential equations and need to be transformed into the
quasi-linear representation required by Qualidaes. Not all equations of a
model are known at compile time. Their representation, their computation,
and their transformation into quasi-linear form need to be part of the kernel
library. The library also contains some fundamental constructors for discrete
equations and signals, which are equally important but follow a much more
straightforward design.

3.4.1 Shallow vs. Deep Embedding

This design, i.e., the definition and construction of numerical expressions
in a library, resembles the embedding of a domain-specific language (DSL),
where a host language (Mcl) is used to define expressions of the object
language (equations). There are two strategies for the embedding of a
domain specific language, distinguished by the encoding of the embedded
terms.

In a deep embedding expressions of the object language are data in the
host language. It usually takes the form of algebraic data types. Inspection
and transformation of object terms are hence as simple and efficient as the
manipulation of any other data in the host language. This solution implies
flexibility: The object language is not necessarily subject to the same static
semantics as the host language. Hence it becomes possible to trespass the
limits imposed on the host language by its static semantics. It is, for example,
possible to implement an interpreter for full System-F in a language with a
Hindley-Milner type system.
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The price for this flexibility is a certain interpretative overhead and the
loss of static safety. Since expressions are data, an interpreter has to dispatch
based on their categories (usually implemented by inspecting the tag of
a tagged union). Additionally, whenever the computation makes use of a
host-language term, the argument(s) have to be dynamically checked, and
the result needs to be lifted into a value of the object language (by applying
the appropriate tag). The interpretative overhead is mostly the result of
managing these tags.

A host language can not type-check an object language that is more
expressive than itself. Even if there is a decidable static semantics for the
object language, it can by design only take effect after the object language’s
term has been computed. At that point, static safety might come too late1.
When using a deep embedding, the interpretation of an object term might
get stuck, or errors are be detected late.

The second strategy, aptly called shallow embedding, does not represent
object terms as data, but as expressions, usually in the form of first-class func-
tions. These functions implement the object-language semantics through
the means of the host language, e.g., by using the same mechanisms for
values, binding of variables or function composition. Such an embedding
requires no dispatch for execution and no lifting of values. This design
decidedly reduces the interpretative overhead. Additionally, the embedding
inherits all the safety guarantees of the host language. If the host language’s
type system is sound, no typed object term will ever get stuck. On the other
hand, the static semantics of the host language limit the allowed expressions
in the object language. It is also not easily possible to inspect or transform
object terms because functions cannot usually be “opened” during evalua-
tion. This limitation makes it difficult to implement new operations over
terms of the embedded language.

3.4.2 Shallow Embedding in Mcl

The kernel library contains a shallow embedding of ordinary differential
equations for the following reasons:

• Equations are arguably the most crucial aspect of a modeling lan-
guage. The performance of evaluating them is always of high rele-
vance. Therefore, any unnecessary overhead should be avoided.

• Equations are also the central syntactical element of models. Being
unable to apply static assertions on them, would make a type-safe

1This does of course not hold if the static semantics covers more than a classical type-
system, e.g., absence of divergence or inference of effects
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implementation of Modelica more or less pointless. Recall that Mcl is
agnostic regarding a type system. The decision for a deep embedding
would put a heavy burden on the later introduction of such a facility.

• The number of operations that deal with equations is small: Modelica
itself does not contain features for the introspection or transformation
of equations. Thus, there are no transformations aside from the ones
required by the specification, and these are only a handful. Therefore,
the flexibility gained by a deep embedding is not needed.

• Even if this would turn out to be a bad design decision in the future, the
choice of an embedding strategy is not irrevocable: Since equations are
part of the kernel library, it is always possible to switch to a different
encoding, should the need occur.

Using a shallow embedding presents one significant challenge, though:
Transformation of the generated equations is an essential part of the elab-
oration. Additionally, the domain of numeric modeling demands high
performance and efficiency while the mandatory transformations, e.g., sym-
bolic differentiation, are prone to yield inefficient and unnecessarily com-
plicated results. The difference in execution time between optimized and
non-optimized differentials can reach several orders of magnitude for real-
world applications [Guenter, 2007]. Hence a language that is unable to
transform, optimize and possibly just-in-time-compile the equation lan-
guage would fall behind the state-of-the-art.

The solution to this challenge is presented by Carette et al. [2009]. Instead
of directly encoding the dynamic semantics of the object language as host-
language functions, the implementation essentially abstracts over a fold-
operator for the language using Haskell’s type classes or OCaml’s functors.
Since Mcl has neither type-classes nor functors, a more clumsy style has to
be used here but the pattern still applies:
let rec c1 a1 … a𝑘 = {
op1 = λ … ;
…
op𝑚 = λ … ;

}
…
and c𝑛 b1 … b𝑙 = {
op1 = λ … ;
…
op𝑚 = λ … ;

}
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Name Description Argument

simplify Arithmetic simplification; yields a (optional)
known result and the simplified term

Empty record

string Textual representation of the equation Empty record
eval Evaluation under the current simulation state Simulation state

Table 3.3: Operations on Algebraic Equations

For a finite set of operations op1… op𝑛 all syntactical variants of the DSL
c1… c𝑚 are encoded as (mutually recursive) constructors yielding records
of the shape shown above. Because the constructors are mutually recursive
(and due to lexical scoping), all operations can create arbitrary terms of
the language. The downside of this pattern is that the addition of a new
operation requires the change of the original implementation (and spans
over several constructors). In contrast, it is simply possible to derive a
slightly extended language by adding new constructors. This dichotomy is
a long-known fact coined the expression-problem by Wadler [Wadler, 1998].
In the case of this kernel library this does not pose a problem: As already
mentioned, the set of operations is finite (and rather small) but adding
new constructors, e.g., trigonometric functions, might be necessary for later
versions of the library. Thus, the selection of a shallow embedding fits nicely
into the domain of the library.

3.4.3 Algebraic Constraints

The fundamental embedded terms represent algebraic coefficients (Ta-
ble 3.4), i.e., equations that do not contain derivatives. The set of con-
structors is intentionally minimal. Subtraction, for instance, is encoded as
addition of a negated term. There are constructors for real-valued constants
constant and the independent variable time. The 𝑖-th element of the state
vector is represented by unknown. Operators include addition of terms add,
multiplication mul and the multiplicative inverse inv.

Each record implements three basic operations (Table 3.3): eval eval-
uates the term under a given simulation state (see Table 3.1 for a detailed
description), simplify simplifies the term by evaluating all constants and
applying some arithmetic identities and string yields a textual represen-
tation of the term. The module Alg contains the full implementation of all
variants and their operations (Appendix F.3).
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Constructor Description Argument(s)

const A constant function 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑐 Constant 𝑐
time A function that always yields the value

of the independent variable 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑡
Empty record

unknown An unknown 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑥𝑖 Index 𝑖
add Addition of two continuous terms

𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥) + 𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥)
Summands 𝑎 and 𝑏

mult Multiplication of two continuous terms
𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥)

Factors 𝑎 and 𝑏

inv Multiplicative inversion of a continu-
ous term 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 1

𝑔(𝑡,𝑥)

Coefficient 𝑔

signal Lifts a discrete-time signal into a
continuous-time equation

The signal record

Table 3.4: Constructors of Algebraic Equations

As an example, consider the multiplication of two terms. It takes two
arguments, a and b. To evaluate the product of two algebraic terms, it
suffices to evaluate the factors and multiply the result. Although it is unused
in that simple case, the argument s is not arbitrary but contains the current
simulation state. Algebraic coefficients that represent unknowns or the
current simulation time need it to look up their current value.

and mult a b = {
eval = λ s. (a.eval s) *. (b.eval s) ;
…

}

Simplification maps each term to a term dynamic and an optional floating
point number static. The former contains the term after simplifying it as
much as possible. The latter contains a floating-point number if the term
can be completely evaluated to that number or none otherwise.

simplify = λ _.
let a = a.simplify {} in let b = b.simplify {} in
if (a.static = O:some 0.0) || (b.static = O:some 0.0) then

(* a * 0 = 0 * b * 0 *)
{static = O:some 0.0; dynamic = const 0.0}

else if a.static = O:some 1.0 then b (* 1 * b = b *)
else if b.static = O:some 1.0 then a (* a * 1 = a *)
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else if b.static <> O:none && a.static <> O:none then
(* Constant folding *)
let prod = (O:grab a.static) *. (O:grab b.static) in
{static = O:some prod ; dynamic = const prod}

else {static = O:none; dynamic = mult a.dynamic b.dynamic};

The simplification of a product proceeds by simplifying both arguments.
If either of the two simplifies to zero, the whole term is zero. Otherwise,
if one of the arguments simplifies to one, the other argument is returned.
If neither simplifies to zero or one, but both simplify to some value, the
product of these values is the result. In any other case, there is no further
simplification.

3.4.4 Quasi-Linear Equations

The structure of a quasilinear term is straightforward. Coefficients 𝑓𝑖(𝑡, 𝑥)
are (sparsely) mapped to derivatives using the binary tree defined earlier
and combined with an algebraic coefficient 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥). Evaluation depends on
the derivatives and is therefore part of Qualidaes, not the kernel library.
Intuitively, it is the implementation of a sum of products:

𝑞(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) =
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖(𝑡, 𝑥)�̇�𝑖 + 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥)

Operations

The kernel library restricts itself to operations that are required for the trans-
formation from ordinary to quasi-linear differential equations. Primitive
terms are converted trivially to their quasi-linear representation. Operations
are transformed by transforming their respective arguments recursively
and combining the results using the rules of calculus. Take, for example,
the addition of two quasilinear terms (𝑓, 𝑐) and (𝑔, 𝑑):

(𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥)) + (𝑔(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑑(𝑡, 𝑥)) ∧= ℎ(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥)
where ℎ𝑖(𝑥, 𝑡)

∧= 𝑓𝑖(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑔𝑖(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡) ∧= 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑡)

This can be directly implemented as a function of quasilinear terms.
Each coefficient is the algebraic sum of the corresponding coefficients of the
summands. The only particularity lies in the application of this construction
to the two sparsely populated input vectors ℎ and 𝑓: This transformation
translates directly to Mcl. Each coefficient is the algebraic sum of the
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corresponding coefficients of the summands. The only particularity lies
in the application of this construction to the two sparsely populated input
vectors ℎ and 𝑓:

(** Sum up two ql-terms by summing up all coefficients *)
let sum a b =
let add_coeff k v f =
let g = T:find T:int_map k f in
let new = O:safe v (O:map (Alg:add v) g)
in T:insert T:int_map k new f

in
{ c = Alg:add a.c b.c ; f = T:fold add_coeff a.f b.f }

The set of quasi-linear terms is not closed under basic arithmetic oper-
ations (e.g. the multiplication of two quasi-linear terms is not itself quasi-
linear). In some cases, the result depends on the conversion of a quasi-linear
term into an algebraic coefficient. This is possible, when additional equa-
tions �̇�𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 for new unknowns 𝑥𝑖 are introduced:

(** convert a ql-term into a constraint-term:
create an identity for all non-zero coefficients
and sum up the resulting constraints *)

let to_constr state ql =
let add_alg k v r =
(* Obtain identity for der(x_k) *)
let fresh = obtain_id r.state k in
{state = fresh.state;
result = Alg:add r.result (Alg:mult v (Alg:unknown

fresh.result))}
in
T:fold add_alg {state = state; result = ql.c} ql.f

The function obtain_id yields such an identity. The identities are man-
aged by the state stored in r.state. The update to this state is threaded
through the fold function of the binary tree module.

Example

As an example, consider the differential of the exponential �̇� = 𝑥. This simple
ODE can be integrated as shown in Listing 3.1. The equation is already
in quasilinear form and can be encoded with the kernel module Ql(see
Section 3.4.4). The initial conditions are encoded as an algebraic coefficient
and an empty simulation state. There are no events nor hidden constraints.
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Listing 3.1: Integration Example
let x = 0

(* �̇� = 𝑥 *)
let qls = [
Ql:sum (Ql:der x (Alg:const 1.0))

(Ql:of_constr (Alg:mult (Alg:unknown x) (Alg:const (-1.0))))
]

(* initial: 𝑥 = 1 *)
let initial = [Alg:add (Alg:unknown x) (Alg:const -1.0)]

(* initial state *)
let start = {Sim:default_sim_state with reals = [1.0]}

let fout state =
(* Output the current state, using OCaml directly *)
let _ = Printf:printf "%f\n" state.reals.[x] in state

let integrate =
Prim:qualidaes start 1.0 initial [] qls [] (λ s.s) fout 0.25
(* outputs 1.000000 1.284076 1.648692 2.117011 2.718290 *)

A simple output routine fout is implemented by directly invoking the built-
in routine Printf:printf that the target language, OCaml, provides.

3.4.5 Ordinary Differential Equations

The embedded language of nonlinear first-order ordinary differential equa-
tions is implemented similarly to the algebraic coefficients. As an addition,
derivatives can be expressed with the constructor der (Table 3.5). Differen-
tial equations support operations for textual representation and simplifica-
tion as shown in Table 3.6. There is no operation for the evaluation since
the values of the derivatives only exist inside the integrator. As required by
the structural analysis, operation sigma fills a row of the Σ matrix.

Equations are not closed under differentiation with respect to the in-
dependent variable since the derivative of the first-order differential term
�̇�(𝑡) would yield a second-order term. In that case, the differentiation can
create artificial equations, similar to the identities introduced when trans-
forming quasi-linear terms to algebraic constraints. This “side effect” of
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Name Description Argument(s)

const Constant term 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = 𝑐 Constant 𝑐
signal A (discrete-time) signal The signal
time The independent variable 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = 𝑡 Empty record
unknown An unknown 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = 𝑥𝑖 Index 𝑖
der A derivative 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = �̇�𝑖 Index 𝑖
add Addition 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) + 𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) Summands 𝑎 and 𝑏
mult Multiplication 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�)𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) Factors 𝑎 and 𝑏
inv Multiplicative inverse 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, �̇�) = 1

𝑔(𝑡,𝑥,�̇�) Coefficient 𝑔

Table 3.5: Constructors of Differential Equations

adding new equations can be implemented as an operation that takes a
differentiation state and yields a new state and both the differentiated term
and its derivative by combining differentiated sub terms according to the
rules of calculus.

diff = λ s.
let da = a.diff s in
let db = b.diff da.state in
{state = db.state;
result = add (mult da.result b) (mult db.result a) } ;

The second addition to the operations on algebraic terms is the trans-
formation of an ordinary differential equation into quasi-linear form. This
operation implements the algorithm sketched in earlier work [Höger and
Steinbrecher, 2015] and uses the transformation of quasi-linear terms into
algebraic constraints, Ql.to_constr that was introduced in Section 3.4.4.

ql = λ ts.
let qla = a.ql ts in
let qlb = b.ql qla.state in
let ca = T:cardinal qla.result.f in
let cb = T:cardinal qlb.result.f in
let ql = if ca > cb then qla.result else qlb.result in
let cnstr =

Ql:to_constr qlb.state (if ca > cb then qlb.result else
qla.result)
in
{state=cnstr.state; result = Ql:mult_c ql cnstr.result};
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In the case of the multiplication, the transformation threads the given
state ts through the transformation of the sub-terms a and b. The smaller of
the two resulting quasi-linear terms is converted into an algebraic coefficient
and multiplied with the larger one. The size is measured with cardinal as
the number of non-zero coefficients, i.e., the number of nodes in the tree
that represents the underlying map. Multiplication of QL-terms with an
algebraic coefficient is again a straightforward operation.

Name Description Argument(s)

simplify Arithmetic simplification; yields a
record of the (optional) known result
and the simplified term

Empty record

string Textual representation of the equation Empty record
diff Differentiation; yields the derivative of

the equation
Differentiation state

ql yields the quasi-linear representation of
the equation

Transformation state

sigma Updates the given row with the struc-
tural signature of the term.

A row of Σ

Table 3.6: Operations on Differential Equations

3.4.6 Hidden Constraints

A quasi-linear equation with an empty vector of coefficients, i.e., all deriva-
tives are multiplied with zero, is a visible constraint. Hidden constraints
are not so easy to spot (hence the name). In general, all constraints are
visible when the system is in lower-echelon form, i.e., it consists of 𝑛 states,
𝑛 equations with non-zero coefficients and 𝑚 constraints.

Gaussian Elimination

A symbolical Gaussian elimination process can obtain this format: For each
state 𝑥𝑗 (i.e. column in the matrix of quasilinear equations), select a row
𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥) that has a non-zero coefficient 𝑓𝑗(𝑡, 𝑥)

∧
≠ 0 for that column

and eliminate the state from all remaining rows 𝑔(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇�+𝑑(𝑡, 𝑥) by applying
a standard pivot operation (i.e. subtract 𝑔𝑗(𝑡,𝑥)

𝑓𝑗(𝑡,𝑥)
(𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥))).
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This transformation is problematic when the coefficient is close to zero
(𝑓𝑗(𝑡, 𝑥) ≈ 0). As the dynamic behavior of the transformed system is a-priori
unknown, all non-constant coefficients have to be considered as potential
zeros. For this reason, the pivot operation should only divide rows by truly
constant coefficients (i.e. coefficients created with Alg:constant). If no row
with such a coefficient exists for a given column 𝑗, the now familiar pattern
of adding a new equation is applied: A new equation �̇�𝑗 = 𝑥𝑘 with a new
column 𝑘 is added and all occurrences of �̇�𝑗 are replaced by 𝑥𝑘, effectively
eliminating the column 𝑗.

Example

In the case of the pendulum, only Equation (5) is obviously a constraint. As
shown in Section 1.1, the hidden constraints can be obtained by eliminating
�̇� and �̇� from Equation (6) and ̇𝑣𝑥 and ̇𝑣𝑦 from Equation (7).

�̇� = 𝑣𝑥(1)
�̇� = 𝑣𝑦(2)
̇𝑣𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥(3)
̇𝑣𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦 − 𝑔(4)

𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 1(5)
�̇�𝑥 + �̇�𝑦 = 0(6)

̇𝑣𝑥𝑥 + 𝑣2𝑥 + ̇𝑣𝑦𝑦 + 𝑣2𝑦 = 0(7)

In this example, only non-zero coefficients are used. Equation (6) is
turned into a constraint by subtracting Equation (1) multiplied with the
pivot factor 𝑥 and Equation (2) multiplied with 𝑦. Similarly, Equation (7) is
transformed by subtracting Equation (3) multiplied with 𝑥 and Equation (4)
multiplied with 𝑦.

Implementation

The implementation of this transformation is contained in the module
Gaussian (Appendix F.6). It demonstrates an interesting particularity re-
garding the inspection of equations. As mentioned above, the transfor-
mation is unsafe in case of a non-constant pivot factor. This case can be
detected without resorting to a deep embedding: Only if the simplification
yields a statically known result, the algebraic coefficient is a constant.
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Field Description Initial

ints Discrete Integers []

reals Discrete Reals []

bools Discrete Booleans []

int_layout Integer layout T:empty

real_layout Real layout T:empty

bool_layout Boolean layout T:empty

Table 3.7: Discrete elements of the simulation state

3.4.7 Signals & Events

Discrete Modeling in Modelica resembles the notion of functional reactive
programming[Wan and Hudak, 2000, Nilsson et al., 2002]. Signals (or
Behaviors) are functions that return values depending on some abstract
domain of time 𝑇. Events are signals of possibly undefined (i.e. optional)
value. Both entities are first class values in FRP as well as in the kernel
library.

The kernel library deviates from the classical implementation of func-
tional reactive programming in two ways: Because the integrator controls
the detection of event guards (Section 3.3.2) the continuous simulation
drives the discrete parts. In contrast, Wan and Hudak [2000] describe an
integrator driven by a signal. Due to the technical properties of Qualidaes,
the kernel library is tied to the former strategy. The second difference con-
cerns the computation of a signal’s value. Where classical FRP-signals are
pure functions with a defined input and output, signals in Modelica are
determined by discrete-time variables. The value of such a discrete variable
is determined by a global fixed-point (specified as event iteration[Modelica,
2012, Chapter 3]) over all discrete-time equations (Section 3.4.8). For this
reason, signals in the kernel library are implemented not as stream trans-
formers, but as functions that transform the simulation state (see Table 3.1).

Part of that state is the value of the discrete variables of the model (Ta-
ble 3.7). It consists of a flat representation of the discrete memory, giving
access to stored integers, floating point values, and boolean variables. Ad-
ditionally, the layout, i.e., a map from unique identifiers to array indices, is
maintained for each kind of variable. Any value can be lifted into a signal:
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(** lift a value into a signal *)
let pure x = { read = λ s. x ; write = pass }

(** apply the value of a signal to another signal *)
let fmap f a = { read = λ s. (f.read s) (a.read s) ; write = pass }

If the value of a signal is a function, it can be applied to another signal in
a very natural way using fmap. The presence of both functions means that
Mcl’s signals are an applicative functor [McBride and Paterson, 2008]. This
observation might seem like a purely academic remark, but it implies that
all operators and functions defined in Mcl can be lifted into the domain of
signals. Such a lifting can always be inserted by the front-end directly but
is sometimes rather cumbersome to read. The rest of the kernel library thus
defines primitives for the access to discrete variables and some common
operators mainly to enhance the readability of Mcl-models.

Some signals can be modified with an additional method, write. It
yields an updated simulation state, with the new value of the variable and
the event flag. Read-only signals return the state unmodified.
(* A discrete Integer variable *)
let int j = { read = λ s. s.discrete.ints.[j] ;

write = λ x s.
let new_ints = [s.discrete.ints with j = x] in
let new_event = s.effects.event

|| s.discrete.ints.[j] <> x
in
{s with
discrete = {s.discrete with ints = new_ints };
effects = {s.effects with event = new_event }

}
}

3.4.8 Discrete Equations & Event Iteration

Discrete equations change the discrete state of a simulation. Such equations
relate a discrete variable with a term over other discrete variables that
determines its output. Despite this syntactic adherence to the Modelica’s
single-assignment rule, their effects are not causal, i.e., they do not form a
global execution order. The specification of Modelica does not provide a
method to solve all discrete equations, and without further provisions, such
a method cannot exist, because it is possible to model arbitrary Diophantine
equations. The solution of these equations, (Hilbert’s 10th problem), is
famously undecidable [Matiyasevich, 1993].
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To not inflate the library with an attempt to solve a subset of these
equations, we restrain the domain to piecewise causal discrete equations, i.e.,
recursive definitions of an element of the new discrete state. Therefore,
the search for a solution of the discrete system of equations is an iterative
process, which runs until it reaches a fixed point. Ensuring the existence of
such a fixed point lies in the responsibility of the modeler.

In each step of that iteration the global set of discrete equations eqs
calculates a changed simulation state. This calculation is defined by the
sequential application of their write methods. As a feedback to the iteration
loop, these methods have to update the event flag of the state when they
change the value of one or more discrete variables. Iteration then contin-
ues until the event flag is not set. The implementation can be found in
Appendix F.7.

Most discrete equations are part of a when-equation, i.e., they are only
active, when the Boolean signal used as guard changes from false to true.
Event guards, in turn, can refer to any continuous or discrete variables.
Each discrete equation may thus trigger events.

(* Pre-signal *)
let pre signal = {
read = λ s.(signal.read (O:grab s.pre));
write = pass ;

}

(* edge() operator *)
let edge signal = {
read = λ s.(signal.read s) && (not ((pre signal).read s)) ;
write = pass ;

}

Each iteration step updates the field pre of the simulation state. It
consists of a copy of the simulation state from the last iteration. Signals gain
access to that “memory” of the iteration with the pre operator (implemented
as the higher-order signal pre). The event generator edge makes use of this
capability to find the rising flank in a Boolean signal.

This operator allows the definition of a Modelica-style when-equation.
Such a discrete equation wraps a signal (the guard) and an array of equations.
Its effect is the activation of all wrapped equations when the guard becomes
true. Modelica supports else-clauses for when equations. In our library,
they are additional arguments in an array of discrete equations, elsewhen:
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let when signal eqs elsewhen = {
read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s.

if (edge signal).read s then
write_all eqs 0 s

else
O:safe s (O:map (λ w. w.write {} s) elsewhen)

}

During event iteration, effects might become active. These are indicated
by flags in the effects record of the simulation state (Table 3.8). The itera-
tion sets the event to true and continues. If a special operator requests a
transition or termination, the simulation loop reacts accordingly.

Flag Description Initial

event Indicates the change of a discrete variable false

transition Index of the requested mode transition -1

terminate Indicates termination of simulation false

Table 3.8: Elements of the simulation state related to discrete effects

3.4.9 Implicit Equations

Modelica supports equations that are implicitly created during elaboration.
These connect-equations mimic physical connections between parts of the
model. The simplest such equations are inspired by Kirchhoff’s laws and
used to conveniently model electrical circuits. (The same mechanism also
applies to different domains but loses some of its intuition.) For the sake
of brevity, we ignore the more elaborate overconstrained and stream con-
nectors. Their implementation follows a similar pattern but is considerably
more involved.

Name Description Initial

potential Equivalence classes of potential quantities Equiv:empty

flow Equivalence classes of flow quantities Equiv:empty

asserts assert-statements []

Table 3.9: Implicit Equation State
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In this elementary case, a connect-statement introduces a relation be-
tween a pair of unknowns. Both unknowns are labeled either flow or potential
quantities. At elaboration time the equivalence class of each such relation
is used to create a single sum-to-zero equation for the flows:

let connect_flow a ao b bo = do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
implicits • put {implicits with flows =

Equiv:add T:int_map implicits.flows
(if ao then -a else a)
(if bo then -b else b)}

A flow connection combines the flow variables a and b and their respec-
tive outside flags [see Modelica, 2012, Chapter 9] ao and bo into an integer.
These flags control the “direction” of a connection and hence the sign of
the associated variable inside the generated equations.

let flatten_flows =
let rec create_sum y _ r =
if (y < 0) then

(Ode:diff r (Ode:unknown (-1 * y)))
else

(Ode:add r (Ode:unknown y))
in
let flatten_flow_set x set r =

let rest = T:delete T:int_map x set in
let base =

if (x < 0) then
(Ode:mult (Ode:const -1.0) (Ode:unknown (-1 * x)))

else
(Ode:unknown x)

in do
Basic:equation (T:fold create_sum base rest) ; r

in do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
let classes = Equiv:classes T:int_map implicits.flows in
T:fold flatten_flow_set (return {}) classes

Function flatten_flow_set creates a new routine. Elaboration of that
routine yields the sum-to-zero equation. The sets are enumerated with the
module Equiv and elaborated with the fold operation from the module T.
Flattening potentials works similarly but generates 𝑛 − 1 equalities instead
of one sum-to-zero equation.
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3.5 elaboration interface

With the embedded equations it is in principle possible to express the system
of equations of a Modelica-model. Using the quasi-primitive operations,
it is also possible to regularize and simulate it. This approach is however
not only verbose but also quite repetitive and hardly compositional. This
section adds the missing pieces by providing some fundamental elaboration
routines.

3.5.1 Checkpoints and Transitions

The language means introduced in Section 2.4 for the modeling of variable-
structure systems are very abstract and do not immediately lead to an
elegant formulation of such models. As discussed in Section 1.1.4, a common
meta-model for this kind of application is that of a hybrid automaton, with
the significant drawback that modes and transitions are second-class citizens
and thus the number of possible modes is limited in practice.

Experiment

Instantiate

𝐴

𝐵1 / 𝐵2 𝐶1 / 𝐶2

Simulate

Process Events

Figure 3.1: Control Flow of a Mode Change

Computing new modes on-the-fly allows for an infinite number of poten-
tial modes (since only one mode is in existence at any given time). But their
composition causes a challenge when it comes to the control flow of a simu-
lation. Consider a model 𝐴 with two components 𝐵 and 𝐶 (Figure 3.1). 𝐵
and 𝐶 each consist of two modes 𝐵1,2 and 𝐶1,2. The global mode can be com-
puted by factorization. 𝐴 implicitly consists of four modes: (𝐵1, 𝐶1), (𝐵1, 𝐶2),
(𝐵2, 𝐶1) and (𝐵2, 𝐶2) (one for each possible combination of the modes of its
components).

But how does a transition, say 𝐵1 ⟶ 𝐵2 obtain the new mode of 𝐴?
To process the change, it does not suffice to only implement the difference
between 𝐵1 and 𝐵2, since 𝐴 (and its parents) are also potentially invalid.
They might, for instance, refer to an unknown that is allocated in different
positions in 𝐵1 and 𝐵2. Every step of the elaboration that has been taken after
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the elaboration of 𝐵1 must thus be repeated. The detection of the transition
happens during simulation time. It is a part of the event handling. Therefore,
it is necessary to return from there to the point at which the transition was
declared and apply the transition’s effect. From there on, 𝐶 can compute its
new mode, and simulation can continue.

This process resembles the mechanism of exceptions known from classi-
cal programming languages in the sense that it exposes a non-local change
in the control-flow. The language means necessary to express such a change
have been introduced in Section 2.4 with the routines continue and call/cc.
Resetting the elaboration state to a formerly reached value is possible with
get and put. The kernel library combines these two features to provide a
checkpointing facility:
(** Create a checkpoint and store it

in the modeling state *)
let checkpoint = do

state ← get ;
c ← call/cc (λk. return {routine = k;

state = state}) ;
cs ← checkpoints • get ;
checkpoints • put (cs <+ c) ;
return |cs|

checkpoint stores the current elaboration state and the current continua-
tion in an array of checkpoints. The actual change of control flow can then be
executed via continue after obtaining the target from the field transition of
the current effects stored in the simulation state. A corresponding discrete
equation, the switch, has to determine these effects.
let switch pre =
let t = pre.effects.transition in
do
cs ← checkpoints • get ;
put cs.[t].state ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
sim_state • put (forward sim pre) ;
initial_equations • put [] ;
continue cs.[t].routine with cs.[t]

When executing such a transition, the numerical results are restored
depending on their allocation time. The current simulation state is used
to “fast-forward” the values of the discrete and continuous simulation
variables that were allocated before the declaration of the transition. To
achieve this despite a probable change in the layout of the solution vectors,
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each variable needs a unique identity, e.g., its instance name. Unknowns
that are allocated after the transition, e.g., in a parent model, are not present
in the restored state. They obtain their start-values from the old simulation
state when they are allocated. To this end, the pre-element of the new
simulation state keeps the old state until simulation restarts.

3.5.2 Basic Routines

The most basic aspect of elaboration is the allocation of unknowns and equa-
tions. These operations are implemented as modeling routines in the kernel
library. They incrementally create a model by successive modification of
the elaboration state. The complete elaboration state is shown in Table 3.10.
An initial state (i.e. all aspects set to their respective initial values) can be
accessed via Sim:initial_state. The allocation of a new equation is imple-
mented by simply appending it to the end of the array of current equations
(continuous, discrete, and initial equations are all handled similarly):

let equation eq = do
eqs ← equations • get ;
equations • put (eqs <+ eq)

Allocations of unknowns and discrete variables need to consider the
possible presence of a transition. The transition might want to change the
value of a variable depending on the last simulation state. Therefore, the
allocation of a simulation variable is significantly more involved:

let real uid start restart =
let read_reals s = s.reals in
let write_reals s reals = {s with reals = reals} in
do
log_real uid ;
allocate_variable read_reals write_reals uid start restart

The routine allocate_variable (see Appendix F.9) expects a reader and
a writer, i.e., functions that can either get a value from a simulation state
or update it (creating a new state). Depending on the content of these
arguments, the routine adds a discrete variable of any type or an unknown
to the model. The unique identifier (uid) of a variable is used to determine
its position in the former simulation state. If that pre state does not exist,
the variable has not been allocated in it, or restart is true) the variable is
set to its start value. This setting enables initial allocation, allocation of
new variables after a mode change, and reinitialization with a new value
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Aspect Description Initial

equations ODEs of the model []

initial_equations Initial (algebraic) equations of the
model

[]

discrete_equations Discrete equations of the model []

events Zero crossings []

checkpoints Checkpoints for mode-changes []

sim_state Current simulation state see Table 3.1
experiment Experiment Setup 𝕀 = [0, 1]
outputs Observed variables []

implicits Current Implicit Equations Table 3.9

Table 3.10: Model elaboration state

when a transition demands it. Otherwise, a variable retains its value from a
former state.

It remains to show how the elaboration initiates the simulation. The
simulate routine expects a single argument m (the root-model). This argu-
ment is elaborated, and the required aspects of the model are queried from
the state:

let simulate m =
do m;
exp ← experiment • get ;
os ← outputs • get ;
ieqs ← initial_equations • get ;
eqs ← equations • get ;
deqs ← discrete_equations • get ;
events ← events • get ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
flatten_potentials ;
flatten_flows ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
eqs ← equations • get ;
let no_root = [false | (|events|)] in
let root_detect = root_detect no_root deqs in
let prep = System:prepare eqs in

The resulting system is then regularized and transformed (function
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System:prepare), the identities are added to the global list of equations
(alloc_ids), the solver arguments for output, root-detection, and event-
iteration are set up, and the initial simulation state is computed. Finally,
control is passed to the simulation loop:

do
alloc_ids prep.state ;
s ← sim_state • get ;
(if (s.pre = O:none) then

start_output os
else return {}) ;
let fout s = output os s in
(* allocate root-finding memory *)
let s = if (s.pre = O:none) then {s with roots = no_root} else s
in
let initial_state = initialize prep s.pre exp

ieqs events
root_detect fout s

in
loop prep exp events root_detect fout initial_state

3.6 example
The kernel library offers the means to implement and simulate “flat” models,
i.e., models that do not use inheritance nor depend on their hierarchical
context. Thus, in a first step towards compilation, it is possible to manually
translate models from their Modelica formulation into Mcl. Recall our
running example from Section 1.1.2, the cartesian pendulum:
let pendulum = do
(* Components *)
x ← Basic:real "x" 0.76 ; Basic:log_real "x" ;
y ← Basic:real "y" 0.76 ; Basic:log_real "y" ;
vx ← Basic:real "vx" 0.0 ;
vy ← Basic:real "vy" 0.0 ;
_F ← Basic:real "F" 0.0 ;

experiment • put {start=0.0; stop = 50.; interval=0.05} ;
(* �̇� = 𝑣𝑥 *)
Basic:equation (Ode:diff (Ode:der x) (Ode:unknown vx)) ;
(* �̇� = 𝑣𝑦 *)
Basic:equation (Ode:diff (Ode:der y) (Ode:unknown vy)) ;
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(* ̇𝑣𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥 = 0 *)
Basic:equation (Ode:add (Ode:der vx) (Ode:mult (Ode:unknown _F)
(Ode:unknown x))) ;

(* ̇𝑣𝑦 + 𝑔 + 𝐹𝑦 = 0 *)
Basic:equation (Ode:add (Ode:der vy)

(Ode:add (Ode:const 9.81)
(Ode:mult (Ode:unknown _F)

(Ode:unknown y)))) ;
(* 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 1*)
Basic:equation

(Ode:add (Ode:add
(Ode:mult (Ode:unknown x) (Ode:unknown x))
(Ode:mult (Ode:unknown y) (Ode:unknown y)))

(Ode:const -1.0));
in exec (Sim:simulate pendulum) with Sim:initial_state

The model consists of two parts: Components, i.e., the model’s un-
knowns, are allocated via Basic:real. Equations are added with the rou-
tine equation from the module Basic and constructed via the operations
defined in Ode. Equalities are expressed as differences. The initial simula-
tion state contains the start values of the allocated variables; initialization is
not necessary. The simulation is started by the execution of Sim:simulate.
Results are shown in Figure 1.1d. To compare the simulation to the other
integrators, the result is converted to an angle 𝜙.

This simple example demonstrates that the quasi-primitives and rou-
tines for regularization and simulation are in principle capable of processing
Modelica models. Moreover, even if the resulting Mcl code may be some-
what noisier it still resembles the structure of its Modelica counterpart.
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With the kernel library as a foundation, it remains to show, how Modelica
translates to Mcl and how Mcl can be translated from its current high-
level shape into a language suitable for execution. The compiler follows
traditional architecture and is organized in phases which might be further
subdivided into stages (Figure 4.1). The first phase, called the front end
translates a model from concrete syntax into Mcl. The second phase1

carries the bulk of the transformations and the third phase, the back end,
encodes the result of the transformations into the target language.

Modelica Mcl Mcl OCaml

Front End Transformations Back End

Figure 4.1: Compiler Phases

At the core of the second phase lies the idea of reduction to a known
foundation. Instead of providing a direct mapping from Mcl to a static-single-
assignment form, assembly or even machine-code, this chapter focuses on
the translation of the features that are special to Mcl. To maintain a concise
presentation of the result of this translation, a subset of Mcl itself (namely
its functional core) is used as the encoding of the target language. The
further translation of such a standard language is a well-known process
and described in great detail in the standard literature[Appel, 1997]. Hence,
only a few peculiarities of this process shall be discussed in Section 4.8.

4.1 front end

In the first phase, lexical and syntactical analysis creates a Modelica class
from its textual representation. The resulting abstract syntax tree is analyzed
and encoded as an Mcl class. This process is discussed exemplary in the
following section.

1Sometimes called the “middle end” in an oxymoronic manner
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Source AST Scopes & Shapes 𝑇

Parsing Analysis Encoding

Figure 4.2: Front End

4.1.1 Illustrative Example

We illustrate the front end with an example model that implements a simple
electrical circuit. This resistor-based digital to analog converter (Figure 4.3,
the implementation is found in Section 4.1.2) does not contain a single
differential equation and could be considered trivial from the perspective
of simulation. Its regularity and the mixture of analog and digital signals
turn it into an interesting showcase for the modeling language, however.

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥𝑛−1 𝑥𝑛

output

…

2R

2R R

2R 2R 2R

R

Figure 4.3: Analog-to-digital conversion by a regular resistor ladder

The converter can be scaled to an arbitrary amount of input signals
𝑥1…𝑥𝑛 — higher numbers for 𝑛 yield a larger system of equations and
increase the input resolution exponentially. Due to its regularity, indicated
in the schema by the ellipsis, the description of the circuit is independent of
𝑛. The ability to capture such elegant abbreviations is one of the hallmarks of
Modelica and one of the core reasons to use a high-level modeling language
in the first place. The consequences for the compiler will be discussed in
the following sections.

On a more technical side, this circuit freely mixes analog and digital
signals. The inputs 𝑥𝑖 supposedly implement an 𝑛-ary parallel signal. Each
input alternates between a high and a low value and an external clock
synchronize these changes. Such a behavior lies clearly in the domain of
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discrete modeling. The output of the circuit, on the other hand, depends on
simple continuous equations, in particular, Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s laws. The
implementation is a hybrid model.

4.1.2 Nano Modelica

The sheer size of Modelica (not to mention the complexity of some of its
parts) makes it a futile attempt to give a complete account in a document
like this. In line with established tradition[Satabin et al., 2015, Bergero et al.,
2012] , the front end only understands a manageable subset of the language.
This subset is called Nano Modelica or short nModelica.

Nano Modelica has the same structure as its mature cousin: Classes can
be arbitrarily nested and are organized in hierarchies. Each class consists of
child classes, short class declarations (which can be modified), component
declarations, extends-statements, and (initial) equations. Components can
have a right-hand side definition and a condition statement. Nano Modelica
supports constants as well as discrete and continuous variables, but only a
limited form of parameters (no parameter equations and no modifications
of parameters in classes are allowed). Equations consist of simple equalities,
when-equations, if-equations and implicit equations (connect and assert
statements). The expressions are limited to literal constants, the application
of built-in functions, binary operators, and references.

Variable-structure modeling

nModelica is a proper syntactical subset of Modelica. It also extends the
modeling language with support for variable-structure modeling. As we
have seen in Section 2.4, Mcl supports direct control over the control flow of
the elaboration process. This enables great flexibility and is a generalization
of concepts like loop equations, but it does not fit the implicit design of Mod-
elica’s flattening. In Section 3.5.1 we introduced the concept of a checkpoint
that captures the current state of elaboration and can be resumed. We also
already considered the possible presence of transitions for the allocation of
unknowns in Section 3.5.2. With these provisions, the front end only needs
to provide the means to:

• declare checkpoints

• declare the resumption to a checkpoint

• distinguish modes from each other and the initial mode

• configure the behavior of unknowns in case of a transition
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Simple additions to the language fulfill these requirements. The class
Checkpoint is introduced to declare checkpoints. It has no visible elements.
Each instance of the class represents a checkpoint that is created at the
point of elaborating the class. The corresponding operator resume returns
the control flow to an existing checkpoint. Its sole argument must be an
instance of the class CheckPoint. It is implemented as a discrete operator
in the kernel library, similarly to reinit. If a discrete equation invokes it
during the event iteration, the simulation engine exits the simulation loop
and performs the transition. After such a transition, the last simulation
state is maintained in the pre field. The builtin function resuming uses
this fact to decide whether the current elaboration stems from a specific
transition. It takes a checkpoint as an argument and returns true if the
last simulation was terminated by resuming to that checkpoint and false
otherwise. This introspection allows the modeler to branch to a different
model after a transition.

Modeling the ladder in nModelica

nModelica lacks arrays and functions. Although these are important as-
pects of Modelica, their treatment would not contribute significantly to this
thesis and require a stupendous additional volume. Some aspects of their
compilation will be discussed in Section 6.3.1. Since arrays cannot be used
to implement the regular structure of the resistor ladder, we resort to a
recursive formulation:

model RecLadder
constant Real R=8e3;
parameter Integer nr = 4;
Electrical.Sources.ClockDividerPulse

sigvolt(period=integer(2^(nr-1)));
Electrical.Sources.Ground ground;
Electrical.Basic.Resistor r1(R=2*R);
Electrical.Basic.Resistor r2(R=if nr == 1 then 2*R else R);

RecLadder next(nr = nr - 1) if nr > 1;
equation
if nr <= 1 then connect(r2.p, ground.p); end if;
connect(r1.n, r2.n);
connect(ground.p, sigvolt.p);
connect(sigvolt.n, r1.p);
connect(r2.p, next.r2.n);

end RecLadder;

1

2

3
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Each rung of the ladder has an input signal (annotation 1 ) which flips
after a given amount of clock cycles (the period parameter). In the 𝑛-th rung,
the input period is the 𝑛 − 1-th power of 2, yielding a binary counter from
0 to 2𝑛−1. This distinction demonstrates the modification of a parameter.
Note, that neither the instantiation nor the surrounding model mentions
the clock of the input signals.

The recursive instantiation of the class (annotation 2 ) also explicitly
sets a parameter (the number nr of the current rung). At that point, it is
important to make a distinction between constants and parameters. The
former are bound in classes and can be accessed from each component,
while the latter are part of the instance and can only be accessed during
elaboration. In our example, this allows to give the same class a different
behavior: If nr is less or equal to 1, the recursion stops. next is called a
conditional component of RecLadder. The first rung of the ladder circuit is
grounded on its left port. This special case is implemented as a conditional
equation (annotation 3 ). If nr is less than or equal to 1 (i.e. in the least
significant rung), the second resistor is grounded.

The digital input signals demonstrate the use of structural variability.
Depending on an external counter that increases at each clock cycle, they
yield an high or low output. Two modes implement this behavior, each
with a different equation. The output then merely converts this digital state
to an analog voltage.

model ClockDividerPulse
outer discrete Integer clock;

Checkpoint cp;
parameter Integer period=1;
parameter Boolean hi = mod(div(clock, period), 2) == 0;

extends Interfaces.TwoPins
(u(start=if hi then 0.1 else 3.3, restart=resuming(cp)));

equation
if hi then u = 0.1; else u = 3.3; end if;
when mod(div(clock, period), 2) == 0 then resume(cp); end when;

when mod(div(clock, period), 2) == 1 then resume(cp); end when;
end ClockDividerPulse;

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The class declares its requirement for an external clock with the key-
word outer (annotation 4 ). This dependency spreads upwards through the
instance hierarchy. Although its declaration does not reflect it, RecLadder
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requires the same argument and implicitly passes it to all its descendants.
At some point in the instance hierarchy, a corresponding inner declaration
has to provide the argument. All outer components in the scope of that
declaration are then implicitly identified. In our case, this enables synchro-
nization since events that are equal but not identical to each other might not
be detected simultaneously. The compiler has to detect and cope with these
dynamically scoped arguments. Notably, this method is the only way to
pass non-parameters as arguments between models and obtain an identity
between them.

A combination of checkpointing, when-equations, and resume imple-
ments structural variability. The checkpoint (annotation 5 ) indicates that
the elaboration of this class may be repeated during the simulation. Tran-
sitions are a consequence of discrete events that use the resume operator
in the body of a when-equation. Depending on the value of clock, there is
a transition from the high to the low state and vice versa (annotations 9

and 10 ). The different modes are implemented with a standard if-equation
(annotation 8 ). Depending on the value of hi, the output is either a high or
low voltage.

In nModelica, expressions of the variability discrete can determine
the value of parameters. They yield their start value in that case. This
principle allows it to set the parameter hi with a discrete time value during
elaboration (annotation 6 ).

The class is a standard electrical component and inherits the usual
TwoPins interface (annotation 7 ). To provide consistent simulation results,
the start value of the voltage u is explicitly set to the analog counterpart of
hi. Since it depends on the actual mode, the component’s restart attribute
ensures that the start value is re-evaluated after each transition.

4.1.3 Analysis

The first task of the front end is the resolution of scope-bound names, i.e., the
assignment of a special variable up(𝑖) to each variable in the Modelica model.
The scoping rules of Modelica’s inheritance complicate this task. Each
extends-statement “pulls” a set of names into its scope. Lookup through a
scope with such a statement can only continue when all inherited names
are known. This set is called the shape of the inherited class.

Shapes

Besides holding the name of each element, the shape distinguishes between
their kind, i.e., whether an element is a class or a component. For each
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component, the following properties are inferred:

• The variability determines whether a component is a constant, a dis-
crete or continuous time variable or a parameter

• The connectivity determines whether a continuous time variable is a
flow or a potential

• The optionality determines whether a component is conditional, i.e.
might be absent from the model due to user input.

• The ownership determines whether a component is defined locally or
required as an implicit argument (via outer)

• The form of an element is either one of the builtin primitive types
(boolean 𝔹, reals ℝ or integers 𝕀) or an instance of a class

During the evaluation, a class might be used in several different contexts,
while the front end only ever sees the context of its original definition.
Therefore, the results of the analysis need to be invariant with respect to the
context. In particular, no modification nor redeclaration is allowed to change
the shape of an inherited class. This is reflected in the Modelica Specification
by the requirement that base classes be transitively nonreplaceable.

Shape Inference

The result of the analysis is the assignment of a shape to all extends state-
ments and a scope to all variables. Such a solution is consistent when, after
encoding, each base class evaluates to a node which has the assigned shape.
At the same time, the special variables need to point to the first occurrence of
the name in the environment. The search for such a solution can be difficult,
when several extends statements depend on each other, as the following
example shows:
model A
constant Real a = 42.0;
model B

extends C;
constant Real b = a;
model C
extends D;

end C;
end B;
model D constant Real a = 0.0; end D;

end A;
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Here, the scope of the variable C in model B can be immediately resolved
to 0. The calculation of its shape depends on the shape of the base class D in
model C. Such circular dependencies render a simple brute-force approach
unsuitable, as pathological examples can yield non-termination. It is neces-
sary to analyze the dependencies between the not yet resolved shapes and
variables and proceed with the leafs of the induced dependency graph.

Cycles can be solved by the application of an additional special rule of the
Modelica semantics. The specification demands that no extends-clause may
influence the lookup of another such clause of the same class: “and a name
used for a base-class may not be inherited from any base-class” [Modelica,
2012, section 5.6.1]. Following that rule, it is legal to break any circle by
removing the dependency from a shape to the variable of its extends-clause.
If a circle does not contain such an edge, i.e., it consists solely of shapes to
be calculated, we consider it an error in the model. In the example above,
the solution is thus to ignore the shape of C when looking up D (resulting in
2). Afterwards, all shapes can be computed in order.

The implementation of this process is based on the abstract evaluation
of hierarchical terms. Each built-in and encoded class declaration contains
its shape as a pseudo-value and the shape of a not yet translated nModelica
class can be obtained by recursively evaluating the shape of its (already
encoded) base classes and components. Besides the encoding, which will
be explained below, the only requirement is an interpreter for hierarchical
terms. Such an evaluation function is presented in Section 4.6.

Example Shape

In the more simple example, the analysis is rather straightforward. After
evaluating the shape of TwoPins, it comes up with the result shown in
Table 4.1. The Electrical library needed for this is presented in Section 5.2.

There are three sub-components: The checkpoint cp and the pins p and
n. One variable, clock, is declared as outer, two (u and i) are declared
locally. Finally, there are two parameters, hi and period. All components
have potential connectivity and are mandatory.

4.1.4 Encoding nModelica in Mcl

The encoding is a recursive process that deals with classes, their components,
and equations. In order not to inflate this chapter more than necessary,
we spare the reader the technical details and resort to a more conceptual
overview.
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Element Variability Connect Optional Owner Form

clock discrete potential mandatory outer 𝕀
cp continuous potential mandatory local component
period parameter potential mandatory local 𝕀
hi parameter potential mandatory local 𝔹
i continuous potential mandatory local ℝ
n continuous potential mandatory local component
p continuous potential mandatory local component
u continuous potential mandatory local ℝ

Table 4.1: Shape analysis results for the ClockPulseDivider class

Classes and Components

The encoding starts with the top most class. Its encoding successively
constructs an Mcl class, the elaboration routine, and the model’s instance.
The process can be summarized as follows:

• Encode all child classes

• Encode all class-kinded elements

• Encode all base classes

• Encode all component-kinded elements

• Create the payload as field elaborate

Child classes are encoded recursively. Class elements, i.e., short class
definitions, are encoded as hierarchical terms. They consist of names and
possible modifications, which are encoded directly into the respective Mcl
terms. Modifications apply to constants or parameters and are encoded
as hierarchical values modifications or as arguments to the elaboration,
respectively. nModelica does not support modification of continuous nor
discrete elements. Equations must be used instead. nModelica does not
make a distinction between redeclarations and normal short class definitions
- both override potentially inherited elements. Hence, redeclarations can be
directly encoded.
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Elaboration

Every class can be elaborated. This process is implemented by the special
field elaborate. It contains a routine with three arguments: A string uid
contains a human-readable description —e.g., the component name— of
the component, outer consists of all implicit arguments from the parent,
and params contains all modifications to the parameters of the component.
The body of the routine invokes the following effects:

• Elaborate all base classes

• Elaborate all non-constant components

• Elaborate all equations

• Create and return an instance

The elaboration routine is created during the translation of (inherited)
components. Inheritance is translated by forwarding all inherited fields.
Each base class is processed as follows.

• Create a fresh base class field: 𝑆𝑖 = ℎ𝑖, where ℎ𝑖 is the translation of the
base class and §𝑖 is a fresh class label.

• For each inherited element:

– Encode the name as 𝑥, 𝑙 and 𝐿
– If it is a constant, add 𝑙 = this.super(𝑆𝑖).𝑙 to the class. The con-

stant can then be referenced by a hierarchical term.
– In each case, add 𝐿 = this.super(𝑆𝑖).𝐿. This ensures that for

each component there is always a specific declaration class that
acts as a target of class-level modifications that shall only affect
a single component.

– If it is declared as outer, add the binding

let 𝑥 = outer.𝑙 in …

to the elaboration.
– Otherwise, if it is a discrete or continuous variable, add the

binding
𝑥 ← (this.𝐿).elaborate 𝑢𝑥 𝑜𝑥 𝑝𝑥; …

to the elaboration and the field 𝑙 = 𝑥 to the instance, where 𝑢𝑥 is
the unique identifier of the component, 𝑜𝑥 is a record containing
the values of all outer elements and 𝑝𝑥 is the parameter record
of the component.
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– Otherwise, if it is a parameter, add the binding

let 𝑥 = params.𝑙 in …

to the elaboration.

Local components are encoded similarly, but instead of a base class, the
special variable this is used. When a sub-component 𝑥 (whether inherited
or not) is elaborated, the unique identifier 𝑢𝑥, the parameter modifications
𝑝𝑥 and the implicit arguments 𝑜𝑥 are computed from the declaration and
the shape of the declaration class.

The parameters of a component are set via (possibly nested) parameter
modifications. The parameter object is a record consisting of an optional for
each parameter and a nested optional parameter record for each component
of the modified model. Modifications of parameters are encoded as a simple
update of that parameter record. The values of parameters are evaluated
during elaboration.

Examples of Instantiation

Consider the declaration of sigvolt in annotation 1 . It consists the modifi-
cation period=integer(2^(nr-1)). Its encoding becomes an element of the
elaboration routine:
(* excerpt from class RecLadder *)
val elaborate = λuid. λouter. λparams.do

(* ... *)
ground ← (* ... *)
let nr = O:safe 4 (params.nr) in
do
sigvolt ← this.C_sigvolt.elaborate (uid ^ ".sigvolt") outer

{(params.sigvolt {}) with period =
O:merge (int_of_float ((float_of_int 2) **

(float_of_int (nr - 1))))
(params.sigvolt {}).period

};

11

12

Elaboration is forwarded to the component’s declared class (annota-
tion 11 ), which is a local class to allow for the modification of constants.
The unique id of the component is constructed by appending the string
".sigvolt" to the parent’s unique id. There are no implicit arguments.
Hence the outer record is passed unmodified. The nested parameter record
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(annotation 12 ) is modified with the help of the utility function O:merge.
The modification to period is first compiled to a floating-point expression
(because Modelica’s ^-operator is defined on Real-typed arguments) and ex-
plicitly converted to an integer afterward. The conversion functions as well
as the operator names (** for exponentiation and ^ for string concatenation)
are inherited from the target language.

The recursive declaration of RecLader requires a stop condition. This
condition is reached if the parameter nr is smaller than or equal to 1. The
field next is thus conditional. Its possible absence is implemented by wrap-
ping the instance into an optional value.

(* excerpt from class RecLadder *)
C_next = this

val elaborate = λuid. λouter. λparams. do
(* ... *)
let nr = O:safe 4 params.nr in
(* ... *)
next ← O:elab (

if nr > 1 then
(O:some (this.C_next.elaborate (uid ^ ".next") outer
{(params.next {}) with nr =

O:merge (nr - 1) (params.next {}).nr}))
else O:none);

The excerpt above contains the compiled statement in annotation 2 :
next(nr = nr - 1) if nr > 1. It proceeds similar to the instantiation of
sigvolt, but wraps the recursive elaboration into an optional and forwards
it to the library routine O:elab, which returns O:none, when its argument is
O:none.

Outer components are not instantiated in the class that contains their
declaration. Instead, they are directly taken from the outer record and
lifted into the elaboration. The following snippet shows the translation of
annotation 4 in model ClockDividerPulse. As shown before, the implicit
arguments are not modified in RecLadder. Hence, the instantiation lies in
the responsibility of the model that instantiates the whole ladder (expressed
by a corresponding inner declaration).

(* excerpt from class ClockDividerPulse *)
val elaborate = λuid. λouter. λparams.
(* ... *)
clock ← return (outer.clock);
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As an example for an inherited component, consider the extends state-
ment (annotation 7 ) in ClockDividerPulse. Here, the elaboration is for-
warded to the single base class. The modified parameters is taken into
account.
(* excerpt from class ClockDividerPulse *)
Super_0 = up(2).Interfaces.TwoPins

val elaborate = λuid. λouter. λparams. do
super_0 ← this.super(this.Super_0).elaborate uid outer

{ params with u =
(λ_. { {(params.u {}) with start =

O:merge
(if hi then 1.000000e-01 else 3.300000e+00)
(params.u {}).start}

with restart =
(* ... *)

let u = super_0.u in
let p = super_0.p in
let n = super_0.n in
let i = super_0.i in
(* ... *)

Since the class contains no inner declarations, the outer arguments
are again not modified. The parameter record is treated differently from
a simple instantiation: Because a class and its base class share the same
parameters, potential modifications have to be merged into the components
own set of parameters. This expression sets the record field start in the
field u of the parameter record (or creates it, if it is not given by the outside).
Finally, the inherited components are made available in the local scope.

Form, Effect, and Operator Resolution

The encoding of an expression requires the knowledge of some properties
of its subexpressions. These properties are inferred using the shape of the
surrounding class. They are hence as well invariant with respect to the
context.

• While most operators are pure and do not impose an effect on the
model, some need to be evaluated as part of the elaboration. One com-
mon example is that of continuous-time comparisons: The language
specification demands that each such comparison generate an event
that can be tracked by the integrator.
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Operator Effect Variability Form Resolution

+ pure continuous ℝ Ode:add

+ pure discrete ℝ Discrete:fmap2 ( + .)
+ pure parameter or constant ℝ (+.)

+ pure discrete 𝕀 Discrete:fmap2 (+)
+ pure parameter or constant 𝕀 (+)

< elab continuous ℝ Basic:lt

< pure discrete any Discrete:fmap2 ( <)
< pure parameter or constant any (<)

Table 4.2: Resolution of Operators (excerpt)

• The variability is is usually simply the highest of the respective subex-
pressions. For instance, the addition of a parameter to a discrete
variable yields a discrete expression. Some built-in operators have
specific rules regarding their variability. For instance the resuming
operator expects a continuous-time component and yields a discrete
signal.

• The form is inferred similarly to the variability and determines the
definition of operators, e.g., whether it is an integer- or real-valued
addition. This distinction is necessary due to the overloading of built-
in operators in Modelica, which is not reflected in Mcl.

• The resolution of an operator determines its implementation in the
kernel library. Usually, each operator is directly forwarded to a kernel
library function. In some cases, an Mcl definition might also be
directly inlined.

Expressions

The resolution of builtin operators is the first step when encoding expres-
sions. It is defined by a combination of the form and variability of each
operator’s arguments. As an example, consider the operators for addition
(Table 4.2). The expression might encode a discrete signal, a differential
equation, or a plain (constant or parameter) term. Only in the latter case,
the corresponding Mcl operator is used, in the other cases, an appropriate
embedding is selected from the kernel library.
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Depending on the context of the translated expression, it might be nec-
essary to lift the resulting term. When for instance a parameter is used
in the context of a discrete signal, it must be converted with the function
Discrete:pure. The desired level of variability is input to the translation.

As a further complication, each subexpression might introduce anony-
mous events. They occur when a comparison between continuous-time
expressions is translated and are used to signal possible discontinuities
to the integrator. From the perspective of the translator, these events take
the form of routines and need to be appended to the elaboration of the
surrounding model. Hence, even during the translation of an arbitrary
expression, there might be a change in the model’s instantiation.

Equations and Connections

Equations fall into two categories. Simple equations are encodings of im-
plicit, ordinary differential, or discrete equations and constructed by lifting
a translated expression into the required variability and allocating the result
with the appropriate routine from the kernel library’s Basic module.

For instance, the conversion between the discrete signal out and the
analog voltage u in the model ClockDividerPulse (annotation 8 ) requires
two steps of conversion. First, the high and low voltage constants have to be
lifted into the discrete domain. The surrounding if expression is translated
into a conditional discrete signal. The resulting discrete signal is lifted to
an ODE via Ode:signal and added as a simple equation:
Basic:equation
(Ode:diff (Ode:unknown u)

(Ode:signal (Discrete:conditional (Discrete:bool out)
(Discrete:pure 3.300000e+00)
(Discrete:pure 1.000000e-01)

)
)

)

In a certain sense, the above examples are literal equations, compara-
ble to numerical or structural constants in the model. A second category
builds on top of these primitives and combines them to larger systems by a
computational process that decides which equations are part of the model.
Although Modelica is somewhat limited in this regard as it only supports
loops and conditionals, it is nevertheless necessary to handle these “meta
equations” during translation.

The modeling routines in Mcl are not quite incidentally first-class citi-
zens of the language. A conditional equation is straightforward to imple-
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ment as a conditional that selects between several different routines. The
only difficulty in that process is actually to pick the correct translation from
the several different syntactical variations that Modelica offers. In our run-
ning example, the only conditional equation is used in the model RecLadder
to ground the least significant rung (annotation 3 ). It is translated into the
following form:
if (nr <= 1) then
do
Basic:connect this.C_r2.C_p.connect false

this.C_ground.C_p.connect false
r2.p ground.p ;

return {}
else return {}

The listing above also shows how implicit equations (in the form of
connect) statements are translated: Each class contains an iterator connect
that recursively walks through all components of two instances of the class
and creates connections between the primitive components. The kernel
library routine Basic:connect ensures symmetry by connecting both direc-
tions. Its arguments are the iterators, the instances and an indicator for the
relative location of the connection (called inside or outside connection in the
Modelica specification and used for determining the sign of a flow).

4.2 the compilation pipeline

𝐶𝛽 …

… 𝑇 𝑇𝛼 𝑀𝛽 𝑀𝛾 …

(Frontend) Desugaring Refactoring Lookup (Backend)

Figure 4.4: Compilation Pipeline

The essential compilation takes place in the second phase and consists of
three stages, called 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾. The first stage transforms modeling routines
into more primitive functions and applications. The second stage, 𝛽 yields
a normal form of the hierarchical terms and splits the implementation of
methods from their position in the hierarchy (called the skeleton of a class).
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Finally, these implementations are compiled to core-terms in 𝛾 by partially
evaluating the hierarchical references. This stage is the first time that con-
textual information about classes from other compilation units comes into
play (in the form of their skeletons). Thus, the pipeline offers genuinely
separate compilation but depends on some input from its dependencies.

The third phase, the Back End, is a mere encoding: It is technically similar
to the 𝛼-stage of the second phase, but inherently simpler (as it introduces
no additional logic). The precise output is also highly specific to the chosen
target language. For these reasons, the Back End shall only be sketched in
Section 4.8.

4.2.1 Illustrative Example

The size and complexity of actual models make it hard to understand the
results of their transformation. Therefore we resort to a simpler example
for the illustration of the second phase. By merging the techniques from
Sections 2.3.7 and 2.4.4 we can create an implementation of our simple
even/odd function that uses many features of Mcl:
(* top-level class EvenOdd *)
val do_even =
(do
loop ← call/cc ( λ k. return k) ;

n ← n • get ;
if n <= 0 then return true else
if n = 1 then return false else
do
n • put (n - 2);

continue loop with loop) ;

val even = λ n. exec this.do_even with n = n ;

val odd = λ n. if n = 0 then false else this.even (n - 1)

13

14

15

16

17

The class EvenOdd shown above uses open recursion (e.g. annotation 16 ),
starts elaboration from within a core term (annotation 13 ), interacts with the
modeling state (e.g. annotation 15 ), stores a continuation (annotation 14 ),
and resumes it (annotation 17 ). To actually use the class, a module is
required as an entry point for the evaluation. This module is comparatively
unremarkable. It only requires one reference to the class (annotation 18

below):
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(* top-level module Test *)
let _ =
let test = EvenOdd.odd 42 in
Printf:printf "42 odd? %b\n" test

18

4.2.2 Stages

The output of each stage is a variant of the original Mcl, annotated with
the corresponding stage symbol: 𝑡α is a term from the first stage, ℎβ is a
hierarchical-term from the second stage and so on. All these variants are
proper subsets of their counterparts in the earlier stages, i.e. 𝑡β ⊆ 𝑡α ⊆ 𝑡, etc.

The implementation of the Second Phase is defined via three functions:

α ∶ 𝑇 → 𝑇α ∪ { }
β ∶ 𝑇α → 𝑇β ∪ { }
γ ∶ 𝑇β → 𝑇γ ∪ { }

Compilation can fail at any stage of the second phase. The error marker
 in the co-domain of the functions indicates this possibility.

Definition (Guarded Transformations, Composition). Transformations that
potentially yield an error are called guarded. The (left to right) composition of such
functions is expressed with the ▶ operator:

⟦𝑥⟧𝑓▶𝑔
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

 when ⟦𝑥⟧𝑓
∧=  

⟦⟦𝑥⟧𝑓⟧𝑔 otherwise

(The second function, 𝑔, is not necessarily guarded.)

The second phase is the composition of its three stages, defined as
α▶β▶γ.

Stage Correctness

There are two desirable properties for a transformation: First, it is funda-
mental that it can be implemented at all, i.e., its function is defined by an
algorithm that terminates. Second, the generated program should relate to
the source program reasonably. Termination is a rather straightforward
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requirement that can be guaranteed directly by each stage, but the pre-
cise definition of a “reasonable” relation between source and output is not
obvious.

In an ideal world, all transformations would map terms to equivalent
counterparts, for some equivalence relation ≡𝑇:

⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ≡𝑇 𝑇

Or, more directly, 𝑓 ⊆ (≡𝑇). But that is impractical for many interesting
transformations. Consider for instance the Church encoding of the natural
numbers:

⟦0⟧church
∧= λ𝑓.λ𝑥.𝑥

Of course, such a transformation is correct in the sense that it implements
the expected behavior. Considering it as part of an equivalence relation
has some irritating consequences, however. Intuitively, one would expect
equivalent terms to be exchangeable in any context (the relation should be
congruent), so the expression 1 + 0 would be equivalent to 1 + ⟦0⟧church, but
the latter expression is meaningless, unless the source language already
contains provisions for the Church-encoding of numerals. A non-congruent
transformation requires a different notion of correctness.

In a first approximation, one could argue that a translated term should
evaluate to the same result (modulo translation), before and after translation:

𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ⇓T 𝑊 ∧𝑊 ∧= ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓
This requirement, often called preservation of semantics, is intuitive but

too strict. The statement above does not take into account the possible
failure of the transformation. In such a case, the above conclusion does
not hold. Hence, the success of the transformation needs to be part of the
premise:

⟦𝑇⟧𝑓
∧
≠  ∧ ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

∧
≠  ∧ 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ⇓T 𝑊 ∧𝑊 ∧= ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

This somewhat relaxed requirement is still too strict. The right-hand side
of the implication uses syntactic equality of terms. If a compiler renames
bound variables, the resulting terms are then 𝛼-equivalent but obviously
not syntactically equal. Similarly, the compiler might reorder expressions or
partially evaluate a term. All these operations should result in semantically
equivalent, but not necessarily equal terms.

As the name suggests, semantic equivalence — written ≡𝑇, ≡ℎ, ≡𝑀, ≡ —
is a family of equivalence relations between elements of the same syntactic
sort. We postpone the precise definition of these relations and conclude the
development of the correctness property of a stage:
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Definition (Stage Consistency). A stage is consistent if it follows from the
evaluation of its input to a top-level value that its output evaluates to another
top-level value that is equivalent to the first value.

⟦𝑇⟧𝑓
∧
≠  ∧ ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

∧
≠  ∧ 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ⇓T 𝑊 ∧ 𝑊 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

There is one last issue with the above definition: Transformations should
be composable. In particular, a transformation should maintain the equiva-
lence of terms: If a term is equivalent to another and both can be transformed,
the results of transforming both should be equivalent as well.

Definition (Preservation of Equivalence). A stage 𝑓 preserves equivalence, if
the property holds after successful transformation of both terms, i.e.:

⟦𝑇⟧𝑓
∧
≠  ∧ ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓

∧
≠  ∧ 𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓

Both properties combined are required for the notion of correctness:

Definition (Stage Correctness). A stage 𝑓 is correct, if it is both consistent and
preserves equivalence.

Naturally, this property shall apply to the whole second phase of the
compiler. To structure this requirement, it comes in handy that correctness
is maintained by composition:

Corollary 1 (Composition of Correct Stages). If 𝑓 and 𝑔 are correct stages,
then 𝑓▶𝑔 is a correct stage.

Proof. First we show that preservation is compositional:

• Assume ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓▶𝑔
∧
≠  , ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓▶𝑔

∧
≠  , and 𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆.

• From the and definition of ▶ it follows that ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓
∧
≠  and ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓

∧
≠  .

Therefore, by preservation of 𝑓: ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓

• By preservation of 𝑔 it follows directly that: ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓▶𝑔 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑆⟧𝑓▶𝑔.

Second, we show that 𝑓▶𝑔 is also consistent:

• Assume that ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓▶𝑔
∧
≠  , ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

∧
≠  , ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓▶, and 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉.

• From the and definition of ▶ it follows that ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓
∧
≠  and ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓

∧
≠  .

Consequently, by consistency of 𝑓: ⟦𝑇⟧𝑓 ⇓T 𝑊𝑓 and 𝑊𝑓 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑉⟧𝑓.
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• Similarly, by consistency of 𝑔, we conclude that ⟦⟦𝑇⟧𝑓⟧𝑔 ⇓T 𝑊𝑔 and
𝑊𝑔 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑊𝑓⟧𝑔.

• Finally, by preservation of 𝑔 it follows, that:

⟦𝑊𝑓⟧𝑔 ≡𝑇 ⟦⟦𝑉⟧𝑓⟧𝑔

With this framework, we can prove the correctness of the translation
by proving correctness of each part separately. But before we investigate
the stages in detail, it is necessary to catch up with the definition of the
equivalence relation that we have skipped earlier.

4.2.3 Term Equivalence

Equivalence between terms has an intuitive meaning: Terms are equivalent
if they yield the same result in all possible contexts. Specific forms of
equivalence are well-known in the lambda calculus. Bound variables can be
renamed arbitrarily (𝛼-equivalence) and arguments can be folded into the
body of functions (𝛽-equivalence) or expanded around partial applications
(𝜂-equivalence). Mcl has more syntactic forms and thus more forms of
equivalent terms. For instance, the addition 1+1 is obviously equivalent to
2+0, 0+2 and so on, 𝛽-equivalence also applies to recursive functions, and
selecting an updated field from a record is equivalent to the newly updated
value. The equivalence between functions is intuitively approached by
considering all possible contexts: Two functions are equivalent if their
usage in any closed context yields the same result.

This intuitive notion of contextual equivalence is hard to work with because
it is too general. To obtain a more accessible definition of equivalence, we
follow the design laid out by Pitts[Pierce, 2005, chapter 7]. There, the
equivalence relation is defined to be the largest relation that is transitive,
reflexive, symmetric, compatible with the structure of terms, substitutive
and adequate for the observation of evaluation.

Transitivity, reflexivity, and symmetry are naturally required from an
equivalence relation. Compatibility means that equivalence of two terms
follows from the equivalence of corresponding sub-terms, e.g., if 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠, then
also λ𝑥.𝑡 ≡ λ𝑥.𝑠. Substitutivity is the property that replacing variables
with equivalent terms in a context yields equivalent terms, e.g. if 𝑡1 ≡ 𝑡2,
then [𝑥 ↦ 𝑡1]𝑠 ≡ [𝑥 ↦ 𝑡2]𝑠. For Pitts, adequacy only requires that from the
termination of one term it follows that all equivalent terms terminate. In
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our case, we are also interested in the resulting values (see Lemma 1 for a
precise definition).

To obtain a more concrete definition of equivalence, we do not require the
largest adequate relation, but use the axiomatic definition of a precise subset
that is sufficient for our case. This choice simplifies matters significantly:
Some rules can be merged, e.g., between compatibility and transitivity,
substitutivity becomes a corollary of the definition, and all equivalent terms
can easily be enumerated since our subset of equivalence is a completely
defined inductively.

Equivalence of partial functions

The notion of equivalence naturally expands to partial functions. Equiva-
lence for the domain determines the equivalence for the function. In each
case, the same left-hand side element must be mapped to an equivalent
right-hand side.

Definition (Equivalence of partial functions). Two partial functions are equiva-
lent, written𝑃 ≡ 𝑄 iff they are mutually compatible, i.e. 𝑄 ≡ 𝑃⟺ 𝑃 ⊒ 𝑄∧𝑄 ⊒ 𝑃

A partial function 𝑄 is compatible to 𝑃, written 𝑄 ⊒ 𝑃, iff all of the following
statements hold:

(i) 𝑙 ↦ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑃⟹ 𝑙 ↦ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑄 ∧ 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

(ii) 𝐿 ↦ ℎ ∈ 𝑃⟹ 𝑙 ↦ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑄 ∧ ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔

(iii) 𝑥 ↦ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑃⟹ 𝑥 ↦ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑄 ∧ 𝑠 ≡ 𝑡

(iv) 𝑋 ↦ 𝑀 ∈ 𝑃⟹ 𝑋 ↦ 𝑁 ∈ 𝑄 ∧𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁

(v) 𝑋 ↦ 𝐶 ∈ 𝑃⟹ 𝑋 ↦ 𝐷 ∈ 𝑄 ∧ 𝐶 ≡ℎ 𝐷

Equivalence of hierarchical terms

Figure 4.5 shows the equivalence relation ≡ℎ of Mcl’s hierarchical terms:
Reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry are defined as usual (via induction
rules). Compatibility ensures that the equivalence is a congruence relation
with respect to the construction of terms: Nodes are equivalent if all fields
and all parent nodes are equivalent (HEq-Node). Classes are equivalent, if
all fields are equivalent (rule HEq-Class). Class references are equivalent
if both their subclasses and base classes are equivalent and modifications
are equivalent if both the modified classes and the modifying fields are so
(rules HEq-Ref and HEq-Mod).
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Reflexivity, Symmetry and Transitivity:

HEq-Refl
ℎ ∧= 𝑔
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔

HEq-Symm
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔
𝑔 ≡ℎ ℎ

HEq-Trans
ℎ1 ≡ℎ ℎ2 ℎ2 ≡ℎ ℎ3

ℎ1 ≡ℎ ℎ3

Compatibility:

HEq-Node
⟦𝐹⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝐺⟧Π ∀ 𝑖 ∶ 𝜈𝑖 ≡ℎ 𝜋𝑖

⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄ ≡ℎ ⦃𝐺 in 𝜈⦄

HEq-Class
⟦𝐹⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝐺⟧Π
⦃𝐹⦄ ≡ℎ ⦃𝐺⦄

HEq-Ref
ℎ1 ≡ 𝑔1 ℎ2 ≡ 𝑔2

ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿 ≡ℎ 𝑔1.super(𝑔2).𝐿

HEq-Mod
ℎ ≡ 𝑔 ⟦𝐹⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝐺⟧Π
ℎ with 𝐹 ≡ℎ 𝑔 with 𝐺

Figure 4.5: Rules for the equivalence of hierarchical terms

Equivalence of proper and top-level terms

The equivalence relation ≡ between proper terms follows the same design.
Due to its size, the rules are found in the appendix (Figure C.3) Again, the
basic definitions for transitivity, symmetry, and reflexivity are given. The
rules for compatibility are again purely structural. Equivalence for top-level
terms and modules is defined similarly (Figure C.2). Both ≡𝑇 and ≡𝑀 are
reflexive, transitive, symmetric and compatible relations on their respective
terms.

Reduction-related equivalence

At the core of the equivalence relation lie the reduction-related rules (Fig-
ure 4.6). They formulate equivalence between certain terms that are guaran-
teed to evaluate to the same value. The rule for the reduction-equivalence
of hierarchical terms is simple: Whenever a hierarchical term can evaluate
to a node, node and term are equivalent to each other (rule HEq-red). The
equivalence from lambda calculus motivates rule Eq-Beta. Renaming of
bound variables and application of constant arguments yield equivalent
terms. MEq-Beta covers a special case of 𝛽-equivalence for modules. A
module that has the same name as a following class can directly be applied
to the class and removed from the top level. Rule TEq-Swap allows classes
and modules to be reordered, as long as the class is substituted into any
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HEq-red
ℎ ⇓h 𝜈
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝜈

Eq-Beta

[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑠 ≡ (λ𝑥.𝑠) 𝑣

MEq-Beta
𝑃 ∧= {𝑋 ↦ MV } 𝑋 ∉ ⟦MV⟧FLV

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 = [𝑃]𝐶 ≡𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =MV ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶

TEq-Swap
𝑃 ∧= {𝑋 ↦ 𝐶 } 𝑌 ∉ ⟦𝐶⟧FLV

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 ∷ 𝑌 =𝑀 ≡𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑌 = [𝑃]𝑀 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶

Figure 4.6: Rules for the Adequacy of Equivalence

previously defined module.

Flattening of references

Mcl supports two different kinds of recursive terms: Classical recursive
functions, using a fixed-point operator and mutually recursive definitions
inside hierarchical classes. Since both kinds can be used to express a recur-
sive computation, it is natural to introduce an equivalence between the two.
We say that the function flattens the reference.

For an intuitive understanding of this equivalence, compare the func-
tions in Section 2.1.4 and Section 2.3.7. Each reference has a definition that
can be obtained by evaluating the reference and searching its label. The
equivalent function is structurally similar to that definition, except for refer-
ences that are replaced by an application of recursively bound definitions.

Definition (Flattening). A map 𝑀 and a group of recursive functions ℱ flatten
a (numbered) group of hierarchical references 𝜎, written 𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 if the
following conditions hold:

• 𝜎 is a ordered set of hierarchical references, taken from 𝑛 holes in some
arbitrary context i.e.:

𝜎 ∧= { �𝑖 ↦ 𝑟𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }

• 𝑀 is a function that maps indices of these references to their respective
definitions:

dom(𝑀) ∧= dom(𝜎)

(𝑖 ↦ 𝑘) ∈ 𝑀 ⟺ 𝑟𝑖 ⇓h rv𝑘 ∧ rv𝑘
𝜙
−→ [𝜎]𝑡𝑘
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• 𝜌 replaces the holes with variables according to 𝑀:

𝜌 ∧= { �𝑖 ↦ 𝑥𝑘 {} | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛, 𝑖 ↦ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑀 }

• ℱ is the sequence of the recursive, closed thunks of the definitions:

⟦ℱ⟧Π
∧= { 𝑥𝑘 ↦ λ𝑦𝑘.[𝜌]𝑡𝑘 | 𝑘 ∈ img(𝑀) }

⟦𝑡𝑗⟧fv ⊆ { �𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }

The definition above generalizes the relationship, as it does not assume
a one-to-one relation between a reference and its definition. Instead, it is
possible that many different references share the same definition. This
slight complication will make it easier to use the definition in the actual
compilation process.

The most important aspect of this equivalence lies in its relation to the
evaluation of the equivalent terms. If the reference can be evaluated than
the same holds for the recursive function and vice versa. What is more, the
structural similarity between the definition and the function also applies to
the evaluation results.

Corollary 2 (Evaluation of flattened references). When a mapping 𝑀 and a
group of recursive functions ℱ flatten a set of hierarchical references 𝜎, then the
recursive group can replace the hierarchical references in any evaluation context.
I.e.:

𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 ∧ [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣 ⟹ [𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣
Where 𝜔 is a shortcut for the composition of the substitutions of the fixed-point
of ℱ and 𝜌:

𝜔 ∧= { �𝑖 ↦ (fix 𝑥𝑘 in ℱ) {} | �𝑖 ∈ dom(𝜎), 𝑖 ↦ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑀 }

The inverse direction also holds:

𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 ∧ [𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣 ⟹ [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣

Proof. By induction on the derivation [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣 or [𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣 respec-
tively. The most interesting case for the first direction of the corollary is
the evaluation with rule R-Ref, when 𝑡 ∧= �𝑖 for some 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛. Similarly, the
case of FixApp is the most complicated case for the second direction. See
Appendix D.1 for a sketch of the proof.

This equivalence between open and proper recursion is captured by rule
Eq-RefFlat (Figure 4.7). When a group of recursive functions flattens a set
of references, then each reference in that set is equivalent to the invocation
of its corresponding recursive function.
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Eq-RefFlat
𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 �𝑖 ↦ 𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝜎 𝑖 ↦ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑀 𝑥𝑘 ∈ dom(⟦ℱ⟧Π)

fix ℱ in 𝑥𝑖 {} ≡ 𝑟𝑖

Figure 4.7: Equivalence of flattened references

Substitutivity

Substitutivity, i.e., the fact that equivalent terms can be substituted for
equivalent terms in the same context, is a corollary of equivalence. This
subsumes (top-level) substitution as well as folding over hierarchical and
flat terms.

Corollary 3 (Substitutivity of the equivalence relations). The following impli-
cations hold:

(i) 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ∧ 𝜎 ≡ 𝜌⟹ [𝜎]𝑡 ≡ [𝜌]𝑠

(ii) 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ∧ 𝑃 ≡ 𝑄⟹ [𝑃]𝑡 ≡ [𝑄]𝑠

(iii) ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ∧ 𝑃 ≡ 𝑄⟹ [𝑃]ℎ ≡ [𝑄]𝑔

(iv) ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ∧ ⟦𝐹⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝐺⟧Π ∧ 𝜈 ≡ℎ 𝜈′ ∧ ∀𝜋𝑖 ∈ 𝜋 ∶ 𝜋𝑖 ≡ℎ 𝜋′
𝑖 ⟹⟦𝜈,𝜋, ℎ⟧Φ ≡ℎ

⟦𝜈′, 𝜋′, 𝑔⟧Φ

(v) 𝑡 ≡ℎ 𝑠 ∧ ⟦𝐹⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝐺⟧Π ∧ 𝜈 ≡ℎ 𝜈′ ∧ ∀𝜋𝑖 ∈ 𝜋 ∶ 𝜋𝑖 ≡ℎ 𝜋′
𝑖 ⟹ ⟦𝜈,𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙 ≡ℎ

⟦𝜈′, 𝜋′, 𝑠⟧𝜙
Proof. By induction over 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 or ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔. The case of derivation by transitiv-
ity, symmetry, and compatibility follows immediately from the induction
hypothesis. The rules for adequacy are also straightforward. The case for
Eq-RefFlat depends on the fact that the flattened definitions are closed.
The basic case is the derivation by reflexivity. Here, the simpler statements
(for 𝑠 ∧= 𝑡 or ℎ ∧= 𝑔) are proven by structural induction over 𝑡 or ℎ, respectively.
The nested base cases (primitives, (special) variables and terms untouched
by folding) then follow from the transitivity property.

Inversion of equivalence derivations

The equivalence relation is not directly invertible, i.e., for any given term
there are (potentially infinitely) many different equivalent terms and deriva-
tions of that equivalence. This property makes it complicated to prove
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certain properties by equivalence. To fix this issue, the following observa-
tions are helpful.

Corollary 4 (Inversion Properties of Equivalent Terms). The following state-
ments hold:

(i) 𝑉 ≡𝑇 𝑊 ⟹ ⟦𝑉⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝑊⟧Π

(ii) 𝑣 ≡ λ𝑥.𝑡 ⟹ 𝑣 ∧= λ𝑥.𝑠 such that 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

(iii) 𝑣 ≡ [𝑣]⟹𝑣 ∧= [𝑤] such that ⟦𝑣⟧Π ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧Π

(iv) 𝑣 ≡ {fv}⟹𝑣 ∧= {gv} such that ⟦fv⟧Π ≡ ⟦gv⟧Π

(v) 𝑣 ≡ <fv>⟹𝑣 ∧= <gv> such that ⟦fv⟧Π ≡ ⟦gv⟧Π

(vi) 𝑣 ≡ fix 𝑥 in ℱ ⟹𝑣 ∧= fix 𝑥 in ℱ⋆ such that ⟦ℱ⟧Π ≡ ⟦ℱ⋆⟧Π

Similarly, the symmetric counterparts (i.e. the statements obtained by exchang-
ing the arguments of ≡ above) also hold.

Proof. These properties follow via straightforward induction over the equiv-
alence statement.

Evaluation by equivalence

This extensive definition serves but one purpose: If either one of two equiv-
alent terms evaluates, this should be adequate to conclude that the other
does so as well. The evaluation of the second term should yield a value
equivalent to the result of the first. This property is called adequacy by Pitts
and we follow his design. To simplify the application of this property, we
formulate its premise as a ternary relation and define it inductively for
hierarchical, module-level, top-level, and proper terms:

Definition (Observational Triples). If a term 𝑡 is equivalent to 𝑠 and 𝑠 evaluates
to a value 𝑣, then 𝑠 is called a witness for the evaluation of 𝑡, written 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣.
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Similarly for hierarchical terms, modules and top-level terms.

L-Wit
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣

R-Wit
𝑠 ≡ 𝑡 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣

L-HWit
ℎ ≡ 𝑔 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜈
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜈

R-HWit
𝑔 ≡ ℎ 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜈
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜈

L-ModWit
𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 𝑁 ⇓M MV

𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 ⇓M MV

R-ModWit
𝑁 ≡𝑀 𝑀 𝑁 ⇓M MV

𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 ⇓M MV

L-TopWit
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑉
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑉

R-TopWit
𝑆 ≡𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑉
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑉

The inductive definition of the premise covers both sides of the equiva-
lence relation. The inductive definition of the relation is not recursive and
always depends on a (hierarchical, top-level, module-level) equivalence and
a (hierarchical, top-level, module-level) evaluation relation.

The conclusion of the adequacy can be expressed as the logical conjunc-
tion of evaluation and equivalence of the results.

Lemma 1 (Adequacy for the Observation of Evaluation). Equivalent (top-
level, module-level, hierarchical) terms are adequate witnesses for the observation
of (top-level, module-level, hierarchical) evaluation, i.e. the following implication
holds:

(i) ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜋⟹ ℎ ⇓h 𝜈 ∧ 𝜈 ≡ℎ 𝜋

(ii) 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤⟹ 𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣 ∧ 𝑣 ≡ℎ 𝑤

(iii) 𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 ⇓M NV ⟹𝑀 ⇓M MV ∧MV ≡𝑀 NV

(iv) 𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑊 ⟹ 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ∧ 𝑉 ≡𝑇 𝑊

Proof. By induction over the derivation of equivalence. See Appendix D.2
for a sketch.

4.3 desugaring model routines
Desugaring[Landin, 1964] is the process of removing parts of a language
by replacing certain language elements (usually of higher abstraction) with
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more basic but semantically equivalent elements. One example for such
a desugaring is the replacement of the binding let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2 with the
semantically equivalent application (λ𝑥.𝑡2) 𝑡1. A desugared language main-
tains the semantics of its extended version while being smaller and thus
easier to deal with.

In the case of Mcl, the goal is to explain the modeling semantics via “stan-
dard” evaluation semantics. Hence, all monadic routines 𝑚 are removed in
the first stage, while constructs like primitives, arrays, and let-expressions
remain in their readable form.

4.3.1 Syntax

Figure 4.8 depicts the result of the first stage: 𝑇𝛼 is the result of remov-
ing modeling routines 𝑚, continuations, and the explicit modeling state
<𝑓> from 𝑇. As already mentioned, the difference is marked with the
α-annotation on the meta-variables.

4.3.2 Transformation

The classical definition of a desugaring is that of a context-free rewriting, al-
though current research expands this scope considerably, e.g., on complete
type derivations[Lorenzen and Erdweg, 2016]. The definition of α follows
the classical style. An input term is desugared in a recursive process by
desugaring its subterms and combining the results in a way that encodes
the semantics of the removed language elements. This process is obviously
terminating as the depth of the input term is finite. Hence it is only inter-
esting, how each resulting term is encoded. For a first intuition, recall the
abstract view on elaboration from Section 2.2:

Γ ∶ 𝑙 ↪ 𝑣
𝜖 ∶ 𝕄 → Γ → Γ × 𝑣

If a denotational interpretation 𝜖 exists that interprets each modeling
routine, the desugaring could use an encoding of 𝜖 and 𝕄 in the target
language and encode each primitive routine as an application of the model to
its elaboration function. The composition of routines can then be delegated
to function composition. The sequential composition, for instance, can be
expressed as a function seq that expects two (desugared) routines and an
elaboration environment. The environment could then passed to the first
routine that yields a new state. This new elaboration environment could
then be handed over to the second routine:
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Core Terms:

𝑡𝛼 ⩴ 𝑋:𝑥 | 𝑥 | 𝑣𝛼

| 𝑡𝛼 𝑡𝛼 | 𝑡𝛼 ∘ 𝑡𝛼

| if 𝑡𝛼 then 𝑡𝛼 else 𝑡𝛼

| let 𝑥 = 𝑡𝛼 in 𝑡𝛼

| [𝑡𝛼] | 𝑡𝛼.[𝑡𝛼] | |𝑡𝛼|
| [𝑡𝛼 with 𝑡𝛼 = 𝑡𝛼]
| {𝑓𝛼} | 𝑡𝛼.𝑙
| {𝑡𝛼 with 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛼}
| 𝑟𝛼

𝑓𝛼 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛼

𝑟𝛼 ⩴ ℎ𝛼.super(ℎ𝛼).𝑙

Values:

𝑣𝛼 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡𝛼

| fix 𝑥 in ℱ𝛼

| [𝑣𝛼] | {fv𝛼}

fv𝛼 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣𝛼

ℱ𝛼 ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡𝛼

rv𝛼 ⩴ 𝜈𝛼.super(𝜈𝛼).𝑙

Hierarchical Terms:

ℎ𝛼 ⩴ up(𝑖) | 𝐶𝛼 | 𝜈𝛼 | 𝑅
| ℎ𝛼 with 𝐹𝛼

𝑅𝛼 ⩴ ℎ𝛼.super(ℎ𝛼).𝐿

𝜈𝛼, 𝜋𝛼 ⩴ ⦃𝐹𝛼 in 𝜈𝛼⦄
𝐶𝛼 ⩴ 𝑋 | ⦃𝐹𝛼⦄
𝐹𝛼 ⩴ 𝐿 = ℎ𝛼 | 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛼

Top-level Terms:

𝑇𝛼 ⩴ 𝐷𝛼

𝐷𝛼 ⩴ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛼

| 𝑋 =𝐶𝛼

𝑀𝛼 ⩴ 𝑋 | struct d𝛼 end

Top-level Values:

MV𝛼 ⩴ struct dv𝛼 end

DV 𝛼 ⩴ 𝑋 = (MV | 𝐶𝛼)
𝑉𝛼,𝑊𝛼 ⩴ DV 𝛼

dv𝛼 ⩴ 𝑥 = 𝑣𝛼

Figure 4.8: Output syntax of the first stage
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let seq r1 r2 env = r2 (r1 env).1

This encoding is of course not correct (as it ignores continuations), but
gives a useful intuition on how the desugaring will work. For each compos-
ite routine, function application can be used to implement the elaboration
order. The desugared routine is a function that expects a value which repre-
sents the current elaboration state. Similarly, the current continuation is an
argument of that function. There is some degree of freedom in the concrete
encoding, as long as it is consistent. Therefore the first task is to decide
on an encoding of the elaboration state, continuations, and the primitive
routines as values of the residual language. The strategy for composite
routines then follows naturally.

Elaboration State

The elaboration state is structurally similar to a record. Both map labels to
terms and both are evaluated when all their fields are evaluated. Hence, the
first decision is obvious. A literal elaboration state is expressed as a record
that maps each elaboration aspect to its defining term. The terms stored in
the state are processed recursively.

⟦𝑙 = 𝑡⟧α
∧= 𝑙 = ⟦𝑡⟧α

⟦<𝑓>⟧α
∧= {α ∗ 𝑓𝛼}

Continuations

A continuation is essentially a list of elements. The shape of each element
resembles that of a 𝜆-abstraction; both consist of a variable and a body. An
empty continuation immediately yields its input value (rule Stop), when it is
elaborated. A non-empty continuation evaluates the body of its first element
with the input value and elaborates the resulting routine with the input state
and the following continuation (rule Cont). Therefore, the encoding of a
continuation requires two parameters: the input value 𝑥 and the elaboration
state 𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑣.

⟦�⟧α
∧= {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥}

⟦𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧α
∧= {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.(⟦𝑡⟧α ⟦𝑘⟧α) 𝑦Γ}

where 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑘⟧α⟧fv and 𝑥 ∉ ⟦𝑘⟧fv
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The generated function is wrapped in a record with the special field
continue (see Section 4.8 for the reason). The empty continuation ignores
the state and yields the input value; it provides a way (the only way, in fact)
to “escape” from the elaboration. A non-empty continuation passes its tail
and the elaboration state to the body of its first element. The input value is
bound to the variable. If the input variable occurs free in the tail, it needs
to be replaced with a 𝛼-conversion. The variable name for the state is fresh.

Managing the State

As seen above, an encoded non-empty continuation passes its encoded tail
and the elaboration state to the encoding of its body. A consistent encoding
of routines has to adhere to this interface. Therefore, routines are encoded as
abstractions over both the next continuation 𝑥𝑘 and the current elaboration
state 𝑦Γ.

⟦𝑙•put 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue {} {𝑦Γ with 𝑙 = ⟦𝑡⟧α})

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦𝑙•get⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue (𝑦Γ.𝑙) 𝑦Γ)

⟦put 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue {} ⟦𝑡⟧α)

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦get⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue 𝑦Γ 𝑦Γ)

The encoding of put and get resemble the classical implementation
of a state monad, written in continuation passing style. From an existing
elaboration state 𝑦Γ, a new state and a observed value are calculated and
passed to the continuation 𝑥𝑘, in the order required by the encoding of
the continuations. Modification of just a single aspect 𝑙 is implemented as
a record update, inspection of the aspect becomes record projection, and
the global state is directly turned into the observable value or set from the
argument.

Control Flow

Compositional routines impose order on the elaboration. The bind operator
orders two routines sequentially. A sequence is terminated by returning a
value. Non-sequential elaboration is achieved via continuing with a contin-
uation that has been saved with call/cc . The encoding implements this
control flow by creating the respective next continuation.
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⟦𝑧 ← 𝑡; 𝑠⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(⟦𝑡⟧α {continue = λ𝑧.⟦𝑠⟧α 𝑥𝑘} 𝑦Γ)

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑠⟧α⟧fv

⟦return 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue ⟦𝑡⟧α 𝑦Γ)

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦continue 𝑡 with 𝑠⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(⟦𝑡⟧α.continue ⟦𝑠⟧α 𝑦Γ)

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑠⟧α⟧fv

⟦call/cc 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.((⟦𝑡⟧α 𝑥𝑘) 𝑥𝑘 𝑦Γ)

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

Binding of two routines is implemented by the creation of a continuation.
The body of this continuation expects the bound variable 𝑧 and passes the
outer continuation 𝑥𝑘 to the encoding of the second routine 𝑠. This contin-
uation is passed as an argument to the first routine 𝑡. This pattern again
resembles the classical monad implementation, expressed in continuation-
passing style. The return-routine is desugared into a function that directly
passes the argument term to the next continuation 𝑥𝑘. A continuation re-
tains control via continue by forgetting the current continuation 𝑥𝑘 and
passing the argument 𝑡 to the continuation obtained from 𝑠. The current
continuation is stored via call/cc by passing it twice as an argument to
the called routine 𝑡: The first time it represents the actual value and the
second time guarantees that control is returned to the current point after 𝑡
is finished. In each case, the newly introduced variables are fresh, and the
state is passed as the second argument.

Transformation of Terms

These definitions suffice to explain the transformation α. Dealing with the
rest of the input language is simply a recursive traversal. This scaffolding is
shown in Appendix C.3. The only interesting term transformation regards
the entry point of elaboration. The execution of a routine is implemented by
passing a special continuation that ignores its state argument 𝑦Γ and yields
its injected value 𝑥 followed by the transformed state 𝑠.

⟦exec 𝑡 with 𝑠⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧α {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥} ⟦𝑠⟧α
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4.3.3 Example

. When α is applied literally, the desugared routines become rather long and
are hard to read. Hence the example below is not the literal output of the
transformation but has been optimized for readability. Redundant variables
have been removed via eta-reduction, some applications have been inlined
and resulting redundant expressions have been hoisted.

The first stage does not change the test module. The class EvenOdd
contains the same three fields as before, but their definitions now only
consist of the first stage syntax:

(* class EvenOdd after first stage transformation *)
val do_even = λk. λs.
let cont =
{_continue_ =

λloop.λs_0.

let n = s_0.n in
if (n <= 0) then k._continue_ true s0

else if (n = 1) then k._continue_ false s0

else loop._continue_ loop {s0 with n = n - 2}
}

in cont._continue_ cont s;

val even = λn. this.do_even {_continue_ = λx.λs.x} {n = n};

val odd = λn. if (n = 0) then false else this.even (n - 1)

19

20

21

22

Each top-level routine (e.g. the definition of do_even) is translated into a
function that expects a continuation k and a state s. However, when literal
routines are transformed, it is much simpler to inline the corresponding
applications directly. For instance annotation 20 shows the translation of
the get routine from annotation 15 . Instead of constructing a continuation
record and an abstraction, the returned value n is directly bound with a
let-expression. The result of transforming the bind routine results in an ap-
plication of a continuation. That continuation is immediately deconstructed
by the transformed get routine. The additional rewriting from an applica-
tion to a let-expression is trivial and merely increases the readability.

The translation of the call/cc routine from annotation 14 follows in a
similarly optimized manner (annotation 21 ). The next elaboration steps are
available in the form of literal routines and are consequently inlined in the
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translation. The resulting continuation is bound to the artificial variable
cont to avoid code duplication.

The continue routine from annotation 17 is translated in a straightfor-
ward manner. The loop continues only if n is greater than 1. In this case,
the variable loop is invoked with itself as first argument and a new state
(inlined from the corresponding put routine) (annotation 22 ). Similarly, the
execution of the monadic loop from annotation 13 is relatively simple: It
only requires the trivial translation of the state to a record and the insertion
of the “stop” continuation that extracts the observable value and discards
the elaboration state annotation 19 .

4.3.4 Termination & Correctness

Since α is a simple syntactic transformation, there should be no reasonable
doubt that it is both a function and terminates. Regarding correctness,
the definition of 𝛼 immediately leads to two useful properties. First, the
application of α distributes over substitution:

Corollary 5 (Substitutivity of the First Stage). The first stage distributes over
substitutions:

(i) ⟦[𝜎]𝑡⟧α ≡ [α ∘ 𝜎]⟦𝑡⟧α

(ii) ⟦[𝑃]𝑡⟧α ≡ [α ∘ 𝑃]⟦𝑡⟧α

(iii) ⟦⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙⟧α ≡ ⟦⟦𝜈⟧α,α ∗ 𝜋, ⟦𝑡⟧α⟧𝜙

(iv) ⟦⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ⟧Φ⟧α ≡ℎ ⟦⟦𝜈⟧α,α ∗ 𝜋, ⟦ℎ⟧α⟧Φ

Proof. By a straightforward structural induction on 𝑡, or ℎ, respectively. The
base cases are the (special) variables.

The second property regards the equivalence relation. Although α is
not an equivalent transformation, it retains the relationship when applied
to two (top-level, hierarchical, module-level or proper) terms:

Corollary 6 (Preservation of the First Stage). The first stage preserves equiva-
lence, i.e.

(i) 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠⟹ ⟦𝑡⟧α ≡ ⟦𝑠⟧α

(ii) ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔⟹ ⟦ℎ⟧α ≡ℎ ⟦𝑔⟧α

(iii) 𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 ⟹ ⟦𝑀⟧α ≡𝑀 ⟦𝑁⟧α
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(iv) 𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧α ≡ℎ ⟦𝑆⟧α

Proof. By a straight forward induction on the equivalence derivation.

Since Mcl consists of several, mutually recursive, syntactic categories,
consistency of top-level terms depends on several, mutually recursive, state-
ments of consistency, one for each syntactic category.

Consider, for instance, Mcl’s continuations. What makes α consistent
concerning this particular sort of values? The only use of a continuation
inside the evaluation is the advance relation ⇓m depicted in Section 2.2. This
relation links four elements: A state Γ, a value 𝑣, the continuation 𝑘 and the
result value 𝑤. When the transformation is consistent, these four elements
are also related in the resulting program. In particular, the continuation
corresponds to an application of their respective desugared counterparts.
The transformation is consistent if this evaluation yields a value that is
equivalent to 𝑤 (modulo transformation).

Lemma 2 (Consistency of the First Stage). The first stage is a consistent encoding
of the elaboration semantics.

⟦𝑇⟧α
∧
≠  ∧ ⟦𝑉⟧α

∧
≠  ∧ 𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 ⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧α ⇓T 𝑊 ∧𝑊 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑉⟧α

Proof. The proof follows from the following statements by mutually recur-
sive induction on the derivations. See Appendix D.3 for a sketch of the
proof. Consistency is a direct consequence of Statement 6.

ℎ ⇓h 𝜈⟹ ⟦ℎ⟧α ⇓h 𝜈𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝜈⟧α(1)
𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣⟹ ⟦𝑡⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(2)

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣⟹ ⟦𝑚⟧α ⟦𝑘⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(3)
⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤⟹ ⟦𝑘⟧α.continue ⟦𝑣⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧α(4)

𝑀 ⇓M MV ⟹⟦𝑀⟧α ⇓M MV𝛼 ≡𝑇 ⟦MV⟧α(5)
𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉⟹ ⟦𝑇⟧α ⇓T 𝑉𝛼 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑉⟧α(6)

4.4 separating terms and hierarchy
In Mcl, the structure of a class is a requirement for the compilation of its
dependents. If A extends B, for example, then the compilation of A requires
knowledge about the shape of all components declared or inherited in B.
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Compilation thus needs to retain this structure. At the same time, we want
to remove it, though, because it has no counterpart in the target language.

This apparent paradox is resolved by a separation of concerns between
the structure of top-level classes and their implementation. Recall that
the front end assigns the special variables inside a class at compilation
time. The shape of a compiled class never changes. Only the values of its
components depend on the context due to possibly different results for the
lookup of hierarchic references. Thus, the value of each component is an
abstraction over the possible values of these references. Such an abstraction
can be expressed in the target language as a function and the second stage
is responsible for finding precisely such a function for each field of a class.

Technically, this process is a special form of 𝛽-expansion, the inverse
operation to 𝛽-reduction from the lambda calculus. For instance, the simple
term this.foo + 2 can be expressed as the more complex, but equivalent
term (λ𝑥ℎ.𝑥ℎ+2) this.foo. Here, the reference this.foo has been replaced
by a variable 𝑥ℎ and is placed into its former context via application to a
newly created function.

Another useful variant of the original term is 𝑋:𝑥𝑓 this.foo, when
the module 𝑋 contains the definition 𝑥𝑓 = λ𝑥ℎ.𝑥ℎ + 2. We call the former
expression skeleton and the latter its implementation. The skeleton contains
only a symbolic reference to the implementation applied to a (possibly
empty) list of hierarchical references.

The implementation does not contain any hierarchical term whatsoever.
Modules are a common element of functional languages and exist in the
target language. Therefore, this transformation achieves the separation of
concerns mentioned above. The implementation can be translated further,
while the skeleton describes how other units of compilation can use it. The
second stage applies this transformation to all top-level classes and thereby
enables separate compilation.

4.4.1 Syntax

The output of the second stage restricts hierarchical terms. The right-hand
side of fields may only contain a specific form, the skeleton 𝑎 (Figure 4.9).
A skeleton consists either of the application of a long identifier to an empty
record or the application of a reference to another skeleton. The references
are wrapped into functions with an unused argument. Proper terms 𝑡𝛽 do
not contain any references. Module definitions are not transformed and
may still contain arbitrary hierarchical terms.
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Core Terms:

𝑡𝛽 ⩴ 𝑋:𝑥 | 𝑥 | 𝑣𝛽

| 𝑡𝛽 𝑡𝛽 | 𝑡𝛽 ∘ 𝑡𝛽

| if 𝑡𝛽 then 𝑡𝛽 else 𝑡𝛽

| let 𝑥 = 𝑡𝛽 in 𝑡𝛽

| [𝑡𝛽] | 𝑡𝛽.[𝑡𝛽] | |𝑡𝛽|
| [𝑡𝛽 with 𝑡𝛽 = 𝑡𝛽]
| {𝑓𝛽} | 𝑡𝛽.𝑙
| {𝑡𝛽 with 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛽}

𝑓𝛽 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛽

Values:

𝑣𝛽 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡𝛽

| fix 𝑥 in ℱ𝛽

| [𝑣𝛽] | {fv𝛽}

fv𝛽 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣𝛽

ℱ𝛽 ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡𝛽

Hierarchical Terms:

ℎ𝛽, 𝑔𝛽 ⩴ up(𝑖)
| ℎ𝛽.super(ℎ𝛽).𝐿
| 𝜈𝛽 | ℎ𝛽 with 𝐹𝛽 | 𝐶𝛽

𝜈𝛽, 𝜋𝛽 ⩴ ⦃𝐹𝛽 in 𝜈𝛽⦄
𝐹𝛽 ⩴ 𝐿 = ℎ𝛽

| 𝑙 = 𝑎

𝑎 ⩴ 𝑋:𝑥 {}

| 𝑎 (λ𝑥.𝑟𝛽)
𝑟𝛽 ⩴ λ𝑥.(ℎ𝛽.super(ℎ𝛽).𝑙)

Top-level entities:

𝑇𝛽 ⩴ 𝐷𝛽

𝐷𝛽 ⩴ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛼

| 𝑋 =𝐶𝛽

𝐶𝛽 ⩴ 𝑋 | ⦃𝐹𝛽⦄

Figure 4.9: Output syntax of the second stage
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4.4.2 Transformation

The second stage is an inverse substitution: Find all references in a term,
transform them recursively, replace the transformed results with fresh vari-
ables and return an abstraction over these variables. While this is straight-
forward to implement, its bottom-up nature makes it somewhat tedious to
describe as a function. Therefore we describe it as an (algorithmic) relation
between the transformed terms and the transformation substitution.

Definition (𝛽-refactoring). A partial function 𝑞 ∶ 𝑥 ↪ 𝑟𝛽 is said to be a
𝛽-refactoring of a hierarchical term ℎ𝛼 into an implementation 𝑋 and a skeleton ℎ𝛽,
iff 𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛼 ≡𝑋 ℎ𝛽. Similarly for terms 𝑡𝛼 and 𝑡𝛽. This quaternary relation is defined
inductively as follows:

R-Var

∅ ⊢ 𝑌 ≡𝑋 𝑌

R-CFld
𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼

𝑞 ⊢ (𝐿 = ℎ𝛽) ≡𝑋 (𝐿 = 𝑔𝛼)

R-Class
∀𝑖 ∶ 𝑞 ⊢ 𝐹𝛽𝑖 ≡𝑋 𝐺𝛼

𝑖

𝑞 ⊢ ⦃𝐹𝛽⦄ ≡𝑋 ⦃𝐺𝛼⦄

R-CRef
𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽1 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼1 𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽2 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼2

𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽1.super(ℎ
𝛽
2).𝐿 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼1.super(𝑔𝛼2).𝐿

R-Mod
𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼 ∀𝑖 ∶ 𝑞 ⊢ 𝐹𝛽𝑖 ≡𝑋 𝐺𝛼

𝑖

𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽 with 𝐹𝛽 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼 with 𝐺𝛼

R-Node
∀𝑖 ∶ 𝑞 ⊢ 𝐹𝛽𝑖 ≡𝑋 𝐺𝛼

𝑖 ∀𝑖 ∶ 𝑞 ⊢ 𝜈𝛽𝑖 ≡𝑋 𝜋𝛼
𝑖

𝑞 ⊢ ⦃𝐹𝛽 in 𝜈𝛽⦄ ≡𝑋 ⦃𝐺𝛼 in 𝜋𝛼⦄

R-Fld
𝑞 ⊢ 𝑡𝛼 ≡𝑋 𝑎

𝑞 ⊢ 𝑙 = 𝑎 ≡𝑋 𝑙 = 𝑡𝛼

R-Ref
𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽1 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼1 𝑞 ⊢ ℎ𝛽2 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼2

𝑞 ⊢ λ𝑥.ℎ𝛽1.super(ℎ
𝛽
2).𝑙 ≡𝑋 𝑔𝛼1.super(𝑔𝛼2).𝑙

R-Term
𝑞 ⊢ 𝑎 ≡𝑋 (λ𝑥.[�↦ 𝑥 {}]𝑠𝛼)

𝑠𝛼
∧
≠ � 𝑞 ⊢ 𝑟𝛽 ≡𝑋 𝑟𝛼 𝑥 fresh in 𝑠𝛼

𝑞 ⊢ 𝑎 𝑟𝛽 ≡𝑋 [�↦ 𝑟𝛼]𝑠𝛼

R-Move
𝑦 ∉ ⟦𝑡𝛽⟧fv

𝑞 ⊕ { 𝑧 ↦ λ𝑦.𝑡𝛽 } ⊢ 𝑋:𝑧 {} ≡𝑋 𝑡𝛽
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A refactoring 𝑞 is a 𝑡𝛽-substitution, i.e., a partial functions from short
variables to second-stage terms. Top-level variables are not subject to refac-
toring (rule R-Var). Refactoring distributes over hierarchical terms (rules
R-CFld, R-Class, R-Node, R-CRef, and R-Mod). Value fields are refactored
by replacing the right-hand side with a skeleton that is obtained by refactor-
ing the original term (rule R-Fld). References are refactored by refactoring
the hierarchical subterms (rule R-Ref).

At the core of a refactoring lies the rewriting of a first-stage term 𝑡𝛼 to
a second-stage skeleton 𝑎 (rule R-Term). If a term contains a reference 𝑟𝛼,
it is extracted and replaced with an application of a fresh variable to the
empty argument {}. The reference itself is refactored and appended as an
argument to the skeleton. A term that does not contain any references is a
second-stage term. It is stored in the partial function and replaced by an
application of a new variable to an empty record (rule R-Move).

Corollary 7 (Application of Refactoring). Substitution of a refactoring is an
equivalent transformation.

(i) ⟦dv⟧Π ⊢ ℎ ≡𝑋 ℎ𝛽 ⟹ [{𝑋 ↦ struct dv end }]ℎ𝛽 ≡ℎ ℎ

(ii) ⟦dv⟧Π ⊢ 𝑡 ≡𝑋 𝑡𝛽 ⟹ [{𝑋 ↦ struct dv end }]𝑡𝛽 ≡ℎ 𝑡

Proof. By structural induction over the derivation of the refactoring relation.
Rules R-Var, R-CFld, R-Class, R-Node, R-CRef, R-Mod, R-Fld, and R-Ref
are straightforward. Rules R-Term and R-Move follow from Eq-Beta.

The second stage builds on this refactoring and applies it recursively to
all top-level classes. The second-stage output of a first-stage top-level class
𝐶𝛼 is the skeleton 𝐶𝛽 and the implementation dv𝛼. β never yields an error.

Definition (Second Stage). The second stage refactors classes and ignores mod-
ules. It puts the implementation of each class in front of the skeleton.

⟦♦⟧β
∧= ♦

⟦𝑇𝛼 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛼⟧β
∧= ⟦𝑇⟧β ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛼

⟦𝑇𝛼 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶𝛼⟧β
∧= ⟦𝑇𝛼⟧β ∷ 𝑋 = struct dv 𝛽 end ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶𝛽

where ⟦dv 𝛽⟧Π ⊢ 𝐶𝛽 ≡𝑋 𝐶𝛼
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4.4.3 Example

Refactoring the class EvenOdd yields its implementation and its skeleton.
The test module is again not changed by the transformation. The skeleton
forwards the elaboration to the “flat” representation in the implementation.
All references are turned into arguments to the corresponding functions
from the implementation:

(* Skeleton of EvenOdd after second-stage transformation *)
val do_even = EvenOdd:flat_do_even {};

val even = EvenOdd:flat_even {} (λ_. this.do_even);

val odd = EvenOdd:flat_odd {} (λ_. this.even)

23

The listing above shows that references like the one from annotation 16

are wrapped into thunks (annotation 23 ). The rest of the implementation
has been moved to the implementation. The implementation contains the
definitions, also wrapped into thunks. There, all the references have been
replaced with additional arguments. These arguments are unwrapped
when needed (annotation 24 below).

(* Implementation of EvenOdd after second-stage transformation *)
let flat_odd =
λ_. λ_harg0. λn. if (n = 0) then false else _harg0 {} (n - 1)

let flat_even =
λ_. λ_harg0. λn. _harg0 {} {_continue_ = λx.λs.x} {n = n}

let flat_do_even = λ_. λk. λs.
let cont =

{_continue_ =
λloop.λs_0.

let n = s_0.n in
if (n <= 0) then k._continue_ true s0
else if (n = 1) then k._continue_ false s0
else loop._continue_ loop {s0 with n = n - 2}

}
in cont._continue_ cont s

24
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4.4.4 Termination & Correctness

Termination of the second stage depends on the search for a refactoring. The
refactoring relation is algorithmic. The distinction between first-stage and
second-stage syntax, i.e., whether to apply rule R-Move or R-Term, requires
a search for references. This search requires as a simple traversal of the
syntax. All expressions are visited only once, and a refactoring can always
be found. Hence, termination is guaranteed by construction.

The correctness follows directly from the observation that a refactoring
is a subset of the equivalence relation. The re-application of a refactoring
via substitution yields an equivalent term (Corollary 7), and this allows to
conclude that refactored top-level terms are equivalent to their origin:

Lemma 3 (Equivalence of the Second Stage). The second stage transforms
terms into equivalent variants, i.e:

𝑇 ≡𝑇 ⟦𝑇⟧β

Proof. By structural induction over 𝑇. The base case, 𝑇 ∧= ♦ is trivial (by
reflexivity of ≡𝑇). So is the case of a module definition (by induction, com-
patibility of ≡𝑇 and reflexivity of ≡𝑀). The case of top-level class follows
from rule MEq-Beta, Corollary 7, and compatibility and transitivity of
≡𝑇.

4.5 evaluating hierarchical terms
Before we turn to the final stage, we have to remove a major obstacle to
its implementation. Replacing a reference with its definition requires the
evaluation of the subclass and the base class (which are often the same).
In other words, we need to interpret a part of the language, namely the
hierarchic semantics, during the translation.

The definition of ⇓h directly leads to an interpreter. A naive imple-
mentation of this interpreter will not always terminate, though, due to the
recursive nature of hierarchical terms. Evaluating the subterms of a class
reference might require the evaluation of the same class reference again:
{| class A = this; x = this.A.x |}.x

In the above example, a naive interpreter might repeatedly attempt to
evaluate the class-reference this.A.x. Therefore, it is necessary to restrict
the evaluation process in a way that guarantees termination and retains a
valid result for a meaningful subset of the terminating nodes.
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A straightforward strategy is to not consider any lookup, i.e., a combi-
nation of an environment and a label, twice. This method is sufficient if
the set of valid environments is finite. Then the evaluation can guarantee
termination by remembering “visited” labels for each environment. If a
label is encountered twice in the same environment, evaluation can abort
with an error.

In this section, we restrict the evaluation of Mcl to a finite set of envi-
ronments. On the basis of this restriction, we develop a terminating and
correct algorithm for the evaluation of hierarchical terms.

4.5.1 Hierarchical Nodes as Multigraphs

We assume that the function 𝐿 obtains a unique identifier from a set 𝕃 ⊆ ℕ
for each literal class. As a shortcut, we write 𝐹𝑖 when ⟦𝐹𝑖⟧𝐿

∧= 𝑖. The function
depth yields the syntactic depth of a literal class from its label; i.e., it counts
the number of syntactically visible enclosing classes. It is easy to see that
this number is invariant during evaluation (otherwise, special variables
might be invalidated). Each node is only valid if it has the correct amount
of enclosing classes. A node that fulfills this requirement is context-correct:

Definition (Context-Correctness of Nodes). The set of context-correct nodes is
inductively defined. A node 𝜈 is context-correct, written 𝜈 correct, if it is in that
set. In particular, a node with an empty environment is only context-correct, if the
depth of its literal class is zero.

⟦𝑖⟧depth
∧= |𝜋| ∀𝜋𝑖 ∈ 𝜋 ∶ 𝜋𝑖 correct
⦃𝐹𝑖 in 𝜋⦄ correct

This restriction is reasonable, but not sufficient. The set of context correct
nodes is not finite, because a class might “point back to itself”. Consider
two distinct literal classes 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 with ⟦1⟧depth

∧= 0 and ⟦2⟧depth
∧= 1, then

⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹1 in ♦⦄⦄ is context-correct. But so is

⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹1 in ♦⦄⦄⦄
⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹1 in ♦⦄⦄⦄⦄

⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹2 in ⦃𝐹1 in ♦⦄⦄⦄⦄⦄

and so on. Intuitively, hierarchies with the repeated occurance of the same
literal class are problematic. Such structures, however, do not have a mean-
ingful application in Modelica (and hence not in Mcl). It is thus necessary
to find a criterion to rule out such strange loops.
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The directed graphs used in Section 2.3.4 are obtained by representing
literal classes as labeled vertices and adding an edge labeled with 𝑛 to the
𝑛-th parent of a node. This notation can be formalized as a directed multi-
graph (𝑉, 𝐸) with vertices 𝑉 ⊆ 𝕃 represented by the labels of literal classes
and edges as triples of one outgoing and one incoming vertex together with
a natural number 𝐸 ⊆ 𝕃 × 𝕃 ×ℕ. The identity of an edge is defined by its
source, its destination, and its number. The usual terms from (multi) graph
theory (reachability, cycles, etc.) apply.

Definition (Graph Representation of Nodes and Environments). The (di-
rected multi) graph of a node is the vertex labeled with the literal class of the node
linked to the graphs of all parents by ordered edges. The graph of an environment is
the union of the graphs of each node (where the union of graphs is the graph formed
by the union of their components).

⟦⦃𝐹𝑢 in 𝜋⦄⟧𝑔𝑟
∧= ({ 𝑢 } ∪ 𝑉, 𝑃 ∪ 𝐸)

where 𝑃 ∧= { (𝑢, 𝑝𝑖, 𝑖) | 𝑝𝑖
∧= ⟦𝜋𝑖⟧𝐿 }

(𝑉, 𝐸) ∧= 
𝑖∈1…|𝜋|

⟦𝜋𝑖⟧𝑔𝑟

The set of possible results of this transformation is finite if there is a
finite set of labels 𝕃 and an upper bound for the number of all edges. Both
conditions are trivially fulfilled by graphs created from context-correct
nodes since each node is in itself a finite structure, the syntactic depth of
each node is limited by the syntactic structure of the source program and
each source program is labeled by a finite set of labels.

Context-correctness extends naturally to the graph representation:

Definition (Context-Correctness of Graphs). A multigraph is context-correct
if all its nodes have one outgoing edge for each syntactically enclosing class of the
literal class labeled with that node and all its edges link one node to a corresponding
enclosing class.

(𝑉, 𝐸) correct iff ∀𝑝, 𝑖 ∶ (𝑝 ∈ 𝑉 ∧ 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ ⟦𝑝⟧depth ⟺∃𝑞 s.t. (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑖) ∈ 𝐸)

Context-correctness allows reconstructing a node from within a graph.
This inversion is in particular possible due to the one to one relationship be-
tween the outgoing edges of each vertex and the order of the corresponding
enclosing classes.
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Lemma 4 (Reconstruction of Nodes in a Graph). If a context-correct, rooted
multigraph is the graph representation of a context-correct node, then this represen-
tation can be positively reconstructed:

Let the injective function 𝑛𝑑 be defined as follows,

⟦𝐺⟧𝑛𝑑
∧= ⦃𝐹𝑟 in 𝜋⦄

where 𝑟 ∧= the root of 𝐺
{ (𝑟, 𝑝𝑖, 𝑖) }

∧= all outgoing edges from 𝑟 in 𝐺
𝐺𝑖

∧= the subtree with root 𝑝𝑖
𝜋𝑖

∧= ⟦𝐺𝑖⟧𝑛𝑑

then 𝑛𝑑 is the inverse of 𝑔𝑟, for nodes with a context-correct, rooted graph represen-
tation:

⟦𝜈⟧𝑔𝑟 rooted ∧ ⟦𝜈⟧𝑔𝑟 correct ⟹⟦⟦𝜈⟧𝑔𝑟⟧𝑛𝑑
∧= 𝜈

Proof. By structural induction over nodes 𝜈, using the contextual correctness
and the fact that 𝐺 does not contain any cycles.

A node can always be represented as a graph. Context-correctness of
this representation can be checked by looking at all nodes, and it is simple
to decide whether a given multigraph is rooted.

4.5.2 Evaluation of Hierarchical Terms

With this prerequisites, we can restrict the lookup to an admissible input.
This restriction builds upon the interpretation of nodes (and environments)
as multigraphs:

Definition (Admissible Lookups). A context-correct node is admissible, if and
only if its graph representation is a context-correct, rooted multigraph. An envi-
ronment 𝜋 is admissible, if and only if all contained nodes are admissible and the
lookup of a label 𝐿 in node 𝜈 with an environment 𝜋 is admissible if and only if the
environment is admissible:

(i) 𝜈 admissible ⟺𝜈 correct ∧ ⟦𝜈⟧𝑔𝑟 correct ∧ ⟦𝜈⟧𝑔𝑟 rooted

(ii) 𝜋 admissible ⟺∀𝑖 ∈ 1… |𝜋| ∶ 𝜋𝑖 admissible

(iii) ⟨𝜈 ∷ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝐿⟩ admissible ⟺𝜈 admissible ∧ 𝜋 admissible

(iv) ⟨𝜈 ∷ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑙⟩ admissible ⟺𝜈 admissible ∧ 𝜋 admissible
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For a finite set of labels of literal classes 𝕃, the set of admissible nodes
is finite because there is only a finite set of multigraphs for a finite set of
vertices. The same property holds for environments (and lookups) under
the provision that there are no infinitely large environments, which is a
corollary of the definition of depth.

Corollary 8 (Finiteness of Admissible Lookups). For any given finite labeling
of literal classes, and a finite maximal depth of classes the set of admissible lookups
is finite.

Proof. The set of admissible nodes is finite due to the injective mapping
of nodes to a context-correct, rooted multigraph over the (finite) labeled
vertices. Admissible (finite) environments and lookups are products of
finite sets.

For this final set of nodes, we can define the evaluation of hierarchical
terms in a terminating, total function ℋ:

⟦𝐺, 𝜈⟧ℋ
∧= 𝜈

⟦𝐺, up(𝑖)⟧ℋ
∧=  

⟦𝐺, ⦃𝐹⦄⟧ℋ
∧= ⦃𝐹 in ♦⦄

⟦𝐺, ℎ with 𝐹2⟧ℋ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⦃𝐹3 in 𝜋⦄ if ⟦𝐺, ℎ⟧ℋ
∧= ⦃𝐹1 in 𝜋⦄

dom(𝐹2) ⊆ dom(𝐹1)
⟦𝐹3⟧Π

∧= ⟦𝐹1⟧Π ⊕ ⟦𝐹2⟧Π

 otherwise

⟦𝐺, ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧ℋ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⟦𝐺′, 𝑔⟧ℋ if ⟦𝐺, ℎ1⟧ℋ
∧= 𝜈1

⟦𝐺, ℎ2⟧ℋ
∧= ⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄

𝐺 ⊢ 𝜈1 ∷ 𝜋
𝐿 ↦ ℎ𝐿 ∈ ⟦𝐹⟧Π
⟨𝜈1 ∷ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝐿⟩ admissible
⟨𝜈1 ∷ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝐿⟩ ∉ 𝐺
𝐺′ ∧= 𝐺 ∪ { ⟨𝜈1 ∷ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝐿⟩ }
𝑔 ∧= ⟦𝜈1, 𝜋, ℎ𝐿⟧Φ

 otherwise
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This function follows the definition of ⇓ℎ. It is correct by construction, i.e.,
⟦𝐺, ℎ⟧ℋ

∧= 𝜈⟹ ℎ ⇓h 𝜈 and consequently 𝜈 ≡ℎ ℎ. The “memory” 𝐺 contains
a set of admissible lookups and ensures termination.

In each recursive application, either 𝐺 grows, or the function traverses
a literal subterm. We can hence order the arguments of applications of ℋ
with a combination of the subset and subterm relations. The recursive steps
of ℋ are strictly monotone on that order. Hence each chain of recursive
applications eventually reaches the largest possible history, i.e., the set that
contains all admissable lookups, or a primitive term. Consequently, the
function always terminates.

4.6 resolving references
The third stage uses the evaluation of hierarchical terms to resolve all refer-
ences with their definitions. While this is a straightforward proposition, it is
necessary to maintain the order of evaluation to not introduce subtle errors
in the generated code. It is also necessary to maintain possible recursive
dependencies between fields of classes. This section deals with these issues.

4.6.1 Looking up References

The definition of ℋ immediately yields an algorithm for the lookup of
references, ℒ. A lookup is successful when both the subclass and its base
class can be evaluated successfully, the resulting environment is admissible,
and the tip class contains a matching element. ℒ returns the evaluated
reference mapped to the folded result term.

⟦ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙⟧ℒ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

rv ↦ 𝑡 if ⟦∅, ℎ1⟧ℋ
∧= 𝜈1

⟦∅, ℎ2⟧ℋ
∧= 𝜈2

rv ∧= 𝜈1.super(𝜈2).𝑙
rv

𝜙
−→ 𝑡

 otherwise

This function can be implemented directly with the help of ℋ: First,
evaluate the base and subclass, then look up the definition and finally fold
the resulting field. If one of the steps fails, return an error. Since ℋ is
correct by construction, we can conclude that the result of ℒ is valid, i.e.,
⟦𝑟⟧ℒ

∧= (rv ↦ 𝑡)⟹ 𝑟 ≡ rv ∧ rv
𝜙
−→ 𝑡.
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4.6.2 Exhaustive Lookup

The third stage, γ, shall replace all references in a term. This requirement
includes references that occur in the result of a successful lookup (and in
the result of looking up these references and so on). Such an exhaustive
search is achieved by repeated applications of the one-step search 𝒢 to an
intermediate result set 𝑅:

⟦ ⟧𝒢
∧=  

⟦𝑅⟧𝒢
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

 if [�↦ 𝑟]𝑠 ∈ img(𝑅)
such that ⟦𝑟⟧ℒ

∧=  

𝑅 ∪ { ⟦𝑟⟧ℒ | [�↦ 𝑟]𝑠 ∈ img(𝑅) } otherwise

𝒢 looks up all references in the image of the result set 𝑅. If one of these
operations yields an error, the overall result is an error. Otherwise, the
results are merged with the old result set. The exhaustive search terminates,
when 𝒢 reaches a fixed point, i.e., ⟦𝑅⟧𝒢

∧= 𝑅. It always reaches such a point
after a finite amount of repeated applications, because the set of admissible
lookups is finite:

Lemma 5 (Fixed Point of 𝒢). The ascending Kleene chain of 𝒢 has a least fixed
point.

Proof. The partial functions (and error marker) obtained by 𝒢 form a com-
plete partial order under the subset relation, i.e. for 𝑅1,2

∧
≠  𝑅1 ≤ 𝑅2 ⟺

𝑅1 ⊆ 𝑅2 with  as top element, i.e. 𝑅 ≤  , because the set of admissible
environments (the domain of each 𝑅) is finite and adding a top element to
a cpo yields a cpo.

Function 𝒢 is also Scott-continuous: Let 𝐾 be directed subset of the cpo,
then either  ∈ 𝐾 and consequently either:

⊔𝐾 ∧=  ∧= ⊔(𝒢 ∗ 𝐾)
or:

𝐾 ∧= {𝑅1…𝑅𝑛 } and ⊔ 𝐾 ∧=𝑅𝑖

In the latter case, if there is at least one 𝑅𝑖 with ⟦𝑅𝑖⟧𝒢
∧=  , then also

⟦𝑅𝑖⟧𝒢
∧=  ∧= ⊔(𝒢 ∗ { 𝑅1…𝑅𝑖…𝑅𝑛 })

If no such 𝑅𝑖 exists,

⟦⊔𝐾⟧𝒢
∧= ⟦𝑅𝑖⟧𝒢

∧=⟦𝑅𝑖⟧𝒢
∧= ⊔(𝒢 ∗ 𝐾)
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𝒢 is also inflationary. This guarantees the existence of the conditional
fixed point when starting from a set 𝑅0(see [see Pepper and Hofstedt, 2006,
chapter 10]).

4.6.3 Lookup Closure

The definition of a reference might (after several steps of lookup) contain
the reference itself. This implicit recursion has to be transformed into an
explicit application of the fixed-point operator of the core language. For
this transformation, all definitions have to be regarded as functions, since
Mcl does not allow for any other recursive values. This is easily achieved
by lifting definitions to “thunks”, i.e. abstractions λ𝑥.𝑡 where 𝑥 ∉ ⟦𝑡⟧fv. A
thunk can be forced to evaluate through the application of an arbitrary value
(here we are using the empty record {}). The recursive group can then
be formed by lifting all definitions, naming them uniquely and replacing
each reference with a term that forces the corresponding name (i.e., the
name of the definition of the value reference it evaluates to). This process
of evaluation, lifting and transformation is called the closure of the search
result.

Definition (Lookup Closure). The closure of a lookup 𝑅, defined by function 𝒞,
replaces each reference with the name of its corresponding definition. All definitions
are lifted to thunks. We assume that the lookup result is arbitrarily ordered.

⟦{ rv𝑗 ↦ 𝑡𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈ 1…𝑚 }⟧𝒞
∧= ℱ

where 𝜎 ∧= { �𝑖 ↦ 𝑟𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }
[𝜎]𝑠𝑖

∧= 𝑡𝑖
𝑀 ∧= { 𝑖 ↦ 𝑗 | ⟦𝑟𝑖⟧ℒ

∧= (rv𝑗 ↦ 𝑡𝑗) }
𝜌 ∧= { �𝑖 ↦ 𝑥𝑗 {} | 𝑖 ↦ 𝑗 ∈ 𝑀 }
⟦ℱ⟧Π

∧= { 𝑥𝑖 ↦ λ𝑦𝑖.[𝜌]𝑠𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }
∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 fresh

The closure of the result of an exhaustive lookup𝑅 constructs a flattening
of its references. The recursive group contains one uniquely named term
𝑥𝑖 ↦ λ𝑦𝑖.[𝜌]𝑠𝑖 for each found definition 𝑡𝑖 in 𝑅. The ordering is maintained
(i.e., 𝑥𝑖 maps to the closure of the 𝑖-th definition).

The transformation of each definition depends on two substitutions and
an intermediate term: First, all references in 𝑡𝑖 are extracted to a substitution
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𝜎. The intermediate term 𝑠 does not contain any further references. A place-
holder �𝑗 takes the place of the 𝑗-th reference 𝑟𝑗. The second substitution, 𝜌 is
constructed as follows: Lookup ℒ determines the corresponding definition
𝑡𝑗 for each placeholder. The placeholder is then mapped to the application
of the name of the definition 𝑥𝑗 to the empty record. This application forces
the corresponding thunk to evaluate.
Corollary 9 (Equivalence of 𝒞). The application of each function in the fixed point
created from the closure of an exhaustive lookup is equivalent to the corresponding
reference in the lookup:

When 𝑅 is an exhaustive lookup with arbitrarily ordered results, i.e.:

⟦𝑅⟧𝒢
∧= 𝑅 ∧= { rv𝑖 ↦ 𝑡𝑅𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }

And the closure of 𝑅 forms a fixed-point:

⟦𝑅⟧𝒞
∧= ⟦ℱ𝑅⟧Π

∧= { 𝑥𝑖 ↦ 𝑡𝐶𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 }

Then the application of any of the recursive functions in ℱ𝑅 to an empty record is
equivalent to the corresponding reference value:

∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ rv𝑖 ≡ (fix 𝑥𝑖 in ℱ𝑅) {}

Proof. By application of rule Eq-RefFlat. By correctness of ℒ, it is easy to
see that ⟦𝑅⟧𝒞 flattens 𝑅. Note, that ℒ can never fail inside 𝒞 when 𝑅 is a
fixed point.

The transformation directly implements this correspondence between
hierarchical and proper terms. Each reference in a transformed term is
replaced by the application of the corresponding recursive function in its
lookup closure. Again, potential errors are forwarded.
Definition (Third Stage Transformation). The third stage replaces all references
with their definition. It iterates over modules and reorders top-level classes. The
reordering finds a top-level term, with all classes moved to the right-hand side. (See
Appendix C.4 for the full definition of the transformation.)

⟦𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝑇𝛾 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛾 if ∄𝑆 ∶ 𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀
⟦𝑇⟧γ

∧= 𝑇𝛾 ∧
≠  

⟦𝑀⟧γ
∧= 𝑀𝛾 ∧

≠  

⟦𝑆⟧γ if 𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀

 otherwise
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⟦[�↦ 𝑟]𝑠⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⟦[�↦ 𝑡𝑟]𝑠⟧γ if ⟦𝑟⟧ℒ
∧= rv1 ↦ 𝑡1

𝑅 ∧= ⟦𝑅⟧𝒢
𝑅 ∧= ⟦{ rv1 ↦ 𝑡1 }⟧𝒢(𝑛)

⟦𝑅⟧𝒞
∧= ⟦ℱ𝑅⟧Π

𝑡𝑟
∧= (fix 𝑥1 in ℱ𝑅) {}

 otherwise

The reordering relation ≺𝑇 is defined inductively as follows:
𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀 ≺𝑇 𝑆 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀
𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 ≺𝑇 𝑆 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶

𝑌 ∉ ⟦𝐶⟧FLV

(𝑇 ∷ 𝑌 = [{ 𝑋 ↦ 𝐶 }]𝑀 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶) ≺𝑇 (𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 ∷ 𝑌 =𝑀)
Terms that do not contain references (i.e., terms that are already in the

form of the second stage) are returned unmodified. A term that contains
a reference is transformed as follows. First, the reference is looked up via
ℒ. The result rv1 used as a starting point for the exhaustive search. A fixed
point is reached after 𝑛 applications of 𝒢. The exhaustive result is closed
and turned into a group of recursive functions ℱ𝑅. The original reference 𝑟
is then replaced by the application of the thunk 𝑥1 that corresponds to its
definition in 𝑅. The replacement is free of references. The transformation
then proceeds with the rest of the term. If one of the above steps does not
succeed, the transformation yields an error.

Modules are transformed similarly to α, but top-level terms require
special treatment for practical reasons. Whenever ℋ encounters a top-level
variable, it yields an error. Hence these names need to be resolved before
γ can be applied. This ordering is achieved by loading classes into the
modules before the actual transformation. The binary relation ≺𝑇 moves
all classes to the right-hand side of the top-level term. Two top-level terms
are related when the smaller one is obtained by moving one top-level class
past one top-level module to its right. The minimal (i.e., sorted) term is
the one with all classes moved to the right and modules to the left. The
transitive closure of ≺𝑇 is strongly confluent. Therefore γ terminates and is
a well-defined function.

4.6.4 Example

The third stage does not affect the implementation of a class (as it is already
free of references) nor its skeleton (since the stage ignores classes). Instead,
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it resolves references in modules. From the Modelica point of view, such a
module can only exist as an entry point to the whole simulation. The same
holds for our running example, where only the test module contains an
unresolved reference (annotation 18 ).

The first step of the translation is the evaluation of this reference (EvenOdd
abbreviated as EO):

⟦𝜈EO.odd⟧ℒ
∧= 𝜈EO.odd↦ EO:flat_odd {} (λ_.𝜈EO.even)

With this starting point, the exhaustive lookup first finds the definition
of even from the skeleton of EvenOdd:

⟦⟦𝜈EO.odd⟧ℒ⟧𝒢
∧= { 𝜈EO.odd↦ EO:flat_odd {} (λ_.𝜈EO.even) }
∪ { 𝜈EO.even↦ EO:flat_even {} (λ_.𝜈EO.do_even) }

The second step finds the definition of do_even from the same class. It
results in a fixed point of 𝒢 since all references in the set are already found:

⟦⟦𝜈EO.odd⟧ℒ⟧𝒢(2)
∧= { 𝜈EO.odd↦ EO:flat_odd {} (λ_.𝜈EO.even) }
∪ { 𝜈EO.even↦ EO:flat_even {} (λ_.𝜈EO.do_even) }
∪ { 𝜈EO.do_even↦ EO:flat_do_even {} }

These three references are grouped together as recursive functions (anno-
tation 25 below). The original reference is exported as _harg0 and replaced
with a variable of that name in the transformed term (annotation 26 ):
let _harg0 =

let rec __sym_0 = (λ_.(EvenOdd:flat_do_even {})) in
and __sym_1 = (λ_.((EvenOdd:flat_even {}) __sym_0)) in
and __sym_2 = (λ_.((EvenOdd:flat_odd {}) __sym_1)) in
__sym_2

let _ =
let test = _harg0 {} 42 in
Printf:printf "42 odd? %b\n" test

25

26

After this final stage, both the implementation of EvenOdd and the test
module are free from hierarchical references. They can now easily be trans-
lated into a more familiar functional language. The skeleton is not required
for that process but might be needed if other classes that depend on EvenOdd
shall be compiled later. The implementation can be discarded after compi-
lation if the target language supports separate compilation.
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4.6.5 Termination & Correctness

We have already dealt with termination of γ along the way. Recall, that ℋ
is terminating. This implies termination of ℒ and in consequence 𝒢 and 𝒞.
The Kleene chain of 𝒢 leads to a fixed point after a finite amount of steps
(Lemma 5). Hence, γ terminates as well when applied to proper terms
and modules. When applied to top-level terms, note that ≺𝑇 always has a
minimum element (the top-level term with all classes moved to the right).
Therefore, the reordering will terminate after a finite amount of steps.

The correctness of the second phase requires that γ is a correct transfor-
mation. This requirement is trivial in the case of error. In case of success, γ
is a transformation between equivalent terms, similar to β.

Lemma 6 (Third Stage Equivalence). If it is successful, the third stage is an
equivalence transformation.

(i) ⟦𝑇⟧γ
∧
≠  ⟹⟦𝑇⟧γ ≡𝑇 𝑇

(ii) ⟦𝑀⟧γ
∧
≠  ⟹⟦𝑀⟧γ ≡𝑀 𝑀

(iii) ⟦𝑡⟧γ
∧
≠  ⟹⟦𝑡⟧γ ≡ 𝑡

Proof. Item (iii) is a direct consequence of Corollary 9 because ℱ𝑅 flattens
𝑅 ⊕ { �1 ↦ 𝑡1 }. Equivalence then follows via Eq-RefFlat and substitutivity
of equivalence. Item (ii) results immediately from compatibility of ≡𝑀. It
is easy to see that ≺𝑇 ⊆ ≡𝑇. Item (i) follows readily from this observation,
Item (ii), and compatibility of ≡𝑇.

4.7 correctness of the second phase
As already mentioned, the correctness of the second phase follows from
the correctness of its stages and correctness of composition, ▶. The proof
has a rather straightforward structure (three lemmata leading to the final
theorem). The required lemmata follow from earlier statements and results.
The overall structure is depicted in Figure 4.10.

We already established consistency and preservation of the first stage in
Section 4.3. Correctness is a straightforward consequence.

Lemma 7 (Top-Level Correctness of the First Stage). α is a correct stage.

Proof. Directly via Corollary 6 and Lemma 2
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Correctness of α▶β▶γ
(Theorem 1, Page 159)

Correctness of α
(Lemma 7, Page 157)

Preservation of α
(Corollary 6, Page 140)

Consistency of α
(Lemma 2, Page 140)

Substitutivity of α
(Corollary 5, Page 139)

Inversion of ≡
(Corollary 4, Page 131)

Substitutivity of ≡
(Corollary 3, Page 130)

Correctness of ▶
(Corollary 1, Page 125)

Correctness of γ
(Lemma 9, Page 159)

γ ⊆ ≡𝑇
(Lemma 6, Page 157)

Equivalence of 𝒞
(Corollary 9, Page 154)

Adequacy of ≡𝑇
(Lemma 1, Page 132)

Evaluation of
flattened References
(Corollary 2, Page 129)

Correctness of β
(Lemma 8, Page 159)

β ⊆ ≡𝑇
(Lemma 3, Page 146)

Application of
Refactoring

(Corollary 7, Page 144)

Figure 4.10: Structure of the Proof of Correctness
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The second stage is an equivalence transformation (i.e., its input and
result are equivalent to each other). Correctness follows directly from this
fact. Similar to α, β never yields an error.

Lemma 8 (Top-Level Correctness of the Second Stage). β is a correct stage.

Proof. From Lemma 3. Consistency of β follows directly from Lemma 1,
preservation from the transitivity of equivalence.

Application of the third stage might fail, but if it succeeds it also yields
an equivalent term. The proof is slightly longer than the one in Lemma 8,
but otherwise uses the same arguments.

Lemma 9 (Top-Level Correctness of the Third Stage). γ is a correct stage.

Proof. From Lemma 6. The premise of consistency and perservation only
holds if the stage does not yield an error. Consistency of γ then follows
from Lemma 1, preservation from the transitivity of equivalence.

The correctness of the whole second phase is a straightforward conse-
quence of the correctness of its parts and the composition.

Theorem 1 (Top-Level Correctness of the Second Phase). α▶β▶γ is a correct
top-level transformation.

Proof. By direct application of Lemmas 7 to 9 to Corollary 1.

4.8 back end
The choice of the target language drives the design of the back end. Here, the
relevant questions are of a practical nature: How readable is the generated
code? Is there a garbage collector? How simple is it to encode all of Mcl?
How can external libraries be integrated? When considering all of these
questions, it feels natural to choose a dialect of Standard ML for the task.
With its excellent community support and mature tooling, the final choice
fell on OCaml.

4.8.1 Encoding Mcl

Although OCaml is quite similar to Mcl, there are some notable differences,
especially regarding the data structures. These differences require special
treatment in the final encoding step. Except for these special cases, a third
stage term 𝑡𝛾 can be straightforwardly compiled to OCaml.
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Names

The simplest but sometimes most annoying difference is the treatment of
names: Mcl inherits the naming conventions for modules and variables
from its target language (the former always start with a capital, the lat-
ter with a small letter). It also prefers the OCaml operator syntax to the
Modelica syntax, where these are different. The different reserved words
sometimes make escaping indispensable. Whenever such a name clash
occurs, we follow the tradition of OCaml and append an underscore to the
reserved word.

Arrays

In OCaml, arrays are by default mutable, consecutive regions of memory.
This design allows to implement efficient code and significantly simplifies
the integration of foreign libraries. The downside is the cost of copying.
Since Mcl relies on immutable changes, it is necessary to copy the source
array for an array update explicitly. This copying is rather expensive, and
the situation could be improved by selecting a more convenient vector data
structure .

Records

In the tradition of ML, records in OCaml follow a nominal discipline: In
each scope, every record label is uniquely related to one record type. This
restriction is not only contrary to Modelica but also impossible to express in
the type agnostic Mcl. For this reason, records are translated into OCaml
objects. These data structures can carry fields and methods, and updating
can be achieved inside a method by the special object copying syntax.

A simple record for coordinates, {𝑥 = 1, 𝑦 = 2} is translated as shown
below. Record updates are translated into invocations of the corresponding
update-method.

object (self) val x = 1 val y = 2
method x = x
method y = y method
method with_x x' = {< x = x' >}
method with_y y' = {< y = y' >}

end
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Skeletons

The output of the second phase consists of an implementation module and a
skeleton. The module can be compiled directly into an OCaml structure (and
from there into machine code). The skeleton has no direct representation
in the syntax of OCaml but needs to be loaded when a dependency is
compiled. To avoid the overhead of managing another file in the toolchain
(e.g., when installing a library), the skeleton is serialized and stored as
an annotation alongside the implementation. Loading of the skeleton is
handled by parsing the (OCaml) interface file and extracting the annotation.

4.8.2 Type Discipline

OCaml [Leroy et al., 2008] is a statically typed language. Its type system
is a derivative of the classical Hindley-Milner inference algorithm [Damas
and Milner, 1982]. Objects are typed structurally with row types [Rémy and
Vouillon, 1997]. There is no overloading.

Error Detection

The benefit of an inferring type system is the absence of type annotations.
Each Mcl term can be directly encoded into its OCaml counterpart without
the need of additional type annotations. This simple encoding comes with
a significant cost, though: Errors are detected rather late. In particular, the
output of the second stage abstracts over all hierarchical references. Each of
the inserted variables will be assigned a principal type by the type checker.
Only when all classes are fixed (e.g., for a simulation model) can an error
be found.
val foo = "foo"
val bar = 42 + this.foo

The small example above will translate into an implementation module
with two apparently independent functions:
let flat_foo = "foo"
let flat_bar _harg0 = ((+) 42) (_harg0 (object (self) end))

The connection between _harg0 and foo is lost to the compiler until the
methods are actually invoked from a Mcl module. Only then the error
is detected. In consequence, each simulation model is guaranteed to be
type safe, but not every compiled class. It might also be difficult to spot the
source of an error. Additionally, the inferred types tend to be rather complex.
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The continuation-passing style only elevates this complexity because the
type of each routine contains the type of its continuation.

Kernel Library

In an attempt to somewhat mitigate this effect, the kernel library comes with
an explicit type signature that can be conveniently carried along the Mcl
modules in the form of OCaml interfaces. Here, all data structures, e.g., the
simulation state and equations, have explicit type names. This additional
information makes it much simpler to use the kernel library correctly. The
complexity of the inferred structural types remains an issue, however.

Continuations

The desugaring in Section 4.3 made use of a special record field, continue,
for the encoding of continuations. In what might seem like a redundant
allocation of memory, each continuation was first compiled to a function
and then wrapped into a single-field record. Using a continuation always
requires the inverse operation. This necessity is a side-effect of a limitation
of OCaml’s type system. Consider the following routine:
let r =
let f x = return x in
do c ← call/cc f ; return c

Here, the routine r returns its own continuation. In consequence, its
continuation must accept itself as input. This recursive relation cannot be
captured by a function type in OCaml. Hence, it is necessary to introduce a
wrapper construction. With this construction, the inferred type is:
< _continue_ : (< _continue_ : 'a -> 'b -> 'c;

with__continue_ : ('a -> 'b -> 'c) -> 'a >
as 'a) ->

'b -> 'c;
.. > ->

'b -> 'c

4.8.3 Primitive Operations

The two primitive operations in the kernel library (the integrator Qualidaes
and the structural analysis) depend on foreign libraries. The former is
implemented in Fortran, the latter in C++. Both languages cannot be directly
interfaced with OCaml. Instead, both require an intermediate layer written
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in C. This intermediate layer can be accessed with OCaml’s foreign function
interface.

In the case of the integrator, the communication between these layers
needs to be as efficient as possible. To avoid a copying of the residual vectors
the runtime library uses OCaml’s Bigarray. This module makes it possible
to allocate Fortran style arrays in OCaml and pass them (as pointers) to
foreign functions. Equations are wrapped in C-style callbacks and executed
in the OCaml context.





5 example applications

We have seen that the second stage preserves the semantics of Mcl. It
remains to show that the encoding of Modelica classes into the core lan-
guage covers a substantial subset of the language. Because Modelica is
not formally specified, it is impossible to determine this property for the
front end. Similarly, it is not possible to formally prove the completeness of
the translation, i.e., to show that all models (or a relevant subset) can be
translated.

Compiling a sizeable real-world library like the Modelica Standard
Library would require the implementation of nearly all features of the
language, among them the search for initial values, the foreign function
interface, and simulation annotations. Not even the famous Open Modelica
project has reached a full coverage at the point of writing this thesis and
failed to simulate 32 out of 386 models of the MSL1.

As an alternative, there exists the Modelica Compliance Test Suite2. This
library attempts to test specific language features selectively and would at
least avoid the verification of simulation results. However, it also requires a
nearly feature complete implementation to perform any meaningful tests:
There are, for instance, 29 test cases that cover the inner/outer declarations.
Out of these, only five are applicable in our setting, though: 12 depend
on unrelated features of the language that are not implemented in our
experimental front end, and ten are expected errors. Finally, the most
important argument against a quantitative study is the fact that all existing
libraries are necessarily limited to structurally static models – structurally
dynamic models are still mostly a matter of research.

This chapter demonstrates the capabilities of the core language and its
compiler at the hand of some selected examples. In particular, we consider
the following language features the most important:

• All aspects discussed in Section 4.1. In particular the translation of
expressions of different shapes, discrete and continuous-time equa-
tions, and the process of elaboration. We have already shown how
these features are translated at the hand of the recursive R-R2 ladder.
Its actual simulation indicates the correctness of these translations.

1https://test.openmodelica.org/libraries/trend.html
2https://github.com/modelica/Modelica-Compliance
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• The actual integration and numerical simulation of differential equa-
tions. Since the technicalities of numerical integration are not part of
this work, we will show this fundamental aspect by some minimal ex-
ample models that are well-known to each Modelica user. Simulation
of these models also confirms the general design of the kernel library.

• Compilation of libraries and reusing of existing models. This point
is the most challenging aspect of a prototypical implementation. Ex-
isting libraries cannot be used unless the implementation is (nearly)
complete and the implementation of a library with the available means
requires significant knowledge about its domain. We approach this
issue again with a minimalistic strategy. We implement a small library
for the modeling of electrical circuits that is barely capable of support-
ing the simulation of the aforementioned R-R2 ladder. This way we
solve two problems at once: The simulation of the ladder, as well as
the basic separate compilation, are shown by the same example.

• Unbounded structurally dynamic models. This work is based on the
fundamental claim that compilation enables the natural treatment of
variable-structure models and in particular those with many or even
an unlimited amount of modes. Again there lies a certain difficulty
in finding a suitable example without depending on some domain-
specific knowledge. Hence we distribute the demonstration of this
feature. All following examples use structural dynamics in one way
or another, even if they could as well be formulated as simple hybrid
models. The case of many modes comes up quite naturally in the
composition of circuits. Hence we use the electrical library again for
such an example. To show an apriori unknown number of modes, we
escape the boundaries of classical Modelica models and implement
a straightforward optimization algorithm in the form of a state ma-
chine. This example also provides us with an excellent demonstration
of the support for redeclarations: We separate the actual algorithm
from the model that is optimized. This separation allows us to opti-
mize completely different models as long as they adhere to the same
interface.

5.1 simple models

Simulation with Modelica is often demonstrated with tiny models. In
this spirit, we provide two simple examples as an introduction into the
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implemented subset of Modelica. They mostly demonstrate the kernel
library and some simple elaboration features.

5.1.1 Tiller’s Bouncing Ball

No work about a Modelica implementation would be complete without
a simulation of the famous Bouncing Ball model. Instead of the more
common discrete formulation that depends on the reinit-operator [see
Fritzson, 2010], we adapt a variant described by Tiller [2001, chapter 7].
Here, the model consists of purely continuous equations. The change in
behavior is hidden in a discontinuity in the calculation of the reflecting
force. As Tiller notes: “So, for some finite time, during the collision, the
solver will be presented with a stiff problem.”
model Bounce //Bouncing Ball using nModelica's structural variability
constant Real g_n = 9.80665 "Standard acceleration of gravity on
earth";

parameter Real m = 1.0 "Mass of the ball", r = 0.2 "Radius of the
ball";

parameter Real c = 1e+4 "Compliance", d = 20.0 "Damping";
Checkpoint cp "Checkpoint for re-elaboration";

Real h(start=5.0) "Height of the ball center";
Real v "Velocity of the ball", a "Acceleration of the ball";
Real f "Force on the ball";

equation
v = der(h); a = der(v);
m * a = f - m * g_n;

if (h <= r) then f = -c * (h-r) - d * v; else f = 0; end if;

when h < r then resume(cp); end when;
when h > r then resume(cp); end when;

initial equation
v = 0.0; a = 0.0; h = 5.0; f = 0.0;

end Bounce;

The model above encapsulates this issue by creating two distinct modes:
By default, the ball is in free fall. Only when it touches the ground, it is
subject to a non-zero force. An if-equation implements this distinction.
The model transitions between the two modes whenever the center of the
ball crosses the y-axis at the radius.
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Figure 5.1: Center of the bouncing ball

Compilation

We use this simple example to illustrate the technicalities of the compilation
of nModelica. The process is fixated in the Makefile in Appendix G.1. Com-
pilation of a Modelica simulation executable depends on a set of builtin
classes and operators. In the case of nModelica, a small subset is sufficient.
These entities are grouped in an Mcl class called Builtin. Throughout
this chapter, all examples use the same version of that class, shown in
Appendix G.1.1. In the first step, this class is compiled to an OCaml mod-
ule with the amsunc command, that is part of the Mcl distribution (see
Appendix E for the sources):

% amsunc Builtin.mcl.class

This step results in a file Builtin.ml that consists of the extracted im-
plementation (in the form of OCaml definitions) and the skeleton of the
class (encoded as an annotation). The module can be compiled to machine
code immediately, with ocamlfind opt that is part of the OCaml compiler
toolchain.

% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Builtin.ml

The next step is to compile the model. Since it is implemented in nMod-
elica, an additional step is required, that encodes the nano Modelica model
into an Mcl class. The shape analysis depends on the structure of the class
Builtin, which has to be loaded as a dependency. Afterwards, the model
is compiled similarly to the first class.
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% amsunc -l Builtin Bounce.nano.mo
Loading Builtin
2 classes, 24 refs, 28 names, 11 operators
[24/24] scopes determined
[24/24] skeletons determined
[26/26] shapes determined
[52/52] lexical scopes determined
[28/28] name-shapes determined
[13/13] expressions determined
[13/13] operators determined
% amsunc Bounce.mcl.class
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Bounce.ml

Each model lives in a specific namespace, often called the “unnamed
root class”. In theory, this namespace contains all existing Modelica classes.
In practice, however, there needs to be a finite list of required classes that
form the outermost hierarchical scope. This universe of classes has to be
established by the user, again in the form of an Mcl class. It consists of all
top-level classes and libraries used by the model. In this simple example,
these are only the builtin classes and operators, and the simulation model
itself:

(* Universe of classes for Bounce *)
Bounce = Bounce ;
Builtin = Builtin ;
Real = Builtin.Real ;
Integer = Builtin.Integer ;
Checkpoint = Builtin.Checkpoint ;
C_resuming = Builtin.C_resuming ;
C_resume = Builtin.C_resume ;
Experiment = Bounce

This root class also has to be compiled via amsunc:

% amsunc Universe.mcl.class
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Universe.ml

The entry point of the simulation is the only top-level module of the ex-
periment. It sets the simulation parameters and selects the main model.
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let elaborate =
let main = do

exp ← experiment • get ;
experiment • put {exp with start=0.0; stop = 5.0;

interval = 0.01 } ;
Universe.Experiment.elaborate "" {}

(Universe.Experiment.parameter {})
in
let _ = exec (Sim:simulate main) with Sim:initial_state in
{}

Compilation of this module yields the necessary OCaml code to generate a
simulation executable:
% amsunc experiment.mcl.module
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Universe.cmx

Builtin.cmx Bounce.cmx -o experiment experiment.ml

Simulation

Simulation and collection of the results are implemented in a somewhat
prototypical manner. The kernel library regularly writes the state of the
simulation to the standard output in a simple format.
% ./experiment > log
% grep OUT log | cut -d: -f2> result.txt
% echo 'plot "result.txt" using "t":".h" with lines' | gnuplot -p

The output of the experiment is filtered for its numerical results. In a
second step, the relevant variables are fed to a tool for plotting, e.g., gnuplot.
More sophisticated methods could, of course, be implemented but are not
needed for our simple examples. The results of the bouncing ball are shown
in Figure 5.1.

5.1.2 Breaking Pendulum

The cartesian pendulum has been a motivating example throughout this
work. Its implementation as a Modelica model is relatively unremarkable,
but a slight change turns it into a demonstration of different physical be-
havior: A breaking pendulum loses its constraint at some point during the
simulation and turns into a projectile. In the Cartesian model, this change
is accomplished by removing the constraint equation and setting the force
to zero:
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model Pendulum /* Breaking variant of the cartesian pendulum */
constant Real pi = 2*asin(1.0);

Real x(start=sin(3.*pi/4.));
Real y(start=cos(pi/4.));
Real vx, vy ,F;

Checkpoint cp;
equation
der(x) = vx; der(y) = vy;
der(vx) = F*x;
der(vy) = F*y - 9.81;

if (not resuming(cp)) then
x*x + y*y = 1; /* pendulum constraint */

when (y > 0.6) then
resume(cp); /* breaking */

end when;
else F = 0; /* free fall */ end if;

initial equation
vx=0; vy=0; x = sin(3.*pi/4.); y = cos(pi/4.);

end Pendulum;

In the model above, the single transition is inspected directly with the
special function resuming. Since there are no further transitions, there is
no need to store the current mode in discrete variables or parameters. The
structural change is implemented in a straightforward if-equation. Simula-
tion results are shown in Figure 5.2. Notably, the simulation passes through
three numerically difficult points (when crossing either the x- or the y-axis)
without further intervention or configuration, thanks to the state-selection
capabilities of Qualidaes.

Compilation & Simulation

The universe of classes and the entry point are similar to the ones shown
before. Compilation and simulation follow the same pattern. The results
(Figure 5.2) show the characteristic swing of the pendulum from the right
to the left. Note, that the numerically different points are passed seamlessly,
thanks to the internal state selection of Qualidaes. After the pendulum has
reached its left apex, motion continues as a free falling mass.
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Figure 5.2: Trajectory of a breaking pendulum

5.2 implementing a library
The most important feature of Modelica is its support for model distribution.
Experts design and implement libraries in their field of expertise and their
models can be reused in different contexts by different modelers, enabling
a swift exchange of ideas and knowledge between different domains. On
the technical side, Modelica libraries are simply classes that do not carry
equations or components but (hierarchically) nested classes (which might
either be sub-libraries or contain simulation code). Naturally, both nano
Modelica and Mcl support such a use case.

5.2.1 The Electrical Library

One of the most fundamental domains that can be covered with Modelica
is the simulation of analog electrical circuits [Cellier et al., 2007]. Its basic
elements, like resistors, capacitors, or inductors follow relatively simple
laws that can be expressed by concise differential equations. Models are
often close to their textbook representation and easily understood by most
readers. Moreover, Kirchhoff’s circuit laws offer a convenient foundation
for model composition. Therefore it yields an ideal example of a Modelica
library.

The basic design of our library is a simplified version of the package
Electrical in the Modelica Standard Library, initially designed by Clauß
et al. [1999, 2000]. The fundamental constituent is the Pin, roughly corre-
sponding to a node or junction in the terminology of Kirchhoff’s laws. Pins
are connectors, they translate the notion of current and voltage to Modelica’s
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implicit equations. Recall, that connected flow quantities yield a sum-to-
zero equation and potentials generate equalities. The former corresponds
to the principle of conservation of electrical charges, and the latter is the
basis of nodal analysis. Each pin of a connected set has its own current
and a shared voltage. The value of the voltage depends on an (arbitrary)
reference node.

Most components have two pins, one positive and one negative to dis-
tinguish the direction of the current. The voltage drop for a component
is expressed as the difference between the reference voltages of its pins.
The current that flows through a component is equal to the current of the
positive pin (the negative pin has the same amount in a different direction):

package Interfaces
connector Pin Real u; flow Real i; end Pin;

model TwoPins
Pin p; Pin n;
Real i; Real u;

equation
u = p.u - n.u;
i = p.i;
p.i + n.i = 0;

end TwoPins;
end Interfaces;

The electrical library contains a small set of components. Among them
are the reference point, Ground, and a model of an ideal resistor. The former
sets the reference voltage to zero. The latter implements Ohm’s law. Both
components are purely algebraic.

model Ground
Interfaces.Pin p(u(start=0.0));
equation
p.u = 0;

end Ground;

model Resistor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real R = 1.0;
equation
u = R * i;

end Resistor;
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5.2.2 Digital-to-Analog Conversion

The first example is the digital-to-analog conversion that served as an exam-
ple in Section 4.1. Its implementation from Section 4.1.1 cannot be simulated
on its own, as it does not provide enough equations to solve for all unknowns.
Since the ladder already declares an input (a ClockDividerPulse model) for
each rung, completion only requires the connection of its output. Since we
are interested in the analog value, we simply connect a voltage sensor. The
test model also declares the necessary inner component and controls the
depth of recursion:
model Test

constant Integer BITS = 3 "Number of signals converted";

inner discrete Boolean clock;
Electrical.Basic.Ground ground;
Ladder ladder(nr = BITS);
Electrical.Sensors.VoltageSensor sensor;
equation
clock = sample(0, 0.1);
connect(sensor.p, ground.p);
connect(sensor.n, ladder.r1.n);

initial equation
sensor.u = 0.1;

end Test;

Compilation & Simulation

The compilation is now somewhat complicated by the presence of the
electrical library. This class needs to be compiled before the Test model but
after the Builtins. It also has to be linked into the universe of classes:
% amsunc Builtin.mcl.class
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Builtin.ml
% amsunc -l Builtin Electrical.nano.mo
Loading Builtin
...
% amsunc Electrical.mcl.class
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Electrical.ml
% amsunc -l Electrical -l Builtin Ladder.nano.mo
Loading Builtin
Loading Electrical
...
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% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Ladder.ml
% amsunc -l Ladder -l Electrical -l Builtin Test.nano.mo
Loading Builtin
Loading Electrical
Loading Ladder
...
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Test.ml
% amsunc Universe.mcl.class
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Universe.ml
% amsunc experiment.mcl.module
% ocamlfind opt -package mclkernel -linkpkg -bin-annot Universe.cmx

Builtin.cmx Electrical.cmx Ladder.cmx Test.cmx -o experiment
experiment.ml
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Figure 5.3: Conversion from digital to analog signals using a recursive R-2R
ladder

Once the electrical library has been compiled, it only needs to be passed
as a dependency to the compilation of the main model. As before, the
executable prints the simulation results in the form of a simple list. The
simulated stepping function is shown in Figure 5.3. Note that the target
voltage does not reach the source voltage of 3.3V. This behavior is indeed
expected from that simple circuit and validates the simulation results.

5.2.3 RLC-Circuit

Only a few circuits are purely algebraic, however. Our simple example
library uses differential equations on two occasions. The dynamic behavior
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of voltage is defined inside a capacitor and that of current inside an inductor:
model Capacitor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real C = 1.0;

equation
C*der(u) = i;

end Capacitor;

model Inductor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real L = 1.0;

equation
L*der(i) = u;

end Inductor;

When combined, these relatively simple components can yield complex
behavior. As an example, consider the series connection of a resistor, an
inductor, and a capacitor, that delayed the signal in the Nand gate in Sec-
tion 1.2.5. This so-called RLC circuit can be described in a style that is close
to its circuit schematics:
model RLC
Electrical.Basic.Inductor inductor(L=1.0);
Electrical.Basic.Capacitor capacitor(C=1.0e-4);
Electrical.Basic.Resistor resistor(R=150.0);
Real chg;

equation
connect(inductor.n, resistor.p);
connect(resistor.n, capacitor.p);
chg = der(capacitor.u);

end RLC;

When exposed to a change in voltage, the circuit exhibits an oscillating
behavior (Figure 5.4). It reaches a stable state only after some time. The
magnitude and number of oscillation depend on the parameters of the
circuit, and the plot shows a rather extreme example, but in a logical circuit,
even small delays might add up, and oscillations might yield a false result.

5.2.4 Models with many Modes

The interface between electronic and electrical models offers a compelling
use case for structurally variable models: The nonlinear behavior of the
former might make it difficult or computationally expensive to simulate
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Figure 5.4: Step response of a series RLC circuit

components of both domains together, but real-world applications often
desire such a combination. It is, however, possible to view the active elec-
tronic parts of a model as different modes of a passive component. An ideal
diode, for instance, can be seen as a switch that is either open or closed and
changes its state depending on either voltage or current [Zimmer, 2010].
Since larger circuits consist of many such components, consequent mod-
eling leads to a combinatorial explosion of modes. A model that consists
of 𝑛 such ideal diodes has 2𝑛 potential modes of operation. The following
example demonstrates the implementation and simulation of such models
at the hand of the full adder.

Implementation of the delayed Nand gate

With the use of checkpoints and the electrical library, the implementation
of the Nand gate from Section 1.2.5 is relatively straightforward:

Real a, b; // input signals
Checkpoint cp; // behavorial changes

// desired output, recompute on every change
discrete Boolean mode(start = not (a >= hi and b >= hi),
restart=true);

Real o(start = if mode then 3.3 else 0.0); // actual output

// infer current state
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parameter Boolean stable = (mode and o >= hi) or ((not mode) and o
<= lo);

parameter Boolean raising = (not stable) and mode;

// analog behavior
Electrical.Sources.ConstantVoltage voltage(v = 3.3) if raising;
Electrical.Basic.Ground ground if not stable;
RLC rlc(capacitor(u(start=o))) if not stable;

The mode of the gate is determined by the start values of its inputs.
Accordingly, the electrical components are present or absent. A voltage
source is only necessary when the mode is raising. In the falling configura-
tion, the RLC circuit is directly connected to the ground. Transitions are
implemented by resuming to the checkpoint as usual. The complete model
can be found in Appendix G.2.1.

Delayed binary addition

As already mentioned, Nand gates are functionally complete, i.e., all logical
functions, up to complete microprocessors, can be implemented with only
this one model. For instance, the logical disjunction can be implemented
with three Nand gates (Appendix G.2.1).

A more complex example of such a logical function is the addition of
binary values. A half adder (implemented with Nand gates in Figure 5.5)
adds two binary numbers and yields a sum and a carry signal (indicating
an overflow). Two half adders and an Or gate form a full adder, a circuit
that adds three binary numbers (one of them is considered an input carry
signal) and yields a sum and a carry bit. The latter circuit can be chained to
build 𝑛-bit adders by linking the carry signal of the 𝑛 − 1-th full adder to
the input carry-signal of the 𝑛-th adder. This design is called a ripple carry
adder.

Simulation

For the sake of brevity, we only simulate a 1-bit adder in this example.
Its implementation and the full experiment is shown in Appendix G.2.
Instead of testing all possible combinations, the simulated circuit creates
the (binary) numbers from zero to three by addition (Figure 5.7). The result
is converted by the R-R2 ladder and shows a significant deviation from the
ideal response. Notably, there is even a false result for a short period when
the counter increments from one to two. This behavior is explained by the
simultaneous fall of the sum signal and raise of the carry signal. The latter
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model HalfAdder
parameter Real hi = 3.2;
parameter Real lo = 0.2;

Real a; Real b;

NAND u1(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=b));
NAND u2(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u1.o), b(start=u1.o));
NAND u3(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=u1.o));
NAND u4(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u1.o), b(start=b));
NAND u5(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u3.o), b(start=u4.o));

Real s(start=u5.o); Real cout(start=u2.o);
equation

connect(a, u1.a);
connect(b, u1.b);
connect(a, u3.a);
connect(u1.o, u3.b);
connect(u1.o, u4.a);
connect(b, u4.b);
connect(u1.o, u2.a);
connect(u1.o, u2.b);
connect(u3.o, u5.a);
connect(u4.o, u5.b);
connect(s, u5.o);
connect(cout, u2.o);

end HalfAdder;

u3

𝑎 u2 𝑐out

u1

𝑏 u5 𝑠

u4

Figure 5.5: nModelica model of a half adder and its schematics
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Figure 5.6: Schematics of the delayed binary adder
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is faster than the former, and consequently, both signals are set to a high
level for a short time. This phenomenon demonstrates the importance of
latency analysis and simulation of analog behavior in electronic circuits.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation of the delayed binary adder

The 1-bit full adder (schematics in Figure 5.6) consists of two half adders
and one or gate. On the whole, the model consists of 13 Nand gates (five
in each half adder and three in the or-gate). This combination amounts
to more than 67 million potential modes. It is unquestionably possible to
model this example with fewer or only one mode, but the deactivation of
unused capacitance and inductance reduces the number of the equations
drastically (it ranges between 290 and 101 unknowns instead of the theoret-
ical maximum of 438). In the prototypical implementation, this reduction
cuts down the simulation time to about one-sixth (although this ratio is
probably not representative for a highly optimized implementation).

5.3 parameter optimization

Structurally variable models are a versatile technique. It is not only possible
to change a model’s behavior during the simulation, but also to embed
nested simulations into a larger context. This embedding can be used to
optimize the parameters of a model for some desired outcome.
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Figure 5.8: Schematics of the golden-section search algorithm
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Figure 5.9: Convergence of the optimal angle and simulated trajectories
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5.3.1 Golden-section Search

A particularly simple method to determine such an optimum is the Golden-
section search invented by Kiefer [1953]. It requires the successive evaluation
of a (continuous) goal function and finds an optimum by the successive
reduction of the search interval [𝑎, 𝑏]. The name stems from the fact that
the goal function is evaluated at a point 𝑎 < 𝑐 < 𝑏 that splits the interval
according to the golden ration. Press et al. [1989] give a detailed description.

The search algorithm can be implemented directly as a Modelica func-
tion [see Wigermo and Von Grundherr, 2008]. This approach is useful in
control applications, but rules out the use case of parameter optimization.
To enable this advanced use case, we formulate the algorithm itself as a
variable-structure model.

At each iteration, the search requires two evaluations of the goal function
by simulating the underlying model (Figure 5.8). Therefore, the implemen-
tation(Appendix G.3) consists of two modes, one for each simulation. The
goal function expects an input parameter, arg and exposes a discrete signal
finished that indicates a successful simulation. A parameter restart indi-
cates the re-evaluation. The resulting value is stored in the discrete variable
score. Due to the iterative approach we must now consider two different
values of the simulation time when interpreting the simulation results: The
global value ranges over all iterations, whereas the local value is 0 at the start
of each iteration.

As a trivial example, consider the motion of a projectile thrown with an
initial angle 𝜙.
model Throw
parameter Boolean restart = false;
parameter Real arg = 0.0 "Goal function argument";
parameter Real time_offset = 0.0 "Difference to simulation time";

discrete Boolean finished(start=false, restart=restart);
discrete Real score(start = 0.0);

Real vx(start = 9.81 * cos(arg), restart=restart);
Real vy(start = 9.81 * sin(arg), restart=restart);
Real x(start = 0.0, restart=restart);
Real y(start = 0.0, restart=restart);

equation

when y < 0.0 then
finished = true;
score = x;
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end when;

der(x) = vx; der(vx) = 0.0;
der(y) = vy; der(vy) = -9.81;
initial equation
vx = 9.81 * cos(arg);
vy = 9.81 * sin(arg);
y = 0.0;
x = 0.0;

end Throw;

It is well known that the maximum distance is achieved for 𝜙 = 45° =
𝜋
4 rad. Figure 5.9 shows how the interval converges around that value. The
bracket starts with a very wide estimate (between 0 and 𝜋

2 ) and closes to 𝜋
4

with a tolerance of 1‰ after 32 iterations.

5.4 reusing models by inheritance

Consider a spaceship that attempts to land on the Moon similarly to the
Eagle of the Apollo 11 mission. We assume that the capsule has just left its
orbit with its deorbit burn and is now approaching the ground (Figure 5.10).
At some point there will be a landing burn to slow down enough for a safe
landing (in particular shedding the horizontal velocity). After that burn
it is possible to correct the approach by providing several correction burns,
countering gravity. Each correction wastes some propellant. Therefore the
autopilot should attempt to brake just before touch down in what is aptly
called a “Suicide Burn”.

Finding that ideal point for the burn is nontrivial. The mass of the
lander is continuously decreasing while the engine is powered. Starting the
engine too late results in what is sometimes euphemistically called a “Rapid
Unscheduled Disassembly” — starting it too early might waste propellant
or even lead to empty tanks before the surface is reached safely (again with
an adverse effect on the structural integrity of the lander).

This problem is an ideal application of the parameter optimization
shown earlier. It would, of course, be tedious to re-implement the golden-
section search for this case. Instead, we are going to reuse the existing model
in a new context. With the help Modelica’s redeclaration-statement, the
search can be applied to a new goal function that incorporates the simulation
of a landing attempt with a fixed time for the landing burn.
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Figure 5.10: Schematics of a Moon landing approach

5.4.1 Modeling

Modeling the lander is straightforward. We use an arbitrary system of
coordinates with 𝑥 = 0 at the deorbit burn, 𝑦 denotes the height above the
surface. Gravity accelerates the ship towards the surface. The horizontal
velocity remains constant, as there is no drag on the Moon. For a rocket
running with thrust 𝐹 and a specific impulse of 𝐼𝑠𝑝, the propellant mass flow
is calculated as:

�̇�𝑝 =
−𝐹
𝑔𝐼𝑠𝑝

Here, 𝑔 is the gravitational constant of Earth. Both parameters 𝐼𝑠𝑝 and 𝐹
are properties of the rocket engine. The effective acceleration depends on the
mass 𝑚 = 𝑚dry +𝑚𝑝. Flight geometry is modeled by the current coordinates
𝑥 and 𝑦, the velocity vx and vy , and the prograde angle 𝜙. We assume a
simplified autopilot (see below) that keeps the craft oriented towards the
retrograde direction (i.e., the engine pointing forward) and is capable of
enabling or disabling the engine. The craft experiences an acceleration
in the opposite direction of its engine proportional to its remaining mass.
This gives the following basic equations (the whole model can be found in
Appendix G.4.1):
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/* Propellant limitations */
when m_p <= 0.0 then max_thrust = 0.0; end when;

/* Flight physics */
der(x) = vx; der(vx) = Fx / m;
der(y) = vy; der(vy) = (Fy / m) - g;

/* dynamic mass */
m = dry_mass + m_p;

/* thrust */
F = pilot.throttle * max_thrust;

/* propellant consumption */
der(m_p) = (-F) / (g0 * isp);

/* craft geometry, thrust points retrograde */
phi = atan2(-1. * vx, -1. * vy);
Fy = F*cos(phi);
Fx = F*sin(phi);

The Autopilot

The autopilot follows a simple protocol: It initiates the landing burn after a
fixed time (burn_time). Small burns control the descent velocity. The engine
stops when a safe velocity is reached and restarts when either horizontal
or vertical speed reaches a critical value. (In the example, only the vertical
velocity will ever raise, but the strategy applies to different trajectories as
well.) The implementation uses only discrete variables (Appendix G.4.2).

Optimization

Searching an optimal approach requires a new goal function. This function,
shown in Appendix G.4.3, expects the time of the initial landing burn. The
simulation is finished when the lander touches the ground. The remaining
velocity shall be minimized, a perfect landing would touch down at the
point of standstill. As an additional criterion, the remaining amount of
propellant distinguishes safe landings with a too early braking burn from
the optimal approach, so the perfect landing also uses the least amount of
propellant.
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The experiment does not reimplement the optimization. It reuses that
part of the model. The new goal function is set handed into the optimization
library with a redeclaration:
model Burn
extends GSS(b(start=120.0));
redeclare model GoalFunction = Goal;

end Burn;

5.4.2 Simulation

The simulation converges to an optimal start value of around 102.5s (Fig-
ure 5.11). With that configuration, the lander gently touches down after ca.
141s.
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Figure 5.11: Convergence of the optimization and vertical trajectory of the
optimal landing



6 conclusion

We have investigated the link between structurally dynamic models and the
architecture of a Modelica compiler. This investigation posed four research
questions. This chapter summarizes these questions and our answers before
it concludes this thesis with a discussion of related work, an outline of future
research, and a discussion of its main result.

6.1 recapitulation
The four detailed research questions of this theses regarded the formaliza-
tion of Modelica’s operational semantics, their separation from the symbol-
ical and numerical treatment of models, their correct translation, and their
support for structurally variable models. The answers to these questions
confirm our main hypothesis but are also interesting on their own.

6.1.1 Operational Semantics

The compilation of Modelica rests on the design of our core language, Mcl.
Even though Mcl is still rather large for a core calculus, it is tiny compared
to Modelica. Despite this compactness, it integrates a formalized semantics
of elaboration and hierarchical evaluation. The former contains modeling
routines as first class citizens and thus can naturally express structurally
variable models with an arbitrary number of modes. The latter covers the
most complicated aspects of Modelica. Mcl’s compactness stems from a
major design decision regarding Modelica’s complex dynamic semantics.
Instead of replicating all aspects of elaboration and simulation in the core
language, we have focused on the essential features.

6.1.2 Treatment of Models

The vast majority of Modelica’s semantics is implemented in the core language
itself and organized in the form of a kernel library. Among others, this
library consists of fundamental data structures, embedded languages for
equations, structural analysis, and numerical simulation. At roughly one-
sixth the size (1400 lines of code vs. 9000) of the compiler itself, the kernel
library is comparatively easy to maintain. It is also easy to extend: Features
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like connect-equations can and have been added to the library seamlessly.
Such additions are possible because Mcl does not make any assumptions
about the internal modeling state during elaboration. Each model depends
only on some of its aspects. Adding a new modeling aspect is as simple as
changing the initial state in the kernel libraries module Sim.

6.1.3 Translation

The core of this thesis is the compilation from Mcl to OCaml. This process
is organized into three stages. The first, α deals with the elaboration: All
modeling routines are desugared to normal functions. The output is in
the continuation passing style. This allows for an efficient control-flow (all
functions are automatically tail-recursive) and in particular the “jumps”
required by structural changes. The second stage, 𝛽 is of an administrative
nature: To fulfill the original motivation of a separate compiler, it splits
definitions and classes. The remaining class, the skeleton, is needed as
an interface for the compilation of depends. The extracted definitions, the
implementation, can directly be compiled to OCaml (and further to machine
code) .

The third stage of the second phase, 𝛾 stands out in its complexity
and effort. Where the first two stages are straightforward syntax-driven
transformations, this final function requires the evaluation of hierarchical
references. This lookup might be a trivial part of the static semantics of other
languages, but it is surprisingly difficult in Modelica. Due to open recursion
and the uniform treatment of classes and other declarations, it is possible
to create looping class references. These loops are not problematic in an
interpreter (as occasional non-termination is expected there). However, a
user rightfully expects a compiler to finish at some point. For this reason,
we have developed a restriction on the hierarchic nodes and shown how it
guarantees termination of a straightforward interpreter. 𝛾 then uses this
interpreter to evaluate all (transitive) references used in an expression. The
so obtained group of expressions is rewritten into a group of mutually
recursive functions, which can then be compiled to OCaml.

Correctness

To validate the compilation, we cannot resort to established techniques.
Contextual correctness is not directly applicable to the required statements
about the stages, and logical relations are far too complicated for a cursory
introduction and only applicable in a typed setting. Instead, we have estab-
lished our own notion of equivalence in the spirit of Pitt’s relation. By using
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only some selected reduction rules, this relation has become tractable. With
this relation we have defined the correctness of each stage as the preser-
vation of equivalence after evaluation, i.e., a stage is correct if for any two
terms that are equivalent after evaluation the stage yields two output terms
that are so.

This property is compositional: A simple argument shows that the
composition of two correct stages is also a correct transformation. The
correctness of the second phase hence follows from the correctness of all
stages. We have shown each stage’s correctness separately. In case of the
first stage, this follows via induction and application of α. The second and
third stages are equivalence transformations.

Compilation concludes with the generation of OCaml from the output
of the second phase. This somewhat technical process requires some care
regarding names and data structures but is otherwise relatively unremark-
able. The sole exception is the choice of a statically typed language as a back
end. Up to this point type safety of neither Modelica nor Mcl has been a
topic. Nevertheless, OCaml’s type-checker guarantees that all compiled
models and in particular the kernel library are free from “stuck” terms.
Although type errors are reported somewhat late and are also considerably
hard to decipher, this is a welcome safety net — especially given Modelica’s
implicitness and the complexity it causes in the front end.

6.1.4 Structural Variability

The support for structurally variable models rests on the availability of con-
tinuations as first-class citizens in Mcl. This feature generalizes the notion
of control flow during elaboration. Since preprocessing and simulation can
be expressed as modeling routines, it thus becomes natural to invoke them
not only once but arbitrarily often. Consequentially, a model might enter
many modes and even compute these modes during simulation.

Its introduction into our nModelica frontend reflects the simplicity of this
approach: One built-in class, two operators, and one attribute to unknowns
suffice for this feature. Their implementation is handled completely in the
kernel library. No additional pre-processing or changes to the numerical
routines are necessary.

6.2 related work

There has been a plethora of published research regarding programming
languages in general and equation-based modeling languages in particular.
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We can only cover the work that is most closely related to this thesis. This
selection includes previous work on Modelica, the research on modeling
languages in particular, and some related aspects of programming language
theory.

6.2.1 Modelica

Modelica has a thriving research community, and many of the questions
addressed here have been the topic of or are related to former publica-
tions. The most relevant of them deal with variable-structure modeling and
Modelica’s semantics.

Variable-Structure Modeling

As already mentioned, one of the first tools to extend Modelica with capa-
bilities for variable-structure modeling was MOSILAB [Nytsch-Geusen and
Ernst, 2005]. The language MOSILA extends its ancestor with an explicit
notation for statecharts, inspired by UML. It lacks support for higher-index
systems and is therefore not directly affected by the combinatorial explosion
that arises from the composition of structurally variable models. In a certain
sense, Mcl is a spiritual descendant of MOSILA, as it attempts to address
precisely this shortcoming.

A more modern approach to structurally dynamic models leverages
existing implementations[Mehlhase, 2014, 2012, 2015]. The DySMo frame-
work separates models into their modes and treats each mode separately
with an existing implementation that does not need to support structural
variability. It then controls the simulation from a high level and switches be-
tween modes as necessary. This design automatically inherits all supported
language features (in particular higher-index systems) from the underlying
tool. On the other hand, it only supports a few modes, that need to be
known at the time of code generation.

Another approach is developed by Elmqvist et al. [2014]: It leverages
a recent addition to the hybrid semantics of Modelica, the so-called syn-
chronous state machines for the expression of the different modes of a model.
All different modes of a model are merged into a single set of equations.
The difference in behavior is then expressed with if-conditionals inside
the resulting expressions. Although it avoids the combinatorial explosion,
this method easily leads to simulation-time errors, e.g., due to a singularity,
or problems during regularization. Mattsson et al. [2015] addresses some
of these issues with a better-suited algorithm for index-reduction, but the
general problem remains: If all modes are merged like this, the simulation
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does not benefit if some or even most of them are simple. Instead, it always
confronts the integrator with the most complex equations.

Modelica Semantics

The (formal) semantics of Modelica has been subject to surprisingly little
research. As Broman and Fritzon [2007] argue, this is both caused by the
sheer size of the task and the lack of an abstract (syntactical) definition of
Modelica.

This effect is especially notable in the case of static semantics. Although
we did explicitly ignore this aspect throughout this thesis, it is related to
the hierarchical semantics. This part of the language is traditionally consid-
ered a part of the static semantics, sometimes explicitly called a “compile-
time evaluation”[Broman et al., 2006a]. While we agree that the model
hierarchies and references must be resolved at compile-time, we consider
evaluation an inherently dynamic procedure. This apparent contradiction
motivated the need for a terminating evaluation of hierarchical terms in
Chapter 4.

The work of Kågedal and Fritzson [1998] is an attempt to formalize an
early version of Modelica with the means of natural semantics. The given
rules are mainly concerned with the flattening of models. Interestingly,
the author considers the resulting system as part of the static semantics of
a model, where we put it firmly into the dynamic part under the label of
elaboration. This difference probably stems from the focus on generating
code for the numerical simulation and the reduced complexity of that early
incarnation of the modeling language. Consequently, Kågedal and Fritzson
does not discuss open recursion or any other more complex aspect of the
elaboration.

Mauss [2005] gives an algorithmic specification of the instantiation pro-
cedure that includes redeclarations. It is unclear, though, if the approach
supports full open recursion on classes or whether it is guaranteed to ter-
minate. It also avoids the combination of hierarchical and proper terms.

Satabin et al. [2015] use a style comparable to ours, but favor a global
environment (called class table) over our substitution based approach. Inter-
estingly, they also notice the difficulty in separating the static semantics of a
model from its dynamics but circumvent this problem by restricting their
input language. In particular, no short class definitions or redeclarations
are considered. It is also somewhat unclear if their approach allows for
the late binding of modifications. Despite these differences, the presented
technique can be another approach to obtain the values for our special
variables in the first place.
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6.2.2 Modeling Languages

The intention of developing Mcl has not been to use it for modeling and
simulation per se, but rather to obtain a tool for the research on modeling
languages. Several other languages have been developed with a similar
focus.

MKL / Modelyze

Broman defines the probably closest relative to Mcl, the Modeling Kernel
Language MKL [Broman, 2010], which expresses models as instances of
an open, i.e., extensible, abstract syntax tree. The main difference between
MKL and Mcl lies in the implementation of the embedded language: MKL
uses the classical approach of a deeply embedded language in the form of
an open algebraic datatype, while Mcl uses a modeling state encoded as an
open record.

While both languages are equally expressive (in particular MKL natu-
rally supports higher order modeling), we argue that the modeling domain
is somewhat simpler to extend in Mcl, because the modeling routines only
depend on a part of the elaboration state. Naturally, MKL gives a greater
flexibility regarding the modeling language itself and allows for the sim-
ple addition of new language features or modeling methodologies. Such
freedom is not necessary for an intermediate language like Mcl, however.

Like Mcl, MKL features a fully specified dynamic semantics. Interest-
ingly, it also does not have builtin simulation capabilities but its version of
the kernel library. Contrary to Mcl, MKL does not attempt to explain the
hierarchical aspects of Modelica classes and consequently does not support
nested classes, redeclarations, or inheritance.

MKL later evolved into Modelyze[Broman and Siek, 2012]. This new
language focuses on the description of embedded languages and pairs the
staging-related features known from MKL with gradual typing. It is a
logical step forward from the perspective of embedded domain-specific
modeling languages. As such it is even more distinct from Mcl which is
not only agnostic concerning types but also does not feature any specific
syntax for staging.

Hydra

Hydra [Giorgidze and Nilsson, 2008, Giorgidze, 2012] is a declarative mod-
eling and simulation language that is embedded in Haskell. It is based on
the concept of functional hybrid modeling, i.e., it focuses on the description
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of signals in a statically typed, purely functional setting. Equations are im-
plemented as (acausal) relations over signals and interpreted by inspecting
the code that implements the relations. Hydra uses a hybrid strategy for
the embedding. A shallow DSL implements models and its relations are
deeply embedded using Haskell’s quasi-quoting.

Hydra’s approach to simulation is similar to that of Mcl: Both support
unbounded structurally variable models by the integration of simulation
and elaboration. Hydra focuses more on the symbolical manipulation
and efficient code generation through just-in-time compilation, however.
Implementing the latter for Mcl would be interesting. Unlike Mcl, Hydra
has no notion of classes or hierarchical elements. It inherits the means for
the programming in the large from its host language.

Sol

Sol, the modeling language presented by Zimmer [2010] is designed around
a fundamentally object-oriented approach. Not only instances of models
but even basic operators are implemented as communicating agents. The
distinctive feature of Sol is the simulation-time mutation operator << that
allows implementing all kinds of hybrid and structurally variable systems.
Sol is the first published language that supports highly structurally variable
models. In that regard, it is comparable to Mcl, albeit the fundamental
difference in the underlying paradigm.

Despite a superficial syntactic similarity, Sol was never intended to be
compatible with Modelica semantics. Hence its hierarchical elements show
a significantly different (and somewhat simpler) behavior. Zimmer also did
not attempt to formally specify the language, as he considers it mostly a
vehicle for the advancement of modeling itself.

Modia

A relatively young experimental modeling language is Modia, developed
by Elmqvist et al. [2016]. It is a domain specific language that is deeply
embedded in the (similarly new) language Julia [Bezanson et al., 2012]. Julia
features a macro system that is similar to that of Scheme. It also supports
the runtime generation of fast, specialized machine code, making it highly
suitable for technical computing in general and modeling and simulation
in particular. Modia leverages these features and builds models that are
syntactically similar to Modelica with the help of macros. Equations are
represented and dealt with in a way closer to Hydra than to Mcl. Some
hierarchical features of Modia, e.g., inheritance, resemble their counterparts
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in Mcl but the language is still highly experimental and therefore little
can be said about how far these similarities reach. It is clear, however, that
Modia’s “piggybacking” strategy is an interesting solution to the need for
efficient code generation and the technical complexities that come with
language design and implementation.

6.2.3 Programming Languages

The extent of literature that covers programming languages, in general, is
overwhelming. Any selection of related work has to remain objectively
incomplete. The following list is thus a subjective selection of work that
seems related in this context.

Modules

The hierarchical aspects of Mcl resemble a sophisticated module language.
Recursive, nested modules [Garrigue and Nakata, 2011, Nakata and Gar-
rigue, 2006, see] are very similar to the hierarchical elements of Mcl. In
particular, they also use special variables for the definition of recursive
lookup. The main difference is the usage of functors. While classical mod-
ule languages in the style of ML use this feature for abstraction, Mcl, like
Modelica, relies on inheritance and redeclarations.

Rohloff and Lorenzen [2012] discusses the translation of recursive mod-
ules to a “flat” language. This process is very similar to the third stage of
the second phase. The translation is considerably more advanced, though:
Rohloff focuses on a strictly evaluated language for efficiency and only
resorts to recursion, when strictly necessary. Mcl trades efficiency for
conciseness. It would certainly be interesting, to apply the more efficient
techniques to the modeling language, though.

Effects & Monads

The composition of effectful computations from different domains in declar-
ative languages is a well-known problem. One classical solution to this
problem is to use monad transformers [Liang et al., 1995] instead of monads
and to construct the required composition manually. This approach has
several downsides: It is complicated, the order of composition matters, and
it is nontrivial to adapt existing monads. Further research has lead to the
generalization of effect handlers in the language Eff[Bauer and Pretnar, 2015].
Similar techniques have been proposed for OCaml[Dolan et al., 2015]. Here,
all kinds of computational effects can be used during evaluation and are
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dealt with by user-defined handlers in a process comparable to a generalized
catch/throw semantics of exceptions.

The elaboration parts of Mcl could be implemented in these frame-
works as well, but its current formalization is simpler than effect handlers
or state transformers. Instead of composing arbitrary effects or monadic
computations, Mcl only composes different instances of the state monads,
distinguished by an associated label. Algebraic effects also offer no direct
way for the specification of control flow. It is possible to express the elab-
oration semantics of Mcl without the need to rely on the complexity of
monad transformers nor the specific provisions of Eff, e.g., a mutable store
for the denotational semantics. This in turn allows us to implement Mcl by
a relatively simple translation to OCaml.

Equivalence and Correctness of Transformations

Our definition of equivalence roughly follows the design laid out by Pitts.
There, the equivalence relation is defined to be the largest relation that is
transitive, reflexive, symmetric, compatible, substitutive, and adequate for
the observation of termination[Pierce, 2005, chapter 7]. The application of
this relation to a minimal version of ML requires a large machinery, and
it is unclear how this machinery can be applied to a language like Mcl.
Our approach considers only the subset of all adequate terms that is suffi-
cient for our case. This choice simplifies matters significantly: Some rules
can be merged, e.g., between compatibility and transitivity, substitutivity
becomes a corollary of the definition, and all equivalent terms can easily
be enumerated since equivalence is an inductively defined relation. The
resulting loss of generality does not interfere with our objective since the
set of “interesting” equivalences is fixed.

Proving the correctness of a transformation is an old[McCarthy and
Painter, 1967] and well-established[Dave, 2003] research subject. A standard
technique in that field is the search for a bisimulation relation[Wand, 1995].
When such a relation can be found, it is possible to establish a form of
observational equivalence between different programs of different calculi.
Leroy [2009] demonstrates that this approach is indeed practically usable
real-world applications. In the case of Mcl it would be overkill, though: Not
only does our core language not expose any observable behavior besides
termination, it is also formulated in a big-step style without intermediate
transitions. Since we are not interested in diverging programs or a small-
step formulation, the chosen equivalence relation provides a much simpler
way to verify our transformation.
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6.3 future work

This thesis is naturally only a small step towards a complete, standard
compliant Modelica compiler. There is plenty of work left just from a
technical point of view as well as several points of future research. This
section covers the most interesting of these.

6.3.1 Standard Modelica

Readers that are familiar with Modelica will have noted the absence of
some common elements of the language, among them functions, arrays and
access control. These aspects were left out to focus on the more relevant
parts, but they are topics of research in their own right.

Functions

Modelica functions can be written in an algorithmic style. They feature
named arguments as well as default values for parameters. Naturally, func-
tions can invoke other functions. Additionally, they are seen as a special
form of classes and subject to all the hierarchic features, e.g., open recursion,
modifications, redeclarations, and inheritance). While this certainly makes
their compilation non-trivial, it does hardly justify further research. Adding
support for functions to constant, parameter, or discrete expressions is a
tedious but straightforward undertaking.

What turns functions into an attractive object of further investigations
is their use in differential equations. Here, Modelica does not put any
restraints on the modeler and allows for arbitrary expressions (with few
special exceptions). This comfort comes at a price, though: If a differential
equation needs to be differentiated, so does a function that is used inside
its expression. Note that the degree of differentiation is impossible to
know before elaboration. Of course, any functions that are invoked by the
differentiated function need to be differentiated as well, and so on. For
recursive functions, this procedure needs to stop at some point (“tying the
knot”). For that to happen, functions somehow need to be identified. Since
they are subject to hierarchical modifications and inheritance, this requires
some form of identification of the hierarchical environment. Whether such
identification requires an explicit notion of mutable state, lazy evaluation, or
any other language extension and the impact of any such extension should
be subject to further research.
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Non-scalar Equations

Another prominent absent feature is Modelica’s support for arrays. Again,
arrays do not impose any fundamental problems when they are added to
the constant, parameter, or discrete expressions, but become problematic
when used inside differential equations. Modelica’s support for non-scalar
equations causes this problem. In Modelica, equations can relate records
and arrays directly. Take for example the following equation from the
ComplexBlocks package of the Modelica Standard Library:
y = k1*u1Internal + k2*u2Internal;

Here, y is a complex variable, i.e. a record with fields re and im. The addi-
tion operator is overloaded for that record (a similar equation would work
with arrays). The Modelica specification is reluctant with a specification of
the precise semantics of such equations, but empirical investigations suggest
that most implementations create several scalar equations depending on
the type of the constituents, i.e., two equations for the real and imaginary
parts.

The formalization of this scalarization should be subject to further re-
search, as it is unclear how such an inspection affects the elaboration. It is,
for instance, possible to create arrays of parameters as well as parameters
that are arrays. Arrays can also contain records. Each possible combination
leads to slightly different scalar equations. Currently, it is unclear how (or
even if) such a dispatch can be implemented in the type-agnostic manner
of Mcl.

6.3.2 Types

Although the compilation guarantees type-safety thanks to the OCaml front
end, it detects errors rather late and reports them rather inconveniently.
This motivates the introduction of types to Mcl. While the core features
are straightforward, there are two aspects that require more attention to the
detail: The hierarchical classes can be seen as mutually recursive, nested
modules. Type inference for such modules still subject to research [Nakata
and Garrigue, 2005] and it would be interesting to see, how Mcl can be
linked to it. Elaboration on the other hand is akin to a builtin monadic
computation in the continuation passing style. It should be possible to apply
current research regarding effect inference to a hypothetical type system
for Mcl. Naturally, such a work would also require a reformulation of the
semantics into a small step form (and consequently proving its equivalence).
It would be interesting to reapply the results to the type safety of Modelica,
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potentially paving the way to a well-founded definition of type safety for
the modeling language.

6.3.3 Front End Formalization

Although the compilation guarantees type-safety thanks to the OCaml front
end, it detects errors rather late and reports them rather inconveniently.
This deficiency motivates the introduction of types to Mcl. While the core
features are straightforward, two aspects require more attention to the
detail: The hierarchical classes can be seen as mutually recursive, nested
classes. Type inference for such modules still subject to research[Nakata
and Garrigue, 2005] and it would be compelling to see, how Mcl can be
linked to it. Elaboration, on the other hand, is akin to a builtin monadic
computation in the continuation passing style. It should be possible to
apply current research regarding effect inference to a hypothetical type
system for Mcl. Naturally, such a work would also require a reformulation
of the semantics into a small-step form (and consequently proving its equiv-
alence). It would be interesting to reapply the results to the type safety of
Modelica, potentially paving the way to a well-founded definition of type
safety for the modeling language. Besides ignoring the static semantics of
Mcl, we gave the the Modelica front end only a cursory treatment. This
was mainly motivated by its complexity. But the properties discussed there
also lack some formalization. While some aspects like the variability or
connectivity of expressions are discussed in the Modelica specification,
others are only indirectly mentioned (optionality, ownership or purity).
Their interaction is often completely ignored (it is for instance unclear if
optional outer components require corresponding optional inner compo-
nents). This makes it hard to establish an understanding of correctess and
completeness. A formalization of the front end (including both look up
and analysis) could resolve such issues and provide a useful addition to the
existing specification.

6.3.4 Mechanization

The definition of Mcl and its compilation is rather extensive. Like any big,
formal system it probably contains some errors. Minor mistakes in the
formalization might not play a significant role in practice, as long as the
implementation behaves as expected. Nevertheless, such mistakes could be
found by a mechanization of the lemmata used throughout this thesis.

Implementing Mcl in a proof assistant like Coq [Paulin-Mohring, 1993]
is probably rather uninteresting on its own. However, it holds an interesting
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opportunity when it comes to the certification of models. When both the
translator and the kernel library are available in a mechanized form, it
should be possible to mechanically verify properties of models that affect
the safety of elaboration. e.g., the Structural Constraint Delta [Broman et al.,
2006b].

6.3.5 Optimizations

During this thesis, efficiency has been of little concern. This disregard
affects both the compiler as well as the kernel library. The most obvious
problem is the use of purely functional data structures during elaboration
and simulation. This design leads to much unnecessary copying and is
devastating for the practical performance. It is not a problem for a research
prototype, though and can be fixed straightforwardly, since OCaml supports
imperative features.

Access Control

On a more fundamental level, the implementation suffers from its generality
for hierarchic references. Since every class is considered replaceable and
every value is considered modifiable, each reference can only be looked
up when a root model is fixed. In practice, there is only one such model,
the simulation experiment, and the third stage degenerates to a singular
linking step, looking up all references at once.

At the same time, only a few constant values are ever modified, and even
fewer classes are replaceable in practice. Additionally, the modeler can ex-
plicitly prevent modifications with the final keyword and hide declarations
as protected. There is a potential to leverage these pieces of information
during compilation, but it requires a careful investigation to determine their
representation in Mcl and the form and extent of such an optimization.

Runtime Compilation

The simulation itself is affected by the embedding of equations in the kernel
library. Although a shallow embedding yields a significantly lower inter-
pretative overhead, it nonetheless is not the optimum. The computation of
the residual equations is a perfect match for runtime metaprogramming. In
a recent study, Heiber[Heiber, 2017] concludes that the usage of a low-level
language like LLVM is a preferable solution. However, it could also be
worthwhile to replace the back end with a language that has direct support
for metaprogramming, e.g. MetaOCaml[Kiselyov, 2014], and either forward
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its features to Mcl or add a corresponding quasi-primitive to the kernel
library. In any case, the generation of near-optimum machine code should
be investigated further, especially in combination with partial evaluation,
e.g. of discrete variables, and structurally variable models.

6.4 discussion

The preceding sections demonstrated how a Modelica compiler could be
implemented with the combination of a core language and a kernel library.
This section concludes this thesis with a review of its design decisions and
their alternatives, a consideration of Modelica’s semantics in the light of
Mcl, and a discussion of the relation between our architecture and structural
variability.

6.4.1 Design Decisions

This thesis could have been approached differently in many ways. During
its development, we made several design decisions regarding its scope,
the abstractions, and their implementation. This section explains the most
important of these decisions.

Open Monadic Elaboration

Describing the elaboration semantics as state monads over an open state is
not only sufficient for Modelica. It also stays close to the specification, e.g.,
when it comes to the collection of equations, and is a safe foundation for
composition and first-class models. Adding new modeling aspects, e.g., a
new connection domain, does not require a change of existing models. This
feature makes it possible to develop the kernel library incrementally.

From the perspective of modeling semantics, it might seem a little odd
to leave the internal structure of the modeling state to a kernel library, but
from the operational point of view, this is a natural decision. In some sense,
the kernel library is the specification of that state and the fact that it is in a
machine-readable form could even be considered an improvement over the
existing informal specification of Modelica.

Of course, it would have been possible to describe the modeling state
imperatively and dismiss the monadic framework. However, the proof of
correctness of the second phase rests on the side-effect free specification of
this inherently ordered process and coupling it with a continuation passing
style drives the simple implementation of variable-structure models.
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Open Recursion

We made essentially two design decisions, related to classes and their struc-
ture. First, we decided to treat them in an embedded sub-language, with
its own rules for evaluation. This decision was primarily motivated by
the similar treatment of module languages in the standard literature about
functional programming languages. It made controlling the evaluation of a
hierarchical term from the context of evaluation or elaboration trivial.

Alternatively, we could have integrated classes even deeper into the
language and given them first-class status. Such a design would have made
Mcl even more powerful, but also put its static semantics in jeopardy. Since
it is apriori unclear what type system might be capable of dealing with
such freedom, or if such a type system even exists, we left this approach for
future research.

On the other hand, we could have considered classes, references, modi-
fications, etc., as part of the static semantics. While this might intuitively
seem like a good strategy, it would hide the computational complexities
of the process. In particular the fact that open recursion implies possible
non-termination might be lost in such a representation. Instead, our ap-
proach provides a model of evaluation that is close to the existing pragmatic
implementations of Modelica. Its complexities are explicitly dealt with in
the second and third stage of the transformation.

The second decision had to consider the representation of inheritance. In
Modelica, inheritance binds names implicitly in the scope of the extending
class. This behavior could have been replicated in the design of Mcl. We
opted for a more explicit representation where references contain the base
class.

This complicated syntax has one significant advantage: Instead of a
complicated evaluation that would depend on an environment or a similar
apparatus, we can express the lookup rules of Mcl using only a straightfor-
ward form of substitution. Additionally, the evaluation of base classes is
now an explicit part of the semantics. This aspect is essential since they are
also subject to open recursion in the case of redeclare extends declarations.

The apparent downside of this approach is a complication of the front
end: It is impossible to translate a class without knowledge of about the
shape of its base classes. However, such an analysis is inevitable to distin-
guish, e.g., an inherited parameter from a constant. Hence, we could as
well make full use of it.
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The Kernel Library

Bundling the simulation semantics in the kernel library is the imperative
precondition for the formalization of the elaboration semantics. Separating
the numerical aspects in that way shortens the elaboration semantics to a
manageable size and at the same time yields great flexibility.

In this thesis, the kernel library is as extensive as practically possible. It
is debatable, whether fundamental structures like equations or their symbol-
ical processing should necessarily be part of it, but Modelica contains many
features, like its connection semantics or operators like homotopy, which
are already specified algorithmically. Their implementation in a library
increases documentation and simplifies the maintenance of the language.
Mcl demonstrates that the only requirement for such an architecture is the
availability of first-class models. This concept is so familiar in research lan-
guages like Hydra, MKL, or Modia that it seems to be only a matter of time
until Modelica gains support for it. When that point comes, this opportu-
nity to simplify the language’s specification and increase its maintainability
should not go unnoticed.

It would, of course, be also possible to add the quasi-primitives to the
library. This decision might be harder to make because of concerns re-
garding their performance. There is also an organizational issue with that
approach: Both the regularization and numerical integration are rather
complex algorithms. Adding them could dwarf the rest of the library and
complicate its maintenance. If reasonably simple implementations could be
found, however, they would undoubtedly belong to the library as well.

6.4.2 The Semantics of Modelica

This thesis contains the first approach to formalize both the hierarchical
and elaboration semantics of Modelica. Consequently, it can be considered
as the first step towards a formal specification of the modeling language.
Such a work is a necessary precondition for any formal investigation of
models and related tools, e.g., in the analysis of a model’s security, safety, or
conformance. There is a caveat, however: Since the specification of Modelica
is written in an informal style, any interpretation is necessarily subjective.
Although the view presented throughout this work is supported by several
discussions in the design committee, differing interpretations can be equally
well founded. As such, the formalization used here should be taken with a
grain of salt. It is useful in the description of the compiler, but cannot and
should not be used as a definitive source for the behavior of Modelica. The
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same reservations apply to the kernel library: It conveys only one particular
interpretation of the simulation semantics and is not a specification.

Difference between Modelica and Mcl

Mcl is a very explicit language; every syntactic element has precisely one
meaning in every context. It inherits this (implementation-friendly) design
from its target language, OCaml. In Modelica, the meaning of an expression
could hardly be more implicit. This difference necessitates a complex first
phase during compilation. Not only must all free variables be bound to
their hierarchical position, but each expression must extensively be ana-
lyzed for its shape, a process that is only implicitly specified by the source
language. The shape determines the encoding of equations, declarations,
and expressions into applications of the kernel library: Discrete or Continu-
ous equations are constructed using the embedded languages in the Ode
or Discrete modules, conditional components are wrapped into optional
values, event-triggering operators are lifted to the elaboration level, and so
on.

One could see this as a fundamental inconsistency between the source
and the core language, and in a certain sense, it is. It is then only consequent
to ask, whether Mcl truly reflects the semantics of Modelica. The answer
depends on the point of view. When one is interested in the semantics of
parameters, discrete expressions, or certain built-in operators, Mcl has little
to offer. Although some of these features are found in the kernel library, their
implementation does not provide any rigorous definitions. The opposite is
true when one is interested in their composition, though: With Mcl, the order
of elaboration, its relation to evaluation, and its interaction with hierarchical
classes can be studied in full detail. Perhaps Mcl is best compared to a
magnifying lens that enlarges the most important details while it blurs
everything else.

Standard Compliance

It should also be noted that Modelica is a moving target. The language
committee continuously refines and extends it. Any change has the potential
to void the interpretations used in this thesis. As an example, consider the
presence of optional components. In the recently developed version 3.4
of the language, there is a reformulation of the elaboration process. This
reformulation is intended not as a new feature but rather as a clarification
of the old specification. Here, absent optional components are removed after
their elaboration, instead of skipping them altogether:
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“Conditional components with false condition are removed afterwards
and they are not part of the simulation model.” ([Modelica, 2017, chap. 5])

Naturally, this conflicts with their usage as terminating cases in recursive
models. At the point of writing this thesis, it is not yet clear whether this
change rules out recursive models entirely (as there is no way to terminate
said recursion) or leaves some workaround, e.g., in the form of potentially
empty arrays. In any case, it is an excellent example of a significant change
in the interpretation of the language semantics.

Modules for Modelica

As we have shown, the hierarchical elements of Modelica can be separated
and evaluated during the compilation in a terminating process. This dis-
tinction is, of course, crucial for the feasibility of separate compilation of
models and libraries, but it also invites the question for an alternative to
these elements: Are the established hierarchical elements necessary for the
language, or could they be replaced by simpler means?

Although modifications and redeclarations are Modelica’s fundamental
methods for model abstraction, their openly recursive nature is seldom
used in practice. In fact, there is no reason to expect that standard modules
and functors could not fill their role in the most cases. The complications
for implementations seem hardly justified by the small gain in convenience.
Developers of future versions of Modelica and new modeling languages
should carefully consider if there is a real need for such an exotic feature in
such a minor role.

6.4.3 Compilation and Structural Variability

This thesis shows that the separate compilation of Modelica models is not
only theoretically possible but also helps to understand the distinction
between the construction of a model and its simulation. On its own, this
provides an interesting point of view on Modelica’s operational semantics
and the interactions of its different aspects.

In conjunction with variable-structure modeling, it expands the domain
of the language itself: Where the implementations that follow a pragmatic
strategy struggle to support the modeling of hybrid automata of even a few
modes, Mcl enables the arbitrary mixture of simulation and modeling. It is
certainly sufficient for that task. But does separate compilation also provide
a natural framework for structurally dynamic modeling?
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Supporting Checkpoints

Our formulation of structural variability rests on the support for checkpoints
in nModelica. It required extensions of the front end and the kernel library.
These extensions were indeed very natural: The introduction of the class
Checkpoint, the operators resume and resuming, and the attribute restart
required precisely the same steps as any other builtin (of which Model-
ica has plenty). Their implementation in the kernel library was similarly
straightforward.

Continuations

The creation of a checkpoint needs access to the modeling state and the up-
coming step of elaboration. While the former is trivial to obtain in any imple-
mentation, the latter is more complicated. An earlier version of Mcl[Höger,
2016] was formulated in a direct monadic style and did not support this
access. This early variant yields an interesting benchmark of the increased
complexity. The original formulation consisted of four rules for the evalua-
tion (variants of MPut, MGet, MBind, and MRet). Continuations required
the addition of MContinueand MCall/CC, the progression relation ⇓k, a
reformulation of the existing rules, and the introduction of continuations
as values. All in all, the extension required eight rules instead of the origi-
nal four (not counting for the modification of the global state, which is an
orthogonal extension).

Mcl’s definition has undeniably grown by this extension; it has even
doubled in size when one only counts the number of evaluation rules. In a
more practical sense, however, it is still tiny and focused. The elaboration
is defined by ten rules, whereas simple evaluation (which is more or less
a standard affair) requires fourteen. Even more important, answering the
question of how to extend the original definition is straightforward from an
operational perspective. The operational semantics provides the framework
that is necessary to understand the requirements of structurally variable
modeling and design an implementation.

6.4.4 Final Remarks

Developing a Modelica compiler required us to focus on the composition of
models from their most primitive elements. This unique perspective enables
the integration of modeling and simulation into the same language. This
language, in turn, provides a very natural framework for the implementation
of structurally variable models. One could say that paying attention to the
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operational aspects of Modelica that so far have arguably been neglected by
the specification has offered not only a deeper insight into the language but
also enabled a new way of modeling.

Throughout this thesis, we have deviated quite far from the topics that
are usually discussed in the context of Modelica. We have only sketched the
surface of the numerical and symbolical treatment of equations and done
so only to provide the necessary framework for some very specific aspects
of its operational semantics. While we considered it important to fully
support the simulation of at least a very small subset of the language, we
did not bother with realistic models or aspects like simulation performance.
Instead, we focused on a specific architecture of implementation, namely
that of a rigorous, separate compiler, and how its choice enables a new
modeling paradigm.

The Modelica community consists of many experts from vastly different
fields. They have different perspectives on the language and its usage, and
it is imperative to note that there are no “right” or “wrong” perspectives,
but merely different use cases. Hopefully, his work conveys useful ideas for
some of them.
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A notations

A.1 operators

Shorthand Description

𝑡 ∈ 𝑠 Syntactical inclusion
𝑃 ⊕ 𝑄 Update of a partial function 𝑃 with the elements of 𝑄
𝑥 ↦ 𝑣 Mapping of 𝑥 to 𝑣
♦ Empty sequence
𝑎 Sequence 𝑎1, … 𝑎𝑛
|𝑎| Length of sequence
𝑎 ∶∶ 𝑏 Sequence concatenation
𝑏 ∶∶ 𝑎 Inverse Sequence concatenation

A.2 meta level functions

Shorthand Description

[𝜎]𝑡 Capture-avoiding substitution of variable by a partial function
𝜎

[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑡 Capture-avoiding substitution of a single variable 𝑥
[�↦ 𝑡]𝑠 One-hole context subsitution
[𝑃]𝑡 Substitution of top-level entities by a partial function 𝑃
⟦𝐹⟧Π Lifting of class fields to a partial function
⟦𝑓⟧Π Lifting of record fields to a partial function
⟦ℱ⟧Π Lifting of a group of recursive functions to a partial function
𝑓▶𝑔 Error-aware composition of functions
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A.3 inductively defined relations

Shorthand Description Definition

𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣 Proper evaluation semantics Section 2.1.2
ℎ ⇓h 𝜈 Hierarchical evaluation se-

mantics
Section 2.3.6

⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤 Elaboration — progress Section 2.2.4
⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑤 Elaboration — execution Section 2.2.4
𝑇 ⇓T 𝑉 Top-level evaluation seman-

tics
Section 2.5.2

𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 Top-level equivalence Figures 4.6 and C.2
𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 Module level equivalence Figures 4.6 and C.2
ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 Hierarchical equivalence Figures 4.5 and 4.6
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 Term equivalence Figures 4.6, C.1 and C.3
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ⇓T 𝑉 Witness for top-level evalua-

tion
Section 4.2.3, Page 132

𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁 ⇓M MV Witness for module evalua-
tion

Section 4.2.3, Page 132

ℎ ≡ℎ 𝑔 ⇓h 𝜈 Witness for hierarchical eval-
uation

Section 4.2.3, Page 132

𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑣 Witness for evaluation Section 4.2.3, Page 132
𝑞 ⊢ 𝑡 ≡𝑋 𝑠 Refactoring of proper terms Section 4.4.2
𝑞 ⊢ ℎ ≡𝑋 𝑔 Refactoring of hierarchical

terms
Section 4.4.2

𝑇 ≺𝑇 𝑆 Reordering of classes Section 4.6.3



B complete syntax of mcl

Core Terms:

𝑡, 𝑠 ⩴ 𝑋:𝑥 | 𝑥 | 𝑣 | 𝑡 𝑡 | 𝑡 ∘ 𝑡
| if 𝑡 then 𝑡 else 𝑡
| let 𝑥 = 𝑡 in 𝑡
| [𝑡] | 𝑡.[𝑡] | |𝑡|
| [𝑡 with 𝑡 = 𝑡]
| {𝑓} | 𝑡.𝑙
| {𝑡 with 𝑙 = 𝑡}
| 𝑟 | exec 𝑡 with 𝑡
| <𝑓>

𝑓 ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑡

𝑟 ⩴ ℎ.super(ℎ).𝑙
rv ⩴ 𝜈.super(𝜈).𝑙

Primitives:

∘ ⩴ + | * | < | = | <+
| +. | *. | …

𝑏 ⩴ 𝑖 | 𝑞 | true | false

Values:

𝑣, 𝑤 ⩴ 𝑏 | λ𝑥.𝑡 | fix 𝑥 in ℱ
| [𝑣] | {fv} | 𝑚 | <fv> | 𝑘

fv ⩴ 𝑙 = 𝑣
ℱ ⩴ 𝑥 = λ𝑦.𝑡
𝑘 ⩴ � | 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘

Modeling Routines:

𝑚 ⩴ 𝑙•get | 𝑙•put 𝑡
| 𝑥 ← 𝑡; 𝑡 | return 𝑡
| get | put 𝑡
| continue 𝑡 with 𝑡
| call/cc 𝑡

Hierarchical Terms:

ℎ, 𝑔 ⩴ up(𝑖) | 𝐶 | 𝜈 | 𝑅
| ℎ with 𝐹

𝑅 ⩴ ℎ.super(ℎ).𝐿

𝜈, 𝜋 ⩴ ⦃𝐹 in 𝜈⦄
𝐶 ⩴ 𝑋 | ⦃𝐹⦄
𝐹 ⩴ 𝐿 = ℎ | 𝑙 = 𝑡

Top-level Terms:

𝑇 ⩴ 𝐷
𝐷 ⩴ 𝑋 =𝑀

| 𝑋 =𝐶
𝑀 ⩴ 𝑋 | struct d end

d ⩴ 𝑥 = 𝑡

Top-level Values:

MV ⩴ struct dv end

DV ⩴ 𝑋 = (MV | 𝐶)
𝑉,𝑊 ⩴ DV

dv ⩴ 𝑥 = 𝑣





C extensive definitions

C.1 free variables

C.1.1 Normal Variables

Values

⟦𝑏⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦λ𝑥.𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv ⧵ { 𝑥 }

⟦fix 𝑥 in ℱ⟧fv
∧= ⟦img(⟦ℱ⟧Π)⟧fv ⧵ dom(⟦ℱ⟧Π)

Fields

⟦𝑙 = 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

Core Terms

⟦𝑥⟧fv
∧= { 𝑥 }

⟦𝑋:𝑥⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦𝑡1 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦𝑡1 ∘ 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡3⟧fv

⟦let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ (⟦𝑡2⟧fv ⧵ { 𝑥 })

⟦[𝑡]⟧fv
∧= ⟦img(⟦𝑡⟧Π)⟧fv

⟦𝑡1.[𝑡2]⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦|𝑡|⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦[𝑡1 with 𝑡2 = 𝑡3]⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡3⟧fv

⟦{𝑓}⟧fv
∧= ⟦img(⟦𝑓⟧Π)⟧fv

⟦𝑡.𝑙⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦{𝑡1 with 𝑙 = 𝑡2}⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦<𝑓>⟧fv
∧= ⟦img(⟦𝑓⟧Π)⟧fv
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⟦exec 𝑡1 with 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

Routines

⟦𝑙•put 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦𝑙•get⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ (⟦𝑡2⟧fv ⧵ { 𝑥 })

⟦return 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦put 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

⟦get⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ ⟦𝑡2⟧fv

⟦call/cc 𝑡⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧fv

Continuations

⟦�⟧fv
∧= ∅

⟦𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧fv
∧= (⟦𝑡⟧fv ⧵ { 𝑥 }) ∪ ⟦𝑘⟧fv

Sets

⟦{ 𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛 }⟧fv
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧fv ∪ … ∪ ⟦𝑡𝑛⟧fv

C.1.2 Top-level Variables

Core Terms

⟦[�↦ ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙]𝑠⟧FLV
∧= ⟦ℎ1⟧FLV ∪ ⟦ℎ2⟧FLV ∪ ⟦𝑠⟧FLV

⟦[�↦ 𝑋:𝑦]𝑠⟧FLV
∧= {𝑋 } ∪ ⟦𝑠⟧FLV

⟦𝑡⟧FLV
∧= ∅
if ∄ 𝑠, such that [�↦ 𝑋:𝑦]𝑠 ∧= 𝑡

and ∄ 𝑠, such that [�↦ 𝑟]𝑠 ∧= 𝑡

Hierarchical Terms

⟦up(𝑛)⟧FLV
∧= ∅

⟦𝑋⟧FLV
∧= {𝑋 }

⟦⦃𝐹⦄⟧FLV
∧= ⟦img(⟦𝐹⟧Π)⟧FLV
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⟦⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄⟧FLV
∧= ⟦img(⟦𝐹⟧Π)⟧FLV ∪ ⟦img(⟦𝜋⟧Π)⟧FLV

⟦ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧FLV
∧= ⟦ℎ1⟧FLV ∪ ⟦ℎ2⟧FLV

⟦ℎ with 𝐹⟧FLV
∧= ⟦ℎ⟧FLV ∪ ⟦img(⟦𝐹⟧Π)⟧FLV

Modules

⟦𝑋⟧FLV
∧= {𝑋 }

⟦struct d1, … , d𝑛 end⟧FLV
∧= ⟦d1⟧FLV ∪ … ∪ ⟦d𝑛⟧FLV

Top-level Terms

⟦𝑋 =𝑀 ∷ 𝑇⟧FLV
∧= ⟦𝑀⟧FLV ∪ (⟦𝑇⟧FLV ⧵ {𝑋 })

⟦𝑋 =𝐶 ∷ 𝑇⟧FLV
∧= ⟦𝐶⟧FLV ∪ (⟦𝑇⟧FLV ⧵ {𝑋 } )

⟦♦⟧FLV
∧= ∅

C.1.3 Special Variables

Core Terms

⟦[�↦ ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙]𝑠⟧FSV
∧= ⟦ℎ1⟧FSV ∪ ⟦ℎ2⟧FSV ∪ ⟦𝑠⟧FSV

⟦𝑡⟧FSV
∧= ∅
if ∄𝑟 such that 𝑟 ∈ 𝑡

Hierarchical Terms

⟦up(𝑛)⟧FSV
∧= up(𝑛)

⟦𝑋⟧FSV
∧= ∅

⟦⦃𝐹⦄⟧FSV
∧= ∅

⟦⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄⟧FSV
∧= ∅

⟦ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧FSV
∧= ⟦ℎ1⟧FSV ∪ ⟦ℎ2⟧FSV

⟦ℎ with 𝐹⟧FSV
∧= ⟦ℎ⟧FSV ∪ ⟦img(⟦𝐹⟧Π)⟧FSV

⟦𝐶⟧FSV
∧= ∅

C.2 substitutions
We follow the usual convention of “substitution modulo 𝛼-equivalence”.
This means that substitution is only partially defined. If none of the cases
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shown below, the argument term is implicitly transformed by the necessary
𝛼-conversions. For instance, the substitution [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]λ𝑦.𝑠with 𝑦 ∈ ⟦𝑣⟧fv does
not match, but if 𝑧 ∉ ⟦𝑡⟧fv∪⟦𝑠⟧fv, it can be replaced with [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]λ𝑧.[𝑦 ↦ 𝑧]𝑠.
The same convention applies to the substitution of top-level variables.

C.2.1 Variables

Values

[𝜎]𝑏 ∧= 𝑏
[𝜎](λ𝑥.𝑡) ∧= λ𝑥.[𝜎 ⊖ { 𝑥 }]𝑡 if 𝑥 ∉ ⟦img(𝜎)⟧fv

[𝜎](fix 𝑥 in ℱ) ∧= fix 𝑥 in [𝜎 ⊖ dom(⟦ℱ⟧Π)] ∗ℱ
if dom(⟦ℱ⟧Π) ∩ ⟦img(𝜎)⟧fv

∧= ∅

Fields

[𝜎](𝑙 = 𝑡) ∧= 𝑙 = [𝜎]𝑡

Core Terms

[𝜎]𝑥 ∧= 𝑥 if 𝑥 ∉ dom(𝜎)
[𝜎]𝑥 ∧= 𝑠 if 𝑥 ↦ 𝑠 ∈ 𝜎
[𝜎]𝑋:𝑥 ∧= 𝑋:𝑥
[𝜎]𝑡1 𝑡2

∧= [𝜎]𝑡1 [𝜎]𝑡2
[𝜎]𝑡1 ∘ 𝑡2

∧= [𝜎]𝑡1 ∘ [𝜎]𝑡2
[𝜎]if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3

∧= if [𝜎]𝑡1 then [𝜎]𝑡2 else [𝜎]𝑡3
[𝜎]let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2

∧= let 𝑥 = [𝜎]𝑡1 in [𝜎 ⊖ { 𝑥 }]𝑡2
if 𝑥 ∉ ⟦img(𝜎)⟧fv

[𝜎][𝑡] ∧= [[𝜎] ∗ 𝑡]
[𝜎]𝑡1.[𝑡2]

∧= [𝜎]𝑡1.[[𝜎]𝑡2]
[𝜎]|𝑡| ∧= |[𝜎]𝑡|
[𝜎][𝑡1 with 𝑡2 = 𝑡3]

∧= [[𝜎]𝑡1 with [𝜎]𝑡2 = [𝜎]𝑡3]
[𝜎]{𝑓} ∧= {[𝜎] ∗ 𝑓}
[𝜎]𝑡.𝑙 ∧= [𝜎]𝑡.𝑙
[𝜎]{𝑡1 with 𝑙 = 𝑡2}

∧= {[𝜎]𝑡1 with 𝑙 = [𝜎]𝑡2}
[𝜎]ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙

∧= ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙
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[𝜎]<𝑓> ∧= <[𝜎] ∗ 𝑓>
[𝜎]exec 𝑡 with 𝑠 ∧= exec [𝜎]𝑡 with [𝜎]𝑠

Routines

[𝜎](𝑙•put 𝑡) ∧= 𝑙•put [𝜎]𝑡
[𝜎](𝑙•get) ∧= 𝑙•get
[𝜎](𝑧 ← 𝑡; 𝑠) ∧= 𝑧 ← [𝜎]𝑡; [𝜎 ⊖ { 𝑧 }]𝑠 if 𝑧 ∉ ⟦𝜎⟧fv

[𝜎](return 𝑡) ∧= return [𝜎]𝑡
[𝜎](put 𝑡) ∧= put [𝜎]𝑡
[𝜎]get ∧= get

[𝜎](continue 𝑡 with 𝑠) ∧= continue [𝜎]𝑡 with [𝜎]𝑠
[𝜎](call/cc 𝑡) ∧= call/cc [𝜎]𝑡

Continuations

[𝜎]� ∧= �

[𝜎](𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘) ∧= 𝑥.[𝜎 ⊖ { 𝑥 }]𝑡 ∶∶ [𝜎]𝑘

C.2.2 Top-level Variables

Top-level Terms

[𝑃]♦ ∧= ♦

[𝑃]𝑌 =𝑋 ∷ 𝑇 ∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝑌 =𝐶 ∷ [𝑃 ⊖ {𝑌 }]𝑇 if 𝑋 ↦ 𝐶 ∈ 𝑃
𝑌 =MV ∷ [𝑃 ⊖ {𝑌 }]𝑇 if 𝑋 ↦ MV ∈ 𝑃
𝑌 =𝑋 ∷ [𝑃 ⊖ {𝑌 }]𝑇 if 𝑋 ∉ dom(𝑃)

if 𝑌 ∉ ⟦img(𝑃)⟧FLV

Modules

[𝑃](struct d end) ∧= struct [𝑃]d end

[𝑃](𝑥 = 𝑡 ∷ d ) ∧= 𝑥 = ([𝑃]𝑡) ∷ ([𝑃]d )

Core Terms

[𝑃]𝑡 ∧= 𝑡 if ∄𝑟, 𝑋:𝑥 such that 𝑟 ∈ 𝑡 or 𝑋:𝑥 ∈ 𝑡
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[𝑃][�↦ 𝑋:𝑥]𝑠 ∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

[�↦ 𝑣][𝑃]𝑠 if (𝑋 ↦ MV) ∈ 𝑃
(𝑥 ↦ 𝑣) ∈ ⟦MV⟧Π

[�↦ 𝑋:𝑥][𝑃]𝑠 otherwise
[𝑃][�↦ ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙]𝑠

∧= [�↦ ([𝑃]ℎ1).super([𝑃]ℎ2).𝑙][𝑃]𝑠

Hierarchical Terms

[𝑃]up(𝑛) ∧= up(𝑛)
[𝑃]𝑋 ∧= 𝑋 if 𝑋 ∉ dom(𝑃)
[𝑃]𝑋 ∧= 𝐶 if (𝑋 ↦ 𝐶) ∈ 𝑃
[𝑃]ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿

∧= [𝑃]ℎ1.super([𝑃]ℎ2).𝐿
[𝑃]ℎ with 𝐹1, … , 𝐹𝑛

∧= [𝑃]ℎ with [𝑃]𝐹1, … , [𝑃]𝐹𝑛
[𝑃]⦃𝐹1, … , 𝐹𝑚 in 𝜋1, … , 𝜋𝑛⦄

∧= ⦃[𝑃]𝐹1, … , [𝐹𝑚] in [𝑃]𝜋1, … , [𝑃]𝜋𝑛⦄
[𝑃]⦃𝐹1, … , 𝐹𝑚⦄

∧= ⦃[𝑃]𝐹1, … , [𝐹𝑚]⦄
[𝑃]𝑙 = 𝑡 ∧= 𝑙 = [𝑃]𝑡
[𝑃]𝐿 = ℎ ∧= 𝐿 = [𝑃]ℎ

C.2.3 Folding

Core Terms

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑡⟧𝜙
∧= 𝑡 if ∄𝑟 such that 𝑟 ∈ 𝑡

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, [�↦ 𝑟]𝑠⟧𝜙
∧= [�↦ ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑟⟧𝜙]⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑠⟧𝜙

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙⟧𝜙
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1⟧Φ.super(⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ2⟧Φ).𝑙

Hierarchical Terms

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, up(0)⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈

⟦_, (𝜈 ∷ 𝜋), up(1)⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈

⟦𝜈, (_ ∷ 𝜋), up(𝑛 + 2)⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, up(𝑛 + 1)⟧Φ

⟦_,♦, up(𝑛 + 1)⟧Φ
∧= up(𝑛 + 1)

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝑋⟧Φ
∧= 𝑋

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ⦃𝐹⦄⟧Φ
∧= ⦃𝐹 in 𝜈 ∷ 𝜋⦄

⟦_, _, 𝜈⟧Φ
∧= 𝜈
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⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ1⟧Φ.super(⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ2⟧Φ).𝐿

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ with 𝐹1, … , 𝐹𝑛⟧Φ
∧= ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, ℎ⟧Φ with ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝐹1⟧Φ,… , ⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝐹𝑛⟧Φ

⟦𝜈, 𝜋, 𝐶⟧Φ
∧= 𝐶

C.3 desugaring

Values

⟦𝑏⟧α
∧= 𝑏

⟦λ𝑥.𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥.⟦𝑡⟧α

⟦fix 𝑥 in ℱ⟧α
∧= fix 𝑥 in α ∗ℱ

Fields and Definitions

⟦𝑙 = 𝑡⟧α
∧= 𝑙 = ⟦𝑡⟧α

⟦𝑥 = 𝑡⟧α
∧= 𝑥 = ⟦𝑡⟧α

Core Terms

⟦𝑥⟧α
∧= 𝑥

⟦𝑋:𝑥⟧α
∧= 𝑋:𝑥

⟦𝑡1 𝑡2⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧α ⟦𝑡2⟧α

⟦𝑡1 ∘ 𝑡2⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧α ∘ ⟦𝑡2⟧α

⟦if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3⟧α
∧= if ⟦𝑡1⟧α then ⟦𝑡2⟧α else ⟦𝑡3⟧α

⟦let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2⟧α
∧= let 𝑥 = ⟦𝑡1⟧α in ⟦𝑡2⟧α

⟦[𝑡]⟧α
∧= [α ∗ 𝑡]

⟦𝑡1.[𝑡2]⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑡1⟧α.[⟦𝑡2⟧α]

⟦|𝑡|⟧α
∧= |⟦𝑡⟧α|

⟦[𝑡1 with 𝑡2 = 𝑡3]⟧α
∧= [⟦𝑡1⟧α with ⟦𝑡2⟧α = ⟦𝑡3⟧α]

⟦{𝑓}⟧α
∧= {α ∗ 𝑓}

⟦𝑡.𝑙⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑡⟧α.𝑙

⟦{𝑡1 with 𝑙 = 𝑡2}⟧α
∧= {⟦𝑡1⟧α with 𝑙 = ⟦𝑡2⟧α}
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Routines

⟦𝑙•put 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(𝑥𝑘.continue {}) {𝑦Γ with 𝑙 = ⟦𝑡⟧α}

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦𝑙•get⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥𝑘.continue (𝑦Γ.𝑙) 𝑦Γ

⟦𝑧 ← 𝑡; 𝑠⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.⟦𝑡⟧α {continue = λ𝑧.⟦𝑠⟧α 𝑥𝑘} 𝑦Γ

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑠⟧α⟧fv

⟦return 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥𝑘.continue ⟦𝑡⟧α 𝑦Γ

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦put 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥𝑘.continue {} ⟦𝑡⟧α

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

⟦get⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥𝑘.continue 𝑦Γ 𝑦Γ

Control Flow

⟦continue 𝑡 with 𝑠⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.⟦𝑡⟧α.continue ⟦𝑠⟧α 𝑦Γ

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑠⟧α⟧fv

⟦call/cc 𝑡⟧α
∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.(⟦𝑡⟧α 𝑥𝑘) 𝑥𝑘 𝑦Γ

where 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv

Continuations

⟦�⟧α
∧= {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥}

⟦𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧α
∧= {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.(⟦𝑡⟧α ⟦𝑘⟧α) 𝑦Γ}

where 𝑦Γ ∉ ⟦⟦𝑡⟧α⟧fv ∪ ⟦⟦𝑘⟧α⟧fv and 𝑥 ∉ ⟦𝑘⟧fv

Hierarchical Terms

⟦up(𝑛)⟧α
∧= up(𝑛)

⟦𝑋⟧α
∧= 𝑋

⟦⦃𝐹⦄⟧α
∧= ⦃α ∗ 𝐹⦄

⟦⦃𝐹 in 𝜋⦄⟧α
∧= ⦃α ∗ 𝐹 in α ∗ 𝜋⦄

⟦ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝐿⟧α
∧= ⟦ℎ1⟧α.super(⟦ℎ2⟧α).𝐿
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⟦ℎ with 𝐹⟧α
∧= ⟦ℎ⟧α with (α ∗ 𝐹)

⟦𝐶⟧α
∧= ⟦𝐶⟧α

Module- and Top-level Transformation

⟦♦⟧α
∧= ♦

⟦𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑇⟧α ∷ 𝑋 = ⟦𝑀⟧α

⟦𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶⟧α
∧= ⟦𝑇⟧α ∷ 𝑋 = ⟦𝐶⟧α

⟦𝑋⟧α
∧= 𝑋

⟦⦃𝐹⦄⟧α
∧= ⦃α ∗ 𝐹⦄

⟦struct d end⟧α
∧= struct α ∗ d end

C.4 resolution of references

Core Terms

⟦𝑡𝛽⟧γ
∧= 𝑡𝛽

⟦[�↦ 𝑟]𝑠⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⟦[�↦ 𝑡𝑟]𝑠⟧γ if ⟦𝑟⟧ℒ
∧= rv1 ↦ 𝑡1

𝑅 ∧= ⟦𝑅⟧𝒢
𝑅 ∧= ⟦{ rv1 ↦ 𝑡1 }⟧𝒢(𝑛)

⟦𝑅⟧𝒞
∧= ⟦ℱ𝑅⟧Π

𝑡𝑟
∧= (fix 𝑥1 in ℱ𝑅) {}

 otherwise

Top-level Terms and Modules

⟦𝑋⟧γ
∧= 𝑋

⟦struct d end⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

struct ⟦d⟧γ end if ⟦d⟧γ
∧
≠  

 otherwise
⟦♦⟧γ

∧= ♦

⟦d ∷ d⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

d𝛾 ∷ d if ⟦d⟧γ
∧= d𝛾 ∧

≠  

 otherwise
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⟦𝑥 = 𝑡⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝑥 = 𝑡𝛾 if ⟦𝑡⟧γ
∧= 𝑡𝛾

∧
≠  

 otherwise

⟦𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝑇𝛾 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀𝛾 if ∄𝑆 ∶ 𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀
⟦𝑇⟧γ

∧= 𝑇𝛾 ∧
≠  

⟦𝑀⟧γ
∧= 𝑀𝛾 ∧

≠  

⟦𝑆⟧γ if 𝑆 ≺𝑇 𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀

 otherwise

⟦𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶⟧γ
∧=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝑇𝛾 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 if ⟦𝑇⟧γ
∧= 𝑇𝛾 ∧

≠  

 otherwise

C.5 equivalence relations

Eq-Put
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

𝑙•put 𝑡 ≡ 𝑙•put 𝑠

Eq-PutGlobal
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

put 𝑡 ≡ put 𝑠

Eq-Return
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

return 𝑡 ≡ return 𝑠

Eq-CallCC
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

call/cc 𝑡 ≡ call/cc 𝑠

Eq-Continue
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2

continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 ≡ continue 𝑡1 with 𝑡2

Eq-Bind
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2

𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2

Figure C.1: Structural rules of the equivalence relation between routines
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Reflexivity, Symmetry and Transitivity:

TEq-Refl
𝑇 ∧= 𝑆
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆

TEq-Symm
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆
𝑆 ≡𝑇 𝑇

TEq-Trans
𝑇1 ≡𝑇 𝑇2 𝑇2 ≡𝑇 𝑇3

𝑇1 ≡𝑇 𝑇3

MEq-Refl
𝑀 ∧= 𝑁
𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁

MEq-Symm
𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁
𝑁 ≡𝑀 𝑀

MEq-Trans
𝑀1 ≡𝑀 𝑀2 𝑀2 ≡𝑀 𝑀3

𝑀1 ≡𝑀 𝑀3

Compatibility:

TEq-Mod
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 𝑀 ≡𝑀 𝑁

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑀 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ∷ 𝑋 =𝑁

TEq-Class
𝑇 ≡𝑇 𝑆 𝐶 ≡ℎ 𝐷

𝑇 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐶 ≡𝑇 𝑆 ∷ 𝑋 =𝐷

TEq-Def
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 struct d end ≡𝑀 struct e end

struct 𝑥 = 𝑡 ∷ d end ≡𝑀 struct 𝑥 = 𝑠 ∷ e end

Figure C.2: Top-level and module-level equivalence relation
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Reflexivity, Symmetry and Transitivity:

Eq-Refl
𝑡 ∧= 𝑠
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

Eq-Symm
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠
𝑠 ≡ 𝑡

Eq-Trans
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑡2 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑡3

𝑡1 ≡ 𝑡3

Compatibility:

Eq-App
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2
𝑡1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑠2

Eq-Fix
ℱ ∧= 𝑥1 = λ𝑦1.𝑡1, … , 𝑥𝑛 = λ𝑦1.𝑡𝑛

ℱ⋆ ∧= 𝑥1 = λ𝑦1.𝑠1, … , 𝑥𝑛 = λ𝑦1.𝑠𝑛
∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ≡ 𝑠𝑖

∀𝑖 ∈ 1…𝑛 ∶ fix 𝑥𝑖 in ℱ ≡ fix 𝑥𝑖 in ℱ⋆

Eq-State
∀𝑙𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑓 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ≡ 𝑠𝑖

<𝑓> ≡ <𝑙𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖>

Eq-Cont
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 𝑘1 ≡ 𝑘2
𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘1 ≡ 𝑥.𝑠 ∶∶ 𝑘2

Eq-Abs
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

λ𝑥.𝑡 ≡ λ𝑥.𝑠

Eq-Op
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2
𝑡1 ∘ 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠1 ∘ 𝑠2

Eq-Let
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2

let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2 ≡ let 𝑥 = 𝑡1 in 𝑡2

Eq-Len
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

|𝑡| ≡ |𝑠|

Eq-Array
∀𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑡 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ≡ 𝑠𝑖

[𝑡 ≡ [𝑠]]

Eq-ArrayUpd
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2 𝑡3 ≡ 𝑠3

[𝑡1 with 𝑡2 = 𝑡3] ≡ [𝑠1 with 𝑠2 = 𝑠3]

Eq-Idx
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2
𝑡1.[𝑡2] ≡ 𝑠1.[𝑠2]

Eq-If
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2 𝑡3 ≡ 𝑠3

if 𝑡1 then 𝑡2 else 𝑡3 ≡ if 𝑠1 then 𝑠2 else 𝑠3

Eq-Record
∀𝑙𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑓 ∶ 𝑡𝑖 ≡ 𝑠𝑖

{𝑓} ≡ {𝑙𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖}

Eq-Project
𝑡 ≡ 𝑠

𝑡.𝑙 ≡ 𝑠.𝑙

Eq-Update
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2

{𝑡1 with 𝑙 = 𝑡2} ≡ {𝑠1 with 𝑙 = 𝑠2}

Eq-Run
𝑡1 ≡ 𝑠1 𝑡2 ≡ 𝑠2

exec 𝑡1 with 𝑡2 ≡ exec 𝑠1 with 𝑠2

Eq-Ref
ℎ1 ≡ℎ 𝑔1 ℎ2 ≡ℎ 𝑔2

ℎ1.super(ℎ2).𝑙 ≡ℎ 𝑔1.super(𝑔2).𝑙

Figure C.3: Structural rules of the equivalence relation between terms
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D.1 evaluation of flattened references

D.1.1 First Direction

The first direction of the corollary is:
𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 ∧ [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣 ⟹ [𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣

To prove this statement, we use an inductive argument over the deriva-
tion [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣.

Base Case

The base case is the axiom Val. Simply enumerate all values. The proof
works similar for each variant. Consider, for instance, an abstraction:

• From 𝑡 ∧= λ𝑥.𝑠:
[𝜔]𝑡 ∧= [𝜔]λ𝑥.𝑠 ∧= λ𝑥.[𝜔]𝑠 ∧= [𝜔]𝑣(1)

• By rule Val:
λ𝑥.[𝜔]𝑠 ⇓ λ𝑥.[𝜔]𝑠(2)

• Combining (1) and (2):
[𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣

Compound Terms

All non-primitive terms follow the same pattern. As an example, consider
the case of rule App.

• From 𝑡 ∧= 𝑡1 𝑡2:
[𝜔]𝑡 ∧= [𝜔](𝑡1 𝑡2)

∧= [𝜔]𝑡1 [𝜔]𝑡2(1)

• The premise of App gives:
[𝜎]𝑡1 ⇓ λ𝑥.[𝜎]𝑠(2)
[𝜎]𝑡2 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑤(3)

[𝑥 ↦ [𝜎]𝑤][𝜎]𝑠 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣(4)
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• The definition of 𝜎 yields:
[𝑥 ↦ [𝜎]𝑤][𝜎]𝑠 ∧= [𝜎][𝑥 ↦ 𝑤]𝑠(5)

• By (4) and (5), it follows that
[𝜎][𝑥 ↦ 𝑤]𝑠 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣(6)

• By induction on the derivations (2), (3) and (6):
[𝜔]𝑡1 ⇓ λ𝑥.[𝜔]𝑠(7)
[𝜔]𝑡2 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑤(8)

[𝜔][𝑥 ↦ 𝑤]𝑠 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(9)

• Rule App and the derivations (7) to (9) yield:
[𝜔]𝑡1 [𝜔]𝑡2 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(10)

• From (1) and (10), it follows that:
[𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣

Lookup of a flattened reference

The most interesting case is the derivation of a lookup of a flattened refer-
ence, i.e., 𝑡 is in the domain of 𝜎. In that case, [𝜎]𝑡 ∧= 𝑟𝑖 and the derivation of
the evaluation is rooted in an application of rule Select.

• From 𝑡 ∧= �𝑖 and definition of 𝜔:
[𝜔]𝑡 ∧= (fix 𝑥𝑘 in ℱ) {}(1)

• From the premise of Select:
𝑟𝑖 ⇓h rv𝑘 ∧ rv𝑘

𝜙
−→ [𝜎]𝑡𝑘(2)

[𝜎]𝑡𝑘 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣(3)

• The premise of Corollary 2 and (2) yield:
𝑖 ↦ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑀(4)

𝑥𝑘 ↦ λ𝑦𝑘.[𝜌]𝑡𝑘 ∈ ⟦ℱ⟧Π(5)

• By definition, 𝜔 is the composition of the fixed point substitution of
ℱ and 𝜌:

[⟦ℱ⟧𝜇][𝜌]𝑡𝑘
∧= [𝜔]𝑡𝑘(6)

• Induction on (3):
[𝜔]𝑡𝑘 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(7)

• By (6) and (7):
[⟦ℱ⟧𝜇][𝜌]𝑡𝑘 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(8)
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• Because 𝑦𝑘 ∉ ⟦𝑡𝑘⟧fv, application of FixApp to (5) and (8) gives:
(fix 𝑥𝑘 in ℱ) {} ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(9)

The conclusion then follows immediately from (1) and (9).

D.1.2 Second Direction

The second direction of the corollary is:
𝑀 ⊢ ℱ flattens 𝜎 ∧ [𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣 ⟹ [𝜎]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣

The proof is very similar to the one for the first direction. In fact, the base
case and all compound terms only exchange 𝜔 with 𝜎 and vice versa.

Evaluation of a flattened definition

Again, the only interesting case is that of a flattened reference, this time
from the perspective of the recursive group of definitions. In that case,
[𝜔]𝑡 ∧= (fix 𝑥𝑘 in ℱ) {} and the derivation of the evaluation is rooted in
an application of rule FixApp.

• From 𝑡 ∧= �𝑖 and definition of 𝜎:
[𝜎]𝑡 ∧= 𝑟𝑖(1)

• Because dom(𝑀) ∧= dom(𝜎):
𝑖 ↦ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑀(2)

• From (2) it follows by construction of ℱ that
𝑥𝑘 ↦ λ𝑦𝑘.[𝜌]𝑡𝑘 ∈ ⟦ℱ⟧Π(3)

• The premise of the derivation, i.e., rule FixApp and (3) yield
[⟦ℱ⟧𝜇][𝜌]𝑡𝑘 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣(4)

• Because [⟦ℱ⟧𝜇][𝜌]𝑡𝑘
∧= [𝜔]𝑡𝑘 we can conclude from (3) by induction:

[𝜎]𝑡𝑘 ⇓ [𝜎]𝑣(5)

• From (2), it follows by construction of 𝑀 that
𝑟𝑖 ⇓h rv𝑘 ∧ rv𝑘

𝜙
−→ [𝜎]𝑡𝑘(6)

• Consequently, (1), (5) and (6) and rule Select give
[𝜔]𝑡 ⇓ [𝜔]𝑣
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D.2 adequacy for the observation of evaluation

The proof uses an inductive argument on the derivation of the equivalence
statements. This argument is based on an unusual well founded order: For
each derivation 𝑡 ≡ 𝑠 count the number of unique nodes, i.e., instantiations
of inductive rules, 𝑛. A derivation with 𝑚 unique nodes is smaller than
another one with 𝑛 unique nodes if and only if 𝑚 < 𝑛. A derivation of 𝑛
unique nodes, written 𝑡 ≡(𝑛) 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤 is smaller than a derivation of 𝑚 unique
nodes, 𝑡⋆ ≡(𝑚) 𝑠⋆ ⇓ 𝑤⋆ if and only if 𝑛 < 𝑚. Similar for ≡ℎ, ≡𝑀, and ≡𝑇.

We extend the statement of Lemma 1 slightly for the purpose of induction
to include the measure of derivations:

𝑡 ≡(𝑛) 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤⟹ 𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣 ∧ 𝑣 ≡(𝑚) 𝑤 ∧𝑚 ≤ 𝑛(7)

D.2.1 Base Cases

The case of reflexivity is trivial. Symmetry is also a straightforward conse-
quence of the construction of the observational triples.

The cases of Eq-Beta, Eq-ref, and HEq-red are straightforward. MEq-
Beta and TEq-Swap follow from the definition of substitutions as partial
functions. Eq-RefFlat is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.

D.2.2 Transitivity

Transitivity demands an inductive step. Assume two terms 𝑡 and 𝑠 are
equivalent with a derivation of 𝑁 unique nodes, other syntactic sorts follow
similarly.

• From Eq-Trans:
𝑡 ≡(𝑁) 𝑠 ∧ 𝑁 ≤ 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 1(1)

𝑡 ≡(𝐴) 𝑡⋆(2)
𝑡⋆ ≡(𝐵) 𝑠 ⇓ 𝑤(3)

• By induction on (3) (because 𝐵 < 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 1):
𝑡⋆ ⇓ 𝑣⋆ ∧ 𝑣⋆ ≡(𝐶) 𝑤 ∧ 𝐶 ≤ 𝐵(4)

• Combining (2) and (3) with L-Wit:
𝑡 ≡(𝐴) 𝑡⋆ ⇓ 𝑣⋆(5)

• By induction on (5) (because 𝐴 < 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 1):
𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣 ∧ 𝑣 ≡(𝐷) 𝑣⋆ ∧ 𝐷 < 𝐵(6)
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The conclusion follows from Equation (6) and rule Eq-Trans applied
to (4) and (6):

𝑣 ≡(𝐸) 𝑤 ∧ 𝐸 ≤ 1 + 𝐷 + 𝐶

D.2.3 Compatibility

As an example for the compatibility, consider the case of two applications
with an equivalence derivation of 𝑁 unique nodes:

𝑡 ≡(𝑁) 𝑠 ∧ 𝑁 ≤ 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 1
𝑡 ∧= 𝑡1 𝑡2
𝑠 ∧= 𝑠1 𝑠2

• From the premise of rule Eq-App:
𝑡1 ≡(𝐴) 𝑠1(7)
𝑡2 ≡(𝐵) 𝑠2(8)

We have to distinguish two possible cases of evaluation. The applied
function is either recursive (rule FixApp), or not (rule App).

Non-recursive case

• From the premise of rule App:
𝑠1 ⇓ λ𝑥.𝑠3(1)
𝑠2 ⇓ 𝑤2(2)

[𝑥 ↦ 𝑤2]𝑠3 ⇓ 𝑤(3)
(4)

• Combining (2) and (8):
𝑡2 ≡(𝐵) 𝑠2 ⇓ 𝑤2(5)

• Induction on (5):
𝑡2 ⇓ 𝑣2 ∧ 𝑣2 ≡(𝐶) 𝑤2 ∧ 𝐶 ≤ 𝐵(6)

• Combining (1) and (7):
𝑡1 ≡(𝐴) 𝑠1 ⇓ λ𝑥.𝑠3(7)

• Induction on (7):
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑣1 ∧ 𝑣1 ≡(𝐷) λ𝑥.𝑠3 ∧ 𝐷 ≤ 𝐴(8)

• Inversion on (8):
𝑣1

∧= λ𝑥.𝑡3 such that 𝑡3 ≡(𝐸) 𝑠3(9)
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• It is easy to see that 𝐸 < 𝐷 because the equivalence of 𝑡3 and 𝑠3 is a
necessary precondition of the equivalence of 𝑣1 and λ𝑥.𝑠3.

• By substitutivity and (9):
[𝑦 ↦ 𝑣2]𝑡3 ≡(𝐹) [𝑥 ↦ 𝑤2]𝑠3(10)

• The combined equivalence statement in (10) has at most 𝐹 ≤ 𝐸 + 𝐶
unique nodes. No matter how often the values appear in the deriva-
tions, they require at most 𝐶 unique instantations of rules. Similarly
for 𝐸. Hence, we can apply a final inductive step on (10):

[𝑦 ↦ 𝑣2]𝑡3 ⇓ 𝑣 ∧ 𝑣 ≡(𝐺) 𝑤 ∧ 𝐺 ≤ 𝐹 ≤ 𝐸 + 𝐶 ≤ 𝐷 + 𝐵 ≤ 𝐴 + 𝐵 < 𝑁

Recursive case

The recursive case, i.e., 𝑠1 ⇓ fix 𝑥 in ℱ works similarly to the one above.

D.3 consistency of the first stage
Statement 1 is shown by induction over the derivation for hierarchical eval-
uation with the help of Corollary 5. The three evaluation relations ⇓k, ⇓m

and ⇓ are defined by mutually recursive inference rules, hence Statements 2
to 4 are proven simultaneously. See below for a sketch. Statement 5 follows
from Statement 2 by induction. Similarly, Statement 6 is a consequence of
Statements 1 and 5. Consistency of α is a direct consequence of Statement 6
and transitivity of ≡𝑇.

D.3.1 Evaluation

𝑡 ⇓ 𝑣⟹ ⟦𝑡⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α

Base Case

The base case is the derivation of evaluation with the rule Val. All values
follow in a similar manner. Consider for instance the case of an abstraction,
𝑡 ∧= λ𝑥.𝑠.

• By definition of α
⟦𝑡⟧α

∧= λ𝑥.⟦𝑠⟧α(1)

• From (1), it follows immediately that
⟦𝑡⟧α ⇓ ⟦𝑡⟧α(2)

The conclusion follows from an application of rule Eq-Refl to (2)
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Compound Terms

All non-primitive derivations follow the same pattern. As an example,
consider the case of an application via App. In that case, 𝑡 ∧= 𝑠1 𝑠2.

• From the premise of rule App:
𝑠1 ⇓ λ𝑥.𝑠3(1)
𝑠2 ⇓ 𝑤2(2)

[𝑥 ↦ 𝑤2]𝑠3 ⇓ 𝑣(3)

• Via induction on (1) to (3), respectively:
⟦𝑠1⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼1 ∧ 𝑣𝛼1 ≡ ⟦λ𝑥.𝑠3⟧α

∧= λ𝑥.⟦𝑠3⟧α(4)
⟦𝑠2⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼2 ∧ 𝑣𝛼2 ≡ ⟦𝑤2⟧α(5)

⟦[𝑥 ↦ 𝑤2]𝑠3⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼 ∧ 𝑣𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(6)

• By inversion of ≡ on (4):
⟦𝑠1⟧α ⇓ λ𝑥.𝑡𝛼3 ∧ 𝑡𝛼3 ≡ 𝑠3(7)

• By substitutivity of α and (6):
[𝑥 ↦ ⟦𝑤2⟧α]⟦𝑠3⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼 ∧ 𝑣𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(8)

• By (5), (7) and (8) and substitutivity and adequacy of ≡:
[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣𝛼2 ]𝑡𝛼3 ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ∧ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ 𝑣𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(9)

The conclusion then follows from an application of rule App to (4), (5)
and (9)

D.3.2 Progression

⟨Γ, 𝑣⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑤⟹ ⟦𝑘⟧α.continue ⟦𝑣⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧α

Base Case

The base case is a derivation via rule Stop. Then 𝑘 ∧= �.

• By definition of α
⟦𝑡⟧α

∧= ⟦�⟧α
∧= {continue = λ𝑥.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥}(1)

The conclusion follows immediately via (1), rules Select,App, and Eq-Refl
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Non-empty Continuations

In the case of a derivation via rule Cont, it holds that 𝑘 ∧= 𝑥.𝑡 ∶∶ 𝑘⋆.

• By definition of α:
⟦𝑘⟧α

∧= {continue = λ𝑥𝑣.λ𝑦Γ.([𝑥 ↦ 𝑥𝑣]⟦𝑡⟧α ⟦𝑘⋆⟧α) 𝑦Γ}
𝑥𝑣 ∉ ⟦𝑘⋆⟧fv

(1)

• From the premise of rule Cont:
[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑡 ⇓ 𝑚(2)

⟨Γ, 𝑘⋆⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑤(3)

• By induction on (2):
⟦[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]𝑡⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼𝑚 ≡ ⟦𝑚⟧α(4)

• By induction on (3):
⟦𝑚⟧α ⟦𝑘⋆⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼

1 ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧α(5)

• From (4) and (5) and substitutivity and adequacy of ≡:
[𝑥 ↦ ⟦𝑣⟧α]⟦𝑡⟧α ⟦𝑘⋆⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼

2 ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧α(6)

The conclusion then follows from (1) and (6), the definition of substitution,
and rules Select and App.

D.3.3 Execution

⟨Γ, 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣⟹ ⟦𝑚⟧α ⟦𝑘⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α

There are no base cases for the derivation of execution. All rules recursively
rely on a derivation of execution or progress.

Recursive Progress

As an example for recursion via the progress relation, consider the deriva-
tion via rule MRet. Then 𝑚 ∧= return 𝑡.

• By definition of α
⟦𝑚⟧α

∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.𝑥𝑘.continue ⟦𝑡⟧α 𝑦Γ(1)

• From the premise of rule MRet:
𝑡 ⇓ 𝑤(2)

⟨Γ, 𝑤⟩ ⊢ 𝑘 ⇓k 𝑣(3)
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• Induction on (2) and (3), respectively:
⟦𝑡⟧α ⇓ 𝑤𝛼 ≡ ⟦𝑤⟧α(4)

⟦𝑘⟧α.continue ⟦𝑤⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼1 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(5)

• From (4) and (5) and adequacy of ≡, we can conclude that
⟦𝑘⟧α.continue ⟦𝑡⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼2 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(6)

The conclusion follows from (1) and (6), rule App, the definition of substitu-
tion and freshness of 𝑥Γ and 𝑥𝑘.

Recursive Execution

As an example for a recursive derivation via execution, consider the deriva-
tion with rule MBind. Then 𝑚 ∧= 𝑥 ← 𝑡1; 𝑡2.

• By definition of α
⟦𝑚⟧α

∧= λ𝑥𝑘.λ𝑦Γ.⟦𝑡⟧α {continue = λ𝑥.⟦𝑡2⟧α 𝑥𝑘} 𝑦Γ(1)

• By inversion of rule MBind:
𝑡1 ⇓ 𝑚(2)

⟨Γ, 𝑥.𝑡2 ∶∶ 𝑘⟩ ⊢ 𝑚 ⇓m 𝑣(3)

• By induction on (2) and (3), respectively:
⟦𝑡1⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼𝑚 ≡ ⟦𝑚⟧α(4)

⟦𝑚⟧α ⟦𝑥.𝑡2 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼1 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(5)

• From (4) and (5) and adequacy of ≡, we can conclude that
⟦𝑡1⟧α ⟦𝑥.𝑡2 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧α ⟦Γ⟧α ⇓ 𝑣𝛼2 ≡ ⟦𝑣⟧α(6)

• By definition of α
[𝑥𝑘 ↦ ⟦𝑘⟧α]{continue = λ𝑥.⟦𝑡2⟧α 𝑥𝑘}

∧= ⟦𝑥.𝑡2 ∶∶ 𝑘⟧α(7)
The conclusion follows from (5) and (6), definition of substitution, and
rule App





E obtaining the implementation

All examples in this thesis have been implemented in the context of the
AMSUN project and are available for testing. The whole distribution can be
found at https://gitlab.tubit.tu-berlin.de/amsun/amsun-integration.
It consists of the following components:

mcl The implementation of Mcl and nModelica. This package provides
the compiler amsunc that can process both languages.

Runtime The nModelica and Mcl runtime environment. In particular the
kernel library.

examples nModelica and Mcl examples. In particular, all examples from
this thesis.

qualidaes The Qualidaes integrator.

qualidaesc The C-language interface to Qualidaes.

qualidaes-ml The OCaml bindings to Qualidaes

daestruct An implementation of the Sigma Method.

daestruct-ml The ocaml bindings to daestruct.

The installation of Mcl, the nModelica compiler, the kernel library,
Qualidaes, and all their dependencies is not a trivial matter. To simplify
this process as much as possible, the installation instructions are available
in a machine-readable format in the form of a Docker1 container.
# This is a Dockerfile that creates a docker image with all the necessary
# dependencies for the AMSUN modules

FROM ubuntu:16.04
MAINTAINER Christoph Höger <christoph.hoeger@tu-berlin.de>
# Update index
RUN apt-get update

# Install system-wide dependencies
RUN apt-get install -y build-essential cmake gfortran libblas-dev\

1https://www.docker.com/what-docker

https://gitlab.tubit.tu-berlin.de/amsun/amsun-integration
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git m4 autoconf pkg-config liblapacke liblapacke-dev libboost-dev\
libboost-filesystem-dev libboost-system-dev libboost-chrono-dev\
python-pip libboost-timer-dev libboost-test-dev

# Install the OCaml package manager. No recommendations, we install
# OCaml manually below
RUN apt-get install --no-install-recommends -y opam aspcud

# Install the robot framework to run all the test cases
RUN pip install robotframework

# Prepare a user for the simulation environment
RUN useradd -ms /bin/bash amsun
USER amsun
WORKDIR /home/amsun

# Everything below happens in the context of user 'amsun'
# Install the OCaml Compiler, 4.05.0 might also work
RUN opam init --comp=4.04.2 -y
RUN opam switch 4.04.2

# OCaml dependencies, installed with opam
RUN eval `opam config env` && \

opam update && \
opam install -y ocamlnet fileutils ocamlfind batteries\

core_bench core ounit menhir ANSITerminal ocamlgraph\
ppx_deriving_morphism ppx_deriving_yojson ppx_import\
ppx_monadic sedlex yojson lambda-term

# The LTS version of ubuntu does not provide a new enough libsuperlu (> 5)
RUN wget http://crd-legacy.lbl.gov/~xiaoye/SuperLU/superlu_5.2.1.tar.gz
RUN tar -xzf superlu_5.2.1.tar.gz
RUN mkdir -p build/superlu
RUN /bin/bash -c "pushd build/superlu &&\

cmake -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=$HOME/local/\
-DBUILD_SHARED_LIBS=1\
../../SuperLU_5.2.1 && make && make install && popd"

# Get AMSUN software
ENV PATH="/home/amsun/local/bin/:$PATH"
RUN echo "Building amsun software"
RUN git clone --recursive

https://gitlab.tubit.tu-berlin.de/amsun/amsun-integration

# Useful installation functions
ENV install_sh="source /home/amsun/amsun-integration/docker/install.sh"

# Build & install all components
RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_cmake qualidaes"
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RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_cmake qualidaesc"
RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_cmake daestruct"

RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_ocaml mcl"
RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_ocaml daestruct-ml"
RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_ocaml qualidaes-ml"
RUN /bin/bash -c "$install_sh; build_ocaml Runtime"

ENV PATH="/home/amsun/local/bin/:$PATH"
ENV LIBRARY_PATH="/home/amsun/local/lib/:$LIBRARY_PATH"
ENV LD_LIBRARY_PATH="/home/amsun/local/lib/:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH"

# Interactive environment
RUN echo "eval \`opam config env\`" >> ~/.bashrc

This docker image can be downloaded directly from the distribution,
built, and used as an interactive environment for the execution of the test-
suite:
% wget https://gitlab.tubit.tu-berlin.de\
/amsun/amsun-integration/raw/master/docker/Dockerfile
...
% docker build --no-cache -t amsun .
...
% docker run -it amsun
amsun@ca8484433df3:~$ robot amsun-integration/examples/alltests.txt

Most parts of the AMSUN project are available under liberal free licenses.
Please check each project for its individual terms. Qualidaes is available for
testing, educational, and research purposes. Please contact the author for
an eventual commercial license.





F kernel library

F.1 fundamental data structures

F.1.1 Optionals

(** The absent value *)
let none = []

(** A present value *)
let some x = [x]

(** Unsafe get a value from an option *)
let grab o = o.[0]

(** Safe get a value (using default 𝑎) from an option *)
let safe a o = if o = none then a else grab o

(** Apply 𝑓 to the wrapped value *)
let map f o = if o = none then none else some (f o.[0])

(** Apply 𝑓 to the wrapped value and flatten the result *)
let flatmap f o =

if o = none then none
else let o2 = f o.[0] in
if o2 = none then none else some (o2.[0])

(** Elaborate conditional routine *)
let elab o =

if o = none then return none else
do

a ← grab o ;
return (some a)

(** Modelica modification merging, keep existing values *)
let merge a o = some (safe a o)

F.1.2 Binary Trees

(** Create an empty tree *)
let empty = O:none

(** Return the height of a tree *)
let height t =

if t = O:none then 0
else

(O:grab t).height

(** Construct a (unbalanced) tree from the left node 𝑙,
right node 𝑟 storing key 𝑘 and value 𝑣 as root-node *)

let create l k v r =
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let hl = height l in let hr = height r in
O:some {left=l; right=r; key=k; value=v;

height = if hl > hr then hl + 1 else hr + 1}

(** Create a tree with one node mapping 𝑘 to 𝑣 *)
let singleton k v = create O:none k v O:none

(** Return the number of elements in a tree *)
let rec cardinal t =

if t = O:none then 0 else
let n = O:grab t in
(cardinal n.left) + 1 + (cardinal n.right)

(** Search for a node with key 𝑘 in 𝑡 *)
let rec find ops k t =

let find_ne n =
if ops.lt k n.key then find ops k n.left
else if ops.lt n.key k then find ops k n.right
else O:some n.value

in
O:flatmap find_ne t

(* Balance a tree *)
let bal l k v r =

let hl = height l in
let hr = height r in
if hl > hr + 2 then

let l = O:grab l in
if height l.left >=height l.right then
create l.left l.key l.value (create l.right k v r)
else

let lr = O:grab l.right in
create (create l.left l.key l.value lr.left)

lr.key lr.value (create lr.right k v r)

else if hr > hl + 2 then
let r = O:grab r in
if height r.right >=height r.left then
create (create l k v r.left) r.key r.value r.right
else

let rl = O:grab r.left in
create (create l k v rl.left) rl.key rl.value (create rl.right r.key r.value r.right)

else
create l k v r

(** Insert a key-value pair 𝑘, 𝑣 into a tree *)
let rec insert ops k v t =

let insert_ne n =
if ops.lt k n.key then

bal (insert ops k v n.left) n.key n.value n.right
else if ops.lt n.key k then

bal n.left n.key n.value (insert ops k v n.right)
else O:some {n with value = v}

in
if t = O:none then singleton k v else (insert_ne (O:grab t))

(** Return the first element of a tree *)
let rec first t =

let rec fst n =
if n.left = O:none then (n.key, n.value) else fst (O:grab n.left)

in
O:map fst t
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(** Return the last (largest) element of a tree *)
let rec last t =

let rec last n =
if n.right = O:none then (n.key, n.value) else last (O:grab n.right)

in
O:map last t

(** Remove the node with key 𝑘 *)
let rec delete ops k t =

let delete_ne n =
if ops.lt k n.key then
bal (delete ops k n.left) n.key n.value n.right

else if ops.lt n.key k then
bal n.left n.key n.value (delete ops k n.right)

else
(* k = n.key *)
if n.left = O:none && n.right = O:none then O:none
else if n.left = O:none then n.right
else if n.right = O:none then n.left
else
let succ = O:grab (first n.right) in
bal n.left succ.1 succ.2 (delete ops succ.1 n.right)

in
O:flatmap delete_ne t

let pop ops t =
let fst = first t in
if fst = O:none then (O:none, O:none) else
(delete ops (O:grab fst).1 t, fst)

let fold f a t =
(* tail-recursive tree-traversal: cp-style *)
let rec fold_tr a t k =

if t = O:none then k a else
let n = O:grab t in
let k2 x =
let x2 = f n.key n.value x in
(fold_tr [@tailcall]) x2 n#right k

in
(fold_tr [@tailcall]) a n#left k2

in
fold_tr a t (λ x . x)

let map f t =
(* tail-recursive tree-map: cp-style *)
let rec map t k =

if t = O:none then k O:none else
let n = O:grab t in
map n.left
(λ left . map n.right

(λ right . k (create left n.key (f n.value) right)))
in
map t (λ x . x)

let int_map = { lt = λ a b . a < b }

let str_map = { lt = λ a b . a < b }
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F.1.3 Equivalence Classes

let empty = T:empty

let find ops a set =
O:safe {parent=O:none; value=a; children=T:empty}
(T:find ops a set)

let rec fold ops eq_set f b n =
let g =

T:fold (fold_child ops eq_set f) (f n) n.children
in g b

and fold_child ops eq_set f k _ g =
let n = find ops k eq_set in
let g2 b =

fold ops eq_set f (g b) n
in g2

(* Find the representative in the set *)
let rec walk ops n set =

if (n.parent = O:none) then n
else

let next = find ops (O:grab n.parent) set in
walk ops next set

let repr ops a set =
walk ops (find ops a set) set

let update ops set n = T:insert ops n.value n set

let add ops set a b =
let repr_a = repr ops a set in
let repr_b = repr ops b set in

(* Connect the two nodes, maintain bidirectional link *)
if (ops.lt repr_a.value repr_b.value) then

let repr_a = {repr_a with children =
T:insert ops repr_b.value {} repr_a.children}

in
update ops (update ops set repr_a)
{repr_b with parent = O:some repr_a.value}

else if (ops.lt repr_b.value repr_a.value) then
let repr_b = {repr_b with children =

T:insert ops repr_a.value {} repr_b.children}
in
update ops (update ops set repr_b)
{repr_a with parent = O:some repr_b.value}

else T:insert ops a repr_a set (* a = b, ensure that the repr is stored *)

let equiv ops set a b =
let repr_a = repr ops a set in
let repr_b = repr ops b set in
not ((ops.lt repr_a.value repr_b.value) || (ops.lt repr_b.value repr_a.value))

let classes ops set =
let fill_class n cl =

T:insert ops n.value {} cl
in
let make_class _ n cls =

let n = walk ops n set in
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if T:find ops n.value cls <> O:none then cls
else
T:insert ops n.value

(fold ops set fill_class T:empty n) cls
in
T:fold make_class T:empty set

F.2 regularization

let regularize odes =
let index =

(* Rows of Σ *)
let rec r o i = if i >= |odes| then o

else r [o with i = odes.[i].sigma T:empty] (i+1)
in
(* Yield equation-index *)
Prim:sigma_method (r [] 0)

in

(** Regularize a system of ODEs *)
let rec reg_odes state system i =

(** Differentiate the given equation 𝑛 to 𝑚 times and
add the result to the given system *)

let rec diff state system eq n m =
let system = [system with |system| = eq] in
if n >= m then {state=state; system=system}
else

let deq = eq.diff state in
let simpl = (deq.result.simplify {}).dynamic in
diff deq.state system simpl (n+1) m

in

if i >= |odes| then {state=state; system=system}
else
let step = diff state system odes.[i] 0 (index i) in
reg_odes step.state step.system (i+1)

in
reg_odes {identities=T:empty; size=(|odes|) } [] 0

(** Transform system of ODEs into QL-form *)
let ql_transform reg =

(* Worker function, transform each row *)
let rec t state qls i =

if i >= |reg.system| then
{state=state; system=qls}

else
let transformed = reg.system.[i].ql state in
let ql = Ql:simplify transformed.result in
t transformed.state (qls <+ ql) (i+1)

in
t reg.state [] 0

let prepare system =
let ql = Gaussian:row_echelon (ql_transform (regularize system)) in
let append_id k v qls = qls <+ (Ql:of_id k v) in
let qls = T:fold append_id [] ql.state.identities in
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let rec split spl i =
if i >= |ql.system| then spl
else if ql.system.[i].f = T:empty then
split {spl with constraints = [spl.constraints with |spl.constraints| = ql.system.[i].c]}
(i+1)
else
split {spl with dynamics = [spl.dynamics with |spl.dynamics| = ql.system.[i]]} (i+1)

in

let spl = split {constraints = []; dynamics = qls} 0 in
{state = ql.state; constraints=spl.constraints; dynamics=spl.dynamics}

F.3 algebraic terms

(** Algebraic constraints, i.e. derivative-free terms *)

let rec const c = {
eval = λ s. c;
string = λ s. string_of_float c;
simplify = λ s. {static = O:some c ; dynamic = const c}

}

and signal x = {
eval = λ s. (x.read s) ;
string = λ s. "<DISCRETE>" ;
simplify = λ s. {static = O:none; dynamic = signal x}

}

and time x = {
eval = λ s. s.time;
string = λ s. "time";
simplify = λ s. {static = O:none; dynamic = time {}}

}

and unknown i = {
eval = λ s. s.reals.[i] ;
string = λ s. "x_" ^ (string_of_int i) ;
simplify = λ s. {static=O:none; dynamic = unknown i}

}

and add a b = {
eval = λ s. (a.eval s) +. (b.eval s) ;
string = λ s. "(" ^ (a.string {}) ^ " + " ^ (b.string {}) ^ ")";
simplify = λ s.

let a = a.simplify {} in
let b = b.simplify {} in
if a.static = O:some 0.0 then b
else if b.static = O:some 0.0 then a
else if b.static <> O:none && a.static <> O:none then
{static = O:some ((O:grab a.static) +. (O:grab b.static)) ;
dynamic = const ((O:grab a.static) +. (O:grab b.static))}
else
{static = O:none; dynamic = add a.dynamic b.dynamic} ;

}

and mult a b = {
eval = λ s. (a.eval s) *. (b.eval s) ;
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string = λ s.(a.string {}) ^ "*" ^ (b.string {}) ;
simplify = λ _.

let a = a.simplify {} in let b = b.simplify {} in
if (a.static = O:some 0.0) || (b.static = O:some 0.0) then
(* a * 0 = 0 * b * 0 *)
{static = O:some 0.0; dynamic = const 0.0}

else if a.static = O:some 1.0 then b (* 1 * b = b *)
else if b.static = O:some 1.0 then a (* a * 1 = a *)
else if b.static <> O:none && a.static <> O:none then
(* Constant folding *)
let prod = (O:grab a.static) *. (O:grab b.static) in
{static = O:some prod ; dynamic = const prod}

else {static = O:none; dynamic = mult a.dynamic b.dynamic};
}

and inv a = {
eval = λ s. 1.0 /. (a.eval s);
string = λ s. "(1 / " ^ (a.string {}) ^ ")";
simplify = λ s.

let a = a.simplify {} in
if a.static <> O:none then
{ static = O:some (1.0 /. (O:grab a.static)) ;
dynamic = const (1.0 /. (O:grab a.static)) }

else {static = O:none; dynamic = inv a.dynamic};
}

let diff l r = add l (mult (const -1.0) r)

let rec fmap f name a = {
eval = λ s. f (a.eval s);
string = λ s. name ^ "(" ^ (a.string {}) ^ ")";
simplify = λ s.

let a = a.simplify {} in
{static = O:none; dynamic = fmap f name a.dynamic};

}

F.4 differential equations

(** First-order ordinary differential equations,
encoded without algebraic datatypes *)

let rec const c = {
diff = λ s. {state = s; result = const 0.0 } ;
sigma = λ r. r ;
ql = λ ts.{state=ts; result={f=T:empty; c=Alg:const c}};
string = λ s. string_of_float c;
simplify = λ s. {static = O:some c ; dynamic = const c}

}

and signal x = {
diff = λ s. {state = s; result = const 0.0 } ;
sigma = λ r. r ;
ql = λ ts.{state=ts; result={f=T:empty; c=Alg:signal x}};
string = λ s. "<DISCRETE>" ;
simplify = λ s. {static = O:none; dynamic = signal x}

}

and time x = {
diff = λ s. {state = s; result = const 1.0 } ;
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sigma = λ r. r ;
ql = λ ts.{state=ts; result={f=T:empty; c=Alg:time {}}};
string = λ s. "time";
simplify = λ s. {static = O:none; dynamic = time {}}

}

and unknown i = {
diff = λ s. {state = s; result = der i } ;
sigma = λ r. let v = T:find T:int_map i r in

if v = O:none then T:insert T:int_map i 0 r else r ;
ql = λ ts.{state=ts; result={f=T:empty; c=Alg:unknown i}};
string = λ s. "x_" ^ (string_of_int i) ;
simplify = λ s. {static=O:none; dynamic = unknown i}

}

and der i = {
diff = λ s.

let id = T:find T:int_map i s.identities in
if id <> O:none then
{state=s; result=der (O:grab id)}
else
(* record �̇�𝑖 = 𝑥𝑘 for O:some fresh 𝑘

and yield �̇�𝑘 as result *)
{ state = { identities = T:insert T:int_map i s.size s.identities;

size = s.size + 1 } ;
result = der s.size } ;

(* In an order-1 ODE, a "1" is always the largest entry in the
Σ matrix *)

sigma = λ r. T:insert T:int_map i 1 r ;

ql = λ ts. let id = T:find T:int_map i ts.identities in
if id <> O:none then

{state = ts;
result = {f = T:empty; c = Alg:unknown (O:grab id)}}

else
{state = ts;
result = {f = T:singleton i (Alg:const 1.0); c = Alg:const 0.0}
};

string = λ s. "dx_" ^ (string_of_int i) ;
simplify = λ s. {static=O:none; dynamic=der i}

}

and add a b = {
string = λ s. (a.string {}) ^ " + " ^ (b.string {}) ;

diff = λ s.
let da = a.diff s in
let db = b.diff da.state in
{state = db.state; result = add da.result db.result} ;

sigma = λ r. a.sigma (b.sigma r) ;

ql = λ ts.
let qla = a.ql ts in
let qlb = b.ql qla.state in
{qlb with result = Ql:sum qla.result qlb.result} ;

simplify = λ s.
let a = a.simplify {} in
let b = b.simplify {} in
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if a.static = O:some 0.0 then b
else if b.static = O:some 0.0 then a
else if b.static <> O:none && a.static <> O:none then
{static = O:some ((O:grab a.static) +. (O:grab b.static)) ;
dynamic = const ((O:grab a.static) +. (O:grab b.static))}
else
{static = O:none; dynamic = add a.dynamic b.dynamic} ;

}

and mult a b = {
string = λ s. (a.string {}) ^ " * " ^ (b.string {}) ;

diff = λ s.
let da = a.diff s in
let db = b.diff da.state in
{state = db.state;
result = add (mult da.result b) (mult db.result a) } ;

sigma = λ r. a.sigma (b.sigma r) ;

ql = λ ts.
let qla = a.ql ts in
let qlb = b.ql qla.state in
let ca = T:cardinal qla.result.f in
let cb = T:cardinal qlb.result.f in
let ql = if ca > cb then qla.result else qlb.result in
let cnstr =
Ql:to_constr qlb.state (if ca > cb then qlb.result else qla.result)

in
{state=cnstr.state; result = Ql:mult_c ql cnstr.result};

simplify = λ s.
let a = a.simplify {} in let b = b.simplify {} in
if (a.static = O:some 0.0) || (b.static = O:some 0.0) then
{static = O:some 0.0; dynamic = const 0.0}

else if a.static = O:some 1.0 then b
else if b.static = O:some 1.0 then a
else if b.static <> O:none && a.static <> O:none then
{static = O:some ((O:grab a.static) *. (O:grab b.static)) ;

dynamic = const ((O:grab a.static) *. (O:grab b.static))}
else
{static = O:none; dynamic = mult a.dynamic b.dynamic};

}

and inv a = {
string = λ s. "(1 / " ^ (a.string {}) ^ ")";

diff = λ s.
let da = a.diff s in
{state = da.state;
result = mult (mult (const (-1.0)) da.result)

(inv (mult a a))
} ;

sigma = a.sigma ;

ql = λ ts.
let qla = a.ql ts in
let cnstr = Ql:to_constr qla.state qla.result in
{state=cnstr.state; result = {f = T:empty; c = Alg:inv cnstr.result}} ;

simplify = λ s.
let a = a.simplify {} in
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if a.static <> O:none then
{ static = O:some (1.0 /. (O:grab a.static)) ;

dynamic = const (1.0 /. (O:grab a.static)) }
else {static = O:none; dynamic = inv a.dynamic};

}

let neg a = mult (const (-1.0)) a

let diff a b = add a (neg b)

let div a b = mult a (inv b)

let rec fmap g d name a = {
string = λ s. name ^ "(" ^ (a.string {}) ^ ")";

diff = λ s.
let da = a.diff s in
{state = da.state;
result = mult da.result (d a)
} ;

sigma = a.sigma ;

ql = λ ts.
let qla = a.ql ts in
let cnstr = Ql:to_constr qla.state qla.result in
{state=cnstr.state;
result = {f = T:empty;

c = Alg:fmap g name cnstr.result}} ;

simplify = λ s.
let a = a.simplify {} in
{static = O:none; dynamic = fmap g d name a.dynamic};

}

let simplify ode = let s = ode.simplify {} in if s.static = O:none then s.dynamic else const
(O:grab s.static)

F.5 quasilinear terms

(** Obtain an identity for the ̇𝑥𝑖 *)
let obtain_id state i =

let id = T:find T:int_map i state.identities in
if id = O:none then
let j = state.size in
{state = {state with size = j + 1;

identities = T:insert T:int_map i j state.identities};
result = j}

else
{state = state; result = O:grab id}

(** convert a ql-term into a constraint-term:
create an identity for all non-zero coefficients
and sum up the resulting constraints *)

let to_constr state ql =
let add_alg k v r =

(* Obtain identity for der(x_k) *)
let fresh = obtain_id r.state k in
{state = fresh.state;
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result = Alg:add r.result (Alg:mult v (Alg:unknown fresh.result))}
in
T:fold add_alg {state = state; result = ql.c} ql.f

let of_constr c = {
c = c;
f = T:empty;

}

(** Create a QL equation form an unknown �̇�𝑘 = 𝑥𝑣 *)
let of_id k v =

{c = Alg:unknown v; f = T:insert T:int_map k (Alg:const -1.0) T:empty}

let der x coeff = {
c = Alg:const 0.0;
f = T:insert T:int_map x coeff T:empty;

}

let of_ode state ode = ode.ql state

(** Sum up two ql-terms by summing up all coefficients *)
let sum a b =

let add_coeff k v f =
let g = T:find T:int_map k f in
let new = O:safe v (O:map (Alg:add v) g)
in T:insert T:int_map k new f

in
{ c = Alg:add a.c b.c ; f = T:fold add_coeff a.f b.f }

(** Multiply ql-term with a coefficient *)
let mult_c q c =

let mult_coeff k v f =
let new = Alg:mult v c in
T:insert T:int_map k new f

in
{ c = Alg:mult q.c c ;

f = T:fold mult_coeff T:empty q.f }

(** Textual representation of a quasi-linear term *)
let show ql =

let string_of_summand k v s =
s ^ " + dx_" ^ (string_of_int k) ^ " * " ^ (v.string {})

in
T:fold string_of_summand (ql.c.string {}) ql.f

(** Simplify (i.e. partially evaluate) a QL equation *)
let simplify ql =

let simpl k v f =
let s = v.simplify {} in
if s.static = O:some 0.0 then
f

else
T:insert T:int_map k s.dynamic f

in
let s = ql.c.simplify {} in
{f = T:fold simpl T:empty ql.f ;
c = s.dynamic }
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F.6 gaussian elimination

(** Pivot-operation on a row/column of the ql system *)
let pivot_ql pivot_row pivot_column pfactor qls =

(* Normalized pivot-row for subtraction:
multiply with the (inverted) factor *)

let sub_row = Ql:mult_c qls.[pivot_row] (Alg:const (-1.0 /. pfactor)) in

(* Walk over the equations and
a) do nothing if first nz entry is smaller (already pivot row earlier)
b) do nothing of first nz entry is larger (means pivot column is zero here)
c) actually pivot, otherwise:

I) if the row is the pivot-row, normalize to factor 1
II) subtract the normalized pivot row, set factor to 0, otherwise

*)
let rec w pqls i =

if i >= |qls| then pqls
else
if i = pivot_row then

let ql = Ql:simplify (Ql:mult_c qls.[i] (Alg:const (1.0 /. pfactor))) in
let norm =

{ql with f = T:insert T:int_map pivot_column (Alg:const 1.0) ql.f}
in

w [pqls with i = norm] (i+1)
else

let factor = T:first qls.[i].f in
if factor = O:none then

(* No entry, ignore row *)
w [pqls with i = qls.[i]] (i+1)

else if (O:grab factor).1 > pivot_column then
(* First nz is larger, ignore *)
w [pqls with i = qls.[i]] (i+1)

else if (O:grab factor).1 < pivot_column then
(* First nz is smaller, ignore *)
w [pqls with i = qls.[i]] (i+1)

else
(* Pivot column is first nz,

Subtract the normalized pivot-row multiplied with the local
factor *)

let factor = (O:grab factor).2 in
let ql = Ql:simplify (Ql:sum qls.[i] (Ql:mult_c sub_row factor)) in
let norm = {ql with f = T:delete T:int_map pivot_column ql.f} in
w [pqls with i = norm] (i+1)

in w [] 0

(** Pivotize an identity x_k = dx_j *)
let pivot_id dxj xk qls =

(* This is basically the same as above,
but slightly optimized due to the known form of the identity

*)
let sub_row = {f=T:insert T:int_map dxj (Alg:const -1.0) T:empty;

c=Alg:mult (Alg:const -1.0) (Alg:unknown xk)}
in

let rec w pqls i =
if i >= |qls| then pqls
else

let factor = T:find T:int_map dxj qls.[i].f in
if factor = O:none then

w [pqls with i = qls.[i]] (i+1)
else
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(* Subtract the normalized pivot-row multiplied with the local
factor *)

let ql = Ql:simplify (Ql:sum qls.[i] (Ql:mult_c sub_row (O:grab factor))) in
let norm = {ql with f = T:delete T:int_map dxj ql.f} in
w [pqls with i = norm] (i+1)

in w [] 0

(* Bring system into row-echelon form, introduce new Identities as necessary *)
let row_echelon current =

(* Find a suitable pivot-row *)
let rec p nz current dx i =

if i >= |current.system| then
if nz then

(* Only non-constant entries. Introduce new Id and use as pivot element *)
let id = Ql:obtain_id current.state dx in
{state = id.state ;
system = pivot_id dx id.result current.system}

else
(* Already eliminated *)
current

else
let factor = T:first current.system.[i].f in
if factor = O:none then

(* zero-row, ignore *)
p nz current dx (i+1)

else if (O:grab factor).1 < dx then
(* This row has been a pivot-row before, ignore *)
p nz current dx (i+1)

else if (O:grab factor).1 > dx then
(* f_dx is zero, ignore *)
p nz current dx (i+1)

else
(* Check if factor is a constant, then pivot *)
let c = (((O:grab factor).2).simplify {}).static in
if c <> O:none then

(* Constant entry, this one will work *)
{current with system = pivot_ql i dx (O:grab c) current.system}

else
(* Non-constant, search for another row *)
p true current dx (i+1)

in

let rec pivot_all current dx =
(* Pivot all columns *)
if dx >= current.state.size then current else
pivot_all (p false current dx 0) (dx + 1)

in

(* Pivot all identities first, then columns *)
let qls = T:fold pivot_id current.system current.state.identities in
pivot_all {current with system = qls} 0

F.7 discrete equations

let pass x s = s

(** lift a value into a signal *)
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let pure x = { read = λ s. x ; write = pass }

(** apply the value of a signal to another signal *)
let fmap f a = { read = λ s. (f.read s) (a.read s) ; write = pass }

(** Convenience function, same as fmap (fmap f a) b *)
let fmap2 f a b = { read = λ s. (f.read s) (a.read s) (b.read s) ; write = pass }

(* A discrete Integer variable *)
let int j = { read = λ s. s.discrete.ints.[j] ;

write = λ x s.
let new_ints = [s.discrete.ints with j = x] in
let new_event = s.effects.event

|| s.discrete.ints.[j] <> x
in
{s with

discrete = {s.discrete with ints = new_ints };
effects = {s.effects with event = new_event }

}
}

(* A discrete Real variable *)
let real j = { read = λ s. s.discrete.reals.[j] ;

write = λ x s. let _ = Printf:printf "Setting discrete Real %d to %f\n" j x in
{s with

discrete = {s.discrete with reals = [s.discrete.reals with j = x] };
effects = {s.effects with event = s.effects.event || s.discrete.reals.[j] <>

x}
}

}

(* A discrete Boolean variable *)
let bool j = { read = λ s. s.discrete.bools.[j] ;

write = λ x s. let _ = Printf:printf "Setting boolean %d to %b\n" j x in {s with
discrete = {s.discrete with bools = [s.discrete.bools with j = x] };
effects = {s.effects with event = s.effects.event || s.discrete.bools.[j] <>

x}
}

}

(* Discretized access to the simulation time *)
let time = { read = λ s. s.time ;

write = λ _ s. s ;
}

(* Discrete if-expression *)
let conditional i t e = {

write = λ x s. if (i.read s) then t.write x s else e.write x s ;
read = λ s. if (i.read s) then t.read s else e.read s

}

(* Discretized algebraic constraint *)
let of_constr c = { read = λ s. c.eval s ; write = pass }

(* true, if the given root has been found by the integrator *)
let root_found ev i = {

read = λ s.
let root_found = |s.roots| > i && s.roots.[i] in
(not (root_found && (s.effects.preroot))) &&

(root_found || ev.event_sign.read s) ;
write = pass
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}

(* Indicate termination of the simulation after event iteration *)
let terminate msg = {

write = λ _ s.
{s with effects = {s.effects with terminate = O:some msg;

event = s.effects.event || s.effects.terminate <>
O:some msg}};

read = λ _. {}
}

(* Discretized access to a continuous unknown *)
let unknown j = {

write = λ x s.
let reals = [s.reals with j = x] in
{s with effects = {s.effects with event = s.effects.event || s.reals.[j] <> x};

reals = reals
} ;

read = λ s. s.reals.[j]
}

(* Modelica's reinit operator *)
let reinit j x =

let u = unknown j in
{
read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s. u.write (x.read s) s

}

(* Pre-signal *)
let pre signal = {

read = λ s.(signal.read (O:grab s.pre));
write = pass ;

}

(* edge() operator *)
let edge signal = {

read = λ s.(signal.read s) && (not ((pre signal).read s)) ;
write = pass ;

}

let rec write_all eqs i s = if i >= |eqs| then s else
write_all eqs (i+1) (eqs.[i].write {} s)

let seq eqs = {
read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s . write_all eqs 0 s;

}

let when signal eqs elsewhen = {
read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s.

if (edge signal).read s then
write_all eqs 0 s

else
O:safe s (O:map (λ w. w.write {} s) elsewhen)

}

(* Mode transition *)
let switch_mode m = {

read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s.
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if (s.effects.transition < 0) || (s.effects.transition > m) then
let _ = Printf:printf "Setting transition to %d from %d\n" m s.effects.transition

in
{s with effects = {s.effects with transition = m; event = true}}

else
let _ = Printf:printf "Ignoring transition to %d from %d\n" m s.effects.transition

in
s

}

(* Discrete equation, actually an assignment *)
let equals a b = {

read = λ s . {};
write = λ _ s. a.write (b.read s) s

}

(** Iterate the event equations *)
let iterate s eqs =

(* Actual discrete-equation loop *)
let rec loop s =

if s.effects.event then
let next = write_all eqs 0 {s with effects = {s.effects with event=false}} in
(* Last state is the new pre *)
loop {next with pre = O:some s}

else s
in
loop s

F.8 variable-structure

(** Create a checkpoint and store it
in the modeling state *)

let checkpoint = do
state ← get ;
c ← call/cc (λk. return {routine = k;

state = state}) ;
cs ← checkpoints • get ;
checkpoints • put (cs <+ c) ;
return |cs|

(** Fast-forward the shared state between two
modes: All variables that have been allocated so far,
are at the same position (due to checkpointing).

*)
let forward sim pre =

(* Copy values *)
let rec cp i src dst =

if i >= |dst| then dst
else

cp (i+1) src [dst with i = src.[i]]
in

{sim with pre = O:some pre ;
reals = cp 0 pre.reals sim.reals ;
discrete = {sim.discrete with

ints = cp 0 pre.discrete.ints sim.discrete.ints;
reals = cp 0 pre.discrete.reals sim.discrete.reals;
bools = cp 0 pre.discrete.bools sim.discrete.bools} }
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let switch pre =
let t = pre.effects.transition in
do
cs ← checkpoints • get ;
put cs.[t].state ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
sim_state • put (forward sim pre) ;
initial_equations • put [] ;
continue cs.[t].routine with cs.[t]

let resuming cp = do
sim ← sim_state • get ;
return (O:safe false (O:map (λ pre. pre.effects.transition = cp) sim.pre))

F.9 basic modeling

let div n m = n / m

let discrete_equation e = do
es ← discrete_equations • get ;
discrete_equations • put (es <+ e)

let allocate_variable read write uid start restart =
do
state ← sim_state • get ;

(* Next free position in memory *)
let x = | (read state) | in

(* Store position for uid *)
let layout = T:insert T:str_map uid x state.layout in

(* Read a variable from its memory *)
let get_by_idx s i = (read s).[i] in

(* Get a value, if it is stored in the layout *)
let get_by_uid s = O:map (get_by_idx s) (T:find T:str_map uid s.layout) in

(* Modify an existing pre value *)
let previous = O:flatmap get_by_uid state.pre in
let value =

if previous = O:none then start
else if restart then start
else O:grab previous

in

(* Store the new value *)
let new_state = write state ((read state) <+ value) in
do

sim_state • put {new_state with layout = layout};
return x

let integer uid start restart =
let read_ints s = s.discrete.ints in
let write_ints s ints = {s with discrete = {s.discrete with ints = ints}} in
allocate_variable read_ints write_ints uid start restart
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let boolean uid start restart =
let read_bools s = s.discrete.bools in
let write_bools s bools = {s with discrete = {s.discrete with bools = bools}} in
allocate_variable read_bools write_bools uid start restart

let log_real k = do
os ← outputs • get ;
outputs • put (os <+ k) ;
return |os|

let real uid start restart =
let read_reals s = s.reals in
let write_reals s reals = {s with reals = reals} in
do

log_real uid ;
allocate_variable read_reals write_reals uid start restart

let discrete_real uid start restart =
let read_discrete_reals s = s.discrete.reals in
let write_discrete_reals s reals = {s with discrete = {s.discrete with reals = reals}} in
allocate_variable read_discrete_reals write_discrete_reals uid start restart

let equation eq = do
eqs ← equations • get ;
equations • put (eqs <+ eq)

let assert signal message = do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
implicits • put {implicits with

asserts = implicits.asserts <+ {signal=signal; message=message} }

let connect_flow a ao b bo = do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
implicits • put {implicits with flows =

Equiv:add T:int_map implicits.flows
(if ao then -a else a)
(if bo then -b else b)}

let connect_potential a ao b bo = do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
implicits • put {implicits with potentials =

Equiv:add T:int_map implicits.potentials a b}

let connect con_left outside_left con_right outside_right left right =
con_left left outside_left right outside_right

let connect_optional con_left outside_left con_right outside_right left right =
if right = O:none || left = O:none then

return {}
else

con_left (O:grab left) outside_left (O:grab right) outside_right

let connect_left_optional con_left outside_left con_right outside_right left right =
if left = O:none then

return {}
else

con_left (O:grab left) outside_left right outside_right

let connect_right_optional con_left outside_left con_right outside_right left right =
if right = O:none then

return {}
else
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con_left left outside_left (O:grab right) outside_right

let reconcile state = do
s ← sim_state • get ;
ids ← der_identities • get ;
if (state.size <= |s.reals|) then

return {}
else

let inv_insert k v m = T:insert T:int_map v k m in
(* Obtain the inverse layout, map positions to uids *)
let inv_layout = T:fold inv_insert T:empty s.layout in

(* Pick up all new identities at once *)
let rec update i =
if i >= state.size then der_identities • put state.identities
else

let dx = i in
let y = T:find T:int_map dx state.identities in
let uid = O:grab (T:find T:int_map dx inv_layout) in
do

real ("der(" ^ uid ^ ")") 0.0 false ;
equation (Ode:diff (Ode:unknown (O:grab y)) (Ode:der dx)) ;
update (i+1)

in
update ( |s.reals| )

let ode_to_algebraic ode =
do
s ← sim_state • get ;
der_ids ← der_identities • get ;

let ql = Ql:of_ode {identities=der_ids; size= |s.reals| } ode in
let alg = Ql:to_constr ql.state ql.result in
do
reconcile alg.state ;
return alg.result

let initial_equation = λ eq . do
coeff ← ode_to_algebraic eq ;
state ← sim_state • get ;
eqs ← initial_equations • get ;
if state.pre = O:none then

initial_equations • put (eqs <+ coeff)
else

return {}

let zero_event ev = do
evs ← events • get ;
events • put (evs <+ ev) ;
return (Discrete:root_found ev (|evs|) )

let lt lhs rhs =
zero_event {
event_root = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . l -. r)) lhs rhs ;
event_sign = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . l < r)) lhs rhs ;
event_dir = -1;

}

let eq lhs rhs =
zero_event {
event_root = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . l -. r)) lhs rhs ;
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event_sign = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . (abs_float (l -. r) < 1.e-6))) lhs
rhs ;
event_dir = 0;

}

let gt lhs rhs =
zero_event {

event_root = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . l -. r)) lhs rhs ;
event_sign = Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (λ l r . l > r)) lhs rhs ;
event_dir = 1;

}

let sample start intv = do
state ← sim_state • get ;
x ← discrete_real ("timer of sample with interval " ^ (string_of_float intv))

(if start = state.time then (start +. intv) else start) false;

timer ← gt (Discrete:time) (Discrete:real x) ;

discrete_equation
(Discrete:when timer [

Discrete:equals (Discrete:real x) (Discrete:fmap2 (Discrete:pure (+.)) Discrete:time
(Discrete:pure intv))
] O:none)

;
(* FIXME: we are missing the first event in the case of start = time *)
return (Discrete:edge timer)

let start_value s = do
state ← sim_state • get ;
return (s.read state)

let der ode = do
s ← sim_state • get ;
ids ← der_identities • get ;
let d = ode.diff {identities=ids; size= |s.reals| } in
do
reconcile d.state ;
return d.result

F.10 simulation

let default_experiment = { start = 0.0; stop = 1.0; interval = 0.01 }

let empty_discrete = {
ints = [];
reals = [];
bools = [];
int_layout = T:empty;
real_layout = T:empty;
bool_layout = T:empty;

}

let noeffects = {
terminate = O:none;
event = false;
preroot = false;
transition = -1;
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}

let noimplicits = {
flows = T:empty;
potentials = T:empty;
asserts = [];

}

let default_sim_state = {
layout = T:empty;
time = 0.0 ;
reals = [];
pre = O:none;
roots = [];
discrete = empty_discrete;
effects = noeffects;

}

let initial_state = { equations = [] ;
initial_equations = [] ;
discrete_equations = [] ;
der_identities = T:empty;
events = [];
checkpoints = [] ;
sim_state = default_sim_state;
experiment = default_experiment;
outputs = [];
implicits = noimplicits;

}

let start_output os =
let rec hd i =

if i >= |os| then
let _ = Printf:printf "\n" in {}
else
let _ = Printf:printf "\t%s" os.[i] in hd (i+1)

in
return (let _ = Printf:printf "OUT: t" in hd 0)

let output os s =
let rec obs i = if i >= |os| then
let _ = Printf:printf "\n" in s
else (

let idx = T:find T:str_map os.[i] s.layout in
if idx <> O:none then (

let x = O:grab idx in
if x < |s.reals| then

let _ = Printf:printf "\t%f" s.reals.[x] in obs(i+1)
else

let _ = Printf:printf "\t!!" in obs (i+1)
)
else let _ = Printf:printf "\t??" in obs (i+1)

) in
let _ = Printf:printf "\nOUT: %f" s.time in (obs 0)

(** Trigger discrete event handling *)
let root_detect no_root deqs s =

let _ = Printf:printf "Event detected\n" in
let pre_effects = {s.effects with preroot = true} in
let effects = {s.effects with preroot = false; event=true} in
let s = {s with effects = effects;

pre = O:some {s with effects = pre_effects}}
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in
let s = Discrete:iterate s deqs in
Discrete:iterate {s with roots = no_root; pre=O:some s} deqs

let initialize prep pre exp ieqs events root_detect fout s =
let start =

if pre <> O:none then
(O:grab pre).time

else
exp.start

in
let _ = Printf:printf "Initialize with %d events, %d roots\n" (|events|) (|s.roots|) in

Prim:qualidaes {s with time = start} exp.stop
ieqs events prep.dynamics prep.constraints
root_detect fout exp.interval

let rec loop prep exp events root_detect fout s =
if s.time >= exp.stop then

(* Normal end of simulation *)
let _ = Printf:printf "Simulation finished at: %f\n" s.time in
return {s with pre = O:none}

else if s.effects.terminate <> O:none then
(* Simulation stopped *)
let _ = Printf:printf "Simulation terminated at: %f\n'%s'\n" s.time (O:grab
s.effects.terminate) in
return {s with pre = O:none}

else if s.effects.transition >= 0 then
(* Transition requested *)
let _ = fout s in
let _ = Printf:printf "OUT:\n" in
Struct:switch s

else
(* Continue integration *)
let s = {s with pre = O:none} in
loop prep exp events root_detect fout
(Prim:qualidaes s exp.stop [] events

prep.dynamics prep.constraints
root_detect fout exp.interval )

let alloc_ids state = do
s ← sim_state • get ;
let inv_insert k v m = T:insert T:int_map v k m in

(* Obtain the inverse layout, map positions to uids *)
let inv_layout = T:fold inv_insert T:empty s.layout in

(* This depends on the ordering of T:fold !*)
let a k v addr =

let uid = O:grab (T:find T:int_map k inv_layout) in
do
addr; Basic:real ("der(" ^ uid ^ ")") 0.0 false ; return {}

in
T:fold a (return {}) state.identities

let flatten_potentials =
let create_equality x y _ r = do

Basic:equation (Ode:diff (Ode:unknown x) (Ode:unknown y)) ;
r

in

(* flatten a potential set *)
let flatten_potential_set x set r =
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let rest = T:delete T:int_map x set in
let r = T:fold (create_equality x) r rest in
r

in
do

implicits ← implicits • get ;
let classes = Equiv:classes T:int_map implicits.potentials in
T:fold flatten_potential_set (return {}) classes

let flatten_flows =
let rec create_sum y _ r =
if (y < 0) then

(Ode:diff r (Ode:unknown (-1 * y)))
else

(Ode:add r (Ode:unknown y))
in
let flatten_flow_set x set r =

let rest = T:delete T:int_map x set in
let base =

if (x < 0) then
(Ode:mult (Ode:const -1.0) (Ode:unknown (-1 * x)))

else
(Ode:unknown x)

in do
Basic:equation (T:fold create_sum base rest) ; r

in do
implicits ← implicits • get ;
let classes = Equiv:classes T:int_map implicits.flows in
T:fold flatten_flow_set (return {}) classes

let simulate m =
do m;
exp ← experiment • get ;
os ← outputs • get ;
ieqs ← initial_equations • get ;
eqs ← equations • get ;
deqs ← discrete_equations • get ;
events ← events • get ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
flatten_potentials ;
flatten_flows ;
sim ← sim_state • get ;
eqs ← equations • get ;
let no_root = [false | (|events|)] in
let root_detect = root_detect no_root deqs in
let prep = System:prepare eqs in
do

alloc_ids prep.state ;
s ← sim_state • get ;
(if (s.pre = O:none) then
start_output os

else return {}) ;
let fout s = output os s in
(* allocate root-finding memory *)
let s = if (s.pre = O:none) then {s with roots = no_root} else s in
let initial_state = initialize prep s.pre exp

ieqs events
root_detect fout s

in
loop prep exp events root_detect fout initial_state
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G.1 simple models

G.1.1 Builtins

Real = {|
val elaborate = λuid _ ps.
Basic:real uid (O:safe 0.0 ps.start) (O:safe false ps.restart) ;
val discrete = λuid ps. Basic:discrete_real uid (O:safe 0.0 ps.start) (O:safe false
ps.restart);
val constant = this.parameter.start;

val parameter = λ _ .{
start = O:none;
restart = O:none;

};

Annotation = {|
val type = realType

|};

val connect = λ x. Basic:connect_potential x
|};

Integer = {|
val discrete = λuid ps. Basic:integer uid (O:safe 0 ps.start) (O:safe false ps.restart);
val constant = this.start;

val parameter = λ _ .{
start = O:none;
restart = O:none;

};

Annotation = {|
val type = integerType

|}
|};

Boolean = {|
val discrete = (λuid ps.

do x ← Basic:boolean uid (O:safe false ps.start) (O:safe false
ps.restart);

return x);
val constant = this.start;

val parameter = λ _ .{
start = O:none;
restart = O:none;

};

Annotation = {|
val type = booleanType

|}
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|};

Checkpoint = {|
val elaborate = λ_ _ _. Struct:checkpoint;

val parameter = λ _ .{ };

Annotation = {|
val type = class_ ;
Outer = {||}

|}
|};

C_sample = {|
val function = Basic:sample ;
Annotation = {|

Signatures = {|
C_function = {|

val input0 = parameter_realType;
val input1 = parameter_realType;
val output = discrete_booleanType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = elab;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_integer = {|
val function = int_of_float ;
Annotation = {|

Signatures = {|
C_function = {|

val input0 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_integerType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_resuming = {|
val function = Struct:resuming ;
Annotation = {|

Signatures = {|
C_function = {|

val input0 = continuous_model;
val output = parameter_booleanType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = elab;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_der = {|
val function = Basic:der ;
Annotation = {|

Signatures = {|
C_function = {|
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val input0 = continuous_realType;
val output = continuous_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = elab;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_abs = {|
val function = abs_float ;
Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_function = {|
val input0 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_asin = {|
val function = asin ;
Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_function = {|
val input0 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_atan2 = {|
val constant = atan2;
val continuous = λ x y . {

string = λ s. "atan2(" ^ (x.string {}) ^ "," ^ (y.string {}) ^ ")";

diff = λ s.
let dx = x.diff s in
let dy = y.diff dx.state in
{state = dy.state;
result =
(* (y dx - x dy) / (x² + y²) *)
Ode:mult

(Ode:diff (Ode:mult y dx.result) (Ode:mult x dy.result))
(Ode:inv (Ode:add (Ode:mult x x) (Ode:mult y y)))

} ;

sigma = λ r. x.sigma (y.sigma r) ;

ql = λ ts.
let qlx = x.ql ts in
let qly = y.ql qlx.state in
let xalg = Ql:to_constr qly.state qlx.result in
let yalg = Ql:to_constr xalg.state qly.result in
let rec algatan2 ax ay =

{ eval = λ s.
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atan2 (ax.eval s) (ay.eval s) ;
string = λ _. "atan2(" ^ (ax.string {}) ^ "," ^ (ay.string {}) ^ ")";
simplify = λ _.

let sx = ax.simplify {} in
let sy = ay.simplify {} in
{static = O:none; dynamic = algatan2 sx.dynamic sy.dynamic};

}
in
{state = yalg.state;
result = {f = T:empty;

c = algatan2 xalg.result yalg.result}} ;

simplify = λ s.
let sx = x.simplify {} in
let sy = y.simplify {} in
{static = O:none; dynamic = this.continuous sx.dynamic sy.dynamic};

} ;

Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_constant = {|
val input0 = parameter_realType;
val input1 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|};

C_continuous = {|
val input0 = continuous_realType;
val input1 = continuous_realType;
val output = continuous_realType;
val translate = lookup;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_sin = {|
val constant = sin;
val continuous = Ode:fmap sin up(1).C_cos.continuous "sin";

Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_constant = {|
val input0 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|};

C_continuous = {|
val input0 = continuous_realType;
val output = continuous_realType;
val translate = lookup;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};
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C_cos = {|
val constant = cos;
val continuous = Ode:fmap cos (λ x. Ode:neg (up(1).C_sin.continuous x)) "cos";

Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|
C_constant = {|

val input0 = parameter_realType;
val output = parameter_realType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|};

C_continuous = {|
val input0 = continuous_realType;
val output = continuous_realType;
val translate = lookup;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_div = {|
val function = Basic:div ;
Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_function = {|
val input0 = parameter_integerType;
val input1 = parameter_integerType;
val output = parameter_integerType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

C_mod = {|
val function = mod ;
Annotation = {|
Signatures = {|

C_function = {|
val input0 = parameter_integerType;
val input1 = parameter_integerType;
val output = parameter_integerType;
val translate = inline;
val effect = pure;

|}
|}

|}
|};

G.2 electrical library

package Electrical
package Interfaces

connector Pin
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Real u;
flow Real i;

end Pin;

model TwoPins
Pin p;
Pin n;
Real i;
Real u;

equation
u = p.u - n.u;
i = p.i;
p.i + n.i = 0;

end TwoPins;
end Interfaces;

package Sensors
model VoltageSensor

Interfaces.Pin p;
Interfaces.Pin n;
Real u;

equation
p.i = 0;
n.i = 0;
u = p.u - n.u;

end VoltageSensor;
end Sensors;

package Sources
model StepVoltage

parameter Real v0=0.0;
parameter Real v1=24.0;
parameter Real stepTime=0.5;
discrete Real dv(start=v0);
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;

equation
when time >= stepTime then

dv = v1;
end when;
u = dv;

initial equation
u = dv;

end StepVoltage;

model ConstantVoltage
parameter Real v=0.0;
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;

equation
u = v;

end ConstantVoltage;

model SineVoltage
parameter Real f=50.0;
parameter Real v_peak=220.0;
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;

equation
u = v_peak * sin(2.0 * 3.14159265359 * f * time);
//der(u) = v_peak * cos(2pi f t) * 2 pi f

end SineVoltage;

model ClockDividerPulse
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extends Interfaces.TwoPins(u(start=0.1));
parameter Integer period=1;
discrete Integer count(start=0);
outer discrete Boolean clock;
discrete Boolean out(start=false);

equation
when clock then

count = if pre(count) + 1 >= period then 0 else pre(count) + 1;
// poor man's xor
out = (pre(out) or (pre(count) + 1 >= period)) and

(not (pre(out) and (pre(count) + 1 >= period)));
end when;

equation
u = if out then 3.3 else 0.1;

end ClockDividerPulse;
end Sources;

package Basic
model Ground
Interfaces.Pin p(u(start=0.0));
equation
p.u = 0;

end Ground;

model Resistor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real R = 1.0;
equation
u = R * i;

end Resistor;

model Capacitor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real C = 1.0;

equation
C*der(u) = i;

end Capacitor;

model Inductor
extends Interfaces.TwoPins;
parameter Real L = 1.0;

equation
L*der(i) = u;

end Inductor;
end Basic;

end Electrical;

G.2.1 Many Modes

The delayed Nand gate

model NAND
// Thresholds
parameter Real hi = 3.2;
parameter Real lo = 0.1;

Real a, b; // input signals
Checkpoint cp; // behavorial changes
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// desired output, recompute on every change
discrete Boolean mode(start = not (a >= hi and b >= hi), restart=true);

Real o(start = if mode then 3.3 else 0.0); // actual output

// infer current state
parameter Boolean stable = (mode and o >= hi) or ((not mode) and o <= lo);
parameter Boolean raising = (not stable) and mode;

// analog behavior
Electrical.Sources.ConstantVoltage voltage(v = 3.3) if raising;
Electrical.Basic.Ground ground if not stable;
RLC rlc(capacitor(u(start=o))) if not stable;

Real delta(start=0.0, restart=not stable); // lift RLC change to observable value
equation

if (not stable) then
//Instable state
when delta == 0.0 then

if abs(o - (if mode then 3.3 else 0.0)) < 1.0e-6 then
resume(cp);

end if;
end when;
if mode then

connect (voltage.p, rlc.inductor.p);
connect (voltage.n, rlc.capacitor.n);
connect (voltage.n, ground.p);

else
connect (ground.p, rlc.capacitor.n);
connect (ground.p, rlc.inductor.p);

end if;

connect (o, rlc.capacitor.u);
connect (delta, rlc.chg);

else
//Stable state
delta = 42.0; //bogus value
o = if mode then 3.3 else 0.0;

end if;

when (a > hi) then
if (pre(b) >= hi and pre(mode)) then

resume(cp);
end if;

end when;

when (a < lo) then
if (not pre(mode)) then

resume(cp);
end if;

end when;

when (b > hi) then
if (pre(a) >= hi and pre(mode)) then

resume(cp);
end if;

end when;

when (b < lo) then
if (not pre(mode)) then
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resume(cp);
end if;

end when;
end NAND;

The delayed Or gate

model Or
parameter Real hi = 3.1;
parameter Real lo = 0.2;

Real a;
Real b;
NAND u1(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=a));
NAND u2(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=b), b(start=a));
NAND u3(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u1.o), b(start=u2.o));

Real o(start=u3.o);

equation
connect(a, u1.a);
connect(a, u1.b);

connect(b, u2.a);
connect(b, u2.b);

connect(u1.o, u3.a);
connect(u2.o, u3.b);

connect(o, u3.o);
end Or;

The delayed Half Adder

model HalfAdder
parameter Real hi = 3.2;
parameter Real lo = 0.2;

Real a; Real b;

NAND u1(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=b));
NAND u2(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u1.o), b(start=u1.o));
NAND u3(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=u1.o));
NAND u4(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u1.o), b(start=b));
NAND u5(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=u3.o), b(start=u4.o));

Real s(start=u5.o); Real cout(start=u2.o);
equation

connect(a, u1.a);
connect(b, u1.b);
connect(a, u3.a);
connect(u1.o, u3.b);
connect(u1.o, u4.a);
connect(b, u4.b);
connect(u1.o, u2.a);
connect(u1.o, u2.b);
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connect(u3.o, u5.a);
connect(u4.o, u5.b);
connect(s, u5.o);
connect(cout, u2.o);

end HalfAdder;

The delayed Full Adder

model FullAdder
parameter Real hi = 3.2;
parameter Real lo = 0.2;

Real a;
Real b;
Real cin;

HalfAdder left(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=a), b(start=b));
HalfAdder right(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=left.s), b(start=cin));
Or carry(hi=hi, lo=lo, a(start=left.cout), b(start=right.cout));

Real s(start=right.s);
Real cout(start=carry.o);

equation
connect(a, left.a);
connect(b, left.b);
connect(left.s, right.a);
connect(cin, right.b);

connect(s, right.s);
connect(left.cout, carry.a);
connect(right.cout, carry.b);

connect(cout, carry.o);

end FullAdder;

Test Model

model Test
discrete Real a(start=0.0);
discrete Real b(start=0.0);
discrete Real c(start=0.0);
Electrical.Sensors.VoltageSensor sensor(u(start=0.0));
discrete Real ideal;
Real ideal_response;
/* Output Conversion */
Ladder ladder(nr = 2);
Electrical.Basic.Ground ground;
Real dump;

FullAdder logic(a(start=a), b(start=b));
equation

connect(dump, logic.left.u3.o);
/* 0 + 0, 0 + 1, 1 + 0, 1 + 1

----------------------
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t | 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
a | 0 1 0 1 1
b | 0 0 1 1 1
ci | 0 0 0 0 1
s | 0 1 1 0 1
co | 0 0 0 1 1

*/
a = if time < 0.5 then 0.0 else if time < 1.0 then 3.3 else if time < 1.5 then 0.0 else 3.3;
b = if time < 1.0 then 0.0 else 3.3;
c = if time < 2.0 then 0.0 else 3.3;

ideal = if time < 0.5 then 0.0 else if time < 1.5 then 0.825 else if time < 2.0 then 1.65
else 2.475;

// first signal
logic.a = a;
// second signal
logic.b = b;
// Carry in
logic.cin = c;
ideal_response = ideal;

// Analog conversion
connect(ladder.next.r1.p.u, logic.s);
ladder.r1.p.u = logic.cout;
connect(ladder.r1.n, sensor.p);
connect(sensor.n, ground.p);
connect(ladder.next.r2.p, ground.p);

end Test;

G.3 golden-section search

G.3.1 GSS Implementation

model GSS
constant Real tol = 1e-3;
constant Real p = 1.6180339887498949;

discrete Real a(start = 0.0);
discrete Real b(start = asin(1.0));
discrete Real c(start = b - (b - a) / p);
discrete Real d(start = a + (b - a) / p);
discrete Real score_c(start=0.0);
discrete Real time_offset(start = 0.0);
discrete Boolean calc_d(start = false);

Checkpoint cp;

model GoalFunction = Throw;

GoalFunction f(arg = (if calc_d then d else c),
time_offset = time_offset,
restart=resuming(cp));

// Observable interval
Real at,bt;

// Local time
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Real local_time(start=0.0, restart=resuming(cp));
equation

at = a;
bt = b;
local_time = time - time_offset;

/* Golden-section search */
c = b - (b - a) / p;
d = a + (b - a) / p;

when f.finished then
time_offset = time;
if pre(calc_d) then

if abs(pre(a) - pre(b)) <= tol * (abs(c) + abs(d)) then
terminate("Optimum reached");

elseif pre(score_c) > f.score then
b = pre(d);

elseif f.score > pre(score_c) then
a = pre(c);

end if;
calc_d = false;
resume(cp);

else
calc_d = true;
score_c = f.score;
resume(cp);

end if;
end when;

end GSS;

G.3.2 Projectile Motion

model Throw
parameter Boolean restart = false;
parameter Real arg = 0.0 "Goal function argument";
parameter Real time_offset = 0.0 "Difference to simulation time";

discrete Boolean finished(start=false, restart=restart);
discrete Real score(start = 0.0);

Real vx(start = 9.81 * cos(arg), restart=restart);
Real vy(start = 9.81 * sin(arg), restart=restart);
Real x(start = 0.0, restart=restart);
Real y(start = 0.0, restart=restart);

equation

when y < 0.0 then
finished = true;
score = x;

end when;

der(x) = vx; der(vx) = 0.0;
der(y) = vy; der(vy) = -9.81;
initial equation
vx = 9.81 * cos(arg);
vy = 9.81 * sin(arg);
y = 0.0;
x = 0.0;

end Throw;
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G.4 moon landing

G.4.1 Lander

model Lander
constant Real pi=2*asin(1.0); // 3.14159265358979;
constant Real g0 = 9.81; // Earth gravity

/* Structural Variability Control */
parameter Boolean restart = false;
parameter Real burn_time = 0.0 "When to start the engine";

/* Physical properties */
parameter Real g = 1.62519 "Target body gravity";
parameter Real isp = 240.0 "Rocket engine efficiency";
parameter Real dry_mass = 6.4 "Payload (t)";
parameter Real engine_thrust = 70.0 * 8 "Maximum thrust (kN)";
parameter Real m_p0 = 1.4 * 6 "Initial propellant";
parameter Real m0 = m_p0 + dry_mass "Initial mass";

parameter Real x_tol = 1.0 "Crash tolerance for horizontal velocity";
parameter Real y_tol = 2.0 "Crash tolerance for vertical velocity";

/* Engine Status */
discrete Real max_thrust(start=engine_thrust, restart=restart);
Real m_p(start=m_p0, restart = restart) , m(start=m0, restart = restart);

/* Flight Status */
discrete Boolean touchdown;
discrete Boolean crash_vertical;
discrete Boolean crash_horizontal;
discrete Boolean landed;

/* Geometry */
Real x(start=0.0, restart = restart), y(start=12000.0, restart = restart);
Real phi(start=0.0, restart = restart) "Prograde direction";

/* Velocity */
inner Real vx(start=1700.0, restart = restart);
inner Real vy(start=0.0, restart = restart);

/* Autopilot */
Autopilot pilot(restart = restart, burn_time=burn_time);

/* Thrust */
Real F(start=0.0, restart=restart),Fx(start=0.0, restart=restart),Fy(start=0.0,

restart=restart);

initial equation
y = 12000;
x = 0;
vx = 1700;
vy = 0.0;
m_p = m_p0;

equation

/* End-of-flight signals */
touchdown = y < 0.0;
landed = touchdown and (not (crash_vertical or crash_horizontal));
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crash_vertical = touchdown and abs(vy) > y_tol;
crash_horizontal = touchdown and abs(vx) > x_tol;

/* Propellant limitations */
when m_p <= 0.0 then max_thrust = 0.0; end when;

/* Flight physics */
der(x) = vx;
der(y) = vy;

der(vx) = Fx / m;
der(vy) = (Fy / m) - g;

/* dynamic mass */
m = dry_mass + m_p;

/* thrust */
F = pilot.throttle * max_thrust;

/* propellant consumption */
der(m_p) = (-F) / (g0 * isp);

/* craft geometry, thrust points retrograde */
phi = atan2(-1. * vx, -1. * vy);
Fy = F*cos(phi);
Fx = F*sin(phi);

end Lander;

G.4.2 Autopilot

model Autopilot
parameter Boolean restart = false;

/* Autopilot configuration */
parameter Real cutoff_x = 0.5 "Desired cutoff speed, x-axis";
parameter Real cutoff_y = 1.0 "Desired cutoff speed, y-axis";
parameter Real restart_factor = 2.0 "Restart when velocity > cutoff * restart_factor";
parameter Real burn_time = 0.0 "When to start the engine";

/* Autopilot signals */
discrete Boolean stop_engine(start=false, restart=restart);
discrete Boolean restart_engine(start=false, restart=restart);
discrete Boolean start_engine(start=false, restart=restart);

discrete Real throttle(start = 0.0, restart=restart);

/* Flight signals */
outer Real vx, vy;
Real bt(start=1.0);

equation
bt = burn_time;

/* Autopilot implementation */
when start_engine then

throttle = 1.0;
elsewhen stop_engine then

throttle = 0.0;
elsewhen restart_engine then

throttle = 1.0;
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end when;

start_engine = time > burn_time;
stop_engine = abs(vx) < cutoff_x and abs(vy) < cutoff_y;
restart_engine = ((abs(vx) > cutoff_x * restart_factor) or abs(vy) > cutoff_y *

restart_factor)
and time > burn_time;

end Autopilot;

G.4.3 Goal Function

model Goal
parameter Boolean restart = false;
parameter Real time_offset = 0.0;

/* Shortcuts for the score */
parameter Real safe_x = 1.0 ;
parameter Real safe_y = 2.0 ;

parameter Real arg = 0.0 "Goal function argument";
discrete Boolean finished(start=false, restart=restart);
discrete Real score(start = -1.0);

Lander lander(burn_time = arg + time_offset, restart=restart);
equation

when lander.touchdown then
finished = true;
score = if abs(pre(lander.vx)) <= safe_x and abs(pre(lander.vy)) <= safe_y

then 10 * pre(lander.m_p) else
-1e-5 * (pre(lander.vx) * pre(lander.vx) + pre(lander.vy) * pre(lander.vy)) ;

end when;
end Goal;

G.4.4 Optimization

model Burn
extends GSS(b(start=120.0));
redeclare model GoalFunction = Goal;

end Burn;
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